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                                                           Limodane
 
                                                                      Part 1

                                                              - Literary Part -

The ingenious originality, however, consists in the discovery of new laws and relations which, 
though hitherto unknown, are nevertheless the most natural of the world, for they have always been 
there. No sooner are they discovered than everyone says, "I knew that long ago." 
                       Egon Friedell; Of the switching mechanism of the thoughts

(Denial of the physiocratic level by absolute mercantilism or money is only created by debt and 
contract.
"The poor are the most patient creditors." From "Vatel"; French historical film about the time of the 
Sun King with Gérard Depardieu; 2000).

Preface

Let's invent a fairy tale or a utopia. - Best: utopia, even if this term is hidden and ideologically 
dyshemistically attacked. Utopia is mainly only about the future and it is related to our past and 
present behavior. We don't know, because it is a game of thoughts and here the money should be in 
the foreground, how everything will end. After all, who can see into the future? However, as we will
learn, money is a projection of the future! We also do not know whether the narration holds a good 
or bad exit for the characters contained in it. But we want to think of human characteristics that the 
characters have to reckon with at every moment of their virtual lives, and have to deal with love and
death, wealth and poverty, health and illness, success and failure, and the fears that go with them.

 A peculiarity of utopias is that the mind's eye suddenly finds itself in another future time. Most 
utopias, therefore, seek only to improve the world, and their narratives exclude devastating wars, 
organized widespread robbery, and worldwide pandemics or natural disasters. In other words, with 
utopia we are dealing with an anachronism that can entertain a realist but probably not impress him.
But if every realist would recognize what is only appearance in his present being of the known and 
immediate, we would not need this narrative form, because the illusory world of money also 
belongs to this real world.

 
Utopias and fairy tales are therefore directed against the real or the existing. Utopian characters - 
like Limodane and Brutalo - have to play with anachronism and explore reality between the 
thinkable and the unthinkable, the visible and the invisible and the will-o'-the-wisps. They test the 
linguistic images and their synonyms for their suitability and look for alternatives of a better future 
for all. That is why they run the risk - by no means only because of the Time jumps - not always 
being stable in character. Naivety and house-high superiority alternate in their existence. 



Limodane and Brutalo, the two protagonists of this story, thus wander through time and space so 
that they can gain spiritual experiences for Har. They then return to their own time, after having 
been with Walter, who gifted them with a lot of unnoticed and for them unknown axioms like the 
Monetary Laws.

They put an end to the usual one-dimensional thinking about money and point out that the image of 
money is a shadow image, which can only be correctly recognized and interpreted in its functions 
via two levels or even two superimposed generations with their corresponding agencies.  

Those who wish to read in a results-oriented manner and who may be pressed for time should take 
the following sections in the suggested order:

In Har and His Philosophy of Everyday Life                                      Page   28

Walter's Principle                                                                                              92

Short form of the General Theory of Money                                                115 

General Theory of Money                                                                               129

Archetype of Money Creation                                                                        172

Monetary Laws                                                                                                224 



The Utopia

The utopia starts from a present uneasiness and therefore poses the question to the real, whether the 
visible and the seeming connected with it are able to represent the social reality sufficiently. The 
very question raises great doubts and immediately calls for unadulterated historical dimensions. But
what is unadulterated? Here, too, caution is called for, for not everywhere that history is written on 
it is history in it. History must also face the question of which elements of existence are of a 
fundamentally cognitive or even genuine nature and how digital as well as crypto-currencies can be 
formed from this knowledge today.
 
This establishes the subject of investigation here. - It is money.
More than five centuries ago, physiocrats - all life comes from the field - and mercantilists - only 
trade creates security and happiness - considered their own view to be the more vital. Only a few 
recognized that there was a difference between the necessities of life on the one hand and the values
of life on the other. Today, we are probably even further behind in the insight to distinguish this than
the people 500 years ago. Thus, most are unable to classify an energy company as belonging to the 
physiocratic system and do not see it as playing a significant role in raising money for the general 
public. These days, a major trial against former leading managers of the state-owned energy 
company Elf Aquitaine came to an end in France. They had embezzled over a billion euros and 
deposited this sum in Switzerland, which they spent on themselves and then on bribes - mainly for 
corrupt politicians in the European region. But it remained largely unclear in this corruption thicket 
where the money came from and where it went (and as this is being written (2004), the loss of 10 
billion euros - 10 times the previous amount - in the Italian food company "Parmalat" was 
announced). The physiocrats have disappeared from our thinking and an absolute mercantilism with
gigantic fraud inclusions (money appropriation without commodity or achievement) rules with us. 
Only quietly a physiocratic voice announces itself once, which shouts: "We cannot distribute more 
than we have!" The generalists of mercantilism take this as a reason to flatten everything in the 
name of justice, because the global flow of money, which circles the globe with the sun within one 
day, needs smooth runways and everything, which stands in the way, must be eliminated. They call 
it deregulation. But this flow of money is rather a money smog that should not exist at all and 
whose control is forbidden in the name of a strange freedom. 

In the 1980s, many people in Tokyo could no longer bury their deceased relatives according to their 
ideas and customs because in some districts of this city the price per square meter was over one 
million DM. Whether as a member of a religious community or as a Japanese atheist, a basic 
metaphysical need had been deeply affected here. But also in Germany similar conditions are 
approaching in the year 2004.

Due to the abolition of death benefits, the deceased often lie in cold storage for months until the 
administration finds out which relative has to bear the funeral costs, which are not low. The garden 
of the Japanese emperor was worth more than the entire land area of the US state of California, 
including the cities of Los Angeles and San Francisco. These outrageous valuations for any square 
meter were really claimed by the Japanese banks at that time and really converted into fictitious 
valuations. They served only the purpose of having money issued in order to distribute it to 
interested, solvent circles. The result is known: When the value assessments could not be driven 
higher, the Japanese economy fell into a recession from which it has not recovered to this day. The 
Nikkei index fell from 38,916 points to a level of around 10,000 points. The index has been 
hovering in this range for over two decades now.

What this fallen index value conceals are millions of individual fates, which had linked their future 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unsichtbare_Hand


with these values. In many cases, it was the money of small people who saw a retirement security in
it that disappeared here. These devastating processes are constantly repeated in some place in the 
world (Thailand, Argentina and certainly also in Germany with its Riester pension; see here: 
Criticism of concept and result). Or as ignored by the world public in Saudi Arabia, where in 2006 
within four months the stock index fell from its peak of 20000 to 10000 (-50%). In Kuwait, also 
affected by this crash, the parliament was even dissolved - unnoticed by the world public - to 
prevent possible political debates. Those who believe that the system has self-healing rules, such as 
"The Invisible Hand", are on the wrong track. Even the world's central banks have been helpless.

So the story of Limodane and Brutalo is about money. It quickly becomes apparent at the outset that
money in its legitimate form has a dual character, representing work done on the one hand and 
trinkets on the other, which also includes, depending on a country's currency, an eight- to nine-
figure sailing yacht.
This is precisely why the question quickly arises as to whether money in this dubious manifestation 
can serve as an indicator of "social justice. The common basic assumption that we have a stable 
financial economy is merely a vision. The invisible hand, which many economists invoked, has 
failed, or better, does not exist.... 
How else, then, can words like "old-age poverty" or "child poverty" arise in this conceptual field of 
justice? In many "rich" countries there is no adequate health insurance. How can old-age and long-
term care insurance end up in such a desolate state? Why do people suddenly lack the money to 
finance real estate in 2021? Can this still be solved with money alone, or does money bring about 
these conditions in the first place?
It turns out already at the beginning of the considerations that for the condition description of the 
money in the German language words and terms are missing. For example, in order to describe the 
conditions in Argentina - because people there have created a kind of substitute money in their need
- we have to use the English term "token". But in England, too, there are no suitable words or a 
plausible description of the appearance of money. 

This was particularly demonstrated by the action of the British music artists Bill Drummond and 
Jimmy Cauty, who in the early hours of August 23, 1994, handed over their money, equivalent to 
1.5 million euros, to the fire on the Scottish island of Jura and asked the English public for plausible
explanations of the effects of their actions.

But nothing has been done and nothing has changed, and they still exist and do not die out, the 
highly elected political phrase-mongers who have earned the designation of populist, claiming that 
money is not all that man needs to live. In doing so, they evade the most fundamental question, 
namely, what money actually is, where it comes from and where it goes, and by what means it must 
ultimately dissolve. They waffle on about high debt, forgetting to mention that money is a 
manifestation of debt, or they simply don't know. But without debt, there would be no money in the 
world. They, who allow themselves high salaries and pocket and therefore carry a complicity in the 
debt mountain, do not live badly from this money and they preach every year anew, particularly in 
their New Year's speeches, how bad a society is, which (allegedly) everything - but also really 
everything - can be converted only into money (R.Herzog). But this accusation is about as absurd as
accusing a fish of not wanting to get out of the bad water in which it swims. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6q4n5TQnpA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6q4n5TQnpA
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/immobilienmarkt-corona-preise-1.4993946
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/ezb-wenn-notenbanker-die-welt-retten-muessen-kolumne-a-aa6e921b-2d68-4cd3-9d9f-b8f889467d90


Limodane and Brutalo

A sturdy young man - he called himself Brutalo - had been roaming a wild forest for several years 
without meeting a soul. His people had been destroyed by a non-visible force, and his mother had 
vaguely hinted that it had been the power or some evil of money. It drove them all to misery and 
misery turned into hatred among the people. Brutalo got to know the mocking laughter of the 
limited world view, which drove everything away, including him. They had made invisible signs 
among themselves, by which these like-minded people recognized each other and provided 
everyone with a visible sign, who should not belong to them. More and more taboos were created: 
After three sentences, one was trapped. It was no longer a free society.

Brutalo fled and was now alone for a long time. But he did not feel lonely, because an old wolf had 
joined him, knowing that the remains that fell from Brutalo's hunt fed him. Actually, the life of the 
two could have continued like this, when one fine day Brutalo saw two identical, small huts, which 
were made of pure gold.  
As Brutalo approached these huts, he dreamed thus for himself: "Here you can stay. Here you can 
settle down. The huts are maintenance-free and indestructible because they are made of gold." Gold 
no longer had any special value, because enough of it had been looted or found in the distant past 
and brought into the country by huge sailing ships. It was a pity that just as he was thinking this, a 
stately woman stepped out of one of the huts, which did not arouse any particular emotion in him. 
(This must be so, otherwise at this point the story could already find its end).

"How beautiful, a young man and so strong," exclaimed Limodane - for that was the name of the 
female being - and was pleased to see a human figure here at last. But Brutalo was not so thrilled, 
for he unquestioningly wanted to settle in one of the huts and walked randomly toward one. The 
woman was pleased when Brutalo entered her hut and made him the proposal to live here with her. 
The wolf had already laid down at Limodane's feet and warmed her.

Brutalo did not like that and demanded Limodane to move to the other hut. "This is my hut," 
Limodane replied, "and if you don't want to live with me, then take the other one. I'll give you some
blankets, too."

Brutalo had never heard of mine and yours in this strict form, but thought he saw that the wolf had 
already looked at him reproachfully. Therefore he settled down in the other hut. The following night
Limodane had slept badly and her joy over the young, strong man had been greatly reduced. Too 
gladly she would have wished something else from him.

"We must make a contract!" With these words she entered the golden hut in which Brutalo was still 
sleeping the following morning. She repeated the sentence a little louder to wake him up.

"Contract, - contract - what is a contract?" asked Brutalo slowly and still sleepy. But then it dawned 
on him, and it occurred to him that even hard-core anarchists wouldn't give up on a contract. 
"I don't want you here unless you give me some kind of performance. Everything you see here 
belongs to me and is my property."

"Everything you see here Limodane, I can take from you! Property! Property, where did you get 
your property anyway? - And I have nothing? You have so much, we can share all this fairly. - Get 
out!"

Share fairly, it's all mine after all, Limodane thought. The gold did not seem important to either of 



them, as already mentioned. However, it performed an invaluable service because of its 
indestructibility. So a few weeks passed without the two of them talking much to each other. Only 
the wolf often changed the huts and felt comfortable. But it was he who one day visited Limodane's 
hut with restless movements. The wolf's body language told her that something had happened and 
that she should follow him.

When she followed him to Brutalo's golden dwelling, Limodane immediately realized the danger 
Brutalo was in. Bathed in sweat and unresponsive, he lay there with a high fever. He was deathly ill 
and it was necessary to act quickly. In her "poison kitchen" she still had a remedy against the 
bacillus that had infected Brutalo. Brutalo no longer noticed what was happening around him and 
Limodane kept watch at his bedside for 7 days and 7 nights.

"What happened?" asked Brutalo when he was feeling better. "You were sick. It was a bacillus that 
affected you. In our area we know him. Every child is attacked by it sooner or later. But for adults it
can be very dangerous. - Now you have survived everything."

"How can I thank you?" asked Brutalo. But Limodane did not answer and stayed near him in silence
for a long time. She wished that he would stay with her, for she too could have found herself in such
a helpless situation. She had never thought of it herself and had always been fine so far.  

"I have considered your proposal, Limodane. I will make the contract with you," said Brutalo when 
he felt better.

And if they didn't die, they are still alive today. But the story is not over, it is just beginning.



Dangers for Limodane and Brutalo by a bad state

                  (or: robbery of the property with the help of the machine-produced frippery)

Limodane belonged to the Kanoprier people. Left to herself in the forest, she did not have much to 
do with the common people. It was a free people, in which a libertarian layer had already formed 
over time and which gained more and more influence. Fate was kind to her and that is why she was 
able to live in harmony with nature until now. However, the conclusion of a contract with Brutalo 
forced her to leave her beloved forest in order to travel with Brutalo to Kanoprie, the capital of the 
country.

After Limodane's offer, Brutalo was now ready to legally purchase the golden hut he lived in. She 
had already talked to him about what should be in the contract. She demanded from Brutalo that he 
put the firewood ready for the stove in front of her door every year for ten years after the leaves of 
the forest had fallen. Brutalo could understand that. But there was one more passage in the contract 
that he didn't like so much, but probably couldn't get around. He had to cut the same mountain of 
wood again for the state of Kanopria.

"The state will stand up for the security of the contract. To do this, it must have officials ready to 
monitor these legal relations and intervene at any time. In this case, it is I who claim and receive 
this security," explained Limodane.

"The state, the state, the state! Which state do you mean? Don't talk such dry jurisprudential stuff! It
spoils the nice mood of departure for me," Brutalo commanded because, according to his life 
experiences, he did not know any positive state feeling for himself. 

"That's just as well," Limodane concluded the conversation with a little guilty conscience, because 
there was once an absolutist ruler who shouted, "The state is me!" (L'état c'est moi.) 
They prepared provisions and took their backpacks and a spade. Limodane pocketed something else
that looked like a case. Brutalo took it in his hand:

"What is this, Limodane?"

"It's a time transponder and a navigation device. It needs to be brought into the light sometime to 
recharge. Don't mess with it."

"Am I a little kid?"

Brutalo disobeyed and slowly disappeared into another time. Limodane threw a few more spare 
batteries after him and told him to press the back button. When Brutalo opened the device and threw
out the old batteries, the picture stopped. Limodane cried and called after him:

"Brutalo I love you!" And after that, a bit angry and desperate: "It's none of your business!" Then 
still: "Terrible, this name!" She wiped over her mouth as if it had been affected by  would have 
soiled this word.

The image moved again, but this time like a movie running backwards. Then Brutalo was back.

"Man, were you lucky."

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Staatstheorie


"Why lucky?" asked Brutalo with radiant male superiority, acting as if he had the situation under 
control at all times.

Limodane refrained from answering. But took care of the transponder and connected with the 
author via SMS:
"What did you have in mind with the time transponder? Brutalo almost disappeared into 
nothingness. Can't we secure this thing somehow? Hurry up with an answer!
Kiss Limodane.“

The answer came immediately: 
"Sorry, I should have thought of that. But with the 6 digits 612566 you can encrypt the device. 
Greetings Har“

"The sentence is full of sixes, four in number with the meta-six. Does this have anything to do with 
sex? Kiss Limodane“

"In a way, it does. But why do you ask? Har“

"Listen, Har. Not that you think I want anything from you, but since you're the author: I'm sitting 
here completely on dry land and nothing is stirring with Brutalo. Can't you do something about it? 
Is Brutalo younger than me? Greetings Limodane."

"Are you sulking, Limodane?" Har

"No, why?"

"Because you went from kissing to greeting." Har

"Boy, are you vain, Har! But the answer is still missing."

"So Brutalo is exactly 431 days younger than you." Har

"My birthday is July 24, then he was born in the middle of May. Har, what's the sign of the zodiac?"
"Taurus. - But do you have to ask me about it, Limodane? You know how I feel about astrology,"

 Har replied, somewhat annoyed.

That was the end of the text messages to the author for now.

*   *   *

They set off and the wolf immediately understood and ran along. It was a long way to Kanoprie. 
Limodane and Brutalo therefore had a lot of time to talk and ask each other questions. Limodane 
had put a leather cord with some shells around her neck and Brutalo had never seen such strange 
shells. It looked beautiful, but somehow these shells had another meaning. A merchant had stopped 
by their house a few days ago and Brutalo had seen Limodane get a new axe for two of those shells.

"Limodane, there's something funny about your name in my language."



"Oh yeah, and what's funny about it?"

"It combines two things that don't go together."

"What things?"

"I don't want to tell you. You might feel sad afterward."

"I want to know now. I'm not a mimosa!"

"Well! - „Limo“ is a sweet drink and „Dane“ is a type of potato."

"Is that all? - And you think that's funny?"

Limodane became serious and was silent for a while and Brutalo, who at first wanted to laugh at his
fun, felt uncomfortable. Things that don't go together and are connected in one word, did that even 
exist? - Already possible. - Was it then nonsense or just paradox? - He knew a coin. It is said to have
been the first coin of the Romans. It represented their highest god Janus with a double head. His 
sanctuary was closed in times of peace, but this is said to have happened only four times before the 
birth of Christ.

He changed the subject, "Limodane, did you never want a child?"

"I did, but then I decided to go into the forest alone. You know, my people are a people where youth
has no future. Work is future and there is no work for our children. That's what machines do. My 
people have fought and lost two great, unnecessary wars. The last war erected a mental barrier in 
this past that hardly anyone can get past. We are cursed to constantly dwell on it. Yet we need the 
time to recognize the past behind this past. The people have separated themselves from their deeper 
past and their philosophers and are reeling. It thinks in the here and now, which gave birth to the 
type of the A- or antihistorian together with his existential philosophy. From the
"categorical imperative" this people made the "absolute imperative". The synthesis collapsed - as 
with a monopolar magnet - to a point, because thinking got rid of the poles thesis and antithesis. An 
intellectual monster grew up: unbridled globalism."  

"You'll have to explain about the imperative, Limodane!"

Limodane considered for a moment: "So, imagine, Brutaöo, you are standing in Kanoprie on a busy 
intersection and a man races past you and you follow him with your gaze. Then suddenly two armed
men stand in front of you and ask you in which direction the man ran. Are you telling them the 
truth?" 

"That depends."

"What do you mean, it depends? - Do you want them to identify themselves as being police?"

"No, I don't think there's time for that. Are they threatening to shoot me?"

"Yes!"

"Then I'm telling you the untruth."

"Good! - That corresponds to the categorical imperative. After all, you couldn't know what your 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalisierungskritik


answer would have done. That was a consideration a Canopian would not have made. He always - 
that is, absolutely - tells the truth in such situations, which he believes could intimidate or threaten 
him. He knows only the here and now. Life takes place only in the present, they claim. It is the 
reality tunnel and it is always ahistorical. Among the ahistoricists and falsifiers of history most 
agitators and political murderers are to be found. Little children are often beaten for this, so that 
they learn very early to always tell the truth. But they make a distinction between telling the truth 
and acting truthfully."

"But the one who ran away was so unclean and the ones with the guns had fine suits?"

"I didn't bring that into the picture, Brutalo. Are you saying that the dirty one is always a bad 
person?"
"But as a rule...."

"If the rule could always be applied, then we wouldn't need something as thoughtful as the 
Categorical Imperative."

At that moment, Har spoke up over the transponder. He must have overheard this discussion and 
said, "You'll have to read up on the categorical imperative again, because for Kant a lie was always 
a wrong. According to Kant, even a potential murderer is entitled to get a correct answer about the 
victim's whereabouts."

"???"

"You said something else about an ahistorian, Limodane. An unusual neologism."

"Yes, there are a lot of contemporaries who propagate the truncated view of the past, or even reject 
it completely. They don't ask about the fact that even concepts take a certain amount of time to 
form. It is either stupidity or unscrupulousness that is involved here. Often you have to do with a 
purpose-bound sham education that has infested even the professoriate. Not infrequently, these 
people invoke reality status. But with their existential philosophy they are not even able to explain 
the most real of all means - namely the existence of money - according to its essence. For them it is 
only important that there is enough of it for them. Especially the Canoprian politicians help 
themselves, take what they can, do not know even the simplest relations, like much and little, when 
it comes to distribution. That is why they are far behind the pirates in their morals. For the pirate 
captain, the relation was that of 

was allowed to take from the booty only one and a half times the part that received a team part. 
Almost every author and writer gives this question a wide berth. They prefer to draw their thought 
material from myth, metaphysics, esotericism and astrology. All recognized sciences from antiquity 
and if you will, Brutalo, an arbitrary part of history."

"How then do you interpret reality, Limodane?"

"Reality is a correlate and inconceivable without looking into the past to gain from it a prediction 
for the future. But around a "look back" for a prediction evade most, which take the word reality in 
the mouth. Or they present little pieces of history. The antihistorian, however, does this with a 
method, in which the exclusion of history is clandestinely presupposed. He preserves incidents and 
puts them into the world as timeless, like e.g. "It is not wanted by God to make the people equal" 
(A.M.) The realist in the shape of the real politician does not even consider it necessary to ascertain 
whether that is correct what he/she blathers. Mostly he clings to a great figure of the world history 



in order to present it as greatness or popanz. This goes after the motto: big friend or much enemy, 
much honor! - In this way the A and the antihistorian hides his delusions of grandeur and imagines 
that he is admired by the world, if he is not already on the way to rule it."

They were silent for a while.

"Limodane, you say the machines are working."

"No, that's not what I meant, the machines just do something, they make something. You can't 
equate that with human labor. Everything that man makes, he values. Even if it is only his pride 
alone with which he evaluates it. Pride may be very important. But there is something that is even 
more important. If even one person spends anything on his possessions, only then is there the 
prospect that another person will also see it as having value and will also want that certain 
something."

"And what about the machine?"

"It can value nothing but nothing at all, and it has no soul and no pride. It doesn't want to have 
anything either. It doesn't care about itself, nor does it care about its products."

"Then the machine only makes things that are worth nothing?"

"Yes, - but let's say it a little differently. The machine makes things which it does not need itself and
does not want to buy, because the machine possesses no will."

"So does man in the manufactory."

"Brutalo! Don't talk faster than you can think. Man, after all, still possesses a mind and a will."

Brutalo had to think about that first, and that's why they walked in silence for a while in the 
direction of Kanoprie. The wolf ran along and was interested in the scents at the wayside, to smell 
here and to lift a leg there. Brutalo softly hummed a little song that he had just composed and that 
Limodane should not hear: "Willi hin, Willi her. Round and round that's not hard." He needed that 
to compensate for "talking faster" and somehow he saw the "free will" thing a little differently; but 
couldn't or wouldn't comment on it now.

The Vulgar Monists or the Death of Dialectics

The majority of the Canoprians had become vulgar monists and believed, like the monists, that 
every phenomenon was due to a single principle. In Canopria, people believed in money and 
therefore monetarism was considered the only doctrine with which the world was explained. 
Basically, there was nothing wrong with the attitude of a monist. They asked themselves open 
questions and tried to answer them. However, the vulgar monists simplified this philosophy so 
much that in the end any number of single-track principles appeared on the intellectual stage. In 
order to make the consideration of other principles impossible, they formed groups or parties which 
laid down the compulsion of principles in their statutes.

Such eclecticism was practiced especially by the real politicians, who always left open from which 
areas they drew their knowledge for political action. As a rule, this action lacked any consistent 
historical dimension. One talked about individual freedom and railed against socialism, but did not 
realize that he was using Karl Marx's ideal of freedom. "If everyone complains, then the work has 



succeeded well!" So said a party leader on her way to intellectual weightlessness (Ngl Mrkl 2003-
07-22). It was she who made the people economist HK the Federal President, who had an 
inexplicable budget hole of over 350 000 000 000DM (350Billion) with the Minister of Finance TW
1994. Her friends were surprised that she did not take anyone with her on her spiritual journeys. 
They realized too late that this woman had derived her claim to legitimacy for heads in eclectic 
fashion from the ninth century. The curriculum vitae of a Montesquieu was apparently unknown to 
her, for he knew that if one wanted to have a clue about tooting and blowing, practice was necessary
beforehand.

"Of course, the world around us is changing," said the president of an association in his clique 
jargon with which he could talk his way into this presidency. For this clique, freedom was organized
conceptlessness. Talking without saying anything was considered the highest commandment.

Liberalism fell into its most serious crisis when it was claimed that there were many social systems, 
but only one open society, which represented the end of history. Without knowing it, because this 
too is part of the unhistorical, many of them were anarchists in disguise with their battle cry: "We 
don't need any rules, because everything will take care of itself!" When they then went out to create 
the open society, they ended up with this paradisiacal idea in the fun society with highly secured 
ghettos for the rich.

Another realist politician, this time as the leader of the government, used the slogan: "Lure with 
Hegel, knock with Nietzsche." As an eclectic, he confused the historical with the traditional and, on 
the linguistic level, transformed his political opponents into costume club leaders, like the leaders of
the trade unions he disliked. It was only valid to distinguish between traditionalists and reformers. 
He called those who were well-disposed toward him reformers. With these weaknesses in 
differentiation, even Adolf Hitler could have adorned himself with the label "reformer.
"reformer." "There is no right to laziness", made a good name the program and decreed Hartz-4. He 
had never learned, because he was not yet born then, that already 70 years before his view of life 
counted to the noble-fascist worldview. According to Hegel, only in the whole lies the true. For 
eclectics, who also tend to minimalism, it was enough to make a torturer promise not to torture 
anymore, to hand people over to him.

When the eclectics thought the communists had been defeated, they also lost their enemy image. 
Without this, they quickly became dangerous to everyone, for their mental armor disintegrated into 
such a confused state that from then on they suspected each other of communism. In order to escape
suspicion, they had to dig up a confession whose duties they thought they could avoid, but of which,
true to their eclecticism, they believed that the appearance of goodness fell upon them so that they 
might be proud. It was called patriotism. They only needed the empty word not the content, which 
actually entitled to pride. True pride, however, consists of fulfilled duties and what goes beyond 
that. But hardly anyone wanted to pay this price, which is why the saturated ones only delicately 
whispered, "I love my country." For they had taken much but not given much back.   
Patriotism (Lat.), love of one's country, and not only the love of country and people to which one 
belongs by birth, but at the same time the attitude by virtue of which the individual finds himself 
moved to subordinate his private interest to that of the whole. (An old encyclopedia)

Real politicians claim for themselves that they alone are capable of thinking correctly. This implies 
their word of "new thinking". Whereby "new" in affective reflex to the commodity world is 
immediately thought of as "good, better, or best," without being aware of the schizophrenic mental 
position they are in when they spew venom and bile against materialism. While the realists of 
former times still resisted tremendously against the eschatologists, many of today's real politicians 
are closely connected with them and so that they can realize their politics, they demand the "New 
Citizen" or the "New Civility" with which or in which the lost freedom of the status is to be brought
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back. No thought about the fact that this freedom was given to limited liability companies or stock 
corporations long before. No thought about the fact that technical progress always demands larger 
units and turned a nation of entrepreneurs into a nation of employees, which in the end also includes
managers.
Technical progress therefore always means, in the final analysis, an expansion of bureaucracy. 
Anyone who talks about reducing bureaucracy and does not have this process in mind does not 
know what they are talking about: New Citizens and a New Citizenship are therefore only empty 
words and do not counteract this.

Their neighboring people, the Palavians, are different and mock the Canoprians because their 
common knowledge tells them that the realists in Canopria have only seen a little light in the "New 
Thinking". Like the idea of a drunk at night, the realists make use of the light in which they believe 
to find the lost front door key only under the lanterns. They see the available light not as the first 
but as the sole solution possibility. Realists are content with descriptions and rarely demand 
explanations. That is why they are particularly suitable as recipients of orders or subjects.

In Palavia, passing off this light as "new thinking" borders on insanity or megalomania. A 
Canoprian real politician (MG) once scoffed, "Looking back at yesterday is political archeology. 
The timeless need no experience." He believed that all the values that the future needs, if they are 
not already fixed by religion, must be created out of themselves or the real. But long before him it 
was known: realism is the mere ideology of the existing.

But this mockery of the politician had a nasty flip side. Under the darkened past, illuminated only 
by will-o'-the-wisps, the flags of a dangerous freedom or liberality were waving. The realiters did 
not shy away from shredding files when the past interfered with their present intentions. One case 
may stand for many: The Realiters sold dams to investors. However, in order to ensure the highest 
possible profit for them in the generation of electricity, the dams had to be filled to the brim with 
water, contrary to their statutory condition. This brimming condition, however, was not compatible 
with the actual task of the common property of the dams, namely to serve as flood protection for the
population. The old statutes had to disappear, which proved this, because a change of statutes would
have been too conspicuous. This is how it happened, and no responsible person allowed himself to 
be pushed by the angry public to pass on flood protection as the foremost task to the investor as a 
condition. Thus, what had to come was approaching faster: The flood came and could not be 
absorbed. People's lives were in danger, they lost their possessions and became homeless. Whole 
villages and towns sank in the flood and were devastated. Snow came and ramshackle hall roofs 
collapsed, killing people. Public money, instead of being used to steadily maintain the roofs, was 
apparently poured into competing private projects or risky financial ventures, and health care was 
neglected. Reality took its revenge on profit in its own way: it knows the laws of decay and chance, 
but not human ones, and struck with a pandemic.

In Kanopria, they knew how to opportunely separate law and justice, and when the past interfered, 
it was eliminated. They were well aware that not every event could be put into words. But they did 
not use these gaps to create a balancing justice, rather they refined with it their Rabulistik, which 
became in its highest expression the occupational disease of lawyers and politicians. Sophistically 
and radiantly, the politician A.M. proclaimed: "You can tell the truth, I still don't have to tell 
everything I know" (loosely based on Machiavelli I). Even if one may accuse people of a lot of 
stupidity, this sentence does not belong to it and points only in one direction: the will to power at 
any price. Later still a Federal President should refer to this sentence. They invoked no constitution 
determined by the people, although it was promised to the people, and they still considered 
themselves democrats. Those who wanted to claim this slandered them as right-wing radicals 
(loosely based on Machiavelli II).



In Palavia, however, such a matter would have gone to the highest court. Unlike the Canoprians, 
they had gone through a revolution. Since then, the principle determined by the people applied that 
one had to answer at least before the common sense. If one asked a palaver about what a realist is, 
the somewhat mocking answer came not infrequently that they are people who are only good for 
picking flowers. The realist lacks the time dimension into the past in order to see the future. He is 
nailed to the point of the present. Therefore he cannot develop a utopia and would hate it perhaps 
even.

In the religions the liturgy congealed to bigotry. The self-giving and the representatives of the "new 
piety" did not want to remember the naked-born man, although the naked body of Jesus Christ 
showed them the disenfranchisement of a human being. Man had to be clothed so that they could 
grant him human dignity. Only clothed could he, according to their belief, preserve the dignity of 
the space they considered sacred. They did not want to see naked women at sewing machines in 
their rooms. They did not want to see it anywhere and denigrated this as pornography. Seeing this as
a symbol of disenfranchised seamstresses did not occur to them.

They did not want to know where their daily bread came from, nor should anyone be allowed to 
explain this to them. Atheists were pathetic creatures to them. But still a greater hostility they 
possessed opposite those, who only did not want to believe in the devil. They hated them and 
equated them with potential murderers. All vulgar monists had difficulties to recognize, for 
example, in the equality a useful value for itself and set rather on unity. Whoever did not want to 
belong to them could stay outside. Egalitarianism, that was at least two different things that should 
be the same. That contradicted their understanding of unity. Things always had to be in line. Unity, 
to her, was a warm box and egalitarianism was a scale on which one became dizzy. "I doubt, 
therefore I am!", with this saying of a palaver the Canoprians could do nothing. The sentence could 
not lead to any result and, in their opinion, made the truth disappear in the distance. As minimalists 
and eclectics they transformed this sentence into: "I think, therefore I am!" This was more in line 
with their narcissism.  
 
Unity they found good, that required at most a decision and that was usually that of exclusion. 
Egalitarianism, on the other hand, meant keeping things in balance and that required strength to 
make decisions always and at all times. No wonder that indifference was a typical character trait of 
the Canoprians. Egalitarianism, that's what the Palavers swore by, and to them one had to 
distinguish oneself somehow. But even the Palaver had their vulgar monists, who even stated that 
property was theft.

Limodane knew this group and had at first believed Brutalo to be one of these monistic Palavers. He
had complained, after all, and suggested that she share her property with him fairly. But now that he
was wandering with her to Kanoprie and wanted to make a contract with her, his thinking could not 
be so anarchistic that he saw in her a thief.

"You have an unusual name, Brutalo. Did your parents give it to you?"

"No, I gave it to myself. But that's a long story."

"Do you want to tell me this story?"

"No, not yet."

"Does it have meaning, your name?"



"I think so. It means the strong one. Why do you ask?"

"The strong one, - I like that. In our language it means something like 'The violent one'. So, it 
doesn't sound so good in our language."

"That's what languages are like. They can't be completely relied upon, and a word that is 
euphonious to me and has a pleasant meaning may cause disgust and revulsion elsewhere. "

The Canoprians professed pluralism when the line of thought had a monistic character. For the sake 
of unity, they developed a linguistic art in which they similiarized everything that fit the unity. The 
method of similitude served to linguistically exclude the contradiction that they found unbearable in
most cases. Contradiction was the most terrible specter that could befall unity. Ideals had to 
harmonize with each other. That ideals could also compete with each other was abhorrent to the 
Canoprians. Their need for harmony was so strong that it was anathema to most in Kanoprie to 
think about antagonisms, let alone to take note of their existence in the world. The fact that money 
was made of this stuff therefore escaped them. For them, therefore, the simple assumption was 
sufficient that money was there and that for all eternity. But only the antagonism could show it also,
how money could disappear again without leaving a trace.

Their physicists at the universities had difficulties to compare the form characteristics of a cube and 
a ball. The cube has edges. They did not want to argue about their number. But they agreed that the 
fewer the better. More important for them was the doctrine that the sphere had no visible edges or if 
edges, then just infinitely small and many. But if one went to the shape properties, one found on an 
inclined plane that the sphere rolled, but the cube remained in its position. For the Canoprian 
scientists an unsolvable riddle, because one could see it only and determine but not justify, why the 
two forms behaved so differently. According to their philosophy, the cube could have been reduced 
to one edge. But they did not succeed in establishing the unity of behavior between the sphere and 
the cube on the inclined plane, because they did not notice any differences in essence between much
and little and between large and small. That's why either the cube didn't roll or the ball didn't stay in
place. No matter! - Or, nevertheless, not completely indifferently, because it was more important to 
them to hold the ball in the standstill than to bring the cube in the roll. The nimble, dynamic ball 
constantly eluded its observation points, making statements that corresponded to expected statics 
completely impossible for them.

Therefore it was decided to repeat the experiment in space. One was sure that it must work there 
somehow to adjust the sphere to the cube regarding its rest position or vice versa. No matter!

The Canoprian farmers were far ahead of the scientists in the field of essence differences. They had 
noticed that on the field too small wheels were no good and the big ones on their ways reached their
limits when the science still thought about wheels which did not fit any more on any road. The 
scientists called it basic research, but did not notice that the reasons were missing or none were 
sought. Characteristic of the condition in their ranks was the example of a musicologist who neither 
mastered an instrument nor could sing a song, but made a lot of money with his unnecessary word 
arts. A Canoprian philosopher had to emigrate after claiming that language could be used to bewitch
the mind.

The Palavians were different. They had built themselves a table, in which a super-exact wheel bowl 
turned in an absolute horizontal. There they threw an ivory ball into it, in order to investigate 
regularities of the coincidence. The Canoprians were very pleased when they got this table. But 
instead of using it to improve their mathematical knowledge, they preferred to use it to plunder 
foreign princes. Some historians claim that this led to a revolution in the country in question.



There were hilarious things in Canopria. For example, the Kanoprian State Patent Office had 
refused to grant a patent on a jumping cloth because everyone there had to pull in a different 
direction. This contradicted their doctrine of mediation and consensus. The officials of the patent 
office had indeed confirmed to the inventor that this jumping cloth would be suitable to save lives 
in another world. But in Kanopria, they said, it was impossible to line up in a circle so that each of 
them could pull in a different direction with necessary force. This was contrary to their community 
spirit.

In monopolism and globalism - typical, vulgar-monistic forms of unity and exclusion - the 
Canoprians saw for themselves real economic forms with which they could realize the goals of their
metaphysical thinking. The greatest influence in politics was held by the globalists, the vast 
majority of whom, perversely, also claimed to be patriots. They had a lot of money with which they 
supported politicians in their opinion making. Even simply preened lights received the glamor of 
globalists. In many other states, such a thing was already considered a bribe, but not in Kanopria.

These globalists had begun to prove that states could be run like large companies. They united the 
necessary and irreconcilable dualism between business administration and national economics into 
global economics, in which they securitized the shaky findings of the neuntage-old chaos theory. 
Global economics, a doctrine that is not taught publicly anywhere on the globe. Such a thing came 
from corporate training centers for managerial education. Global economy - a combination of words
that seemed absurd to the people of Palaver because of its unthinkable boundlessness and made 
them laugh.

Among the scientists of Canopria and their sat-up apologists, vulgar monism was in full bloom. The
group pressure was so vehement that they imagined themselves to be on the verge of inventing of 
the monopolar magnet. 

They denied - like the good believers in every society - the antagonistic in every form. The good 
replaced the truth. The greatest vulgar monists were also generalists. They were always concerned 
with the whole and a clear, lightning-logical canon of values, which they spread with an Albrechtian
grin. Because the magisters had already taught them that all thinking ends in the unfathomable, they
took this literally and immediately sorted their world arbitrarily into good and evil. What the 
magisters had not explicitly said, they did not need to develop by their own thinking. They did not 
know any mental consequences of the following kind: Because the individual is only part of a 
whole, it cannot grasp the whole also. That statements, which are made about the whole, can always
be only metaphysical, was foreign to them. It becomes dangerous then, if these apologists of the 
whole break out of their faith conceptions with the words: "There no praying helps any more."- 
Then they feel as a whole and swim on the wave of their best-sellers and recommend there the 
unfounded, but also terrible act.

The natural sciences were not so important in Kanoprien. Much more important were for them the 
humanities with their freedoms of the mind, which made the strict natural sciences difficult. For the 
freedoms of the mind also included any kind of nonsense that was brought among the people. 
Opinion polls were the area that they had already predominantly appropriated for themselves. The 
questions looked accordingly.

Naturally, these questions had to be kept simple for the people. Usually in a three-question format 
along the lines of, "What do you think the monopolar magnet will do to reduce energy costs by 25, 
50, or 75 percent?"

Instead of the additional answer option "It's all bullshit," there was always just "I don't know" to go 
with it, and anyone who had to answer that way always felt pretty stupid. Their form of government
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was a formal democracy. Free, no matter, social were regarded as unconnected value substitutes in 
adjectivistic form. The adjectives stood freely next to each other and showed no mental connection 
to each other. Canoprians, however, believed it had a resemblance to liberty, equality, fraternity. But
they could not be adopted so easily, because these values came from the Palaverns, where they 
could be thought of only in a correlation in a mental framework. "Can there be freedom where 
words are so closely bound together?" was one of their most cunning questions, which they had 
spread by royal and princely presses. Freedom of the press was just for the press czars. Freedom of 
speech for everyone did not exist in Canopria yet.

That is why in Canopria every value could be taken for itself and interpreted for the power. This led 
to the appearance of this strange pluralism that prevailed in Canopria. The state, they all cared about
- although they did not lose any thoughts about the right of a state to exist - was responsible for the 
social. But it did so only in a makeshift way, so that freedom and indifference were not endangered. 
People who were in need, even trade unionists in Kanopria called socially weak. In other countries, 
people were surprised at this kind of discrimination and remarked behind their hands that the 
Canoprian state was socially weak.

They considered their ritual of opinion polling to be the highest asset of their legal security. They 
believed that they could form the law through opinion polls. Opinion was more important than logic
and consequently could not be shaken by facts. Even the tax law had to be created according to 
opinion (some also say: following ideology) with this instrument. This resulted in the most opaque 
tax system in the world, with such a volume of regulations that even the rest of the world could not 
counter anything comparable. At this level, general cluelessness prevailed in Kanoprie. This was the
hour of the populists, who brazenly proclaimed that everyone should be able to work out the tax for 
themselves and that a beer mat would suffice for this purpose.

The lawyers were generally and not only in the tax law overtaxed. They had lost the ability to 
distinguish between goods - not to mention the truth - and property. The result was that an 
aggrieved party was lucky to get half of the actual value replaced. Thus, land was sold that did not 
belong to one, used vehicles were considerably underestimated, and bodily injuries were reflected 
on the state of health of an absolutely healthy person: "An old bone tends to break faster! The 
tortfeasor need not pay full compensation."

Prosecutors could find no line or distinction between fraud and business risk. As a result, hundreds 
of thousands of small investors were denied justice and the fraudsters remained at large to continue 
their mischief. Insurance policies mutated into papers of a modern indulgence trade. Everything 
imaginable was insured. Chief bankers knew as much about money as a cow knows about Sunday. 
The courts with their jurors were no different. Instead of deciding for themselves, the courts 
referred to (self-appointed) experts. The jurists considered it a philosophical question to distinguish 
between change of law and error of law. As a result, a plaintiff lost his right because a change in law
occurred during the course of the lawsuit. Courts no longer distinguished between statistics and 
individual cases. The consequence was that they imagined there was reversibility between statistics 
and individual cases. Thus, they believed that they could predict the course of diseases based on the 
living conditions of individual persons. Companies were supposed to be able to terminate an 
employee based on this increased probability, even though the employee had never been sick. 
Pharmaceutical companies developed drugs for diseases that did not yet exist in order to secure 
patent rights.

Democratic mathematics" was taught at their universities. In exams, tasks were set that left several 
possibilities for answers on one sheet. It often happened that among the given answer options there 
was objectively no correct answer.
No matter! Whoever was in the majority with his answers had passed.
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"Objective - what is objective?" - That was one of the questions about which in Kanopria there was 
that agreement to leave it open. The politicians even left it open how many zeros there are in a 
trillion. They actually believed that by this ignorance they could escape the debt trap of the state. 
The potato state
(or: Everyone makes his own money)

The evening was approaching and Kanoprie was still far. Therefore, Limodane and Brutalo had to 
stop in the next town. In Kanoprie, many towns had the suffix Kano. So, Kartkano, Birnkano. Or 
they began with Kano like Kanokohl, Kanobirn, Kanopomm. This town, over which the evening 
sun had just cast a golden glow, was called Pommkano.

The city walls had been removed long ago and their stones now protected the fields in front of the 
city from the wind. The city walls no longer made sense. However, not because the world was in a 
peaceful permanent state. It was the new weapons built today that exploded on impact. They could 
easily penetrate these walls.

The fields outside this city were all potato fields.  "French fries and pommkano. That was a simple 
information system," and Brutalo thought of the neighboring town of Cherrykano, where he 
suspected cherry trees. Brutalo noted that the fields were in a wild state. There was no agricultural 
economist who had lent a hand here, and he wondered what this waste was all about. Limodane had 
heard parts of his soliloquy:

"Brutalo take the spade and dig up potatoes and make your backpack full with them. I'll make my 
backpack full of wild herbs that will take the place of the potatoes here."

"If we take the potatoes here, that's stealing, Limodane."

"Brutalo, it's not stealing in Kanopria if we follow the harvest rules. We are here in communal 
fields. Here in Pommkano we can pay with potatoes. But we just have to dig them out of the ground
and bring the same space amount of wild herbs. The gatekeeper at the city limits takes the wild 
herbs from us and lets us through the gate with the potatoes. The wild herbs are for the dairy cattle. 
If we come with thistles, that's fine with the gatekeeper. We only need to deliver half of the amount 
of these that is otherwise appropriate for wild herbs. But if we arrive without wild herbs, then he 
takes half of the potatoes from us."

Brutalo did not like this field work at all. Moreover, in the description that Limodane gave, there 
was a thinking error for which she, as a character, was not responsible. Har had to have made this 
thinking error.

"Limodane, there is something wrong here."

"What's wrong here?"

"Why don't we just go past the gatekeeper and enter the city at a different point, then we'll save half 
the work."

"Nobody does that here."

"Why not, Limodane, are they all afraid of the gatekeeper?"

"No, he's harmless. I think they're all peaceful, hardworking, honorable....."



"Citizens," Brutalo interrupted her.

"Limodane, I don't think the systems work if you build them only on good virtues and don't even 
consider bad ones."

"In other words, you mean to say that good virtues exist only because, on the other hand, there are 
vices?"

"Exactly, Limodane."

"You now want to go to the city by another way and save yourself half the work?"

"Yes, why not? I have already said so."

"You're damaging the community with that, Brutalo."

"How am I going to harm something that probably won't know about it, and if they find out about it 
in Pommkano, we can always get out of the dust."

"Brutalo!  Brutalo now I know why you gave yourself that name. You can never become a patriot 
like that."

"What have you already given to your country to deserve this distinction?" asked Brutalo irritably.

He got no answer and did not feel well, for he had frightened Limodane with his view of things, 
which at first was only a thought experiment. He therefore did not learn from Limodane that in 
Kanopria there were many more real patriots than patriots, for any woman who had more than two 
children was allowed to call herself so. But the word always carried with it a wrong twist of the 
tongue, for where it appeared war cries were not far away.

Pommkano was not yet so far in this linguistic luxury. Their physiocratic system taught the 
Pommkanos that of the six working days in the week, they had to devote three days to the 
community. That was just their existence, which no one could escape, because everyone knew what 
the others were doing and therefore no further words were needed, because it was also their 
consciousness. Here already an eternity was valid, the being determines the consciousness.

Brutalo, out of embarrassment, took Limodane's time transponder in his hand. The year 1789 was 
set. The display showed the neighboring country: the Palavians made a revolution and freed about a
dozen prisoners. Among them was the Marquis de Sade, whom they appointed one of the 
revolutionary judges who would make sure that a lot of blood flowed in the name of the new 
justice. De Sade, however, never passed a death sentence, after which they tried to get rid of him. 
Goethe, meanwhile, raved about his trip to Italy, hurting the feelings of Frau v. Stein. The 
appearance of the French Revolution was embarrassing and oppressive to him. He possessed only a 
slight understanding for the movements of the overall consciousness and the uprising of the masses.

Brutalo watched Goethe for a while, including how he participated in the siege of Mainz, which was
terribly battered.

"Limodane, this can be dangerous. The palaverers are making revolution. They all haven't figured 
out what's going on here yet. Let's get out of here. I want to have a nice sports car." 
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He had just seen it in the transponder at a car show. Limodane didn't really feel comfortable, she 
couldn't imagine what Brutalo had seen in such a short time, but she agreed. Why not take a nice 
trip with this transponder.

"Did you program the device correctly, Brutalo?"

"Programmed it correctly how?"

Limodane took the device from him and looked.

"I want to know if the date, time, and local coordinates are entered correctly, or do you want to land 
somewhere in a different time?“

"Come to think of it Limodane, we could have typed in the city of Kanoprie directly."

"That's right. But would you have had a chance to learn about this country then?" 

They didn't know: the time transponder couldn't do that. They merely approached this device with 
the principle of "Learnig-By-Doing." It was a pretty foolproof device, except for the incident at the 
beginning.

"Where are you going, Brutalo?"

"Where to? - Don't know. - But take the year 2000!"

"Brutalo, that's the time of the number mystics. It's a strange world. Do you really want to go 
there?"

"What's that, number mystic?"

"Brutalo, number mystics! - Number mystics are people who attach a positive meaning to certain 
numbers, but mostly a negative one. Fear stands for the latter, with which good business can be 
done. When the decimal system found its way here about five hundred years ago, the zero also 
moved into the mysticism. The mystics were particularly fond of zero, and the number thousand 
still corresponded to their conception of history.

Since then, many cheerful people see a reason to celebrate in every number that ends with a zero in 
the decimal system. They believe that with many zeros, the future changes."

"The future doesn't change after all." 

"Right, because that would require us to know what the future looks like."

"Are they really that super-smart? If they're so addicted to celebration, why don't they introduce the 
dual number system? There, every other number ends in a zero."

"Wait, Brutalo, we can take a look."

Limodane placed a cloth in the grass that she had been wearing around her neck until now. It was 
circular and had a hole in the middle through which she put her head when she wanted to wear it. 



On this hole she put her backpack, then Brutalo's with the potatoes she had just dug up, and on top 
of that the time transponder. It was now right in the middle and the launch preparations were 
complete.

"Come here and leave the spade, no one will steal it here. It's just important that we all fit on the 
cloth. The cloth is as big as the effective range of the time transponder. It also protects us from stone
impacts at the landing site. Those can occur when they are so free here in the circle."

Brutalo, the wolf and Limodane took their places on the cloth. Limodane now entered all the 
coordinates and time units. The only thing missing was the launch safety code, which she had the 
author give her. With this she was sure that her data of the flight were deposited at another place and
nobody disappeared by chance never to be seen again. It didn't take long and via SMS she received 
the numbers 636130 from Har.

"He still has it with the sixes and the 2 threes together are a six again."

Har had overheard her soliloquy and thought to himself, "The Canoprians can't help resembling 
everything." But Har was wrong about the six, about the two of them, as it would turn out later.

There were different transponders, and at first they had only identification functions. Limodane had 
a kinetic time transponder that represented a quantum leap in technology. It was able to transform 
matter into time periods of the past or present in addition to simple information tasks. Limodane 
tapped the enter key. Then the landscape around Pommkano slowly and gently blurred. The colors 
of the evening sun turned into a gray winter day. They had no idea that this trip would take them 
three years in Kanopria.



Landing site New Year 2000
 

    
Exactly on New Year's Day 2000, Limodane, Brutalo and the Wolf landed at these containers. They had never seen 
so many bottles in their lives before. In Kanopria, bottles were quite expensive. That's why it was a special 
distinction there to call someone a bottle. They did not know yet that one could insult someone with it here.

 
Limodane and Brutalo landed in another world. They could only learn it little by little that their 
ideas about the new life could not be transferred directly from the old one:

"Look at this, Limodane, all bottles! We can sell them all in Pommkano."
"Do you think Brutalo, we can just take this?"
"Why not?"

"This looks more like a sacrificial site to me, Brutalo. - Most definitely it's a sacrificial site! It's all 
glass, expensive glass, and some of this glass has been smashed. - Watch out, don't step in those 
broken pieces."
"Limodane, look at this! Chock full of this box. You can't fit another bottle in there. Smell it! 
They're all unwashed. What a stink! - Most of them had alcohol in them. Disgusting! I don't think 
this is a sacrificial site."

"Brutalo, they all have labels and almost all different. There are some that are the same. A Coca 
Cola here, a Coca Cola there, and there and there. What do you think, are they that good or that 
common? There are so many of them here."

"I don't know, Limodane. But there's a weird little circle on all of them. I haven't seen a label yet 
that was missing the circle."

"Take a good look, Brutalo! Something crazy like that. Two arrows on the circle, one green the 
other white, curving into each other."

"That's really crazy, if it's supposed to mean anything. Normally arrows are straight. A sign that 
something is not going normally here. Somehow, though, this looks familiar. Maybe this is the 
symbol for the monopolar magnet. The development to this must have been successful. I never 
suspected that. But then why are they on these bottles? It doesn't make any sense. Who told me the 
story about the sphere, the cube and the scientists? Was it you Limodane, or did I read it?" 



"You can read, Brutalo? I didn't notice any of that in Kanopria," Limodane scoffed.

"Are we going to argue about that now, Limodane?"
"No - but well, what do you think?"

Of course, Limodane and Brutalo had to serve their prejudices, too, and they didn't have any trouble
at all: "Limodane, if the sphere and the cube and the curved arrows bear a mental resemblance, then
we're still in Kanopria. You are probably right when you say it could be a sacrificial site. But in our 
time, monism was not yet a religion."

"Brutalo, it's all so confused here. Just look at these big sacrificial pots where they put the expensive
bottles. And here, Coca Cola, there and there and there too. Why do they sacrifice so much for Coca
Cola? I'm afraid. Don't we want to go back."

"But we just escaped from Canopria, Limodane, because your time transponder indicated a 
revolution in the neighboring country."

"But this looks so similar! I can't see any order or principle there, Brutalo."

"Limodane, you are a true Kanoprian and Kanoprians are not that orderly. But: good or bad, the 
Kanoprier quickly connects it with the similar, so that it fits into his world view. Look at the one 
with the curved arrows. It's a brilliant nonsense: to put it in a nutshell, that's exactly why the arrows 
have to be crooked."

"In theoretical physics, there is also curved space," Limodane objected sheepishly.
"I think, Limodane, you meant to say something about spacetime curvature," Brutalo improved.

"That's what I was saying."
"No, not exactly. There's a world of difference whether...."

"Brutalo, stop it! Do we have to keep spinning this now?"
"No, but... -."
"You said >but<, Brutalo. Do you want to continue the topic?"

"Yes, - it's difficult to explain, Limodane. Because we're dealing with appearances, and I agree with 
you completely that we'd better stick to the appearances of physics instead of following the mirages 
of metaphysics."

"Brutalo, we have to do something! I'm getting cold and hungry too."

Limodane and Brutalo hugged each other and the wolf tried to squeeze in between. He knew it was 
getting warm now.

"What day of the week is it, Limodane?" - "Saturday."
"But for that, there is very little activity here on these wide roads."

"You forget it's New Year's Day."
 
It was early in the evening and indeed little traffic on the streets. The houses were densely packed 
and high and for Limodane and Brutalo it was unimaginable that thousands of people should live 
here, because man of their time provided himself differently. Gardens and fields were not to be seen



here far and wide. Instead, large walls and columns obscured the view, on which beautiful women 
and men were to be seen, often half-naked in wonderful bodies.
Limodane and Brutalo also noticed that their own bodies had changed. They felt steely. In some 
places, the hair had been removed or styled. Brutalo was missing his chest hair. They wondered and 
giggled at this, but did not find it unpleasant. From a poster, a languorous female voice whispered 
that she liked shaved male legs.

Limodane and Brutalo were amazed at the vehicles that scurried along without being pulled by 
horses. In them sat people who looked neither to the right nor to the left, but only stubbornly 
straight ahead, and there was no laughter on the faces of the travelers. Brutalo compared the 
occupants to the travelers in a stagecoach of his time and believed they did not sit so stiffly in those 
carriages. Nevertheless, he was fascinated by the little runabouts. Indeed, except for a few, they 
were all smaller and yet more nimble than stagecoaches. A light white haze drifted behind the 
vehicles.

"Look at that, Limodane! What they've gotten out of our old steam engine and how economically 
the steam flows out of it. How do they ever get that kind of power?"

Then a stinking, black-smoking monster came along and Brutalo realized that this was not steam. 
Instead, Brutalo thought the driver was very rich, because only a rich person could afford such 
black smoke. The first steam engines were just the same and also served only for the pleasure of the
princes. They used them to run their fantastic water features and fountains.

"Limodane, I would like to have such a vehicle."

"Brutalo, I don't want to spoil your fun, but how are you going to get it?"

Brutalo was about to answer but at the same moment there were vibrations from the time 
transponder in Limodane's skirt pocket. An illicit sensation almost bordering on sexual harassment. 
That's why Limodane hurried to get the device out of her pocket.

"What is it?" asked Brutalo.

"Here's a text message from Har. He thinks we are in his time proximity and we really need to visit 
him. He has something to discuss with us. We just needed to switch the time transponder up 3 years.
What do you think about it, Brutalo?"

"We are his characters, Limodane. How are you going to turn that down?"

They were still at the overflowing sacrificial troughs. The three of them sat down again on the 
circular cloth, entered new coordinates they had received from Har and disappeared into the year 
2003.



Limodane and Brutalo with Har and his Philosophy of
Everyday Life

There is only one mischief in which I have not yet participated, the grossest: I
have never been a theater director. - Of the switching mechanism of the thoughts

Egon Friedell

They were not badly surprised when they landed again at the same place at the containers. Only the 
season and the time of day had changed. It was the morning of March 26, 2003, an ordinary day. 
They thought something had gone wrong, because the bottles had all disappeared. A woman came 
with a full plastic bag and "offered" bottles.

"Maybe this is the right place after all," Brutalo said.

They picked up their things and walked down the street. The wolf followed them. They passed an 
archway, in the backyard of which food but also clothes were being distributed in large quantities 
from delivery trucks to small hand-towed carts. To Limodane and Brutalo, this made an impression 
of some small trans-shipment center. But it was supposed to be a food bank for the poor of the city. 
Limodane and Brutalo noticed that the bodies of these people lacked the styled of the picture walls. 
They were not as nicely dressed up. They noticed that the transponder showed them the way to Har.

"There's his street. That's what Har gave. That must be where he lives."

A heavy behemoth came bending into the street with a great roar. Limodane covered his ears and 
Brutalo marveled, for he had never seen anything like it: It had its own roadway with it in the shape 
of a set of iron plates. The behemoth placed the plates piece by piece in front of it, then they lay still
on the road for a moment while the behemoth drove over them, only to bring them forward again 
behind it at twice the speed of itself. This process could be repeated any number of times.

"What is that?" asked Limodane.

"I don't know that either. It has its own roadway with it. When a plate gets to the back, it's brought 
forward at twice the speed."

Anyway, Limodane and Brutalo wondered about this behemoth that carried its own mobile roadway
about standing still and moving. At the same time, the catch-up speed of these roadway parts was 
twice as high as its own speed over ground.
 
"But, if you fix a single point on an ordinary wheel, you'll experience that too!" opined Limodane. 

 "Perhaps there is a principle in this, that something must be brought forward that has stood still 
before or a moment for something to move. The progress has something to do with the standstill!"
 
"Part of movement is standing still," Brutalo concluded. - A paradox? - One foot must also stand 
still on the ground so that the other can be moved. But the same is true of going backward."

"Maybe more of an antagonism! - But you also have to name the object where you find standstill 
and movement. With the legs it is the human body with a wheel the carriage. With an individual the 



society! - With a state, the confederation of states."
After a few hundred steps they stepped in front of Har's house. He already saw them coming and 
opened the door for them.

"I'm glad you came," Har greeted them with open arms and gave them a warm hug, since they were 
his figures. The behemoth wasn't much slower than them and had caught up with them at Har's front
door.

"What's that?" now asked Brutalo Har.

"It's an excavator. A neighbor wants to dig a pit for a foundation."

Brutalo was disappointed with this answer of Har's, because he had expected that the behemoth was
equipped with a word that declared the roadway brought to the essence of this thing.

"And what do you call these things that carry a mobile roadway?" asked Brutalo further.

"Tracked vehicles. - But if you need an excavator, you don't say I need a tracked vehicle, because 
then you don't know what you're going to do with it, even if you're just fascinated by the mobile 
roadway on that excavator. Language only becomes understandable through agreements among 
people and not through pure fascination alone."

Brutalo couldn't understand why his fascination with the mobile roadway didn't resonate in the 
word of this thing. He had always believed that every thing had a proper name assigned to it. Now 
he realized that his fascination could not provide a sufficient word that described the function of this
thing. Still, simply calling the thing an excavator was not enough for Brutalo. He was looking for a 
word that would immediately hit this thing, make everyone understand, and satisfy his fascination. -
He found none and wondered, 

"Who puts the words in the world?"

Har had not imagined Limodane so beautiful and could hardly understand Brutalo's disinterest in 
her. Or was it his children? But maybe it was better the way they were acting, because that way they
didn't get in the way of Har's plans he had for them, either, because they didn't have to deal with 
themselves all the time.

Limodane noticed a small book lying on the table in the living room: "Dreamed Worlds"; dream 
narratives of the 18th and 19th centuries. A bookmark revealed where Har must have been reading 
recently. Joseph von Eichendorff: "I, too, was in Arcadia". Har added, "I took that as a 
methodological suggestion. Anything of interest from society, finds its place in this story at some 
point. Arcadia is not easy to decipher. That's the nature of such stories." Next to them were two 
novels by Thomas Mann. They were Die Buddenbrooks and Königliche Hoheit. Limodane took a 
slip of paper from these books and read: Mann only describes, he avoids explanation or cannot 
explain anything at all; e.g.: Money is just there for him. He does not know that behind all money 
there is only debt! - She put the note back in its old place and thought: this reminds me strongly of 
Thomas Mann's unfinished late work: The Confessions of Felix Krull, the impostor. Perhaps this is 
what Thomas Mann understood by artistic freedom, to simply refuse explanation. Or had he already
recognized for himself that in the money system lay a systematic, uncontrollable compulsion that 
had to obey completely different mostly invisible things.

Limodane let her eyes wander around the room. She spotted a design. "Dynamic genuine processes 
and structures" was written on the envelope, and she asked Har what that meant, because she 



couldn't imagine anything about it.
"It's a manuscript I'm currently working on. It's about the fact that you can't explain things from 
mere appearances and also that most things are not revertible to their original state. From it a special
logic emerges, which cannot be brought into connection with the historically comprehensible and 
therefore was completely independent of the history, however always mentally present. Through it 
something new arises continuously and can protect against circular reasoning. However, this logic is
not sufficiently considered. It is especially the mathematicians who have paid too little attention to 
it, although it is their field of expertise. They should be philosophically educated heads, at home in 
larger perspectives of thought, and not mere walking laptops with their computer programs (to E. 
Friedell ff page 31). It should be a spiritual science, but is passed off by the vast majority as a 
natural science. There is not necessarily something wrong in their views, rather their views often 
have deficiencies or errors, which are even of principle kind: Thus calculations, which were 
collected by experience, cannot be projected in all cases on the future. This would make 
mathematicians clairvoyants. A role they spontaneously reject, but which they have in fact already 
assumed. Precisely by assuming a fuzzy role, false conclusions are also drawn, from which even 
Nobel Prize committees are not immune. There is a peculiarity in the fact that defects or errors are 
more difficult to find and prove than something wrong. Defects or errors are often noticed only in 
special situations, while something wrong is noticed immediately." 

He asked Limodane and Brutalo to follow him into the basement. On a shelf was a folded glider 
model that could probably be controlled remotely. Har put it together and Limodane and Brutalo 
were amazed, for they had never seen anything like it.

Limodane asked, "What kind of bird is that, did you build it?"

"Bird is already the right word and I didn't just build it, I designed it. It has a wingspan of almost 
four meters," was Har's reply. "But I wanted to show you something." 

Har pulled one half of the model's wing back off and they looked together at the cross-section of the
wing. Then Har asked them both:

"Wouldn't you have expected a symmetrical shape?"

Limodane thought for a moment, then she said, "Where you push me like that with your nose - yes! 
Everything else about this model is symmetrical. - And why is that? Why isn't the profile 
symmetrical?"

"Just a moment," and Har pulled off a smaller wing at the back. It was the horizontal stabilizer. 
Again, they looked at the cross-section, at the profile.

"Now this is symmetrical," Limodane noted, and Brutalo said, "The big one is asymmetrical and the
small one is symmetrical."
"Yes, man first learned to fly when he discovered the dynamic laws of asymmetry, Today we call it 
aerodynamics," Har remarked.

"And you believe that asymmetry is a general law?", Brutalo wanted to know.

"Yes, the large asymmetric establishes the carrying force, the small symmetric controls that force. 
The carrying force is a resultant of the buoyancy force and the drag force. As a hypotenuse, it is 
greater than the respective individual forces of buoyancy and drag. It is this asymmetry which, with 
the help of dynamics from a chaos of residual air vortices, generates the necessary forces to make 
an airplane fly, but just only with the help of the control of this smaller symmetrical wing."

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-World-Airlines-Flug_800
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"Dynamics and asymmetry create and leave chaos?"
"Yes, Brutalo, it is unavoidable and a reset - that is, a resetting of these vortices to their original 
state - is not possible from the point of view of the flying object."
"But nobody talks about that!"

" Sure, no information! - The asymmetrical has no chance against the aestheticizing symmetry. 
Everywhere only symmetry or its synonyms balance or equilibrium is assumed or even claimed to 
be preserved, and because there are difficulties with that, they invented a mental construct: the 
minus resistance."

"I think equilibrists in the circus are wonderful. But I haven't noticed that they use minus resistors to
perform their arts, even though everything seems to float," Limodane added.

"No, but seriously now! - There is a philosophical school of thought called equilibrism," Har 
remarked.

"Both are equilibrium artists. Only the ones in the circus show it for a short performance and enjoy 
the applause."

"But this minus resistance can't exist in your opinion?", Brutalo wanted to know from Har.

"No, it can't exist because we are dealing with dynamics and their time-bound nature. Time knows 
only one direction and it does not let us return to yesterday.

This is also true when we call it a system and maybe we call it that way because we cannot fathom 
and prove everything. As soon as something moves, which we again call dynamics, we always have
to do with a force which changes the things irretrievably. Nothing equivalent can be opposed to this 
force. Even if this something is only a breath. Try once to negate breathing. Your life would be over 
quickly.

We live therefore, because we leave something, around which we do not need to worry, it 
disordered. That is, what we want to keep as unchangeable, as constant or in balance. This balance 
does not exist in our nature in this form, because this nature uses the energetic surplus from the sun 
with all its advantages and disadvantages.

Equilibrium arises therefore only from our mental conceptions, is thus led and dependent on our 
ideas, just like what we want to change and has found in mathematics in the equals sign one of its 
most important symbols. But exactly these changes have never been in balance, otherwise there 
could have been no spiritual development of the human being. We would have remained beside the 
other creatures of this world for better or worse with the nature and her coincidences connected 
beings. Against these coincidences the human spirit has defended itself ständisch, by investigating 
and applying the laws of nature. Now he wants to deflect with these laws even meteorites in space, 
so that they do not strike the earth."

                                                                       *   *   *

Har invited them to breakfast and so that everyone could eat what they wanted to their heart's 
content, the first thing they did was go to the nearby supermarket. Limodane and Brutale could not 
get out of their amazement. What they were about to see was beyond anything they could have ever 
imagined. Especially their questions about who owned the goods and how one earned the money to 



buy all this, even Har could not answer them properly. Har took grapes in his hand, but put them 
aside again. Brutalo was amazed. Grapes in March and Har explained to him that they came from 
South Africa, "They are much more expensive than ours in the fall."

Limodane chose the dandelion honey, which was as yellow as the flower itself, Brutalo the pulsed 
North Sea crabs, and Har - to celebrate the day- caviar. In addition, fresh rolls, which were still so 
hot that Limodane almost burned his fingers on them. Brutalo picked up a daily newspaper and read
something about coasters, lawn mowers, and tax reform all in one headline. He shook his head.
Then they went back to Har's house with the shopping stuff and had breakfast. Limodane and 
Brutalo had never seen a dwelling of this age and were amazed at all the appliances in his house. 
Electricity in this manageable form, was unknown to them - except for their transponder and a small
associated solar cell; gas heating - unknown; running water from the wall and as clear as from a 
mountain spring - also unknown, a small room with two letters on the door "WC", Brutalo and then 
Limodane had to use immediately. Was that easy and comfortable! "Household appliances", they 
had never heard such a word. The whole kitchen was full of them. Brutalo found the dishwasher 
even better than the washing machine, although he would have liked to wash potatoes in the 
washing machine. 

 "Don't laugh!" ordered Har Brutalo to the washing machine.  "For example, in the People's 
Republic of China, a Chinese entrepreneur has become the largest household appliance 
manufacturer in the world. Because at first his produced washing machines failed en masse, he had 
a problem. Then he discovered it was because his compatriots had misappropriated the machines. 
They were cleaning their potatoes in them by the ton.

The customer is always right. Now that was the motto of this entrepreneur, and he had the machines
built so sturdily that you could wash potatoes with them."

"I miss something like that in Pommkano," Limodane remarked.

Brutalo walked through the rooms of the house and in one room there was a machine with a screen. 
Har explained that this was a PC. Brutalo wanted to know what this was good for and Har couldn't 
answer that right away. Har had the device booted up and he showed them some nice digital 
pictures. After that he chose a writing program and wrote a few sentences, then he went to the 
Internet and composed an e-mail. Har fingered the keys frantically and letters and numbers 
appeared randomly on the screen: 

„3ö49uieoöwdo249uerpip3oojrfmo9u83op4 –wsdpo38u41334ßü23i43-lö14j3p924pj13po34m 
13oij34op3j4oj13p 94jp13ikjqsu498305i42138r39(/(/(O“$JOÖN!
§nm348u34jio13o4jo1334j133o13409u34ou0134k328gzudsnasdskqsbweqwenefqwqwoih9ua94nuih
ewo3q4u9jn4334j9pj8qer u943ujp34j34n349413p4in3po4h93i3uh4iuninui3mgHGinku“

"What is this supposed to mean?"

"I call this the cryptic noise," Har replied, "and there is only one meaning in it, that it occupies the 
search engines senselessly and as long as they occupy themselves with it, they can't occupy 
themselves with my PC. We're already a lot of people doing that."

Har sent the mail to any of his other email addresses.

"A lot of people say the PC is an egg-laying sow. That's why I can only tell you what I'm currently 
doing with it. -So, currently I am reviewing a game theory about roulette."

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eierlegende_Wollmilchsau
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"And this game theory is giving you insights about what?"
"Let's say you always bet on black, and if you lose, you double your bet-even if the loss happens ten
times in a row-but, if you then win, you've doubled your original bet. But ten times in a row also 
means that you must have bet over a thousand times the original bet. This re-betting postpones the 
player's bankruptcy, you gain time, but it can't prevent it except in a few cases. The joke is, you can 
want to share risks however small, they remain in the world, they don't dissolve in the sum."

"I would still like to try playing roulette once. Maybe I can earn a living doing it," Brutalo 
remarked.

"It won't do any good, the risk usually sticks to you and while you can still calculate it in roulette, in
reality you have to accumulate risks via experience.“
 
"About the fact that in roulette there are scenarios that contradict the general empirical values and 
that means that there is the so-called system player, who sits down at the roulette tables all his life 
and can show a sufficiently positive game balance. This already happens when a player doubles his 
bet up to seven times in a row during a losing streak. He will experience the loss of his series bets 
several times in his playing career, but will remain a winner overall. But he will never want to pass 
this off as his personal luck but always as his skill. And it gets even worse: He also builds his game 
theory on this skill and also underpins it with his own mathematical strategy and the corresponding 
track record. He does not know that he and his theory are merely products of chance and he 
vehemently rejects this chance. After all, he is the "real and best proof" that his game theory cannot 
be part of a coincidence, but a fixed mathematically provable procedure. Go once to a bookstore, 
you will find enough literature about this deception."

"Surely that means nothing other than that this player was usually in the right place at the right 
time?"

"Yes, you can call it that, but he doesn't see it that way. For him, it remains skill."

"But surely that shouldn't worry us!"

"No, not in the case of a roulette player. But many financial and economic theories resemble these 
game theories of this roulette player. Their representatives cannot distinguish between appearance 
and reality. Moreover, they generally confuse linearity and structure in the scientific field. But to the
perception of a structure belongs the idea of space and time. That are already four dimensions. 
If this structure is to hold out for human needs, then a controlled maintenance effort (dynamics) of 
the human species must exist and exactly this maintenance effort requires commitment and risk. But
effort and risk are Siamese twins. If you set one side to zero, then there can be nothing on the other 
side. These game theorists have abstracted space to a mathematical linearity. So there are already 
two dimensions missing for the space. They are using this reduction to obfuscate and not to clarify 
this matter. 

Now, admittedly, they can no longer say whether their data collections are to be used for "weather 
forecasts" or for "water level forecasts." This is done with forced intention when certain things are 
at stake. With this linearity and the absence of structure, they are able to fool public opinion into 
believing that an X is for a U. This is what happened most recently with the clash between the two 
countries. This is what happened recently with the clash of facts about leukemia in children in 
connection with the distances to nuclear power plants or nuclear facilities. From this, because one 
cannot prove something in the legally defined sense or also does not want it, nevertheless the 
probability does not set aside that things can stand among themselves in a fatal relationship to each 
other. Smokers ultimately had to submit to this suspicion that their smoke endangers their health 



and that of others. 
The reduction of structure to linearity is part of the epistemological fraud of our time. The risk and 
thus the danger is no longer to be recognized. It disappears in the tension field of probability and 
absolute proofs. What may be right for the individual, namely the presumption of innocence, does 
not necessarily have to be cheap for an organization. It has to bow to the appearance of probability. 
(For Hamburg and its 1.7 million inhabitants, this means that in absolute numbers, the leukemia 
cases are higher than in 5 kilometers distance of a nuclear power plant. (Example: radius 5 km 5000
inhabitants x 1/1000xFactor2 = 5 cases more than usual. At a distance of 40 km we do not have a 
factor of 2 but 1/32. 1.7 million inhabitants 1/1000xFactor1/32 = 53.125 -5= 48 cases more than 
usual and if there is a second nuclear power plant at the same distance there are already 102 cases, 
because the "than usual" can only be deducted once. These 102 cases increase the statistical mean 
value for Hamburg from 1700 to 1802 cases. This is a non-significant value for those who interpret 
statistics.

While at a distance of 5 kilometers from a nuclear power plant the factor of 2 is determined, the 
absolutely more than 20 times higher damage in Hamburg is only provided with the insignificant 
factor of 1,06. However, this theoretical example is far exceeded by practice). 

"In so far as the propositions of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain, and in so far as 
they are certain, they do not refer to reality", - Albert Einstein.

"I believe that ideas such as absolute correctness, absolute accuracy, final truth, etc. are fantasies 
that should not be admitted in any science ", - Max Born.

In the case of economics, moreover, opportunities open up to intervene in the course of the ball in a 
hidden way. Many pretty much know where the ball is rolling (weather observation and weather 
manipulation; tornado research, satellite exploration for resources or carry trades, etc.).
Roughly speaking, there are two views among the players. One group plays against the bank, the 
other group plays with the bank. They realize, of course, that the bank must not be threatened in its 
existence, because without the bank there is no game in which one can win. But if you most likely 
know where the ball is rolling, you would be stupid not to play "with the bank". 

Let us stay for a moment with the coincidence. There are so-called scientists, the creationists, who 
claim that a molecule could not have been created by chance because the time for this development 
was too short. They have calculated a time about 6000 years ago when a molecule was invented by 
a brilliant creator. What these scientists do is, they define the coincidence by a negation. Namely, 
they say what a coincidence cannot be. But this statement is wrong in this absoluteness. It is just as 
wrong as to say in advance what a coincidence should be. And because one can define the 
coincidence only as something unpredictable, it is better to speak of probabilities by including the 
never-before. The load of 16 meters of new snow would be something unprecedented in a statics 
calculation for a roof or a bridge. The probable is connected with our experience, but the 
coincidence is not, it is unpredictable. But to claim that it does not exist is absurd.

Let's take as a proof again our popular roulette and make all fields except one black and only one 
white. Now, if the ball rolls, there is a one in thirty-seven chance that the ball will roll onto the 
white square. Suppose we could throw the ball every thirty seconds for a new game and want to 
expect the case that it rolls onto the white square thirty-two times in a row, then such a case would 
be expected once in 1.4448*10 to the 44th power.

Calculate it once how many world ages this results!

You will want to ask me now, what this arithmetic is supposed to do. - The following realization is 



to be won from this example: The answer "NEVER" is wrong and that it will be "NOT 
TOMORROW" likewise. Consequently, the claim that a molecule could not have been created by 
chance because the time to do so was too short is false."

"Then the molecule was created by chance," Limodane concluded.

"No, you can't conclude that. - But neither can one say instead that it was an ingenious mind for the 
sole reason that the time was too short for chance.

 Coincidence, like the future, is unpredictable. But just as we can assume that there will be a future, 
so there will be chance."

                                                             *   *   * 

"But - With The Bank, Against The Bank, what do you mean?" asked Brutalo.

"The player who plays against The Bank brings his money. I've looked into that with the PC, too. 
The player who plays with the bank wants to play with the bank's money. When he loses, he reduces
the stakes, and when he wins, he increases them," Har explained, "he imagines he can avoid the 
risks (hedged)."

"And that works?" wanted to know Brutalo.

"Yes, it works in roulette, but only an indefinite time, because nothing can stop chance. Even if they
try to bypass the limit of the casino and set the limit with several players. 

They'll lose more than they've won over time if they can't influence the course of the ball," Har 
noted, "and if the casino gets too upset, they'll just kick the system players out. But that doesn't 
happen with global players because no one can really keep an eye on them and no one trusts them to
know where the ball is rolling. These global players are capable of blowing up the system. If they 
think the ball is going to take a wrong place, they quickly take their bet off the table." ( e.g., 
computer programs that react to volatility within nanoseconds, skimming profits).

 "Surely you have to notice that in a casino?"

"Yes, in a casino you do, in an economic event you hardly notice it at all and it's hardly detectable 
and that's the dangerous thing about interest rate derivatives. You have to believe that the interest 
rate behaves as neutrally as the ball in roulette, ie: Insider knowledge must be absolutely excluded. 
But nobody can guarantee you that. When a rating agency downgrades a country, this is, strictly 
speaking, a volatility manipulation, because now those who wanted to know now know where the 
ball is rolling, figuratively speaking, or which fields do not promise any profits (anymore).

But let's stay with roulette. One can arrange the roulette for the simulation of economic events also 
differently. We simply do without the zero and now there is parity between white and red. Without 
zero, this works only with two players, because the profit can come only from the other player. Now
the game theory takes effect, which reads:
"Playing against the bank", better, because now, under the rule of keeping up, the one with the 
greater fortune has the advantage. It is determined by the "law of large numbers" and the truth that 
chance knows no equilibrium. - In this roulette, one could observe the steady winning of the more 
financially potent on the spot, but not in the "free economy".  - What to do when the truth is hidden 
behind a veil, or rather, when economic actions do not coincide with space, time and place for the 



individuals of a society, and therefore the real events - as in the case of these two roulette players - 
cannot be directly observed and controlled."

Brutalo saw a chess game in the next room. Actually, there were three chess games. Namely, they 
were connected to each other and it had to be played by six players. The pieces were the same as the
conventional chess game. Only in addition to the colors black and white on the center board, there 
were red and yellow on the left board and blue and green on the right board. The boards were 
connected by the lines c,d,e,f alternately with black and white bars.

"What kind of game is this?", Brutalo wanted to know from Har.

"It's a six-player chess game in which everyone plays against everyone else. But no single player or 
opponent can win alone. Everyone has to find an alliance at the beginning. 
So part of the initial strategy is to form allies, only here it's also like any normal chess game, there's 
no talking allowed. 

Over the beams, on which the pieces are not allowed to stay, the pieces can get to the other boards, 
except for the kings and pawns. They must remain on the parent board. Moves are always made one
after the other from left to right: Red-White-Blue start in this order and Yellow-Black-Green follow.
The players can tell who has a move by the six green LEDs, only one of which is lit at a time. 
Whoever is checkmate must remove his pieces from the boards and the opposing player may move 
on in turn order. This will be exciting for the others, because he will try to convert his pawns into 
queens. It is therefore not a question of how quickly you checkmate someone, but when it makes 
strategic sense for someone to do so.

We are still developing the rules of the game and there are still some problems. So far, it's not clear 
to me and my fellow players whether the center board forms a strategic advantage for the two 
players. In addition, there are interfaces for computers at each place, for which each player has 
developed his own program. But these must not be switched on until the opening phase of six 
moves per player has been completed."

 

                                                             (Chess on three connected boards)

 

Brutalo shook his head slightly without Har noticing and thought to himself: "They play without 
knowing the rules of the game. What is this game about? - What is it all about? - Was Har even 
trying to claim that something could be predicted from it? - Was this supposed to be something like 
trend research or futurology? And! - Will the future of mankind one day depend on the mental 
abilities of machines? The use of machines with artificial intelligence meant nothing else than this, 
that the ratio of humans was no longer sufficient for the accomplishment of their problems alone. A 



found food for the metaphysicians, against whom Har always wanted to fight. Had Har thus lost the 
future and surrendered to fate? Or did he want to become a player who would dominate people with
this game?"

Brutalo thought to himself that systems, even as they become continuously more complex, cannot 
achieve absolute perfection. Number ratios can be transcendent, and that means that in practice you 
have to be satisfied with a sufficiently accurate result. He entered the term "system error" into his 
transponder and received two pieces of information from the future:

October 2008, the global financial crisis has reached its preliminary peak, Alan 
Greenspan, as former president of the FED, admits his own mistakes and resignedly 
admits before a committee of inquiry: "We are simply not smart enough as human beings. 
We can't see things that far in advance."

 
                                                  

The head of the Munich Ifo Institute, Hans-Werner Sinn: In every crisis, people look for 
culprits, for scapegoats, Sinn told Berlin's "Tagesspiegel" (27.10.08): Even in the world 
economic crisis of 1929, no one wanted to believe in an anonymous system error. At that 
time, it was the Jews in Germany who were hit, today it is the managers.

The Central Council of Jews in Germany called on Sinn to apologize. Secretary General 
Kramer told the "Neue Ruhr Zeitung" that the comparison was outrageous, absurd and 
absolutely out of place.

That's exactly it, said Brutalo, the anonymous system failure and - do they actually know Friedrich 
Dürrenmatt? - Hans-Werner Sinn certainly doesn't, or he hasn't understood him, because he is on a 
further search for the perfect system, for the system that knows no drawbacks. But this is another 
absurdity: Complex systems without system errors or paradoxes do not exist! -No system is perfect.

Brutalo's gaze fell on a globe and he asked Har what it was.

"It's the world," Har replied, and after a moment as Har thought:
"Pardon me, it's supposed to represent the world."

                                                                       *    *   * 

They left Har's house. In front of the door was a car. Brutalo could still make out the letters before 
Har asked them to get in: "Volvo" and then a white sign with letters and numbers, which, by the 
way, was attached to each car. But none were the same in numbers and letters. The wolf still had to 
tuck his tail before they slammed the doors and drove away.

"Why did we leave your house so quickly? You could have shown us everything first," Limodane 
Har asked.

"I can tell you all about that later, but first we have to leave the car too. I ask you not to talk much. 
There can be bugs everywhere here."

Limodane and Brutalo looked at each other questioningly. For them it was completely 
incomprehensible that one was not allowed to talk in the presence of bugs, then their eyes slowly 
and uncertainly roamed around the interior of the car, because that was all they needed to catch a 



bug.
"What kind of car is this?", Brutalo wanted to know.

"It's already 16 years old and runs like the first day. A good product," Har replied.

"Don't all products last that long?"

"No, for cars seven years is an average life expectancy and for some there are no spare parts after 
that. You can't tell by looking at these things what value they actually have, and there are forces that
destroy those values on purpose."

"How does that work?" asked Limodane.

"With statistical bogus correlations of the insurance companies and through taxes of the state."

"It makes the future more uncertain for many, and everything is always based on mathematical 
calculations," Brutalo stated, thinking to himself, "Ratio producing chaos. They let their mind 
machines compete against each other and we are supposed to look into Kanoprie and find out how 
money is created. It's strange that they don't know themselves!"

They left the city to the north, stopped at a gas station, and after about half an hour's drive along the 
country roads, Har parked the car at a mighty old oak tree. They got out of the car.

"I know that oak!" exclaimed Limodane, "Brutalo, that's our forest!"

"Hard to believe! It seems a little more formidable to me. Have we shrunk? But it's true, she is!"

Limodane ran off, and Har didn't know what that was about.

"Where are you going in such a hurry?" shouted Har after her.

"I want to get to our golden huts!" she called back.

"Come here, Limodane, there are no golden huts here."

"There are no golden huts here?" Brutalo asked Har incredulously.

"No, I should know."

"And then you send me with Limodane to Kanoprie to a lawyer to slave for 10 years for a golden 
hut that disappeared all at once? Har, that's not a pretty story."
 
"I'm sorry, I didn't know this was your forest," Har apologized.
"Limodane, listen to this, he didn't know."

Limodane stepped briskly toward Har, "Say that again, Har! What didn't you know?"

"That this is your forest."
"Where are our golden huts now? Did you make them disappear and make a huge killing?" asked 
Limodane.
"Of course, now I understand!" exclaimed Brutalo, "now I realize what he has lured us here for. 
Gold has acquired a tremendous value in his world. All he has to do is kill us and the huts are his. 



We've fallen into a time trap."
"Time traps are only in front of the checkouts at the supermarket especially at IDLA and in traffic 
jams on the freeway."

"Listen Har! I'm really not in a joking mood and if I wasn't your character right now, I would ..... 
you right now."

The wolf was already getting nervous as he noticed the tremendous tension in the air.
"Kill you," Har excitedly completed Brutalo's sentence, only to follow it up with, "That's just like 
you, you greedy....."

Limodane interrupted Har, "Har, haven't you resolved to stop using the word "similar" in any 
psychological situation? When quarrels get personal, it's bickering."

"Yes, that's right."

"Then stop one! Brutalo is really a good character."

Calm slowly returned, and Har felt that the golden huts would not be gone if they returned to their 
time in 1789.

"But where are they now, they were indestructible," asked Limodane.

"In the meantime we had a gold currency all over the world and then after two world wars all the 
gold was gone," replied Har.

"So you mean that they crushed the smelters into gold coins and now the gold coins are gone too?"
"Yes, after World War II the world economy did not return to a single gold currency. It didn't make 
sense anymore, because the necessary gold was no longer available, therefore it opened doors and 
gates for speculation and in the end it was only an instrument of pure barter trade. Besides - there 
isn't that much gold now to back every currency in the world with gold."

"Hey Har, now you've blown some stuff in our ears. I'll have to think about that for at least a week. 
Surely that means your world must be up to its ears in debt."

"What makes you think that?" asked Har.

"Because in a debtless world, even gold has no value. You can't do anything with gold there."

"There is no such thing as a guiltless world," Har remarked, "but you must mentally presuppose this
hypothetical world, for everything has a beginning and an end. 
 
If you don't, your arguments lie in the nothingness on the one hand and the infinite or eternity on the
other. Apart from the fact that nothingness and the infinite or eternity are metaphysical and for the 
human mind incomprehensible and therefore inexperiencable. The least you can get yourself into is 
irresolvable contradictions." 

- "But still, where is all the gold now?" asked Brutalo.

"???"



"---"
"There are absolutely only two holistic possibilities. Either you collect all the gold in the world and 
bring it to Fort Nox, or you divide it fairly among every living person. The first option has 
apparently already been abandoned as impracticable in the seventies of the last century, and in the 
second, each living person receives only 26 grams of gold. And what do they give to those born 
later? - All I know is that at the moment the Russians and Americans are digging for gold with the 
biggest trucks in the world, and certainly not for the reason of distributing it fairly," 

Har replied after a while. "But I have no idea if the prices of goods are reflected in that. All I ever 
hear about here is a shopping cart."

The tension had eased. A narrow footbridge led across a stream. Har now began his request:
"You know your mission?" asked Har the three at the oak, whereby the wolf looked questioningly 
into the round, because he felt addressed with.  

 "Yes!" was the answer as if from a mouth, and the wolf growled to it.

"Can I hear the order again?" drilled Har further.

"Har, you're like a senior teacher and annoying," Limodane angrily tried to avoid answering and 
Brutalo was silent about it altogether. Limodane apologized, however, thinking she had gone back 
to bickering with her last remark.

"My goodness!" cursed Har, "my house is probably bugged. That's why we drove here and got out 
of the car on purpose, because we're not safe there either."

Har spoke completely confusedly for the two of them. "Har, we're listening to you, why don't you 
want us not to wiretap you?" asked Brutalo to clarify the matter, with no idea what he was trying to 
clarify.

Now Har realized how clueless the two of them had gotten into this world. "It's like this, you step 
on stage like actors - that's not an accusation - with no lines and no idea what the play is about. I've 
heard that's happened," Har continued the conversation, which stalled for a moment. Har first tried 
to explain to them what wiretapping and bugging meant. The two were quite startled, but they could
not understand what Har was saying. Limodane could have asked long ago what the yellow-green 
light-emitting diode with the inscription "bugging alarm" in the time transponder meant. 

 "Once again your mission is to use time travel to find out how people get clean money, and the 
mission is not without danger." 

"Har, people know that," Brutalo interjected, "all they have to do is wash the potatoes and they'll 
have clean money."

Har wanted to pass over Brutalo's superfluous joke, then he added, "They defend their black coffers 
by any means. Even with slander, fraud and ultimately by murder.

My son once told me, when he was a little boy, that the money came from the sponsors. I laughed 
hugely at that time at this charming but naive answer. Just as one laughs when a child says 
something childish. Today I feel different when I think about it. I think the little boy had hit the nail 
on the head then."

"Har, I'm sorry, but I don't really understand you," Limodane said a little stressed, "why do we have 



to find out, we live just fine without that knowledge. And even if it comes from the sponsors, what 
bothers you about it?"

"We've been experiencing an economic downturn here since the turn of the millennium, and it's not 
recognized as such because we're living on substance, and if we don't stop it, it could lead to 
disaster socially. The living have not yet experienced anything like this except for a few old people 
who can perhaps still explain it with Allmighty Land's gunboat policy. The strange thing is: the 
slope on which Allmighty-Land is moving into the valley is by no means as sloping as in all other 
countries. Their losses in the stock market crash were only half of what they were in ours."

"Allmighty-land? - Haven't heard that one yet! What does that mean?" Brutalo wanted to know.

"Yes, what does it mean? - The country is enriching itself via a differential profit. It is already in 
debt to the Chinese alone with two trillion dollars in payment obligations. In the event of global 
losses, it always loses the least as a major debtor. That's why, if they want to appropriate something 
in this way, they still have the better cards. A slain creditor is no longer a creditor and the creditor's 
foreign currencies have been replaced by its own banknotes (dollars), but suddenly only through 
credit. 

But actually you are to find out for me, because if someone puts up a pot under your outhouse to 
make money out of it, then you ask yourself also, what is this crap. And it's about to get real. 
They're buying up all our cheap houses - mind you, they're not broken-down houses yet - and 
making them so nice that we, as normal wage earners, can hardly pay for them anymore. They 
invest so that our money is only enough for consumption. Saving and creating property is becoming
impossible for many. A new type of person has been created for this purpose: The consumer. He 
cannot do anything else, he is not allowed to do anything else but consume. A secularized >dead 
hand< watches over the fact that nothing own originates any more."

"I don't quite understand that. You'll have to explain it to me in more detail," Brutalo demanded.

"We pay water and sewage fees. Everything that belongs to the municipalities and cooperatives is 
privatized, transferred more precisely to private organizations. We have to pay for the rain that falls 
on our roofs to drain away. We used to see that as a community responsibility, and we charged for it 
and built up reserves. The money has always been enough to finance the water system. That is now 
being sold around the world. Most of the interest is being generated by hedge funds with the slogan:
Money doesn't matter. With this slogan, the >Free Market< is an illusion and it always has been. 
Who has seized large energy sources and the energy flows belonging to it, which can print money 
almost at will and the private alone means then no more democracy, because with the smallest 
common denominator only two need to agree. The city of Dresden has sold all the apartments it had
to a private fund company from Allmighty Land."

"What, they're selling something that belongs to everyone. What about the reserves?" wanted to 
know Brutalo.

"I don't know, I think they co-sold them, or they've already blown them," Har shrugged.

"And who does that?"

"Our elected temporary global local politicians who don't know a thing about money because 
they've reduced it to a simple momentary-valid set of numbers for which they have no 
accountability. The politicians are also so uneducated and therefore don't even realize that they are 
supposed to decide on falsely-balanced assets, as will happen with the Deutsche Bahn IPO."

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wirtschaftsliberalismus#Freie_Marktwirtschaft
https://taz.de/Nach-dem-Abzug-aus-Afghanistan/!5805987/


"Are they megalomaniacs?" asked Limodane.

"You can call it that. But many of them don't even know how many zeros there are in a trillion, and 
people like that decide on sums of billions. I'm sorry, but such people must not occupy such posts. 
There are only two possibilities in this situation. The harmless one, they are just voting cattle, and 
the other one, they are corrupt. They make seventeen-hundred-page secret contracts, which are also 
written in another language, and if a dispute arises over this secret contract, they have to go to a 
court of that foreign language and present blackened pages," Har countered.

Limodane and Brutalo looked at each other, because they themselves were also on the way to a 
treaty. But they had a common legal system under which they were negotiating this.

"And you call this democracy. So you allow your people's representatives to vote on something that,
by human standards, they never understood?", Limodane wanted to know.

"I guess that's what it looks like. Many of these representatives have no idea what the basics of 
existence are. One part thinks they can live on paying each other for cutting each other's hair. The 
other part lives off the taxes they collected from the wages of these haircutters."

"And you put that kind of bullshit in your constitution?"

"The people didn't vote on a constitution," Har protested excitedly. "The Swiss recently voted on 
whether to allow a 2% increase in the value-added tax to fund their pension system and whether to 
require women to work longer. The people rejected both. There, the people also have the 
constitutional option by referendum to determine a pension formula that provides for inflation 
compensation. We don't have anything like that, and in return we have cold expropriation in 
addition to cold progression."

"You don't have a constitution that regulates that," Brutalo repeated with a strong ironic undertone.
"Har, you don't have to protest to me, you have to protest somewhere else!"

"I already have."

"Where?"

"At my politician elected by me."

"And?"

"He just laughed. - They even argue about whether their people are even of age to vote on a 
constitution. In their parliaments, they vote until the result suits the party oligarchs. - Now they are 
frightened that the people have been deceived about the constitution. Therefore, they use their 
media power and call anyone who calls for a new constitution a fascist. - Take it as you will! It's 
either a dangerous stupidity or a cynical perversion as described by Machiavelli that you're 
encountering."

"How can you elect such people as representatives of the people. You people have a twisted idea of 
democracy. Can you even clarify questions like what property actually is?" Brutalo remarked, 
"somehow this seems familiar to me. Tell me Har, how many edges does a cube have?

"I don't know, let me think. - Six!"

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schiedsgerichtsbarkeit


"Har, it happens that fast! - Edges!"

Har shaped his fingers for a while. It looked like he was forming a cube with his hands. Then came 
the answer, "Twelve!"

"Right! - And now you just take away two edges, what do you have in your hand?"

"Ten," Har answered hastily.

"Har, you're not supposed to calculate, you're supposed to reason. Space has its own laws. You 
should remove from the cube only two edges!" demanded Brutalo.

"Remove two edges? - So remove edges. All right, I'll do it - then I'll have a ---, you  Brutalo, there's
no such thing as a regular spatial structure with ten edges. Maybe if you bend the rest, then at most 
a crooked thing comes out. Why are you playing such a game with me?"

"Because the same crooked things happen with you with democracy, property and money. Actually, 
you're forcing me to reach far back into the evolutionary history of man with this topic in order to 
find plausible explanations for the relationships between money and property. In your age of 
individualism you find it difficult to recognize what a state and the society to be assigned to it are 
and what they mean or better what they should be. In order to find out, it would be necessary to 
reduce your needs to an animalistic level. You will then realize very quickly that nature sets very 
hard conditions for you. Without water and food you will be dead in about twelve days.

Please imagine what is already available for you today, so that this case does not occur. Without 
thinking about it, you resort to people, resources and infrastructure.
You find all this already on an island, on which only natives live. They have rough systems of 
measurement and do well with them, and when they share, there's enough for everyone. They have 
never measured a plot of land because they lack the instruments and the mathematics. It was also 
not necessary for their sense of justice.

Now, you were not born on an island, but in a big city. You are surrounded by property only so and 
if you take an apple somewhere, then you have already committed a mouth robbery. Also in the 
primal situation of your modern existence you come into the world without money. You would have
the right to feed yourself in the same way as on the native island. But this is not possible, because 
the property prevents you, and until you have left the property-divided system to find community 
fields, you have perhaps already died of thirst or starvation.

Now you might say, "Property must be abolished." But I think that would take us back to the Stone 
Age. But another way is open: "Property obliges!" But to what end? Only to alms?

From the foregoing, the obligation of property can be read: It has two sides, a useful and a harmful 
side. For the harmful side property has to pay in full."

"But apartments that were in common ownership have been sold to non-transparent fund 
companies. You can see from this,  Brutalo, that nowadays it's the other way around. Cheap housing
is no longer available."

"And you are not able to stop this nonsense?"

"No, the current creed is that salvation lies in privatization. Privatization actually doesn't have much



to do with ownership as much as it has to do with operating as something >not public<.“
 Brutalo realized he was getting ahead of himself with his lecture and felt it was now time to ask 
Har the following question:

"Har, I ask you now in all seriousness, are you a communist?"

"I'm not a communist,  Brutalo, but I don't like that question."

"What bothers you about this question, Har?"

"I want to be able to speak freely without the listener assigning me to a particular creed. If someone 
then thinks that he recognizes in me a thought of Lenin, Marx or Engels, then the only important 
question is whether he thinks it is right or wrong.

Maybe something is missing and something needs to be added. But in our conversation culture there
is from those who already believe to know everything, the ideologically hidden "slander" with 
appropriate labels. They are hidden in apparent logical questions or assertions. This happens 
especially when specialists dispute: >one must not leave to science the sovereignty of interpretation 
in questions of faith<, a bishop claimed and >the basic features of an ethics are to be formulated 
only from Christianity, because a world without God is miserable<. Every atheist rightly takes this 
poverty attributed to him as a personal insult. The church representatives have not noticed until 
today that Spinoza (- yes, and what did they do with his corpse then? - ) initiated a philosophical 
paradigm shift on which Herder, Goethe and Schiller built and on which Albert Einstein referred to 
a question of faith of a rabbi as follows: >He only believed in Spinoza's God, but not in a God who 
was concerned with the fate and deeds of men.< (in Jennifer Michael Hecht, Doubt: A History, New
York 2003, p.447)

Today there is a general primitive consensus about which persons are good or bad, and for praise or 
blame one is simply tied to them. Hitler or Stalin! Good and evil have in this way evaporated from 
religions and have taken root in secularized forms. Often it is the dreamers of metaphysics who 
concocted this. They have welded this into words and phrases that have little in common and 
transport it to public places. There, for example, can then be heard and seen: Money stands for 
materialism and materialism stands for greed. Or of the same, as can be seen on the U.S. dollar 
coin: >In God We Trust.<  And if you don't believe in God, you are a communist rather than a 
fascist in their eyes. It's as simple as that! In this way, any non-believer or contrarian is placed 
mentally close to a historically contemporary mass murderer, as needed. 
The purpose of this exercise is to deny him the ability to find and develop ethical norms only out of 
one's own humanity, only to maliciously assert and secure positions of power for oneself with 
fundamentalist metaphysics and flawed facts.

Their platitudes do not explain anything. However, these people know that their potential listeners 
have only a fleeting ear in this information society. Only a short stimulus fits in there, preferably as 
a laughing stimulus. That's why they label only with the snippets of a torn dialectic, even if both are
already gone and a repetition of social events is unlikely. 

Just as a bureaucrat dressed as a convinced neo-liberal came along and announced as a party crane 
in the television studio: >Better a state of only owners than a state with people's property< and the 
claqueurs who had been brought along raved frenetically. He had neglected to explain how this 
>as< should still come about after the state property had already been sold off completely. Freedom 
can develop only there, where bad coincidences and hard necessities can be absorbed. But this is the
task to all. But this conscienceless demagogue was interested in lamenting as not achieved what had
been achieved long ago. His goal was to totally privatize public space. Freely accessible riverside 
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paths disappeared into private ownership.
The person who is given the label - such as communist - usually doesn't notice, because the snippets
are often pasted on by a pat on the back. After a while, the labeled person is surprised that nobody 
talks to him anymore.

But to your question: communists are people who have pushed monism the furthest. If you want to 
put them correctly into the picture, they aimed at the center of the magnet with the dialectical 
method, where, in my opinion, the forces cancel each other out, which made the whole thing a 
pointless endeavor because of the resulting powerlessness. Nothing moved and then their social 
system collapsed."

"In other words, they thought they would find the center of power by moving away from the poles,"
Limodane commented.

"That's a nice comparison, Limodane," Har commented, "they never understood that there is also an
irrevocable dialectic for which any synthesis would be a dangerous use of force and would mean the
end. Ownership of the means of production presupposes a free market in its original form. There are
basic facts of economic activity which cannot be ignored without harm by any kind of economic 
order. It would only be nice if their counterpart, the capitalist, would see it that way, too. He sees 
himself as the victor over the communist system and does not realize that he has reached the same 
point as the communist. It's like taking away the flip side of a coin. Of course, you can't really do 
that. Only a confused mind could concoct something like that. That's also the moment when you 
also try to synthesize antagonisms with the help of dialectics."

"How is that to be understood?" wanted to know Brutalo.

"We have to elaborate a bit there," Har remarked. "Jost Hermand once summed this up, calling it the
dilemma of specialistic narrowing. This goes back to Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel who reasoned 
about the true: the true is the whole. But the whole is only the being completed by its development. 
It is to be said of the absolute that it is essentially result, that it is in the end what it is in truth.

Marx wanted to put Hegel with his theory, as it was claimed, from the head on the feet and did not 
notice that Hegel with his statement about the truth, used a transcendental phrase: According to it, 
no human being is able to experience truth in its entirety. 
 
The moment he takes the position of the observer, he steps out of the whole, diminishes the whole 
around himself and everything else shall consequently become the object. - An absurd position to 
want to observe the whole from the outside, because the whole necessarily includes the own self.
An object and even if it is all possible objects can consequently never be the whole. That is why 
statements about objects are possible, but about the whole impossible. A theory can therefore never 
include the whole and has therefore only a certain (middle) range. This is also valid for the theory 
of relativity and was never denied by Albert Einstein: To bring one gram of matter to the speed of 
light, the whole energy of the universe would not be sufficient. It would devour also the energy 
potential of the observer and destroy him with it. Therefore, no theory is able to make all-embracing
statements, to this also statements belong which include the eternal, as it is expressed in the phrase 
of the eternal growth. Every theory ends at least at one of its immanent paradoxes. That is why it is 
not possible to create perfect systems. These can be - purely theoretically - only closed systems. 
Closed systems are supposedly thought to the end and can - and now the paradox enters the scene - 
left to themselves, only strive for the state of greatest disorder. (Consequence from the second law 
of thermodynamics).
But an important aspect about truth is missing with Hegel on top of it. It is the area of antagonisms, 
which Hegel did not think through consistently enough and consequently was not seen by Marx 



either. Antagonisms cannot be solved in a dialectical way. Thesis and antithesis produce something 
new in synthesis, antagonisms, on the other hand, dissolve into nothingness if they lack the field of 
force and be it only the imagination. And this is exactly what happens when money appears on the 
world stage. Money contains from the moment of its appearance an irrevocable contradiction. 
Money consists exclusively only of debt and divides namely left to itself, the world into poor and 
rich. If the debt disappears, then also the money disappears. Depending on how you conceive it, this
happens faster or slower. An improvement is therefore not in the dissolution, i.e. in the 
disappearance of debt and money, but in the slowing down. That's why the true thing about money 
is that it ends up splitting everything. To prevent this, it is not a question of abolishing money, 
which would create more problems than it would solve. It is rather a matter of organizing a fair 
distribution among the living. The contrast between rich and poor cannot be eliminated, but it can 
be greatly reduced. Only those who have can also give as the living, or from whom - organized by 
the state - one can also take.
But does this giving also have to go beyond the death of the individual person, in that he passes on 
his huge, acquired fortune as he sees fit?
Therefore, Hegel's sentence about the whole does not only describe the dilemma, it is the dilemma 
itself, because the absolute or the whole is transcendent - that is, inexperienced. Because the whole 
or the absolute contains the paradox of having to be subject and object in one. Therefore there is no 
point from which this whole could be observed and defined. A paradox that can be transferred to 
globalism and there is strived for or claimed as the ultimate goal or the inevitable consequence of 
the whole. The dialectical world view is consequently a specialistic narrowing, because one 
believes to be able to grasp everything with this world view and to explain everything with it alone. 
Marx also succumbed to this specialistic narrowing with his dialectic to the whole (classless 
society). 

Wherever the spirit drifts towards one of the three transcendental final stages - like the 
whole (everything) or the only one, the infinite or eternal and the nothing - mischief and 
chaos arise or flee from responsibility. This mischief arises then also with the 
recommendation of this economist who claims that one must, in order to recognize the 
world, only remove the money veil once completely. Money is only another attempt to give
a shape to the whole, the nothing and the infinity or the eternity. But that the money is 
something completely substance-less - namely itself the veil or an appearance - and will 
never be given substance, this philosophy cannot recognize from its basic equipment, 
because it does not know or does not want to take note of the principles of the 
antagonisms: The opposites of the antagonistic dissolve in the nothing. Money disappears 
when the debt disappears and debt disappears when the service has been rendered. The 
question, then, is whether we want this disappearance. Here the cardinal mistake in the 
thinking arises, if to the disappearance only the debt alone is taken with which the 
appearance money allegedly does not stand in connection and therefore a money with 
substance is mentally presupposed, which it is to be created only. However, the general 
logic obstructs itself to a money which must be filled allegedly only with substance. This 
substantial money would have to contain either mass or energy at the moment of the 
payment, and there is no way around it. The reality proves something else in the Giralgeld, 
namely that this money possesses neither mass nor energy. Already the vernacular knows 
this lack of substance for a long time and makes a joke of it, if it speaks of coal with 
money and gives it only metaphor-like an unreal substance. 

Theodor W. Adorno was very close to it with his Negative Dialectics: In his philosophical 
lectures on Negative Dialectics he already pointed to antagonisms in the sixties of the last 
century, without recognizing in particular that the monetary systems are designed for 
antagonisms, consequently leave nothing behind in their dissolution; the so-called 
synthesis therefore cannot take place. In his critique of Hegel and Marx, Adorno stuck to 
his general statements that a double negation is an affirmation or, to put it in mathematical 
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terms, that minus times minus equals plus. His philosophical justifications for Negative 
Dialectics lacked the practical examples, which, however, were available worldwide with 
the monetary systems. But perhaps the "object" of the antagonisms in monetary systems 
was too profane for philosophy at that time to mention this.

                                                                        *   *   *

Now the communist wants the means of production to be in the hands of the workers only. The 
point is to distribute the profit. The capitalist wants to see this only in his hands."

"And where does profit belong now?"
"The question was considered the most important question. Yet it is not so important, because it is 
much more important to ask the question of what is produced. Most productions are made only to 
provide money for the owners of means of production. These means contribute in many cases 
nothing but the beautiful appearance to life. The satirical recommendation to go on a diet and to 
download so many expensive ringtones onto one's cell phone so that nothing is left over for food 
hits abundance at its core.

Nothing against beautiful things, because without them life could become pretty bleak. On the other
hand, these things can become real money presses in their non-necessity and can become more 
dangerous to an economic system than false money forges. If you find such a means of production, 
then it belongs to the highest degree to the society controlled, i.e., it is just as dangerous in the 
hands of the workers as in the hands of the capitalist. Neither one of them nor both together can be 
trusted in such a case. But at present it is so: So that nobody discovers the swindle with the secret 
money presses, they, the worker and dealer just, like the money shark, spend their money in funds, 
which reach dizzying and irredeemable heights. But the monetary system begins to suffer from this 
bloodletting and eventually collapses. All but a few are existentially indebted, and of these, none 
can take on new debt.  What happens then, history has many exemplary examples."

 "Har, now you've made a dialectical error of thought," Brutalo remarked.
"Why?"
"Everything is in debt, you claim."
"Yes - and? - Except for a few!"
"You've forgotten the flip side, because every debt is matched by a claim to offset that debt."

"You can assume that for a bilateral promissory bill, but for money it is not so true," Har replied, 
"for money the repayment of the debt lies only in the amount of money owed and not in any 
particular service. By saving money and lending it again, benefit claims can pile up into money 
claims that cannot be serviced or redeemed in the end, because the disadvantage of the money claim
is that it must be converted back into solvent money. Those who cannot pay are insolvent and liable 
with their property."

They were silent for a while and walked through the forest. 

"And who are these people, Har?" asked Brutalo.
"Do you mean the communists?"
"No the others, for example, the ones who want to cash in on your outhouse."

"I suspect first of all people who still have enough money. And then it's primarily those from 
Allmighty-land and Allmighty-land itself. Secretly, they have been running their money presses 
faster and shifting their debts abroad. They know that their money is constantly losing value, 



because a stock bubble as security is only good for appearances, and that is why they buy 
everything that belongs to a person's existence. Therefore also their quick saying on their lips: 
>Money does not matter <. Everyone who got involved with them will become poorer."

"And you can prove that, Har?"

"Pretty much. Allmighty-land started a war. Now they want to overthrow an Iraqi dictator and 
they're bombing his palaces and facilities."

"I don't understand. The dictator owns palaces and facilities?" asked Brutalo, "how come one person
is allowed to own so much?"

"It's the machines that make it possible. But of these, the Allmighties have taken possession of the 
most. That puts the Allmighties in a position to drive the world's largest military budget of $330 
billion a year. That's as much as the next ten most economically powerful countries in the world 
spend in total on their military per year after that."

"That's an unimaginable amount. Surely a truly democratic country can never generate that on its 
own. Have you ever watched the capital channels?" Brutalo wanted to know.
 
"We are talking about globally uncontrollable capital flows that wash around the globe migrating 
with the sun. I haven't heard capital channels. I don't think the term exists."

"Then it's time you looked into it," Brutalo remarked. 

Limodane intervened in the conversation with another thought: "Har, you said earlier: an Iraqi 
dictator. But Iraq Arabi is a landscape in the southeast of Asian Turkey. Baghdad and Basra are part 
of it. Is Iraq no longer part of Turkey?"

"No, the British drew some straight lines on the maps there once in the past," Har added.

"When?"

"Yes - sometime at the beginning of the First World War. That was around the time they gave the 
water rights of the Nile to the Egyptians and the European principalities gave themselves the 
mountains of the world as birthday presents, like Kilimanjaro. This is how states are created, and 
without our intervention. In this way, I have lived in three states from birth as their citizen. These 
states have simply changed their shape under my butt, and because my will was not involved in this,
this matter is and remains transcendent," Har remarked.

They wandered through the forest and were silent for a while.

"What do you object to, Har, if Allmighty-Land wants to overthrow a dictator?" broke Brutalo's 
silence, "are you for peace at any price?"

"No, not necessarily. I just have the impression that Allmighty-Land has made a distinction for 
itself, between good dictators and bad dictators, and Iraq, unfortunately for it, now has a bad 
dictator against whom war must now be waged. Allmighty-Land was not directly concerned with 
good and evil. For his purposes, it was perfectly sufficient to divide the world into good and evil.
But it is striking: The advance planning of this war of Allmighty-Land coincided exactly with the 
time when the biggest energy company of the world, the Enron, went bankrupt in Allmighty-Land. 
Does Allmighty-land need Iraqi oil so Allmighty-land can keep printing money?"



Almost the whole world wanted to talk Allmighty-Land out of war. But to Allmighty-Land, they 
were just the rest of the world. They simply broke the world treaties with their spiritual substances, 
which they themselves proposed and concluded. Now they claim to be able to make a small, limited
war, a surgical one, they believe.

"Allmighty country? - Har, you talk about Allmighty-land all the time. I've never heard of that 
country," Brutalo remarked.
"Yeah, it's not that old either. But it was formed immediately after the fence came down, the wall 
came down and the Iron Curtain disappeared."  
"And where is all this? Where did the wall fall down and the theater with the Iron Curtain?"

"It's all gone again."
"All gone again? - Har! You're going to tell me the Allmighties went to the moon."
"They were, and they were doing......."

Har interrupted his sentence because he saw Brutalo whispering something in Limodane's ear. Then 
Limodane said somewhat soberly to Har, "Har, we want to go back."

"What do you mean, back again?"

"Yes, - back to Canopria again and - have the city walls rebuilt in Pommkano. - You can still take us
to the oak tree. I think we'll end up right in our forest."

Har had to swallow hard and was almost on the verge of tears. This was a quick end to an encounter
Har had been looking forward to. Didn't his characters understand him? What kind of reality is this 
that no outsider believes? Was it truth, for instance, that made him seem so untrustworthy with his 
characters? What was it about the truth that everyone knew and yet became so unbearable to 
Limodane and Brutalo that they disappeared so quickly?

At the oak tree, Har threw the three figures another newspaper clipping into the time transponder's 
sphere of action. They had not even noticed it yet.

                                                               *   *   *

Limodane, Brutalo and the Wolf still ended up in their forest during the night. As Har had promised,
their golden huts were untouched.

"Let's go to sleep first, Brutalo. Then, because of the contract, we'll set out again tomorrow. Sleep 
well!"

The wolf jumped after Limodane this time. He knew why, because Limodane often allowed him to 
sleep on the foot of her bed.



Feats over Breakfast

"If the brain of a president of the United States can disappear, then everything in this world can 
disappear, including the truth." Henning Mankell in a conversation with Denis Scheck.

Although both arrived late and therefore went to bed late, they were up early the other morning. 
When Limodane set foot out of bed, the wolf jumped up, ran to the other hut and woke Brutalo.
Brutalo wondered about the sunshine and it seemed to him that they had arrived in another season. 
Brutalo guessed early summer. Brutalo looked at his body and noticed that his chest hair was back. 
He walked over to Limodane to wish her a good morning.

She was pleased and asked him, "Shall we have breakfast together?"

"If you invite me, then I can't say no."

"So how did you like your day yesterday, Brutalo?"
"Yesterday? - Have you seen the mail yet?"

"No - why?"

"It's 1792"

"You're crazy. I'm going crazy, three years of my - pardon - our lives we sacrificed for this bad day."

"Still Limodane, we felt like we were just a few seconds away. It seems as if the speed brought our 
time to a standstill."

"What are you talking about? That's not what the 3 years of not being able to experience anything is
going to bring back to me. It's like a prison you have no idea about."

"I feel just as fit as before, though. I think we've grown older quite usually," Brutalo remarked.

"How ordinary?"

"Well, just two or three days, it seemed to me. Didn't the transponder keep track of our time?"

"Brutalo, now you're talking like Har?"

"What makes you think that?"

"Yes, - how can you keep time?"

"I still want to know now. Pass me the transponder, please, Limodane!"

"Here take it." 

"There, look at that, Limodane! It gives the time consumption as 83.318 seconds."

"That's a lot of time,  Brutalo."



"Now don't get excited! That's just a little over 23 hours."

"Is that right? Is that all?"

The wolf came in and interrupted Limodane and Brutalo in their confused argument. He had a scrap
of paper in his snout and looked so slyly as if to ask, "Do you want this or may I tear it up?"

"No, give it to me!" cried Limodane. "Why, that's the newspaper clipping Har threw at us, Brutalo."
"That's right."

"It must have been very important to Har, though, because he was still throwing it at us."

"Yeah, but I don't feel like dealing with that right now. Limodane, put it there. The newspaper 
yesterday in the supermarket was enough for me. After all, they claim that they can make politics 
with beer mats and lawn mowers. That's an unbearable metaphor salad for me."

They started breakfast and after a little while Limodane asked: 
"You gave Har a tough nut to crack when you gave him the task of taking an edge off the cube. 
How did you know it couldn't make a body?"

"No body is not quite right if you approach it by bending and breaking. Eleven is a prime number 
and no prime number is capable of forming a solid with flat faces. Even a sphere cannot 
theoretically fulfill this condition, even if you want to build it from a vast number of small 
pyramids. The prime numbers simply do not allow pyramids. Har had the answer surprisingly 
quickly, though. Hopefully he can do something with it."

"What do you mean? - Start?"

"When I need similes or metaphors, I like to derive them from the absolute if possible. There is such
an absolute, for example, as: Among six elements - call it rods or stretches - no body can be 
created."

"And that is supposed to have a meaning."

"Yes, I think it does."

"Brutalo, was that the reason you wanted me to tell him to have the walls of Pommkano rebuilt?"

"Yes, that was the reason, because the wall is visible, although...."

"What are you thinking about, Brutalo?"

"Although I don't want to live in Pommkano."

"I think the world is stuffed with enough symbols already. Do you think you could add anything 
sensible to it?"

"I don't mean symbols, I mean irrefutable principles or spiritual axioms."

"I don't quite understand that, but please explain."

"You are persistent, Limodane. I'm not sure myself yet. But - well, I will try."



Brutalo got up looked for something in the golden kitchen.

He was lucky and found a green tea caddy standing on the shelf, exactly equal to a cube. He took it 
in his hands and Limodane was amazed. Brutalo, like a perfect juggler, turned the cube so fast and 
floating on a plane that before her eyes appeared the image of a green ball. Then he put the tea 
caddy back in its usual place.

"Pass me the four-surface cube, please."

"You mean the tetrahedron?", Limodane wanted to know a little more precisely. "That will take a 
while, I'll have to go look for it first."

Limodane went to look for the tetrahedron. The Kanoprians use the tetrahedron for gambling. They 
had a special way of playing ludo, for which they were allowed to take the tetrahedron in hand at 
any time to the six-sided die, but preferably in special game situations. One face was marked with a 
zero. Then the playing piece had to or was allowed to stay in its place. It had four colors: red, blue, 
yellow and purple. Most tetrahedrons were rounded at their corners to make them roll better.

The tetrahedron had a high symbolic meaning in Kanopria. It was considered the symbol of the 
Absolute without getting in touch with the obscure metaphysics. Every scholar of Canopria claimed
that with the tetrahedron, its four faces and its six stretches, only the possibility of existence of a 
universe began. The tetrahedron represented in this way the absolute minimum number of distances 
and surfaces with which a mind could create the space of a universe. It was the absolute minimum 
necessary for the structure of a space. The Canoprians were proud of this cognitive insight, which 
they had gained through deductive reasoning and no longer needed proof. Brutalo concluded that in 
Har's world deduction had a shadowy existence and the applications of logic were extremely 
underdeveloped. In contrast, the inductive method of gaining knowledge, which included data 
collection and opinion research, was rampant. As a result of this inductive method, a study 
councilor no longer received a loan because he lived in an area where people served the rates badly 
(Scoring).

Limodane came back with the tetrahedron and gave it to Brutalo. His nimble fingers moved it very 
quickly. Before Limodane's eyes, the image of a sphere emerged from the tetrahedron - similar to 
the tea can. But this time the colors shimmered and changed. The number dots formed enigmatic, 
interesting signs and changed every moment without repeating an image. At some moments they 
seemed to follow each other dancing in a circle. Limodane clapped her hands in delight and 
shouted, "Brutalo, make them dance in circles one more time."

Brutalo interrupted his showpiece, "The fact that the dots were moving in circles was pure chance." 
He tried again, but he did not succeed in bringing back this image immediately. It was beyond his 
current will.

"Maybe I still need to practice for it, so that it works on every occasion, in music it is so similar ", 
Brutalo said.

"What did you want to show me with that, Brutalo?"

"I just wanted to show you that tetrahedrons and cubes are the only edge formations that most easily
make a sphere appear before the eye through self-rotation."

"You can do that with a rod, too," Limodane asserted.
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"Not so easily, with that one you interfere too much in a controlling way. I don't think there's a 
human hand that's nimble enough to make a sphere out of a spinning stick. At best, you can find that
in magic stories."

"But,  Brutalo, what is it that fascinates you so?"

"Take the tetrahedron, which with its six edges forms the first possible spatial body, because 
nothing like it comes into being under six parts. You may choose whether you call these elements 
edge, rod or line. All six parts are probably the same size for the sake of simplicity. For the 
tetrahedron you need six rods. The absolute minimum for a body and, what most people forget, a 
reference point or better an observation plane, on which an observer outside this body moves and 
which establishes the existence of this object. This plane would be the seventh, necessary part in a 
system."

"You're trying to prove something to me with your prestidigitation,  Brutalo."

"Well - it's like this. It is related to apprehension or grasping, for that you need a moment of rest or a
static situation to recognize something or to form a concept. Everywhere we come across 
phenomena and if they hide their elements or parts - which only happens through dynamics or 
energy - and you see something other than it originally is, then suddenly we can find ourselves in 
great danger if we react to it wrongly. Just like a small child who wants to run through a spinning 
wheel because he does not perceive the spokes.

 Or take Har's car! It was driven by a force that we could hear. But this force had a beginning and an
end. The end was obvious for us: Har only turned a key to the left and the power stopped. But the 
beginning held a secret: Har turned the key right and then there was this quick "chi-chi-chi-chdi" 
before the force hummed. I would like to assert once, without this initial noise the force cannot 
originate. There must be something entirely different behind it. It is natural magic. By it one 
understands the art or skill to produce effects by physical, mechanical or chemical means which 
astonish the uninformed. However, it is all perfectly rational but secret. Seen in this light, Har is a 
magician.

With abstractions, similar problems of being uninformed arise. That's why we have to refer to the 
essential and not to the nothingness with these, because the nothingness and the infinite are 
cognitively not graspable and with structures we always have to face the question, what they consist
of concretely or better, what they are built on. If you build them out of nothingness and infinity, 
then the result is structured irresponsibility. If this happens, abstract concepts can hang terribly in 
the air and pretend logic with tautologies. Most of the time it helps to still-or decelerate-everything 
for a moment so we can face the real thing."

"You say we. Do you think Brutalo, something like that happens in society?"

"Yes, exactly, I see that especially with money. Har's money has moved much further away from the
representational than your shell money and has reached the level of complete abstractness.
Conversations about the abstract often run the risk of producing bogus logics, that is, undiscovered 
nonsense, when they overlook or simply ignore abstract entities. This tetrahedron is an abstract unit 
of the objective. In the same way there are abstract units in the mental.

Imagine someone asks a harbor master how much space a barge has and he answers with the height 
of the water level of the harbor. On the criticism that the answer is inappropriate, the answer comes 
that barge and water level are generally assigned to the water. Or imagine that someone tells you: 



"In Switzerland, the flying cows have to be milked from a helicopter. - Here the impossibilities or 
the nonsense come out openly and we can still laugh about it. But if someone comes and claims he 
can produce money without promises - that is, without debt - then many believe that this is the 
solution to their problems and want to have such money.

You think words have a meaning in themselves? But they do so only in certain cases, because words
are coordinated in a context, but with phrases we already reach a limit of meaning. We have to 
accept the fact that we cannot put everything that exists into words. It is the same with mathematical
formulas. Not everything that happens fits into a mathematical formula. Their sense consists of an 
abstract unit, like e.g. the function; you cannot simply omit something with it, only because you do 
not like something about it.  
 
We no longer notice this functional connection because most of it takes place in the background of 
what makes sense, as with cash. Many therefore actually believe that money is created out of 
nothing and that is why the zero or the circle is their icon.

 Such short circuits occur en masse in the field of abstractions. Situations then arise in which 
rational action is underlaid by a world of spontaneous belief and irrationality, and the medium of 
money is not excluded from this. The little child already knows money, but there will hardly be 
anyone who will explain to him what money is. Nevertheless or just therefore money possesses a 
tremendous mystical energy. It has been created and does not come from nothing! Only this 
mystical energy leaves in our existence unbearable rest forms of claims within the society."
"You speak of mystical energy. Don't you already perform a linguistic egg dance with it?" Brutalo 
had to think for a moment, then he continued in his reflections:
"Yes, I have to admit that, but I have no other linguistic way to solve this mystery of money. There 
is neither energy nor matter in money. It is an appearance like the shadow and you can change it 
only if you move the sources of its existence. With money, everything is just a promise and the 
promise is always directed to the future and because we don't know the future, we have to trust 
these promises. We can because most of the promises are fulfilled. But, that it will always go on, 
that is not certain.

But with the tetrahedron that I drove with my hands, you could see here that it was representational 
and I was the source of the momentum. Har can't name the six elements for the necessity of the 
representational. Money must have turned into an electronic spook in Har's world that perhaps only 
the very savvy can control. It has withdrawn from general experience, because hardly anyone 
knows how with money the influx of this mystical energy takes place and how much dynamic is 
necessary or permissible.

That is why money is not only abstract but for most people a transcendent something that can 
become dangerous if too many are unenlightened about it: It gives these unenlightened people the 
feeling of absolute freedom, namely to be able to do anything they want with money. But that is not 
what money was created for. Money may only be used within a fixed framework."

"Absolute freedom, isn't that .... ?"

" Yes, nothingness with its consequences, misery, crime, torture, murder and war! The other side of 
the otherwise well-believed transcendence.- But think also once of all the games, which are played 
with play money and simulate a rudimentary economic happening, until at the end a player holds all
the money in the hands, which possessed before its fellow players. Then nothing works, the game is
over, but he has won. And because, according to the rules of the game, each player receives fresh 
money at each round of the game, the winner can claim at the end - and that's the whole point of the
game, to have an end - that everyone has become richer on average. - At least in this game!" 
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"Nobody would believe that!"  
  "Yes, even many scientists claim that. However, these scientists have not yet taken note of the fact 
that money is and remains a structural phenomenon of cultural technology. This phenomenon needs 
an uninterrupted dynamic, which only an open system can guarantee. It consists of energy and its 
manifestation mass, time, space and place, people and their work. Without these seven substances 
working together in some way (process of self-organization), money could not exist as a beneficial 
medium for individuals. Many phenomena or puzzles that emanate from money dissolve when time 
is taken as the standard. But because not all elements interact at the same time and in one place, it 
remains unmanageable and the phenomenal of money remains for most people. That is why hardly 
anyone can explain what money actually is. But this is already the danger that money poses, 
because some people take advantage of this unmanageability. They accumulate and channel the 
disembodied money only for themselves or their institutions, to a point where the higher structures 
of self-organization (e.g. cities or societies, states, etc.) collapse. The phenomenon does not like 
hidden interventions and rigid rules."

"You mean it has to be left alone?" asked Limodane.

"No,-not quite. One should observe it. The rule is, simplicity comes before the complex, rather the 
visible than the invisible. The complex gets its legitimacy only from the simple. If the connection to
the simple is missing, the complex makes use of nihilism: The connections are denied. Example: If 
no rain falls and the fields threaten to dry up, then they need water from the river. No single person 
can manage that and because that is the case, everyone has to draw water or create an irrigation 
system. Therefore, for all at the end only the fair sharing from the yields of this work stands. But the
further certain forces of this community carry away these yields of the river, the greater the sharing 
becomes a problem of overview. Most of the rich have acquired their wealth through this form of 
opacity. For this purpose, it was enough to simply hold goods and subsequently money outside this 
social horizon in order to escape equitable sharing. In addition, the laws of the connected forces 
(animals and machines) come into action with their speed and their immeasurable forces. These 
connected forces create another distribution problem that cannot be solved by the paternalistic 
handout mentality of the rich."

"And," Brutalo continued, "wealth or money has always been able to arise only from found 
structures. This included suitable soil, water and people. - Not one person, no people."

"You mean people, even those who were kept as slaves?"

"Yes, not only them, but also the serfs. They were born into these conditions and held captive in 
them. Slaves and serfs belong to one image."   

They continued their breakfast. After a while Limodane asked:
"Tell me Brutalo, wouldn't you have preferred to be transferred to Iraq with the time transponder?"

"Yes, I thought of that too but the transponder can't do it and then there's a problem, let's say a 
mental problem."

"A mental problem?"

"Yes, why does hubris break out in a country as big as Allmighty-land that makes them think they 
can fight a surgical war?"

"I can't imagine anything about it,  Brutalo."
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"They're suggesting they won't hit innocent people in surgical war." Silence fell again at the table.
"And why can't the transponder do that?", Limodane started the conversation again.
"How am I going to explain this, Limodane? Let's see, maybe it will work. How long would it take 
us to reach Australia from here?"

"I don't know. - You mean now without a transponder? - I'd say six to nine months, and if the ship 
goes down, not at all. So you think, Brutalo, that we can't reach Australia directly with our 
transponder?"

"Yes, exactly."

"What makes you think that?"

"Where did we last take off from, Limodane?"

"At the oak tree near Har."

"And where did we arrive?"

"At the oak tree. But you know that yourself. Brutalo."

"So, at the same oak tree?"

"Yes, it's only 211 years younger now."

"What strikes me about it, Limodane, we always move on a line that goes through the center of the 
earth. It was the same way at the containers. Remember that? That was the potato field that we 
started from. That potato field is now in the middle of a big city."

"Yeah, right. Are you saying that with the transponder we can't leave for Canoprie from here."

"Yes, I think so. - In this case, we expected too much from the apparition. Now the potato field has 
disappeared. Tell me. Limodane, how at Har people feed themselves."

"By buying."

"By buying? - They can't!" asserted Brutalo.

"Yes, they do, they just take money and buy what they want."

This answer made Brutalo really uncomfortable. They fell silent again and finished breakfast. 

"Do you know, Limodane, what I noticed in Har's world?" 

"What did you notice?"

"Wait! - I'm assuming this time transponder: If we used only one beam in our time travels, which 
always passes exactly through the center of the Earth, then this means that we never left space and 
merely moved along the time beam. In other words, the time transponder uses the forces of gravity. 



If we set off again from this potato field, we will land again at these containers. In Har's world, 
there are blazingly fast transport possibilities with which we can travel to Kanoprie and from there 
use the transponder to get to present-day Kanoprie. Then we would have saved time."
"You mean our lifetime, because by the time we get there, 3 years or more will have passed in real 
terms. What can change in the meantime? You know  Brutalo, that's too high for me. All that 
matters to me is how to handle this thing."

"Typical woman," it jumped Brutalo quietly over the lips.

"Had you said anything else?"

"No, no, - I just meant that there had to be devices or machines at Har's, and that was quite uncanny 
to me, that could span space frantically. Just think of those grapes from South Africa that were dewy
but six times overpriced in the supermarket."

"You don't mean time now but space? - How fast?"

"Yes, - as fast as the light."

"Sorry, light isn't scary,  Brutalo."

"The visible light is not scary, Limodane, and when we say we want to bring something to light, we 
do mean something good by it. But, if Har is walking around almost like a hypochondriac because 
he thinks he's being bugged, then something is wrong."

"So is he being wiretapped or is he not being wiretapped?"

"It doesn't matter whether he's being bugged or not, what's more important to us is that he believes 
it and that belief is almost driving him out of his mind."

"That's right,  Brutalo. I don't think Har is a nutcase. If we rule this out, then it points to the 
existence of something invisible. But then, who employs such a thing and why does he do so?"

"I can only speculate on that. But Har must be familiar with invisible things."

"Why, did you see something?"

"Ask a little more intelligently, please, Limodane, or tell me how you see invisible things."

"Well! - Did you notice anything?"

"Yes, at the gas station. What went into the car there, that paid for Har in some way. I can hardly 
describe what it was. I had thought at first he was going to pay at the French fry place that was right
there by the gas station. But that's what Har walked past."
 
"So he didn't pay with potatoes?"

"No, or did you see potatoes in his pants pockets, Limodane?"

"I don't know, but maybe with shells?"

"No, not with shells either. He just gave the woman at the gas station a little card. That was put in a 



little box, - that was the size of our transponder - then I guess he tapped the box a couple of times - 
and here's the most amazing thing: he got the card back."

"Are you saying the woman at the gas station didn't keep anything?"

"No, absolutely nothing visible. It seemed to me, though, that Har paid something."

"And you didn't see any potatoes, shells, or bottles that Har could hand over?"

"No."

"Funny."

"I think so too," Brutalo agreed, "but please imagine: Har is behaving completely irrationally! One 
time he deals with invisibles himself, and another time he reacts like a hypochondriac with the 
invisible. Or have you seen bugs that can hear everything?"

"No, but what do you think,  Brutalo, is the invisible dangerous?"

"If we don't know what's behind the invisible, then it can be dangerous."

"From the looks of it, Har doesn't think the little card is dangerous."

"But the bugs he didn't show us and we didn't see, are they dangerous? - Or what did he mean by 
viruses? I guess they're even smaller."

"???"
"Let's stop here for a minute. We're not getting anywhere with our thinking."

Silence fell. Brutalo took the newspaper article and sat down at the light. It was an article from the 
Frankfurter Rundschau of March 14, 1998. After a short while he jumped up and ran to Limodane 
in the next room:

"You have to read this yourself, Limodane! This is exactly our topic: Nobody knows anymore in 
1994 what money is. There's even a big prize on offer for whoever can tell what money is."
"Where?"

 "In England. Here, take and read first!"

Limodane took the newspaper article and briefly skimmed it: Two rock musicians, Drummond and 
Cauty had handed over one million English pounds in bills to the fire in 1994 and simply burned 
them. With this action, the music artists shocked the English public. 

"What do you think Brutalo, why didn't they give all that money to charity?"

"You mean the modern form of selling indulgences?"

"Brutalo, don't exaggerate!"

"If I see danger in the appropriations of money, then I can't just give it to charity."



"They made the money from their CDs after all, and they didn't steal it."

"Let's just say Drummond and Cauty realized the money they had in their hands was earned 
incredibly quickly."

"That doesn't have to incriminate you, does it, Brutalo?"

"If they "earned" it so quickly and easily that even a counterfeiting gang would be jealous, then 
surely questions can arise like: Guys, look! Isn't there something going wrong here?"

"But you're comparing a sale to counterfeiters!"

"Every comparison has a weak point, and if we only focus on the weak points, then any comparison
is self-prohibiting. To avoid such comparisons, the Romans had the god Mercury. For them, he was 
the god of merchants and thieves. The line between trade and theft must have been fluid for the 
Romans, drawing a line very difficult for them."

"That's nice what you're saying, but can you be a little more specific, Brutalo."

"Well, money is there to be circulated and not easily and quickly withdrawn from an area. That's 
why a CD, as a commodity, can't simply be compared to necessary consumer goods."

"But if money is spent on CDs, then there is less money left over for buying food. That keeps the 
price of food down, after all. That's a good thing!"

"That's right, Limodane, and in saying that, you're describing exactly the damage that such deals do.
Because there is a flip side to this! Have you turned over and read Har's newspaper clipping once?"

"No!"

Limodane now read the other side of the newspaper: Argentine farmers are committing suicide in 
rows. The WWF is asking the Argentine government to tighten its belt. Argentine currency in free 
fall, etc. The scales fell from Limodane's eyes: even if CDs became 10 times cheaper, they would be
able to achieve even higher profits by increasing their volume. This would further weaken the 
Argentine economy.

Limodane said, "You're right. The matter can become more dangerous than counterfeiting money if 
no countermeasures are taken. But the tax is and remains a stopgap, because the disappeared money
is not so easily returned to the places where it disappeared. It just makes the politician strong next, 
who redistributes the money as he sees fit."

"If you choose the right form of taxation, you can use it to prevent the money from disappearing too
quickly, Limodane."

"And who is going to oversee all this?"

"???"

"Hadn't Har said something about a basket of goods? That's nonsense, to anchor something to this 
stability criteria or to use it to determine the inflation rate. Now some things are clear to me, 
especially the thing about the gas station. Was Har aware that the price of this substance there has a 
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huge influence on the inflation rate, if every material movement in his society is connected with it? 
What actually happens when this substance suddenly becomes two or three times more expensive?

They play "store" like little children. Children don't need real money for that either. Somebody 
draws straight lines in the atlases and claims that these are real borders in the landscape. Things like
walls, fences and golden huts disappear without a trace and children believe that the money comes 
from the sponsors, and then you want to have been on the moon. It's a totally crazy world. When 
you don't see anything anymore and even the apparition is missing, can you still know how 
everything is connected? You don't know if and what your observational instruments can do. - How 
is thinking still supposed to work?" 
  
"Hard, very hard, Limodane. But maybe we can find the beginning of the thread in Pommkano."

"We always wanted to be careful with metaphors, Brutalo."

"Why? Do you find fault with 'thread'?"

"Yes, I think the whole thing is far too convoluted for us to just pull along a thread to solve for Har's
mission. Instead of the thread we should take the tetrahedron as a symbol, because with the six 
elements of the tetrahedron the spiritual, material and spatial world begins. You made me think of 
this earlier when you spoke of appearances, Brutalo. The spirit of knowledge needs at least six 
elements. Under six, that is the world of the undings, the world, where you can be fooled an X for a 
U. But Pythagoras already thought about that and built a number mysticism on it."

"Hadn't Har spoken of an information society in which only the short thought should have a place? 
Where would you go here in Canopria to inform yourself, Limodane?"

"To inform myself, I go to church."

"So you believe in God?"

"What's that got to do with it, Brutalo? If you need bread and water to live, do you have to believe 
in God? There are people who believe in God and deny you your daily bread and water. - The 
liturgy is important, which tells us how to get what is necessary for life, tomorrow and in the next 
time. To make that dependent on a belief in God is highly questionable. 

 If God created man, then He created man in His image. According to this belief, if your will is 
directed in enmity against a human being, you are in enmity with God. You never have the right to 
kill a human being or cause him to perish. Whoever believes in God must not harbor enmity either 
openly or hiddenly. Actually, no danger should emanate from the God-fearing, but some put it 
differently and harbor enmities against unbelievers. There are enough people who do not know 
God, but love people. That is also sufficient, because they act according to this law. You can also 
recognize them by the fact that they reject the death penalty and the state as God's representative."
"You see it this way, with your eyes, Limodane, which are over two hundred years older than those 
of Har. Har's water flows out of the wall. He doesn't worry once a year about where the water comes
from. Soon, all the drinking water sources in the world are bought up by large corporations. These 
simply claim that water is just a food that everyone has to pay for. Don't you see how perverse they 
are using the word "food"? The bread grows for Har in the supermarket. The only thing he needs for
it is money and even that you don't see anymore with Har because he pays like a little kid playing 
store in the nursery. I think Har and his contemporaries have freed themselves from nature and live 
in a community with machines. Strictly speaking, they are even products of these machines, 



because only the machines allow them to exist and to multiply in such a way without thinking about
their own conditions of existence."

"But Har lives well, Brutalo!"

"Imagine, please, Limodane, Har has no more money. How would he survive?"

"He goes to the field and harvests potatoes."
"Har would starve to death until he reached a potato field, Limodane!"

"Yes, that would probably become his problem if no one helped him out with money."

"Aren't you afraid they may burn you at the stake as a witch if you show yourself before the 
church?"

"No, not at present."

"How am I to understand that?"

"At present they no longer believe in the Incarnate."

"You mean if they start believing in the Incarnate again, they'll start burning witches again?"
"Yes, or even worse. They insult all those who don't fall on their knees before their signs and kill 
those who don't convert or already have to be terminated per se."

"What do you mean by that?"

"They are targeting entire nations to wipe out preemptively."

"That can't be true!"

"The truth about what is to come, they claim, is in their books and they expect the Millennial 
Kingdom."

"But the number "1000" must have slipped into their books very late and that only because it is so 
conspicuous with its three zeros. They can't predict anything future with it. Let's say, in the Middle 
Ages it got this meaning with the Arabic numerals. Only since then it had the symbol "M". Before 
that, it had an appearance like any other Roman numeral and was difficult to remember. You can't 
predict anything future with it."

"For a reason of war, false sources do not matter. The people are already satisfied with sham logic. 
(Machiavelli III) or it believes in parts of an impossibility event."

"What is an impossibility event, then, Limodane?"

"When there is a lunar eclipse and a day after that there is a solar eclipse and a herald of Monson 
appears."

"That's nonsense, Limodane!"

"Yes, I made up that example myself. The herald of Monson will never appear. But it is something 
like that in their books. There are a myriad of conditions strung together that together will never 



come to pass unless you start manipulating them."

"How would you do that, solar and lunar eclipses on two consecutive days?"

"Not exactly that, but you prepare for Monsons and he will come when that event is imminent. That 
it will never occur to a rational person is completely irrelevant. Nonsense can at best be described, 
but it can hardly be explained. It depends on what is believed up to the day of the event. For 
example, to increase the accuracy of an event projected into the distant future, all women must have
only one name. Let's just say Anna. And the men likewise, let's say, alternately, Bruno and 
Monsons."

"Why is that, Limodane?"

"They wear a sign with it that separates them from the 'unbelievers'. The herald, according to the 
prophecy, can only come from the parents Anna and Bruno and must also meet a certain 
appearance, for example, have a third nipple. Above all, he must be male."

"Then we just have to wait until Christmas and Easter fall on the same day," Brutalo added.

"Yes, something like that, like a demon test," confirmed Limodane.

"Demon test, what's that?"

"If you believe that a demon is controlling you, then you should always have a bag of peas with 
you. If he commands you to do something, you should only listen to him when he has told you the 
correct number of peas three times, which you have blindly grabbed from the sack."

"Well, that's a good safeguard against pests," Brutalo remarked.

"Yes, and an impossibility event protects against false prophets because the right one will never 
come. The belief thus remains unchangeable."

"But that's a kind of fundamentalism!"

They were silent for a while and both pondered whether the spirit of knowledge was of a religious 
or philosophical nature. An answer to this did not seem so important to them at the moment, for 
they were well provided for at the moment. More important to them now was the realization that the
real, visible world could not begin its existence under six elements or four planes. No existing mind 
was capable of presupposing less.

"And you think we can prove these six elements, Limodane?"

"I hope so, because to the appearances we must reckon also the existence of the invisible. In the 
fields of appearances and the invisible, the inalienable can be brought to market. The dictatorship of
money can reign."

"The dictatorship of money?" repeated Brutalo questioningly. "You think, Limodane, that in Har's 
world everything, but everything, can be bought?"

"I think that is possible, and I even fear that, Brutalo. How else could our two golden huts have 
disappeared? After all, you need them to live in."



At that moment there was another vibration alert on the time transponder.
"A text message from Har, Brutalo. Here, read it yourself!"

Brutalo read: 
"2003-04-01; Customs investigation seizes two empty bulk transporters. More than one hundred 
thousand cell phones as declared goods were missing. And then one from 2006-02-24; cash 
transport company Heros embezzles 350 mill. euros. Limodane, if you put all that in 50 euro bills 
on the line - that is, laid side by side in width and not lengthwise, then that would be 55,000 meters 
- that's 55 kilometers of pure paper mass that was missing and no one noticed until then. And now 
comes the biggest nonsense! They justify this by saying that the crooks stole this over a period of 
three years. Surely that means three years without any real control. The weaknesses of the system 
are capitalized with the help of a bunch of mathematicians who make the statistics for it.“

"Is this a joke, Limodane?"

"No, I don't think so. They're really dealing in nothing, or just appearances."

Limodane took this note as an opportunity to ask Har about a peculiarity of the future via the 
transponder, and she typed a text message, "Har, how do people live?" 

It didn't take long for Har's answer to be: "Most of them live for rent. The city of Dresden just sold a
huge housing stock to an American investor. They had more money than their own citizens."

Limodane went to Brutalo and showed him.
"Rent, what's that?"

"I don't know that either. But it means that most don't own property in its most original form. Now I
also realize what happened there in Dresden with the apartments. The trade in these properties takes
place on completely different levels. A caste has emerged there that is bent on ruling over 
everything that is necessary for life."

"What do you mean by caste, Limodane?"

"Access to a caste is not open to everyone. You find hidden social practices that prevent it. It starts 
with the education of the children already. In fact, you are then born into a caste through hereditary 
practices."

The day had advanced quite a bit. It was nothing that drove Limodane and Brutalo to hurry. But it 
was too late for them to set out for Kanoprie today. Brutalo saw Limodane unknotting the leather 
cord to string more shells on it.

"What are you doing that for?" wanted Brutalo to know.

"I'm going to Pommkano tomorrow, buy a horse there, and ride back here."

"Do you want it for the cart that's in your shed?"

"That's right, Brutalo, then tomorrow we can leave for Kanoprie with the team." 



Schlaraffenland burned down 

The other morning Limodane had left for Pommkano very early. She had taken the wolf with her. 
Brutalo had taken the four-wheeled cart out of the shed and was preparing it for the journey to 
Kanoprie. It was a typical cart for this area and already more than 20 years old. But despite its age, 
the cart did its job for any work that needed to be done. This time it was going to be a short trip to 
Kanoprie and the way there led Limodane and Brutalo again through Pommkano.

Pommkano and Kanoprie were two cities that could hardly be more opposite in their differences. 
The living conditions they each provided for their citizens were fundamentally different. The very 
fact that Limodane and Brutalo had to conclude their sales contracts in Kanoprie suggested that: 
This city existed mainly only for administration and trade. Pommkano lived in unison with the four 
seasons, as they claimed about themselves.

"A lot of money is in the hands of this city and whoever holds money or claims to it must have 
indebted others. Such a city can become a general nuisance," Brutalo remarked in passing.

"But this indebtedness means that the money available can only consist of benefit claims and does 
not itself contain an ounce of benefit," Limodane added, 

"many believe that benefit and benefit claims are the same thing. Who can make achievement 
claims of the money, with which the danger exists that he wants to rule with it only. When the 
performance claim is fulfilled, the money also disappears in this order of magnitude. The money 
supply becomes thus altogether less and goods become cheaper thereby. If all benefit claims are 
fulfilled, then also no more money can exist in this world, because it must have flowed back to its 
issuers."

"ALL?" questioned Brutalo emphatically, "this condition will practically never occur. It exists only 
theoretically. Who would want to give up ruling? - Nevertheless, one must not lose sight of this 
theoretical point. But whoever believes that behind money there is performance and not merely a 
claim to performance, imagines himself in the Schlaraffenland. There, future and past coincide and 
the roasted doves fly into his mouth as an unconditional basic income."

"Surely that means, if it were possible to free money from its debt, that the new money can exist 
only from the past!"

"Try it! - It is impossible!" said Brutalo. The golden huts did not occur to them. They had no value 
for them in their own world that could be converted into money.

*   *   *
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Kanoprie was located on the water and the fathers of this city had made great efforts in the past to 
create a port and shipyards here. Their merchant ships traveled all over the world and ensured a 
tremendous exchange of goods. Their worldview was called free mercantilism.
Mercantilism states that only trade and the money derived from it provide wealth. Natural disasters 
and epidemics did not exist in this ideology. Mercantilists only lifted their fingers when they saw 
these disasters as businesses that promised them profits.

To ensure that the core of their worldview was not damaged, their warships kept order on their 
coasts and on the seas. Not all the citizens of Kanoprie were always aware of the affairs in which 
their ships were engaged. But they noticed for themselves: the use of these ships always brought a 
profit to the bottom line for the city of Kanoprie. Wealth was unavoidable in Kanoprie and was part 
of the inner nature of a Kanoprian. That is why the city philosophers, who promulgated profane 
market laws and all belonged to the upper middle class, raved about the wealth of this city.

Although they had never thought about the limits of wealth, but in other fields predicted that large 
trees would have to collapse under their own gravity, there were no limits to their growing wealth. 
They presented this wealth against better knowledge as natural. They demanded the free exchange 
of goods for their trade, which did not explicitly exclude drugs and human trafficking. When the 
slave trade became disreputable, it was agreed to prohibit it on the seas of the northern hemisphere. 
There, the necessary winds for this trade were not blowing in the right direction either. The food 
supply of the city of Kanoprie seemed secure. Its scientists were leaders in the field of food 
preservation. This was a basic requirement for seafaring on the world's oceans and the benefits of 
this technique were first tried and patented in this city.

With their cogs they operated the triangular business: shipping weapons to West Africa and selling 
them there. For this money, slaves were then chained on board and sold in the Caribbean, to return 
from there with cotton. With this trade, castles and mansions were built and country estates were 
purchased. To conduct the trade, the Canoprians had created a special money that they claimed was 
backed by gold. It was the shell money. The gold backing was true, but they had already pledged 
their gold tenfold and thus accumulated a huge mountain of debt. They were able to do this because 
the high rulers felt obligated only among themselves and were not subject to any general controls. 
Each of them was able to bring down any law in the citizenry if it did not suit him and his lobby. 
This was not arbitrary for them, but was considered a vested right. 

Pommkano, on the other hand, was different. They had observed nature and adapted to the 
conditions of nature. They therefore called themselves physiocrats and were convinced that it was 
nature that determined the framework of their living conditions. Nature was not always kind to them
and their land was not the land flowing with milk and honey. They were dependent on each other. 
Everyone who left, left a gap. Cultural techniques were not very advanced and those who could read
and write were already respected in Pommkano. They could keep the books of credit. But most of 
this went on in the heads. People got together and palavered about who had what, who needed what,
and therefore who could give what to whom, and who owed what to whom. When the debt was 
paid, everything disappeared from their minds without smoke and nothing remained.

This framework also included the year with the four seasons, which provided for recurring growth. 
Only from this the citizens of Pommkano derived the concept of their freedom. They stated: 
Freedom can only ever be a freedom given by nature and Pommkano's money had to correspond to 
this nature. Therefore, for them, money could never consist of a Not-Yet (Credit) but had to be an 
Already-Present (commodity). They knew the Kanoprians with their free trade and their way of 
living with it. They knew their vulgar philosophical sayings under held hand, in which Kanoprier 
even believed. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schloss_Ahrensburg


One of them was, "Slaves will soon be free, they are getting cheaper and cheaper." This was 
perceived by the Pommkanos as an incredible delusion of property and of human rights. For them, 
human trafficking began with dispossession, when people were driven off their land and reduced to 
day laborers. They were ultimately cheaper than slaves because they still had to fend for 
themselves.  
But the language and thinking of the Kanoprians, meanwhile, was couched as if there had never 
been slaves in their society. They had simply forgotten: "Slaves never possessed the right to rise."

Pommkano had realized very early on that the trade laws of the Canoprians had a structure that ran 
completely counter to their physiocratic laws. Kanoprians lived solely on trade and always 
demanded more with their business than was needed to live. What Canopries called surplus value, 
the sages from Pommkano wanted to call only profit, because they assumed with the business of the
Canopries that always someone remained with a debt, which had to be paid off over generations 
over contracts. 

This added value, or profit, in Kanopria came only from trade and the contracts associated with it. 
Therefore, something always had to move in Kanoprie, because stagnation - like Pommkano's 
winter - brought no profit. Even the land they sat on could only increase in value if something else 
moved. This law of motion, which generally created profit or growth, was not known to the 
Pommkanos in this form. Nor did they have the opportunity, in the flat countryside with its 
communal fields, to apply the economic laws of the Kanoprians. They traded almost exclusively in 
potatoes.

Those who wanted to pay in Pommkano paid with potatoes. This was not practical, but the citizen 
of Pommkano never faced the doubt of "real or fake" with this currency. He held something 
substantial in his hand. About a potato, a Pommkano citizen made the undoubted judgment "good or
bad ". If he was penniless, then in Pommkano he only had to go at the right time to the communal 
fields, which were located in front of the city, and return with potatoes.

The Pommkanos used a currency that was given to them by the cycle of time, local conditions and 
nature, and that all who could work got their hands on when they shared it with the old and the 
weak, and moreover they could eat it themselves. This was especially beneficial when outside 
Pommkanos no one wanted potatoes. "He who harvests potatoes gets his hands dirty," was a 
common saying in Pommkano, and they dreamed of a land where one could harvest three times or 
more in one year, for they too did not mind trading in potatoes. Actually, it was not a currency for 
them, rather it was a constantly visible and available commodity. The credits and the accounting for 
them went on mainly in their heads: "You still owe me a sack of potatoes" - "That's right, I'll bring it
to you tomorrow, or sometime."

That the shell currency of the Kanopries spread another dirt, against which no short or long hand 
washing helped, the village scholars in Pommkano warned long ago. They warned that this money 
had no substantial value in itself except for the mere lime it contained, which could not be eaten 
even in need. Canopria's shell money could only represent value. Or, so to speak, merely an image 
of a value, just not the value itself. With the potato this is different, because one can really eat it. 
Many believed that the shell money was afflicted by a mental decay and led to suddenly appearing 
purchase attacks, because it led to a senseless ever faster becoming exchange of goods. Pommkanos
called this growth compulsion, well knowing that nature could not be forced to it. Kanoprians knew 
no suitable means to brake this. Canoprian money was not bound to the seasons. It multiplied by 
circulation and the contribution of surplus value to this circulation, which also triggered progressive
indebtedness. The rich became richer and the poor poorer.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leopold_II._(Belgien)


However, Kanopria's guild of scientists, statisticians and mathematicians, noted that everyone got 
much richer on average. They pointed out the unequal advantages of this insubstantial money and 
the very first advantage, which unfortunately was never mentioned and was before hoarding, was: 
Who went to markets to offer his goods for sale, usually did not come back with other goods, but 
with this substance and space reduced shell money. This was physical exchange with an immense 
ease of transport, and in Pommkano people were also envious of the invention of shell money, and 
those who traded with money had freed themselves from the time-consuming to-and-fro of the 
physical mass of "goods" at the gates of Pommkano.

Pommkano's bookkeeping of the flowing goods had enormous problems: Whoever did not sell 
anything, paid for the constant back and forth at the gates of Pommkano. Without a receipt, it was 
generally impossible to tell whether goods were imported or exported. Those who wanted to avoid 
this and had enough capital maintained warehouses outside the city in Pommkano, preferably with 
non-perishable goods, such as salt, for example. They also called this a disposition for short, and the
more lifeless and durable it was, the better for business, found numerous Gewiefte, which existed 
not only in Kanoprie but also in Pommkano.

"Only the stupid trade in perishable goods" - cried the clever ones. The unwritten and the secret 
laws of the neoliberals of all parties were therefore only about dead matter, from which they derived
their formalistic claims of freedom. But the even better businesses no longer possessed any matter 
and existed only purely virtually. This went so far that the Pommkanos had to pay if they wanted to 
sing their own songs in their pubs. Even when they practiced singing, they were already being 
charged by these rights holders. Kanoprians, through their immigration laws, took in only the best 
of the Pommkanos to work for them and rejected all others on the metaphysical grounds that they 
had an original debt to pay off in their homeland.

But not everything went so wrong: Kanopria's mathematicians converted the shell money into 
energy equivalences and claimed that there was nothing better for saving energy than this money. 
Thus, this money already had two advantages over most commodities: It didn't gum up and it saved 
goods transport routes; from then on, the distance moved close and this fusion was the premise of 
further city foundations. For a city this stable kind of money was an indispensable condition for its 
further existence. Only the cities could provide the markets and had a high demand. City and market
conditioned each other. Whoever wanted to talk about the laws of the market had to talk about the 
laws of life of the city. Many market ideologists were not really aware of the basic condition of the 
market, namely that it was already built on an existing structure - namely the city. That is why they 
were among the most stupid and dangerous monists there were in the world. Of course, the market 
needed its freedom, but it was not the freedom that these ideologues propagated for it. The 
proposition that "supply and demand govern price" always presupposed a living, functioning city in 
which that market could be built and held.

A boundless growth was generally assumed and even propagated by some scientists Kanoprier. But 
the vast majority of statisticians and mathematicians calculated only with the found structures of the
market. How they came into the world, that did not belong to their necessary knowledge, because 
these market researchers were not paid for it by their clients. That was also the reason why they 
were blind on this eye and the other eye could not calculate non-existing structures.  How then also, 
because the nothing is an impossible size. The mathematics depends on the view and this does not 
know the nothing. Conception can be very individual, including its follies. 
This included pragmatism and its spiritual sister, metaphysics with its invisible hand, which were 
combined into a state religion among the citizens of this city. Everything inexplicable was given 
over to metaphysics, including Friday the thirteenth.

So it happened that some confused the pivot of a scale with its scale, on which was zero, forcing 



them to believe in nothingness: if nothing was in the scales, then there should be equilibrium. But 
some in Kanoprie believed that there must still be something smaller than nothingness with which 
they could establish equilibrium.

They invented the negative interest for it when their shell money in the form of a deflation caused 
them difficulties. They denied now that the interest belongs to the money form. Just as one can 
carry something in a bowl if it is held correctly according to its form. A bowl turned upside down 
will always be an empty bowl. People used to joke about these people who wanted to introduce the 
negative interest rate: they were so stupid with their business idea, they would put empty bottles in 
the ice cellar because they thought someone might come along who wasn't thirsty. It reminds of the 
shield citizens who wanted to bring light in bags to the windowless city hall.

No one in Kanoprie claimed that they managed to distribute their money in the same way as it 
happened with the potatoes in Pommkano: the growth arose in Pommkano from the year and the 
returning sun. The value money in Pommkano was always connected with human labor. No one in 
Pommkano was in debt and therefore felt neither poor nor rich. For them, the feeling was only 
important to get well through the winter. Kanoprians, on the other hand, laughed at the sun cult of 
the Pommkanos and their energy philosophy. When Kanopri needed energy, they got it deep from 
the earth or bought it. Nature was secondary, their elites claimed, and based their world trade on this
fallacy. Pommkanos warned that the Kanoprians would soon run out of water to drink if they 
continued to run rampant like this.

The two cities' different ways of issuing money lay in the economic form they found. Pommkano 
was dependent on nature. That is why they called it an economy of fate. Kanoprie, with its port, was
in a different situation. The transport capacity of their ships constantly exceeded their own needs. 
That is why they traded and the characteristic of trade was the order. The order was focused on the 
future and so they were in an order economy. Their money was exactly the same. It was oriented 
towards the future. This money was created only by loans, which could be paid back only in the 
future.

Kanopria's money issuers could create money only through debt. If the debt was extinguished, then 
in appropriate height also the money disappeared. It simply disappeared into nothingness. What the 
scholars of Canopria did not understand until then was that this money consisted of pure 
metaphysics and therefore it could be compared neither with energy nor with matter. Nevertheless, 
the Canoprians kept trying and talking about the electric current, its voltage and electrons, which 
flowed only when some force was present. 

Pommkanos potatoes, however, consisted of energy and matter and a comparison with the electric 
current would have been permissible only here. What Kanoprier moreover suppressed thereby was 
the knowledge that this economy was based on a metaphysical force, which one called growth 
compulsion and which must end sometime in the future. The fact that the flow of money could then 
come to a standstill was simply inconceivable to Kanopriers.

So, while at that time a sufficient flow of money for the citizens of Pommkano formed from below 
the plant laboriously over the people to the market, in Kanoprie, on the other hand, a flow of money
poured over the inhabitants from above the port. This left them with the pleasant feeling of wealth. 
But the distribution of the money flow was decided in Kanoprie by a scholarly senate of 14 
members, which consisted mainly of legal scholars and the rest only of graduated merchants. In 
their meeting room, a saying was found in the vault, the origin of which was not known and about 
which hardly anyone thought anymore: "It is not money that makes rich, it is trade." It was the 
principle of free trade.



This senate was a center of power, knowing full well that they had dissolved the immediate barter in
the form of real exchange of goods for goods from the lower level of the people by their deliberate 
issuance of shell money and had shifted it to their own level of ownership. As a result, they had now
become the real masters of barter and were constantly striving to increase the gold in their vaults. 
There was a fine distinction for them between gold and money. Gold was always worth something 
and could only have sunk to zero if a meteorite made of gold had fallen to earth, just large enough 
to cause no appreciable damage.

Shell money, on the other hand, they could issue on the basis of a positive balance of trade, 
consisting of debits and credits, and on this credit side they also threw in their stocks of goods or 
their land, in which the port company was a particular heavyweight. Their shell money was issued 
and this meant that the issuer had to be a particularly creditworthy person, poor, sick, weak people 
were not considered as issuers in Kanoprie. It was also not allowed to issue too much money and so 
that the scholars kept an eye on this, they invented the imaginary basket of goods and as a means of 
control the interest to be paid on the issued shell money. If the prices in the basket of goods rose, 
then the interest income should also rise. Secretly, these scholars, who were also distinguished and 
celebrated as secret councils, called the whole thing a "refined cultural technique" and were proud 
of being able to cheat nature. But the fact that this cultural technique was a pyramid game, which 
could collapse at the end because of missing emitters, that was not within the range of their mental 
horizon.

This balance principle was actually quite simple: If there was no debit, then there was on the other 
hand also no credit, i.e. also no money. For this money someone was always in the chalk. It was 
pure debt money. A positive balance of trade was one in which the export values were greater than 
the import values. No matter in which direction a ship sailed through the harbor, whether it entered 
or left, this movement always left a profit in Kanoprie, which only had to be converted and for 
which debtors were needed. Only for this purpose served the port. A free port where they exchanged
everything that the world offered and to which a normal citizen had no access, because slaves and 
opponents of the system were also moved there. Those whose passports had expired were, if it 
seemed opportune, released to friendly states for torture.

But the dynamics of this shell money also led to the deleveraging of the rich. Over time, they were 
able to use a steadily decreasing proportion of their wealth to issue money. They grew into money 
holders and their distinctive feature was that they had no debt. The ordinary issuers could not 
recognize this status, because over everything the wise men had placed the bank secrecy. To avoid 
liability on the seas, neither the state nor the authorities could assign the ships to a shipowner.... To 
avoid a shortage of money, the system was designed to expand constantly. There was nothing to 
prevent the volume of money from expanding if prices remained stable within the basket of goods. 
But in addition to controlling interest rates, they still secured the prices of the basket of goods 
through the army of unemployed day laborers. Unemployment was part of their system. It was an 
additional instrument with which they could control prices. 
  
                                                               

 Sword and Ship's Wheel



 
They had come up with a special anti-counterfeiting device for their money. Their money consisted 
of shell halves that no one could counterfeit. For this purpose, they had created a strictly guarded 
shell farm. They had also tried it with paper and wanted to issue banknotes. But the people said, 
"Appearances are deceptive."

The people also had reservations about the shells. They would have preferred gold coins. But gold, 
the Canopic rulers said, would be priceless if everyone wanted it. That's why ordinary citizens in 
Canopria were forbidden to own gold under penalty of law.

In order for the shells to be accepted, the powerful employed fear preachers. They were all 
businessmen with huge financial fortunes or bankers of whom the greatest was called, 
paradoxically, Ackermann, because the language was deceptive in that something physiocratic was 
expected of him. Because the shell came from nature, this tempted many to the careless assumption 
that also the shell money was of natural kind. However, it was objectively only dead matter.

The fear preachers maintained a "free press" with which they wanted to instill the right opinion in 
the citizens with the help of news negativism (framing). They always preached only half the truth: 
"If you don't have shell money, you will have to return to your primitive barter economy." The 
people did not want that and therefore accepted the shells. Even if not in full awareness of the fact 
that the real and great barter transactions were made only by the "Ackermänner" and that for their 
shell money, which they held in their hands, someone else always had to be in the chalk.

These half-truths one day triggered a fear psychosis among the Kanoprian people. They bought only
the necessities and held on to the rest of the money. The flow of goods came to a standstill and 
everything deteriorated. Now the rulers thought that the fear preachers had taken it too far and their 
money was in danger. They instructed them to treat their people with a campaign. To this end, they 
held before their shame, instead of a fig leaf, the image of a toilet woman and had her shout, with 
outstretched forefinger and put-on fervor, "You are Kanoprien!" 

The shell money was of a very different kind from the potato currency pommkanos, for these could 
be eaten in times of need. But this lack of quality did not bother the senators of Canopria, for their 
power of disposal over the shell money was more important to them than the general subsistence 
conditions of the people. They decided who had to starve in times of need. No outsider noticed this 
connection. Kanoprier removed themselves with their money from the general consciousness over 
the real existence of humans. Therefore, they believed that money was all that was needed to live, 
even if it could not be eaten or drunk. Pommkanos, on the other hand, still knew that their existence 
could only be secured by the plants and animals. But the potato money of the Pommkanos was very 
immobile, needed considerable space for its storage and had to be consumed within a year. It was 
created by nature and nature also took it away.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbA1lO3EqK4
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_Ackermann


The money of the Kanoprians, on the other hand, required almost no space. It supposedly still had 
the same value after a year. But unconsciously the Kanoprier still followed the year and its 
physiocratic laws, because for their tax collections they held the year as time measure. As I said, 
unconsciously! They had forgotten why they did it.

Canopriests were so presumptuous and claimed in all seriousness that one could save their money 
and that it increased by saving. But this was not true. Whoever put his money in a stocking could 
notice that the shell money did not multiply. Only those who gave away their money could multiply 
it through interest. To do this, it usually had to be returned to a canopic bank. But the money 
consisted only of figures of the positive trade balances, which Kanoprier brought on a paper. From 
this paper and its figures they claimed that the shell currency put into circulation would find 
sufficient commodity value for exchange.  
With these numbers, the lords of Canopria sat at a source of money flow of their own making - 
which they believed would make them more independent of nature - and thus determined the fate of
the city.
 
Theory and knowledge served their purposes. They were not interested in people, but all the more in
money and machines. Their economic laws were based on the monetary theory they had devised: 
the cheaper raw materials could be obtained, the cheaper goods could be exported. - To create value,
workers' wages also had to remain low. For many, it fell below the value of social self-preservation, 
which the workers knew from their expropriated fields: Those who had jobs had to work more than 
ever before. Many emigrated. 

The educated Canoprians knew it, but did not betray it: the upper class consisted of nothing but 
paternalists. Their tool for subjugation was their shell money. 



The Dead Hand

and its relationship to the present.  It does not let go of anything!

 
The Swiss globalization critic "Jean Ziegler" diagnoses in his new book "Empire of Shame" the return of despotic

ruling structures and analyzes their mechanisms of total seizure of the world. The new feudal lords, the transcontinental
capitalist private corporations, possess a power that no emperor, no king, no pope before them has ever possessed.

Meyers, Großes Konversationslexikon
Sixth edition 1909 :

Dead hand (Manus mortua), term for cooperations and foundations, esp. for the church as owner of immovable
property. It derives from the fact that, according to canon law, ecclesiastical real estate may not be disposed of on a

regular basis and is thus, as it were, dead to public circulation, hence state laws directed against the excessive growth
of ecclesiastical real estate and property in general are also called amortization laws (see amortization). Then as much

as mortuarium (s. Baulebung). 

Brutalo had just finished preparing the wagon when Limodane returned from Pommkano with the 
wolf and a white horse. She complained about the price of the gray horse, which seemed too high to
her. The potato fields outside Pommkano seemed too wet and neglected to her. Grasses overgrew 
everything and she suspected that potatoes no longer grew here. The city walls had been rebuilt and 
the gatekeeper did not want potatoes but only shell money. She hadn't noticed this at first because 
she was carrying only shell money herself due to the lesser effort. The Canoprians had dammed the 
river and now there was a possibility that they could reach Pommkano with their warships and 
merchant ships upstream. The citizens of Pommkano were not so happy about this. They therefore 
found it useful again to provide their city with a strong rampart. To this end, they had come up with 
a slogan that hung on many banners above the streets of Pommkano: "After the war is before the 
war." But the rampart was - as it would later turn out - completely superfluous and pointless, 
because Kanoprie did not want war but trade as he saw fit with Pommkano. The work connected 
with the rampart, however, did not annoy the Pommkanoans, because they erected it with common 
cheerfulness.

As a sign of their "peacefulness" the Kanoprians sold ten of their heaviest cannons including 
accessories to Pommkano for a handsome price. Pommkano nevertheless saw this as a good gesture.
They could never cast such cannons themselves. They were supposed to be a counterweight to the 
possible threat of warships. But just in the heavy weight of the cannons there was already a trick of 
the Kanoprier. These cannons could be moved only with difficulty, making accurate aiming 
impossible.

What the citizens of Pommkano did not yet suspect was what lay behind the intention of the 
merchant lords in Kanopria to deliver potatoes to Pommkano with their merchant ships, of all 
things. The Canoprians had figured out how to dry potatoes and had come up with the patents to do 
so. The breeding of the potato also fell under their patent right and whoever planted potatoes now 
had to buy their seed beforehand. 

Canopries simply took good varieties off the market when patent rights expired. They always 
claimed a separate body of knowledge for themselves and put up a great deal of resistance to not 
letting this flow over into general knowledge. But they had an army of lawyers to watch over it. 
They researched on terminator plants, whose seeds should remain infertile.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_Use_Restriction_Technology


Conventional work came under pressure in Pommkano. This also had its advantages. Because the 
potato now came to Pommkano, not every Pommkanoer had to go out into the fields and do the 
heavy field work. At best, this was easy for the youth, if the weather cooperated. With the arrival of 
potatoes from Kanopria, the annual cycle also became less important in Pommkano. Pommkano's 
liturgy began to falter. The season, which with its own laws imposed conditions on work, became 
daily working time with the hour as the clock.

It was to result - according to the belief of the lords of Canopria - in a limitless process of 
productivity. A new feeling was created: Individual freedom. At last it was possible to escape the 
natural annual rhythm. The arguments for the common good lost their conviction and the way of 
individual responsibility, which was connected with this individual freedom, hardly anybody 
wanted to go, because right next to it lay the way of the stronger (Machiavelli IV; and how the latter
claimed to be the better for the common good). 

Thus it happened that for the Pommkanoer the community fields did not make sense any more. 
They divided them among themselves more badly than well, in order to sell them as fresh new 
owners to the Kanoprians mostly for a ridiculous price. This intermediate step was particularly 
important to the Canopriests. They wanted to prove that this legal matter was basically of a private 
nature and that contracts with a duration of up to 250 years could be concluded on this basis. This 
was not yet international law, but be that as it may, bilaterally it already existed and that had to be 
disputed first. Just in case, there were still the gunboats.

The Kanoprians were particularly interested in waterfront properties. Kanoprier let the owners of 
Pommkano know with their special objects that here money did not play a role.

In the meantime, the citizens of Pommkano also found the Kanoprians' shell money more practical 
than their own and, as it seemed, it also retained its value; better than their potato money, which had
to be consumed after a year at the latest due to natural decay, because otherwise it was worthless. 
Now most of the people in Pommkano also believed that money could be saved and that the natural 
decay was cancelled. They did not notice that their potato was money of value, while the shell was 
only debt money. The Kanoprians therefore operated a debt management, which was not recognized
as such in Pommkano. Pommkanos said therefore always, money is money, because they were used 
it from the potato so. With the mussel money, however, they would have had to say, money is debt. 
But that was so abstract to them that it was difficult for them to think about it once more exactly and
so money was simply there for the Pommkanos.
 
Kanoprians knew that natural decay as such could never be reversed, but could be postponed by 
their technology and their monetary policy. But this was a realization that would come to few, even 
in Kanoprie, and certainly not to Pommkano: it was less about debt itself than about its nature. If the
nature was right, it hardly mattered how much Kanoprie borrowed.

This money, the lords of Kanoprie knew, could not be saved without limit, neither in its quantity nor
over time, because it arose - unlike the material potato - exclusively from metaphysical debt, which 
entailed only a monetary claim. That is why they knew: If all save, then this leads in Kanoprie into 
a disaster. Because "everyone" is paradoxical in a closed system and means that there are no debtors
and without debtors there is no money. The way out of this was to externalize the debt and their 
trade surpluses served that purpose. 

The lords of Kanoprie came to realize that a lot of their shell money was hoarding in people's 
pockets and stockings and that this hoarding could be exploited for their own benefit. This money, 
even if it did not yield interest, was saved money. It was therefore not immediately available for the 
demand of goods. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liturgie


This hoarded money stalled the flow of goods. It had a deflationary effect, and the masters were 
anxious to get hold of this money or, better, to supplement or replace it. The bank and the interest 
rate were able to do a lot to their advantage. But the observation and control of the basket of goods 
was the best choice. By adjusting the prices of goods, the lords of Kanoprier were able to put more 
shell money into circulation than was originally available in the equivalent value of goods. The 
price of goods therefore remained stable because the money disappeared somewhere. A certain part 
or constant size of the money supply was simply not available. Thus, the masters were able to 
indebt themselves to a certain extent. They were sure that this seeped money did not appear so fast 
and if, then no deflation occurred and the people one calmed down with the fairy tale, it concerned 
here only a "felt inflation".

This injection of shell money without commodity cover could not, of course, be unlimited, because 
money always meant a claim on vital commodities and too much money would have made them 
unreasonably more expensive. But trinkets and fripperies, addictive goods and licensed gambling 
could largely compensate for the lack of commodity cover. Unnecessary patents and superfluous 
insurance - imagines - did the rest, namely to stash the money where it could do no harm. If there 
was too much money, they even paid premiums or waived part of the taxes for it, if their citizens 
simply moved this money abroad.

The main thing was that the money did not appear in Canopia for the time being.

Finally, Canoprian scholars observed the price development of a handful of selected goods in their 
city on the basis of a basket of goods and referred to the price increases calculated in this way as the
inflation rate over a one-year period. The scholars of Kanoprie therefore regarded a weak inflation 
rate as their instrument for controlling capital flows. In this way, they believed they could escape 
the dangerous deflation - which they themselves caused by their "stable" money, if not for eternity, 
at least for a human memory. Everything that lasted beyond the death of the individual was given 
the appearance of being eternal and permanent. Against deflation they brought more money into 
circulation and against inflation they raised more goods. If necessary, with raids. Their flag had a 
symbol on it. It was a sword turned upside down with a ship's steering wheel. 

By doing so, they also conveyed the illusion that the market was free, as it were, and the most 
contradictory claim of the last monopolists was that free trade was endangered. But this was already
non-existent, because too much had already been privatized. A syndrome was growing. When you 
could still look at it under the microscope, it was only called "neighborhood dispute".
  

Sword and Ship's Wheel
 

 475-year-old foreign exchange cult at the school Thomas Mann attended  (Foto:2006)

While at that time every person from Pommkano could still go to the fields and come back with 
their own but natural values - and in that way with self-made money - to present them to the 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflation#Gef%C3%BChlte_Inflation


community, the Kanoprians set about separating their money from nature. Henceforth, no one 
outside Canopria was to know anything, and few within Canopria were to have any say, about how 
money was put into circulation. Instead, an Orwellian formula was put into circulation for the 
people, which read: "Saving is a priori something good!" Thereupon one asked the originator of this
formula shortly before a national bankruptcy whether he did not want to become Federal President. 
It was the same who did not dare to open a glass (!!) of champagne in an election night (E.St.). Of 
what money was and how it was created, he and his political friends had no clue. Instead, they 
understood more about how to collect money and for every shell they got their hands on, their banks
put nine new shells into circulation. In this way, they took more than they created in added value in 
production. This also had a name: They called it money creation. But this creation was connected 
with an equal amount of debt. But that was their secret, that they needed a solvent debtor for every 
cent in the creation of money. If the debtors defaulted on their payments to a greater extent or even 
failed to pay, the state and its vassals were called to account. The slogan "too big to fail" was 
created.

At first, the gatekeepers of Pommkanos noticed that shell money was much better to put in their 
own pockets than the fat potatoes. They were the first to discover a secret power in the invisible and
formed the Gatekeepers Guild, where secrecy became the most important thing in their charter. 
They were the first to unite against the community. They had already learned that what the sparrows
whistled from the rooftops was declared bank secrecy by shrewd Canoprian lawyers, so that the 
compensation they devised and laid down in laws would flow in the right direction - that is, to 
Canopria. Whether something was entitled or of value was decided in Kanoprie on a case-by-case 
basis. 

It was thus possible for homeowners to have their almost debt-free properties forced into 
foreclosure simply because their loans were arbitrarily classified as non-performing. Many owners 
took their lives for this reason, because something unthinkable happened, namely that a monetary 
claim obtained and securitized by means of fraud and deceit was aimed at a vital object via a bailiff.
The only way to counter this was to sue, which most people were not in a position to do, or the 
process ended in a flawed deal. The high good of the law fell by the wayside.

With the new money, real patriotism also disappeared, to be replaced - slowly and insidiously - by 
lip service intended for the public. The most stupid sentence that many thoughtlessly babbled was: 
"I am proud to be a Kanoprier. Yet they could only be happy to be a Kanoprier. What an uneducated
Canoprian Croesus did not want to know was that the wealth of Canopria consisted only of 
monetary claims for which a myriad of debtors, both inside and outside of Canopria, constantly had 
to toil.

 Limodane interrupted Brutalo in his preparations for the trip, "Brutalo, have you ever heard of a 
"Dead Hand"?" asked Limodane as she continued with her travel preparations.

"Yes, it's about institutional property especially that of the church and the semblance of eternity 
associated with it. In this way, it has accumulated property immeasurably. In my eyes, the Dead 
Hand is a transcendental object, which means nothing else than that no human being with his 
horizon of experience can grasp such an object. That is why such objects are often attributed with 
qualities which they never possess: They can never be subjects and thus can never acquire 
subjective properties. But all these objects of this world possess one property with certainty: They 
can all disappear from the face of the earth like a ghost from one day to the next, dissolve into 
nothingness or suddenly change their shape. With a state it looks so similarly. It is also a 
transcendental object, because no human being can grasp the state as a whole. Therefore, caution is 
always required when someone calls out "all of us". 
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My state has dissolved or changed four times in the course of my life. Now it is on the way to 
becoming a state of merciless, eternal prosecution. The Jacobin delusion of justice of the elected 
rulers of this state and its language administrators has now become hell for many among the people.
That every atonement has only its own time is denied. Therefore, the principle of statute of 
limitations and the principle of doubt have been gradually abolished by this state, and the pure 
circumstantial trials and the defamations are taking a larger and larger space. It is now enough to 
raise one's hand and whether it was perjury or not is not subject to much scrutiny. The only thing 
that is important is a certain attitude. Who does not have this, which is silent. The honorary awards 
of this state are already rejected for fear of the shame that can follow. The state has again allowed 
itself to be pushed into a perverted guardian role and waits to see what private law enforcement 
agencies and associations will serve it. Exaggerations and fakes are the order of the day here in 
order to trigger certain panics in the population. There is no healthy relationship between ballyhoo 
and success, and intelligence agencies are without effective control. Surveillance has taken over and
bureaucracy has assumed kafkaesque forms.
Everyone who can afford it takes flight and leaves this state where he is no longer threatened with 
persecution. Apart from the state secret, no other secret is protected any more and whoever sets out 
to uncover state secrets, which are mostly connected with state crimes and the organizations of the 
states, risks head and neck. So my experience is that there is no longer sufficient reliance on this 
entity of state. Anomie reigns again.
The nobility has also been active in this field. When they were in need of money, they simply 
handed over their castles with lands and treasures, which often dated back to the robber baron era, 
to the public sector on condition that the male successors of the nobility were granted hereditary 
residence rights in the castles for an unlimited period of time - i.e. forever. Such burdens were thus 
borne by the unsuspecting people. I know from my people that they abolished these privileges and 
did not get involved in such requests any more. But at present this people loses its experience and 
does not recognize the new possession of the rapacious heirs of the fourth or fifth generation, so that
the old conditions (Ancien Regime) take place again. It must be the money, because there seems to 
be so much of it. - But why do you ask, Limodane?" 

"In Pommkano there were loud banners and posters. There's supposed to be a citizens' petition 
about it."

"About the dead hand. Are you sure?"

"As I understand it, yes. The Dead Hand is to be asked to either give up their lands or be taxed like 
everyone else. Many also protest contracts that are designed to last beyond a human lifetime. They 
claim that those who count on eternity are cheating, even if they are only fractional numbers, as 
with interest."

"The way you put it, it sounds rather macabre, Limodane. But we'll stop by Pommkano, and we can 
hear about it there."

"There is also said to be a young man there that many are talking about. Have you ever heard the 
name Johann Heinrich von Thünen, Brutalo?"

"Yes, but faintly. He is one of those who early on worked on self-organization. He put forward a 
theory of location for an ideal city. The existence of a city was largely related to how it could be 
supplied with the necessities of life. The road system represented a high cost factor. Thuenen 
believed that transportation costs could be reduced through optimal structures. In response, he came
up with three concentric agricultural belts that would surround a city. The first was forestry, 
followed by agriculture with its various manifestations, to conclude with the outer belt of livestock 
farming. But if you want to know more about what became of it, ask Har about the transponder, 
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because Har is ahead of our history!"

Limodane took the transponder and soon learned that Thuenen had a mathematical formula he had 
developed about the natural wage of labor engraved on his tombstone. 
 
"That wasn't much what Har brought there. Har almost makes it sound as if Thuenen wanted to 
secure his ruling structures with his theory, or can you explain to me what Thuenen meant by the 
natural labor wage? Isn't it strange that simply a formula of mathematics disappears?"

"Maybe it only possessed a zeitgeist importance with the swindled nature!"

"So you think mathematics simply forgot part of its formulas because these formulas were aligned 
only for the landlord kind?"

"Why not, if these are no longer needed, because ideology-free mathematics was not, it has nothing 
to do with nature, it consists only of our mind and women's suffrage could not be deduced from it 
either!" stated Brutalo.

"But that means that it is only an empirical science, just like psychology."

"So what? - Mathematics already has difficulties with its axioms to include time in its formulas, for 
example, to prevent certain paradoxes."

"And does that have any meaning?" asked Limodane.

"Mathematics is a science in which we bring in only what we copy from nature. Thus this science 
does not obtain naturalness, because it can always be only parts of the natural, because man as a 
subject cannot achieve a complete overview of the whole of nature. Therefore everything is subject 
to our view. One will also be able to produce artificial atoms with this science. But if we believe 
that mathematics is something completely natural, then we are in great danger with this erroneous 
belief. The whole is more than the sum of its parts and mathematics can be only part of this whole. 
Therefore, man cannot look at this whole from the outside with its help. That is impossible. Even in 
taking roots you can get two results and your mind must decide which is the right one, and 
mathematics cannot point out to you that you cannot go back in time to prevent your birth or to win 
at the roulette table."

"Why should it point that out? It really can't!"

"True! You can't prove the impossible, you can only believe it, and there are many of them who do."

" Who, Brutalo?"

The ones when they say "All, Every, Always, None, Nothing, the Whole, Eternal, Infinite or 
Limitless"! All inconceivable terms of the transcendent. If someone wants to shine with it, then he 
is a charlatan. 
Not everything can be put into words. Therefore, there cannot be a theory for everything and no 
theory contains a final solution. In the same way, not for everything a mathematical formula can be 
created, which leads every problem to a solution. (Gödel) What then offers itself as a pragmatic 
solution can be a good solution for a certain time, but just not forever."

"But God should be able to do it and doesn't he exist eternally?"



"A proof of God, Limodane, is impossible and has not existed until now. Do you want to prove it 
now with the help of mathematics?"
"Hadn't Har claimed that men had been on the moon, Brutalo? - Did they want to bring more 
knowledge about the whole with a step closer to infinity? If they claim: >The economy is not a self-
contained system<, does this mean that the world has become too small for them and therefore they 
must necessarily seek the way to the stars?"

"And this Thünen," Limodane continued after a brief pause for thought, "is he not looking for the 
realities of a natural city. A city that does not eat up its surrounding countryside, shares its wealth 
with it, and does not develop into an ungovernable juggernaut? These problems have always existed
since time immemorial. Perhaps Thuenen only wants to create a counter-image to the whore 
Babylon, this sunken city in Mesopotamia. It had the very best economic conditions for growth and 
it grew until it wanted to dominate everything and became a danger for most of the people in the 
surrounding area through its exploitation. This then sealed its doom."

"And you think the cities in Har's world form a similar danger?" 
---   
"??? - Perhaps they are in danger."

*   *   *

"You know what I can't figure out about the transponder, Brutalo?" interrupted Limodane after 
another pause in thought.

"What doesn't?"

"That messages from Har reach us in the next instant, and if we travel ourselves, it will take us three
years to get back to Pommkano."

"I guess a journey is still different from a message, Limodane. Messages are sent through so-called 
wormholes. But why are you coming up with the transponder now?"

"I wanted to ask Har once: the one about the dead hand."

"Go ahead and do it!" was Brutalo's somewhat jealous reply.

Limodane sent another text message to Har and it really only took a moment and she received the 
answer from the future:
"Negative! But do you want me to inquire about it? Har"

"Look at that, Brutalo! Har doesn't know what the Dead Hand is. In the future, no one knows what 
the Dead Hand is. They will probably have forgotten."

"Then tell him to ask about it!"

"Is it that important? You know it, Brutalo."
"The Dead Hand thing is a truth with a historical dimension. If the generations lose sight of this 
truth, they may have a rude awakening in the future. The Dead Hand is a symbol among the people 
of the obsession for infinity, immortality of immeasurable greatness and greed. What it has seized, it
keeps. There were emperors who forbade the representatives of the Dead Hand to be near 
deathbeds."



"This sounds rather paradoxical: something dead that lives and enriches itself from the dying. But 
isn't it enshrined in canon law?"
"The Dead Hand - in name - probably not, Limodane. It is, however, something that survives every 
mortal. It may be agreements or laws on which countless generations shall bear burdens. And 
against it they will turn in Pommkano, so I suppose, also. Martin Luther, on December 10, 1520, in 
front of the Elster Gate in Wittenberg, threw into the fire the papal bull in which Leo X threatened 
him with banishment, together with the canon law book. The latter was perhaps even more 
important to Luther than burning the papal bull. Many must have noticed, which is why Luther 
enjoyed the protection of some princes, that the letters of indulgence represented pure money 
(gold), which Rome received and finally lacked here in the country. The letters were supposed to 
get the poor souls of relatives out of purgatory along with their own. The dignitaries of the Vatican 
became so rich with them that they did not want to wash their silverware after the feasts and simply 
threw it into the Tiber.
But these indulgences became possible only when Rome secretly used the new machines of the art 
of printing from Mainz and saved itself tens of thousands of unnecessarily knowing and thinking 
monastic scribes. These machines disguised the mightiness of this action. Money and gold were 
now collected in unimaginable sums by a few commissars and brought to Rome. The exploitation of
people through the use of machines showed its first demonstrable effect. The ingenious and at the 
same time unscrupulous thing about it was that the Vatican traded with a weightless, invisible and 
free, but spiritual commodity: Purgatory. The indulgence letters were a machine-produced frippery! 
Debt and commodity at the same time, by invention and acceptance of a transcendent place in the 
spiritual property of the church, which could be redeemed with money as a means of debt 
repayment. As certificate the believing payers received the indulgence letter. A better ratio between 
loss and profit could not be achieved at that time.
But in Har's world, money itself is now invisible and weightless. Strictly speaking, it is no longer 
even necessary to move an atom for it, apart from the finger that moves a key. - But that Har knows 
nothing of this is extremely strange. This suggests that in Har's world, instead of the clergy, other 
powers are now pursuing the strategy of the dead hand and incessantly lay blame. Because in a 
world, in which only money is traded, only profit and loss arise and nothing else! - In the process, 
many become poor or de-emancipated (oppressed)."

"De-emancipated, the word does not exist yet! - Do you think, Brutalo, it is related to property?"

"I think so. - On the one hand. - On the other hand, those in Har's world must have lost touch with 
history, so that they can only describe the present-what they also call 'fact' for short-with a huge 
verbiage from which they then extract their terms. If money or its value now moves at the speed of 
light and can multiply unimaginably in this way until the limit of debt is reached, what kind of 
property does one regard money as? Does it then still fulfill the claim after the kind: >property 
obliges< ?
How can these insubstantial electrons mutate into property and assume this obligation if there has 
not been a prior transfer of ownership into other hands? - One should not lose sight of the fact that 
some have the money and the others the debts. It should not be forgotten that slaves were also once 
considered property and their owners, the slaveholders, were expropriated. If you have no idea 
about anything, then everything must seem new to you. It's like reinventing the wheel over and over
again in Har's world."

Limodane was silent for a while, then she said:
"There must be a fatal attitude toward money, Brutalo. I wouldn't be surprised if Har claimed, 
'Money is money.' Probably he doesn't know it, that every credit, must be opposed by the same debt.
For this reason we should go to this godforsaken village of Pommkano, where the society is still 
completely bound to the nature and every normal individual accepts this binding as nature-given. 
There, the connection of things can perhaps be better understood than in Har's complex world, 



where money is not even seen anymore. Because Har can no longer establish an experiential 
connection between nature and money, he sets us the task of wandering to Pommkano and 
Kanoprie. There we are supposed to help to unravel the transcendent doom about money. Actually, 
what a paradox to make the inexperiencable tangible! "

The horse was now harnessed and Brutalo still wanted to ask Limodane why she did not want to 
equate money with money. But he knew an answer himself, because between potato money and 
shell money there was already a difference. Whether this was important, that depended - so he 
believed - actually only on the life situation, in which one was. Kanoprie and Pommkano were two 
cities where one could study the conflict of the ways of life well.

The things for the trip were invited. The second attempt to a journey to Kanoprie could begin. The 
wolf had already chosen a place on the wagon. He probably knew the comforts of driving before 
walking on his own.

The journey started well. The path was somewhat overgrown and the branches brushed lightly over 
Limodane's and Brutalo's bodies as they traveled. Limodane and Brutalo often had to bend down 
and it was fun for them to use one of these opportunities to put their heads in each other's laps. 
Limodane felt Brutalo's breath on her naked skin and it took her too long to wait for the next 
branches. Her body betrayed a slight tremor and Brutalo noticed this. That's why he didn't wait for 
the next branches to lay his head in Limodane's lap.

It was a good thing that the horse found his way on his own and the wolf discreetly tucked his 
muzzle into his fur. His eyes betrayed that he risked a glance now and then. He suspected what was 
developing. But the landscape opened up to wide meadows and fields, and Limodane and Brutalo 
felt they were being watched, even though no one was around. The game was over for the time 
being and Brutalo replaced it with thinking out loud:

"Actually, I don't want to go to Pommkano, if it weren't for the dead hand thing."

"You don't want to go to Pommkano, Brutalo?"

"I don't know what I'm supposed to do in a place where people, and especially young people, run 
away."
"Anomie is what they call it, Brutalo."

"Anomie, I've never heard that word before."

"How should I explain it, Brutalo? - A society is collapsing over the ideas that there is a nicer and 
more comfortable world. Hardly anyone wants to put up with the heavy lifting of the physiocrats 
anymore. But the displacement of the physiocratic consciousness by mercantilism causes the most 
essential conception of the two peculiarities of money - namely, to be first of all a medium of 
exchange for necessities - to fall out of general memory. This foremost characteristic of money 
ensures the daily survival of the individual in a society. If this is not secured, then this human being 
has the right to use thoughtful means, which save him from hunger and destitution. What should a 
person do who only encounters overgrown fields that were once cultivated communally?

The denial to the point of forgetting of the Physiocratic System causes that money no longer arises 
from nature but is only debt or obligation to pay, which then strangely presents itself as value."

"So you doubt that debts represent value, Limodane?"



"At least since in Kanoprie the Federal Debt Administration changed its name to the Federal 
Securities Administration and the Federal Printing Office was sold off! - And precisely because of 
that, Brutalo, because I can no longer pay off the debt with the found nature, in which I simply go to
the field and create my own money. A machinist, on the other hand, can pay off this debt quickly - 
and thus shift time in his favor - with a pile of colorful glass marbles. Whereby a glass marble is 
traded higher than a potato. In addition, there is the fact that no bread grows in a mine. But that 
doesn't bother the machinist, because most mines stand for even more machines and even more 
money, and making bread isn't worth it anymore, it's much more profitable if he gives the harvest to
the machines to eat. It's just a question of whether he or a bank will put up the money to do it."

"Which brings us back to the machine, and we have to ask the question again, does it create value?"
"That question cannot be asked in such general terms!" asserted Limodane.
 
"Why not?"

"An agricultural machine is different from a machine that makes glass marbles or is in a mine, 
Brutalo. But especially in the case of a mine, you must consider whether the alternative of
"Bread or coal" is properly posed, for both first serve the vital needs of man."

"Do you want to ban machines that are not agricultural machines, Limodane?"

"No, Brutalo. - The only question is how we deal with it, for we must distinguish between land 
machine and marble machine. There is a difference in essence between these two machines. The 
land machine serves man's physical needs, while the other serves man's metaphysical needs. 
Without this distinction, man then sees in money a magic means. That is to say, he does not want to 
know what money consists of, he is only interested in having it. If these different kinds of being of 
these machines stand opposite to each other law-like - or what is the same here, lawless - therefore 
on the same level, then in the end the fertile land will not be able to be cultivated any more. The 
land machine helps the people to generate money, but the marble machine does not generate money.
It does, however, create the money that the land machine generates for someone on the side."

"But then, Limodane, that means that money has at least two natures."

"That's right, Brutalo. Only that these two kinds of being are not of equal rank and - - - money does 
not reveal where it comes from and where it goes."

"I'll have to remind myself of that, Limodane. They are, after all, two machines that, roughly 
speaking, obey the same physical laws. From this I can find no reason that compels me to 
distinguish them in the point of money-making, for money is money."

"Now you have fallen back to a preliminary stage of your own realization. You were already one 
step further when you conceded at least two kinds of being to the money. Tautologies hardly make 
any sense. You are declaring money to be an end in itself. But we should discuss this again in more 
detail, whether money is money, because one of the two machines helps people in the countryside 
with their work. It ensures that people are supplied with the necessities of life more easily and more 
quickly. Of course, its owner is interested in the fact that the use of this machine is profitable and 
that it simplifies, rather than complicates, the problems that arise at work. On the other hand, the 
machine that produces glass marbles has nothing at all to do with work in the conventional sense. 
Its only reason is to provide money for its owner. The owner collects this money not through the 
necessities but through the sensual needs of the people. With his machine he creates nothing 



essential to life; he takes only from what is available, and plenty of it."

"Limodane, isn't that arbitrary, simply to make a distinction between necessary and sensual needs?"

" I have nothing against sensual needs and they are part of a beautiful life. But they must be earned, 
because it is actually even more arbitrary to adhere to a concept of work that is only physically 
based, or better, that is completely reified. It must not be compared machine with machine, then we 
compare only their physical conditions. We must always answer the question of how and whether 
the machine helps people. Therefore, the comparison must always take place via the human being. 
If one omits this, then this leads in the extreme to the fact that humans must always let themselves 
be equated with machines with their working power opposite a more powerful one, with fatal 
consequences for these humans, who do not possess appropriate machines, to whom thereby the life
most necessary is denied and must live worse than many slaves. They lose their freedom in this 
way. With the appearance of machines important linguistic rules must be kept. An owner of 
machines therefore earns nothing, he makes a profit if everything goes well for him."
"So you distinguish between merit and profit, Limodane? - Is this distinction so important?"
"Yes, I think it is! - And it's also related to whether people need a state. I will reach for the stars here
for once and claim that in an 'ideal existence' the state is superfluous."

"Ideal existence, Limodane, there is no such thing! - Believing in ideals can be something 
wonderful, but reality usually turns out to be more complex than these ideas want to admit."

"That's right, Brutalo. But because it doesn't exist, we can still imagine it. People have always 
cherished this idea. From this conception arises the demand that the state must prove its raison 
d'être, because every state interferes with man's natural freedoms - especially that of his necessary 
self-sufficiency. Every human being needs his own territory for his provision of existence. The just 
state must therefore positively state how it regulates this requirement.  It must not allow society to 
divide into haves and have-nots on its territory. If there were otherwise no reason for a state's raison 
d'être, it is precisely the completely new automated expansive mechanical and digital forces, bound 
together in confusing corporations, that force a people to form a democratic state. Only this state 
can ensure that the productivity of these forces is fairly distributed among all. But this is precisely 
what compels the community to shape the state so that every state action serves the common good, 
where everyone makes a living." 

"But in a state, who wants to control the automated mechanical forces that, I suppose, according to 
you, get their hands on the real money?"

Limodane could not or would not answer this question, and they were silent for a while. Brutalo's 
ideas about a modern state were, contrary to his experience, pure fantasy with an eternity postulate. 
Certainly, there had been some states that lasted longer than an average human lifetime. But the 
majority of people who ever populated the earth, if they found a state at all, lived in state formations
that were constantly changing or transforming, just coming into being or disappearing. Moreover, 
Limodane did not like the expression "the real money." Money, for Limodane, represented in its 
form a double head or something indivisible, reciprocal, or antagonistic. A paradox that could not be
eliminated, but which had to be taken into account. It was the best means of purchase and one 
tended to set aside as much as possible of this miraculous means of purchase. However, this 
hoarding of money happened only when there was a market where prices remained reasonably 
stable, because without it, no value for the money could be established. Already the Romans must 
have known this inseparable double nature of the money - i.e. to be means of purchase and means of
saving at the same time -. On one of their first coins, Janus was depicted with a double head. 
Whoever did not want to see this double nature of money, whoever ignored this paradox, could 
quickly lose, and whole peoples had already ruined themselves with their monistic, one-dimensional



view, with which they did not want to see the double nature of money. This is what happened when 
the peasants disappeared as creditors and became instead creditors in their majority players. That 
happened when they believed, as in a gambling casino through money, to make more money. The 
gambler did not need to devote half of his working time - as in the beginning in Pommkano - to the 
community. The community contributions of gamblers in Kanoprie tended toward zero when 
measured against their wealth.

For gamblers, unlike peasants, possessed nothing original or existential that served their and the 
community's life. They only knew the rules of the game and therefore did not bring with their 
machines - if they had not already gotten rid of them - any form of energies that were necessary for 
society and life-securing for its people. Rather, everything turned into the opposite: With their way 
of money appropriation, the gamblers deprived life of its power. Society languished because there 
were too many gamblers. Politicians who wanted to explain something important to the people 
thought they were doing a particularly good job if they did so from the perspective of a professional
soccer player and his team.

But in Har's world, more than 3 billion people still fed on the land that surrounded them, half of 
humanity. According to the profit calculations of Canoprian scientists, only 50 million people would
have been needed to feed these slightly more than 3 billion people using modern machines. 

The rest after it of still approximately 3 billion humans was thus completely superfluous for the life 
supply. Therefore one went over to separate the people from their country, which supplied them 
directly and of which the inhabitants believed, it was given to them by the gods, why they also 
never regarded it as property. Those who did not leave voluntarily because of economic constraints 
were finally driven out by fire, rape and murder. A right to self-sufficiency and finally to work - let 
alone independent work - was unknown to the Kanoprie state with its short-term ideology.

A migration stream of unimagined proportions was moving toward the cities. By 2030, scientists 
calculated that 2 billion people in the world would have to live in slums. The water supply in the 
cities collapsed as water pipes were broken to get water. There was only water in plastic bottles to 
drink and it was a thousand times more expensive than the previously good tap water. Plastic waste 
was dumped into the sea. Excluded from these disasters was Kanoprie, which was protected by the 
sea, and had refugee boats floating on the sea and people perishing in them. They saw their good 
businesses threatened. The richest of the Canoprians lived in highly secured ghettos. They were 
prisoners of their wealth. Free money created an apartheid of unimagined proportions. Crime and 
terror could no longer be contained. Riots broke out in the cities and they became ungovernable. 
Many self-righteous people - especially in Allmighty Land - feasted on the sight, claiming with glee
that it was the approaching Last Judgment.

Brutalo thought about himself. Surely, if you held a glass marble and a potato side by side, you had 
to choose the potato when it came to naked survival. Undoubtedly, the potato had immediate value 
as natural money. He could not effectively contradict Limodane. It was he, after all, who had 
roamed the woods for an unthinkably long time, avoiding people. He feared, not without reason, 
that they were after his life. Since then, he had always relied on nature and never believed that it 
could one day turn against him. He lived until then without money and that nature should represent 
money, like in Pommkano the potato, never occurred to him. What he needed, he took and also the 
thought that nature and especially the land and the forests belong to someone, was completely 
foreign to him. He drank water from lakes and streams. When he was born, he did not know exactly
and about the duration of his life he had never really thought. He had already survived too many 
dangers for that. The delusion of immortality was already creeping into his mind.            

But since Limodane had kept watch at his sickbed for seven days and seven nights, he knew that if 



it had not been for her, he would no longer exist. He was bound by her and he sought no thought to 
free himself from those bonds. A human at his side and that because of inclemencies of nature, that 
was unimaginable for him some time ago. Limodane possessed powers that he had never 
encountered before. A longing befell him. He had noticed this before. But this longing grew 
constantly. He wished for a child of Limodane. A child to whom he wanted to share everything he 
knew about nature and people. He had a feeling that without a child his life would be useless - no - 
pointless. 

 



Firlefanz or the fine Way to get Money  
"You don't even read ten-year-old things anymore, they are simply forgotten and then rediscovered:

right now culture and institutions and ethics." (Niklas Luhmann on May 4, 1995 in Vienna)  

                                                                                                                                                                                   

The "new thinking" - a recurring phrase - must be on its guard that it does not gain its 
language from a lack of history or comes along without cognitive bindingness (empty 
formula). It then gets - in the best Orwellian sense - into the danger zone of neo-speech. One 
word that has fallen into this danger zone of neo-speak is the word "sustainability". In its 
current meaning, the word has no history and has only eked out an existence in tax law. 
However, an older 22-volume dictionary from 1906 reveals its conceptual relationship, which
does not list the word "sustainability," but does know the word
"Nachhaltsbetrieb," a forestry operation that provides for the regeneration of old stands that 
have drifted."  Thus, with this borrowing of the word "sustainability" we get conceptually on 
the level of "meaningful economic activity" and natural equilibrium. 

But whoever talks about economy cannot avoid to present a well-founded - that is: 
serving the general public - theory of money, in which at the same time the transitoriness
of man and the damage of all his objects - e.g. also by the world-wide economic and 
political chaos, as well as the natural disasters or pandemics to be expected - must be 
reflected. Whereby also money must be subject to these dangers and this transitoriness, 
because money seen as a whole reflects these earthly objects in some form.   Those who 
want to counteract this transience must invest a meaningful and selective conservation effort 
in their knowledge cultures, which also applies to the money sector in its manifestations of 
risk and cost. But this means that every day anew the question has to be answered, what man 
actually lives and survives on. But what does the question look like in a modern society in 
which the effective has been reified and now only money as a thing determines life? Woe to 
the one who does not have this thing. And what costs and risks do issuers, money holders and
money lenders still incur if, in the end, only the general public - i.e. the people - is liable? If 
necessary, this would have to be done by means of burden sharing involving all forces. - But 
are we still capable of this at all, if no attention was paid to whether the necessary knowledge
levels were constantly reproduced.  

Physiocrats and Mercantilists
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So, when it comes to money, in order to mentally circumnavigate certain historical 
aberrations, we should go back further in history with our "New Thinking" and look at a 
relationship which already 500 years ago led to ideological conflicts. It is the conflict 
between the physiocratic and the mercantile system or in other words - and positively 
expressed - between the relationship of the vital and the vital value. The Physiocrats said, 
"All life comes from the field and its abundance leads to a beautiful life." By this they meant 
that bare, physical life must first be secured for man, animal and plant. Today, the fashionable
term "sustainability" can be assigned to this view, which is held dualistically captive and 
does not include species diversity. The mercantilists, on the other hand, claimed that only 
trade would lead to increasing prosperity. Safe for them was also the trade with papers and 
certificates (indulgence letters), whereby if possible the real performer, the money issuer, 
remains unmentioned. If we look at this later with Hegel, who as a pastor's son had already 
forgotten what Martin Luther was doing for him, we have not yet managed to establish a 
synthesis between these two principles that considers one as vital and the other as worth 
living for. Which principle is paramount should be obvious, and that sustainability cannot be 
directly reconciled with the mercantile should also be obvious. But perhaps this synthesis is 
paradoxically related to an antagonism of money and debt that is yet to be explained in more 
detail.
The stupid thing is: Both principles use the vaguely defined medium "money" and appear, if 
one looks at it only from the point of view of money, fatally as equivalent, because a certain 
horse-legged peculiarity on the side of the mercantile remains unnoticed. The suspicion is 
obvious that our politicians - but first of all the economists - assume short-conclusively an 
equivalence of these principles. It is precisely those politicians who preach about 
sustainability but deny its anchoring in the physiocratic and thereby fail to discover the 
horse's foot in the mercantile - either out of ideological or lobbyist intention - who become 
generally dangerous. For they do not recognize under their appeal to freedom the prohibition 
of thinking of a hidden dictate of inviolability in the mercantile system, which reads: "In the 
free market, supply and demand regulate the price.

Without Ethics no Participation

Those who cannot exclude servitude or child labor in the production of their goods, who 
cannot account for how productivity and unit labor costs are arrived at, who declare a 98-
hour week to be free competition and the demand for money to be a benefit, lack any 
legitimacy to mouth such phrases of freedom and consequently should not be allowed to 
demand free trade. The same applies equally to irresponsible energy production, such as that 
from nuclear energy. Who does not recognize this fraud in the initial phase of an economic 
system or passes over it, does not need to begin with freedom ideals or a so-called liberality.
He finds himself again on the level of a naive chatterer, or with knowledge of these 
conditions, on the level of a propagandist or fraud. He has not kept to what had long been 
agreed upon as the basic liberal consensus:

In the case of free competition, the capitals are properly distributed and most fully exploited, the prices always
maintain an appropriate level, the profits maintain an equal level. The distribution of the income takes place

according to the achievement, is accordingly also fair. In an honest trade, both parts always win.
  

(John Princ-Smith 1809-1874)

The reason why the foregoing is not subjected to scrutiny and the basic ethical consensus is 
plowed under lies in the political caste, whose thinking lies in the short-term here and now 
(realpolitik) and makes use of an exquisite superficiality and where a well-founded general 
theory of money, because perceived as a disturbing factor, is rejected or not really developed.
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In this way, it can be lightly asserted that banks issue money, and if this is questioned, further
reference is made to a central bank. Thus it is not noticed that the producer of the frippery 
sits like the maggot in the bacon. He procures money from the actual money issuers and has 
a hard time or does not even need to issue any himself, because he is now a money holder or 
money lender. On the level of the neoliberal swamp, lobbyists with media means will 
constantly make for him the shameless and groundless and thus false claim that money 
holders are the true achievers of society (HaOlHe). Another fallacy from the phrase: banks 
would be issuers. All this runs under the name of the liberty and the lot respectively the 
equilibrium!

 Collapse of the monetary system
 
"...jeder muss im job permanently seine intangible assets mit high risk neu relaunchen 
und seine skills so posten, dass die benefits alle ratings sprengen, damit der cash-flow
stimmt. Wichtig ist corporate-identity, die mit perfect customizing und eye catchern 
jedes Jahr geupgedatet wird!" Hilmar Kopper ehm. Sprecher der Deutschen Bank

The concept of freedom is so overstretched that, in their opinion, it supposedly adjusts and 
regulates everything by itself. That is why the question of its authenticity, whether it contains the 
elements of honesty, appropriateness and equilibrium, is not even asked (see John Princ-Smith).
What's the point, because for most people money is simply there or they just don't have it. They 
unquestioningly include the unthinkable, represented by the infinite (e.g. circle or chain) on the 
one hand and the nothingness on the other hand, and therefore tempt themselves to false 
abstractions. Scientists of economics, who juggle with these metaphysical misconstructions on a 
linguistic level, lack the tangible archetype of the first money and therefore cannot or do not want 
to recognize or name the actual issuer and its function in the monetary system - as for example in 
crypto-mining, where a money issue is feigned. That is why, instead, some pragmatically oriented 
economists talk about helicopter money that can simply be thrown from the sky or money out of 
nothing (fiat money) that the banks supposedly create. 

Saving and hoarding are synonyms for them, where they usually carelessly overlook the fact that 
these concepts are unthinkable without concrete and potent money issuers, because without them, 
money could not be available in any form: The money issuer, on the one hand, and money holder, 
on the other hand, are the two poles necessary for an emergence and maintenance of the value of 
money. They give money its value, because it consists of nothing else than this tension. The former
is namely liable with its assets in the initial phase. This liability of the real money issuer is 
increased by the second phase of a dynamic money system, in which the money holding and the 
interest taking in the money lending arise: The money issuer (which includes, to a large extent, the 
government) thus comes under increasing pressure in its repayments. To escape this pressure, the 
haphazard or indeterminate dropping of helicopter money (Helicopter Ben) would be a pragmatic 
option. Only - who should do it? Who would be authorized to do it? - But there would still be, as a 
temporary fallback option, that of a steadily rising national debt and, at the end of it, a bad bank to 
delay the collapse of the monetary system or even to prevent it via the bad bank and the death of 
the creditor.

The diffuse mercantilist theories of neoliberal scholars know only their own equity and freedom 
from rules with the aim of arbitrariness, which in total as a result actually brings the big profit for 
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the few. A profit that makes the gap between rich and poor constantly widen. This only comes 
about because what we perceive as the circulation of money is constantly >accelerated< to the 
point where even the last public belongings are in the hands of the few via privatization as a 
pledge for the issuance of money, and a mildew settles over society. They deny the accelerating 
spiral of increasing privatization (privare) and increasing public debt, claiming instead that 
everything is moving toward equilibrium by an invisible hand. This acceleration does not know the
physiocratic in this form, because one cannot accelerate the year with its seasons and because the 
human organism strikes in the end before the fullness. But even the "public hand" has become a 
slave to the mercantile system, because it abolished fee income, which actually should be 
distributed over years for good reasons (e.g. because of age and death of the individual), and 
introduced the immediate payment execution: If you can't pay, get into debt. Thus the fast money 
is created, which is needed to make it disappear quickly from the region, so that it is available to 
the globe. This is how deserted ghost villages and waterlogged golf courses are created, such as in 
Spain or the artificial palm island in Dubai.
They do not ask the question how money is created, which general social tasks it has to fulfill as a 
matter of priority and how it finally has to be distributed and how to avoid concentrations 
(monopolies). They overlook the connection between increasing privatization and public debt. At 
best, they rely on their moralizing of individual monetary aspects: "No profit, no pay" or they 
promise "flourishing landscapes." Their secret instrument is corruption in the form of donations, 
fake services, black accounts, hidden debt, money laundering and the like.

Money and tax system should be of the same "wood"

Political dilettantism is vastly increased because if the theory of money is deficient or even absent, 
the inherent theory of taxation is also absent or in an unthinkable, incomprehensible state, for the 
money and tax systems are inseparable or mutually dependent. Without a sound theory of money, 
all related concepts - including those of taxation - become empty formulas to be filled as needed or
desired, except for those small states that do not levy taxes, such as Liechtenstein or Monaco. This 
is also the case with concepts such as investment and growth, inflation, black labor and 
sustainability factor or its synonym demographic factor. Without cognitive theories, these terms 
acquire Orwellian applications that can be arbitrary and therefore totalitarian, and are proof that 
democracies are threatened more by conceptual confusion than by despots:

Because commodity is not equal to commodity and exactly therefore: money i s not equal to 
money, if - and this is unfortunately the rule - it disguises its origin in type or structure, e.g. in the 
way of child labor or slave labor, or if it appears via black money or laundered money on the 
market level (investor with white vest, letterbox companies). But even worse and just too 
existentially, a society can be hit by the legal money hoarding (regional money withdrawal, value 
leakage, newly added by anonymous cryptocurrencies) that the machine-produced frippery - 
including bogus goods - brings about. The point is that here with this withdrawn money no real 
services were brought in for the physical existence of the human being (Currency Carry Trade). 

If a state wants to fill this leakage with national debts, it does not think also about it, - because it 
will never have the ability to it, - to redeem this by own achievements. At the end of this hardly 
noticed process the producers of the frippery can determine the policy and feast on it, to whom the 
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alms are distributed. They fire people and dictate working hours and determine what society has to
entertain itself with and about.

They can determine, even if only temporarily, how hard a currency has to be so that the exchange 
of goods, which is then supposed to serve only their interests, functions smoothly. Meanwhile, the 
people fall into a collective trance in front of the boob tube and want to give birth to a new 
superstar every week with the feeling that they themselves belong to the birth, in order to create 
for themselves in this way an illusion of wealth that the "greats" enjoy in real terms. The people do
not realize that they can only guarantee this wealth themselves through the abundance from the 
physiocratic, in which they are bound to exponential growth for better or worse. But nature knows 
this exponential growth only as a cancerous proliferation. That is why they do not recognize that 
prosperous systems often carry serious errors in themselves, which only in case of failures (e.g. 
economic weaknesses or natural disasters) suddenly and fatally come to light and become 
effective.
Gleefully, however, they prefer to distribute wealth through a fetishism of goods, which they 
secure with bogus innovations and the superfluous patent and copyright rights associated with 
them.  
This also includes - as an example mentioned here - the fraud with ineffective and thus worthless 
drugs on the drug market. Korea and stem cells send their regards. But not all goods are the same, 
and so it happens that bread, which is essential for life, becomes cheaper and cheaper because it 
has to compete with CD, to the point where farmers take their own lives in rows. But nature knows
no capitalist laws and man-made limits, and keeps open the option of responding with a pandemic.
Hospitals will respond poorly to a pandemic because they are privatized for profit. By the time the 
patent and copyright laws are clarified in the legal legal madness, - it is to be feared - 1 billion 
people will have had to give up their lives.

The competition of unequal goods - water and milk

Because this process is accompanied by an unseemly hoarding of money, e.g. when corporations - 
as they call it themselves - fill up their war chests, deflationary phenomena inevitably occur. 
Specifically, the farmer president Otto - Friedrich Steensen stated this grievance on the occasion of
a demonstration of his association on April 7, 2004 against the ruinous competition of the 
discounters Aldi, Lidl and Sky: "We cannot understand as farmers that one is willing to pay more 
for a liter of water than for a liter of milk".

This competition, after all, is part of a process in which undifferentiated consumption has become 
a general addiction and is bent on strangling the necessities of life. The neoliberal-restricted 
worldview cannot assign this process to its taboo construct of competition because, according to its
definition, competition can only be something deeply human and does not hide anything 
destructive. This process is not perceived as competition by these people because their tolerance 
allows only an infantile comparison of similar or equal commodity objects. But the clash of life-
sustaining products and services with the machine-produced frippery and the associated offshoots 
of star producers and their negative (conglomerate) corporations, such as Parmalat (modern human
trafficking), can go so far that supplies and goods on the market are no longer affordable for all, 
despite price collapse, and therefore people starve to death next to full supermarkets or freeze to 



death in their homes. While people fight for admission in front of high-tech hospitals and 
unsuccessfully demand their already overdue right to health, well-heeled teenagers are having their
bellybuttons lifted. It is the time when monetary systems fail socially in their parts or as a whole. It
is not yet, as one would like to believe, the collapse of a social system. But it is the time when a 
person's life expectancy correlates with the level of his income.

Who does not recognize this as a politician and therefore does not want to steer in the name of the 
ideologically or lobbyistically inculcated freedom, who between the Physiokratischen and the 
horse-footed, warenfetischistischen mercantile offshoot no different taxation in favor of the 
Physiokratischen considers necessary, doesn't want to see taxes as taxes but only as a way of 
collecting money from the state, makes tax policy a secret matter for specialist lawyers because of 
chaotic structures and opacity, or as a politician doesn't want to control taxes because - here as the 
most harmless assumption, because anything else would be corrupt - he himself no longer sees 
through things, has never learned to control and therefore doesn't know, for example, that direct 
and indirect taxation are not the same. For example, if he doesn't know that direct and indirect 
taxes are slavishly linked to money, he should take a look at the world in Argentina, where soccer 
stars are produced as an export hit as a recognizable economic factor, so that he knows what he is 
getting into. He should also give an account of what has become of the Olympic idea under the 
aegis of Samaranch or why professional soccer in Germany alone is subsidized to the tune of half a
billion euros over ten years through unpaid police operations. Not to mention the licensing income 
of these clubs, which public television diverts from the television fees for the young millionaires in
short pants. It would be very nice if these people would show us for once how their hedonistic 
principle, which actually consists only of cashing in, contributes to the existence and survival of a 
society. 

The eternal Poverty in Wealth

Equipped with this knowledge, this politician should go to the USA and mingle with the 43 million
Americans who, with their low wages, can no longer afford health insurance for themselves and 
their children. There he can test with them that in the USA the public welfare "Medical Care" only 
takes effect when house and yard are mortgaged or expropriated and commit suicide out of 
desperation - as many do. Maybe he should also watch the 1969 movie "Asphalt - Cowboy" ( 3 
Oscars ).

Joe: "You need a doctor." Ratso: "The doctor will get the police. Take me to Florida!"

The poor social conditions in the U.S. that the film indicts have not been improved in 40 years. 
The opposite occurred during that time. Conditions have continued to worsen for people like Joe 
and Ratso. The banks have talked them into huge loans for their shacks through shakedowns, 
which they are now unable to repay. Twenty million housing units may thus fall under the hammer 
in the USA. This corresponds to a value of 2 to 5 trillion (12 zeros) dollars that cannot be properly 
cleared from the market and will go down in economic history as the subprime crisis. Mind you, 
we are only talking about the USA here. But it is to be feared that Great Britain, France, Italy, 
Spain and Ireland will come up with the same difficulties in the real estate sector. The worldwide 



inflation thus triggered will lead to famines, especially in the economically underdeveloped 
countries, because the foodstuffs to be imported, the prices of which have to be paid in dollars, will
have risen in price by over 100% within a short time.

Then this politician should travel to Brazil and take with him the words of one of our former 
federal presidents (RivWei), who in a talk show at the end of 2003 advised his people that we 
should look at the world from Brazil: From there, we could see and be happy about how well we 
are still doing. These are just complaints at a high level.

But this advice is frivolous, because the word "level" belongs rather to the static metaphor 
"platform," which reveals nothing about who has to sit on this platform and when it has bottomed 
out for him. 

After all, it is only a difference of degree, and in both cases it is a currency problem, whether 
people - as in Argentina - can no longer access their accounts and their money, leaving millions of 
empty houses in the USA and these largely homeless, or whether their current or future pensions 
and social benefits are cut in the name of sustainability - as has actually happened in Germany. The
fact that the downward ride continues bluntly was demonstrated by the termination of company 
pensions by Commerzbank on January 6, 2004, to its 24,000 employees. 
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Walter's Principle
- Forgotten Monetary Axioms -

 

Integration Agreement
The aid recipient undertakes to be personally available at his place of residence or habitual abode on every working day and to 
stay outside the area close to the time and place only after consultation and with the consent of the pAp. If you do not comply with a
request to appear for a medical or psychological examination, your unemployment benefit II will be reduced by 10% .... in the first 
phase.              
                                (Germany 8.03.2006; Offer of help from the employment agency like bonds from the open penal system) 

Walter R. had gone to France as an Austrian in the 1930s and had spent the Second World War in 
the south of France. After this war, he worked in the shipping department of a French 
pharmaceutical company near Paris until his retirement. In the summer he was always drawn to the
south to the Mediterranean. There he had a small hut on a camping site consisting of one room, in 
which he then lived more than lived. It was the constant sun that allowed this and that he loved.

In the mid-eighties, France had an economic crisis. The exchange rate of the franc to other 
currencies had already fallen sharply and threatened to fall even further. France decided to deal 
with the problem with drastic foreign exchange restrictions. The freedom of the French to travel 
was severely restricted. It was virtually impossible for a normal Frenchman to travel abroad, 
because every Frenchman could only exchange a very limited amount of francs for foreign 
currencies. Conversely, however, this was allowed: the German mark and the dollar were in great 
demand in France at the time. These were gladly accepted by the French banks. 

At that time, however, Walter had taken it into his head to visit his native Vienna for the first time 
and almost forty years after the war. His sister still lived there, who had visited him several times 
in Paris and now wanted Walter to visit her in Vienna. Neither of them was rich and they lived on 
the money allotted to them for their old age. For such a trip, such people had to save assiduously. 
But at that time even saving did not help.

Walter now had a problem. He was allowed to carry only a small amount of cash on this trip and 
that was too little for this trip. But Walter had witnessed the money practices of World War II, 
where it was part of the survival strategy to carry money better in your head than in your wallet. 
But for that, friends were important and this time he was again sitting among friends and six of 
them were from Germany. Walter paid all the bills of the Germans at the campsite and provided 
them with francs for their daily shopping and entertainment. After three weeks he had advanced a 
handsome sum. When he left for Vienna a short time later, he was reimbursed for his expenses in 
Germany in a different currency.

"Walter," we asked him, "what would you do if we just didn't give you any money back?" 

In the mid-eighties, France had an economic crisis. The exchange rate of the franc to other 
currencies had already fallen sharply and threatened to fall even further. France decided to deal 
with the problem with drastic foreign exchange restrictions. The freedom of the French to travel 



was severely restricted. It was virtually impossible for a normal Frenchman to travel abroad, 
because every Frenchman could only exchange a very limited amount of francs for foreign 
currencies. Conversely, however, this was allowed: the German mark and the dollar were very 
much in demand in France at the time.

At that time, however, Walter had taken it into his head to visit his native Vienna for the first time 
and almost forty years after the war. His sister still lived there, who had visited him several times 
in Paris and now wanted Walter to visit her in Vienna. Neither of them was rich and they lived on 
the money allotted to them for their old age. For such a trip, such people had to save assiduously. 
But at that time even saving did not help.

Walter now had a problem. He was allowed to carry only a small amount of cash on this trip and 
that was too little for this trip. But Walter had witnessed the money practices of World War II, 
where it was part of the survival strategy to carry money better in your head than in your wallet. 
But for that, friends were important and this time he was again sitting among friends and six of 
them were from Germany. Walter paid all the bills of the Germans at the campsite and provided 
them with francs for their daily shopping and entertainment. After three weeks he had advanced a 
handsome sum. When he left for Vienna a short time later, he was reimbursed for his expenses in 
Germany in a different currency.

"Walter," we asked him, "what would you do if we just didn't give you any money back?" 

"I belong to a reputable organization and they could make short work of you riffraff without legal 
means," he threatened jokingly with his quaint Viennese charm, "and threats of violence are the 
first choice with youth gangs to collect debts."

"You mean a beating as a negative security concept?"
Walter grinned, "What am I supposed to do since personal arrest for debt is inadmissible."
"We're your debtors now."
"Thinking of it as debt is funny," Walter commented, "We all have money. Don't we? - At the end 
of the day, the landowner is a debtor and the day laborer is a creditor. It therefore always remains 
an open question whether the creditor or the debtor is poor or rich. But money consists of the Janus
head, which the Romans already put on a coin. The existence, or rather the assumption, of this 
double head is the prerequisite for every kind of theory, statement and force that can be made 
about money."
And he continued, "As long as there has been money, as long as there has been problems with it, 
they are simply part of it, and there has been no one yet who has been able to solve it in general. If 
the one property of money - as we shall see later - is that it facilitates transportation, then it seems 
to be in stark contradiction to its second property, which is that it serves as a means of storage. 
But money cannot be one or the other alone. It consists of this tension and this, as we must now 
admit, is not a contradiction: one has the money, the other has the debt. For the money holder, 
transport facilitation and storage means are parts of one and the same function. To negate a part of 
this function would hinder money as such in its function or even dissolve it completely. It would 
not come into being, would not be present: Money must be substantially present in quantity before 
I can bring it to bear in a suitable place. The Sahara and lonely islands fall out there as suitable 
places. 



Money gets the one part of its value structure from the saved ways of undesired exchange objects 
of the people and from the markets or - to name a higher structural form or development stage 
instead of the market: from warehouses or stores and a population in which the property relations 
have already moved away from parity or equilibrium. Money gets the other part of its value 
structure because it is superior to almost all other things as a means of storage because of its 
durability in the smallest space. If this value structure is made more difficult, money loses value on
this side. The other side of the loss of value would be that of the excessive and inappropriate 
money supply, which reduces the value of money.  

Those who claim that this is a pseudo-contradiction that they can solve turn out to be false 
prophets time and again: They fervently claim that the tension ratio would by chance always tend 
towards zero, i.e. towards equilibrium, if one would only keep one's hands off the monetary 
system. Mostly, the state is suspected of disturbing this equilibrium. But without tension, nothing 
is able to flow or, more precisely, to exist, not even money. So even in a pure barter trade, a profit 
must be able to flow in some direction. Trade without profit is unthinkable. This was the case, for 
example, with salt as a commodity and a means of payment. The rich were those who possessed a 
lot of salt. But what would have been the point of distributing the salt equally among everyone? 
But with money - because money is even lighter than salt - man has intensified the effect of these 
tensions and at the same time he is involved in them. That is why these prophets - to give just one 
example - are always unimpressed by the ever-growing general poverty and the mass of welfare 
recipients who are dependent on the intervention of the state so that they are provided for by an 
even, if not abundant, influx of money. There you have the intervention denied by the prophets for 
balance, for chance knows no balance. On the contrary, disequilibrium is much more probable. But
they systematically exchange the probable for the improbable. This exchange happens not on the 
logical but on the emotional level, simply because balance sounds so good. It is a synonym for 
harmony. (Framing)

And there is another unsolvable problem: Every money attitude runs out to get out of debt at the 
expense of the other. But the alternative would be disastrous: no money. 
Some believe that one can create "real money" in which the working hour is noted as value-giving 
measure on exchange notes and admittedly, who organizes this chaos system in the form of a bank 
and the issue of small credits, he will receive the Nobel prize for it in 2006 and he will use - and 
this is a general novelty - the statistics against a sex (classes). Other prophets claim that it is credit 
money that produces these injustices and demand something completely absurd, namely to 
separate credit from money or to ban interest. In their desperation, they even create the negative 
interest rate, forgetting that real money needs an issuer, a trustee, and ultimately the state. Perhaps 
the uncovered state dough will help against this. But this does not get along then without ration 
coupons and around the national territory you must draw a fence, so that the people do not run 
away. Look at that in the east! Nobody has the intention to build a wall, Ulbricht announced, but 
the USA uses metaphysical means. But they are not enough, and they are planning a wall on the 
Mexican border."

"Do you mean ration cards, too?"

"Yes, that would be a possibility, but before that the rulers could come up with old but never 
realized ideas. They could create flimsy insurance policies or tax the air by creating an emissions 
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trading scheme and China will start a new coal-fired power plant every week and lets it be known 
that it needs free patent licenses from other countries to keep the air clean. Or it will just ignore the
permitting requirement."

Walter poured his glass full of water, then continued, "Who is allowed to go into debt, and how, 
and for how long, is an issue in itself, and certainly linked to the question of the availability to 
them of resources to cover the debt. This is true for everyone, including the government. For 
someone who only needs to turn on an oil tap or has secured water rights, the issue is not a 
problem. This must be well distinguished, because the linguistic conflation of debt and resources is
one of the most infamous obfuscations of the system.

Whether individual labor belongs to an unavailable human right or is casually counted among the 
available resource human capital will become clear at the latest when people have lost their 
freedom of movement (see above, first paragraph). Banks are already required to grant loans for 
human capital. These are mind games that are supposed to herald a new reality."

"And what about gold, Walter, can't you use it to cover a currency?",someone in our group asked.
"Gold, first of all, is a commodity that you first have to exchange for any of your goods or 
services, and its mining is private and also mostly secret. Most gold is hoarded, or rather, 
bunkered. You put yourself into an incalculable dependency. Gold cannot be created like money, 
and gold does not disappear like money. Gold also doesn't change the unsolvable situation that 
every money holding ends up in getting out of debt at the expense of someone else. Gold even 
accelerates this process, because it increases the capital required to create and hold it, and is 
therefore more inhumane than original money itself."

"Original money?" one doubted.

"You don't solve the problem by reifying money with gold or making it a commodity. This original
money, such as the promissory bill, establishes power relations among people only at certain 
moments. This money, in fact, disappears immediately when the conditions or promises have been 
honored. The power relations of the people are then balanced among themselves and new ones can
be negotiated. The gold owner, who must exist because gold does not simply disappear into 
nothing, does not need to negotiate, he can demand."

The Basic Assumption or the Genuine Condition

Imagine please a natural people in which our conceptions of the natural are still sense-afflicted and
in which the people do not master yet the culture techniques - some speak here also of a higher 
naturalness - of reading and writing. Falsely, we always claim of them that they can only form an 
exchange society because they do not understand anything about a written documentation. It is 
overlooked that they are able to carry virtual money (credit) in their heads: People get together and
palaver about who has what, who needs what, and who owes what to whom. When the debt is 
paid, the money also disappears from the minds without smoke, just as with electronics. It could be
seen as a genuine form of giro money, which existed long before visible and tangible money. If 
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one would bring this on a material carrier, it would be first the promissory bill (Schuldstein, 
Kerbholz) which appears. From this the money in its firm form (cash) develops. Money is 
therefore an agreed, mental construct of a human society. No other living being is so far known to 
make such mental agreements among themselves. With these mental agreements the Monetary 
Laws originate immediately. 

But because there are usually not just two people or a manageable group, but a great many, in 
reality there will also be constant debt relationships there and differences and intransparencies 
contained therein from which some can take advantage. There is nothing fundamentally evil about 
this, but it must not simply be overlooked. It is the hour of the trustee or the bank.

That is also already the whole, causal secret of the money creation and money dissolution. Money 
creation and money dissolution are functionally connected like two sides of a coin. They form an 
abstract unit. Therefore they are to be explained also only together. Who explains only the one side
and that is mostly that of the money creation, he explains not even half of the thing, he explains 
actually nothing, because he moves mentally in the boundless and serves therefore a wrong 
picture. Only by its dissolution into nothing the money receives its value and time limit. It 
consisted namely exclusively only of promises and these could not be empty, because the empty 
promise would be possibly the deceptive creation of the money from the nothing and is not 
identical with the nothing, into which money disappears. Both nothingnesses are then as far away 
from each other as fraud and honesty.

A promise is a peculiar time structure. On the time track of past and future it meets us in different 
states: The present has the function of controlling the fulfillment of promises from the past by 
classifying them into true and empty promises. Moreover, only in the present can new promises be 
made, the credibility of which must be tested. However, because everything only comes true in the 
future, no one can accurately predict in the present which promises will be kept and which will 
not. Everyone has to live with these uncertainties or risks. One can only reduce these uncertainties 
but never completely eliminate them. In this original and honest form, as it still exists in the closed
world of a natural people, it does not change anything essential in the property relations within this
society. Only there - and really only there, enclosed by birth and death - is everything claimful in a 
natural equilibrium. - But there are no closed systems. They maintain their exchange with nature. 
One can call this also a paradisiacal state or also a classless society. But the way back to it always 
remains blocked for us.

Quite differently with us, in which anonymity and mystery are constitutive. A world with the art of
measurement and calculation. Our world separates debtors and creditors from space and time. It 
thus gives our money an irreversible birth defect, a "blind spot". Even interest and fees cannot 
remedy this blind spot. For all that we can see of money from this point on is documentation, 
which has subsequently become saturated with ever-expanding mathematics-based hedging and 
appropriation strategies and the newly-created banking terms that are in tow.

This documentation, which we have already reified into money at this stage, is thus by no means 
something natural. Rather, it is the product of our interlocking and evolving cultural techniques. 
The users of these cultural techniques make use of a concealed superiority over those to whom 
these cultural techniques are alien or already no longer accessible through monetary structures, 
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which also include the purchased education.
Thus, in the minds, money merges from a relation to a thing - becomes a commodity - and the pair 
of opposites "debtor-creditor" to a "man" who has lost the commandment of innocence (debt 
relief). This "blind spot" of the space- and present-deprived is the gateway for the most dangerous 
ideologies, among them especially those of neo-Darwinism. In their theories they claim that these 
can be created only inductively. That is why opinion polls are so important to them for shaping the 
future. However, they overlook the few but important conclusions that are deductively possible 
and ascertainable, and these include: There is practically no such thing as a closed system, let 
alone a monetary one. In other words, every monetary system must prove in which direction 
it maintains its exchange. This is the opposite of anonymity and secrecy. It is the necessary 
transparency. 

Many people love money so much that they have an erotic relationship with it. These people are 
lost to rational discussion about money, because there is also a great deal of hatred in this love. The
ones who hate it sit together in a room on their gold nuggets and believe in an ambivalent hopeful 
fear that it will soon disappear - the money. The others pursue only their interests (lobbyists) and 
not the balance to the necessary innocence, called debt relief in the jargon. - So that you do not 
believe, I would mean only bad capitalists, see at present with you the procedures in the new 
homeland (Neue Heimat), which was sold for a D-Mark to a bread baker. This is a good example 
of how something can develop into a monstrosity under the concept of public utility. If the 
building subsidies had not gone to this evil association, but to needy people, then this could have 
been a good model for property development. What do you think will happen to these social 
housing units one day, when they all end up in a privatization process with anonymous foreign 
investors? Is that a special kind of property formation?

If everything goes well, money is just a lubricant and the people stay put for the time being. It 
facilitates exchange, nothing else, and with money only begins, so to speak, what we call buying. 
Buying is not completely identical with bartering and has a stronger relationship to the division of 
labor, which is why money has become indispensable, because everyone has become dependent on
it. But if money - no matter how - presupposes and favors the division of labor for its existence 
and thus on the one hand leaves the space of immediate exchange - i.e. thing against thing -, on the
other hand a veil is put over the time and place of its origin, because from now on debtor and 
creditor are strangers to each other: out of a thousand people 999 do not know how money comes 
into being. They simply can't explain it to you properly and the one who could, falls on 1900 deaf 
and 98 ideology-clogged ears. Therein already lies the danger. Money can become virulent and can
then capitalize everything it finds up to the last blade of grass. Then the next point is reached at 
which you have to draw a fence around the people.

But the actual exchange still takes place via goods or their artifacts, to the point of objectlessness. 
The immediate market events can therefore no longer be observed by most people. For them, most 
of the market is invisible and this leads to losing sight of it as part of a function. 

Human labor is exchanged for the goods, and money is used to pay for them and skim them off the
top. And because labor is dirt cheap in some countries and their own sales market is quickly too 
small, the goods are also exported there. The exported goods can be sold cheaper in the importing 
country than in the manufacturing country, because you get much more human labor time in 
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exchange there. As a result you get dirt cheap products, e.g. clothes. But this transfer can only be 
done by conglomerates that nimbly juggle huge, anonymous capital, to whom the goods 
themselves mean no more than the naked profit. Why trends are constantly being sought or even 
trend-set in order to exclusively serve only growth markets. Money always needs a gradient and a 
cycle. The higher the gradient and the faster the cycle, the better it is for profit.
Of course, this presupposes that the people to whom these goods are exported want to work in the 
first place. But the seduction by the goods is very high, even if the goods in the end only represent 
clean drinking water, which is no longer available from the tap, but only in bottles. Soon a so-
called general competition develops, which flushes out everyone in the importing country who still
wants to stay in the sun, and so there is an oversupply of human labor. In this way, concepts are 
created of which then the newborns believe that these concepts have always existed and consider 
them as iron laws, such as the laws of the free market, to which, paradoxically, the human labor 
force is also bound.

Or take the concept of unemployment and go to the next village to La Bedoule. A La Bedoule 
resident will proudly claim that unemployment in his village is only 3%. Why it is 15% only 20 
kilometers further in Marseille, he justifies with the laziness of the inhabitants there. The scientific 
system in its statistics - in particular with its view on the detail - still promotes this small-
mindedness and is not sufficiently secured against this kind of idiocy. It is almost as if one asks a 
green meadow, how much unemployment prevails with it and because one does not receive an 
answer, simply sets the conclusion: Zero percent. One manager exclaimed, "Look at how flexible 
this green field is!" The economists agreed, and together they put fifteen hundred male and female 
workers on the street elsewhere. They were raped over the language.

Economists have become so specialized that they form a system of relationality that blows around 
with a veil of freedom. Economists do not know that when a security is cashed in, money 
disappears and property changes hands at the same time. Nor do they know that this often happens 
under duress."

"Are you suggesting that the law of the free market is not original and has nothing natural about 
it?"

"If you look at it only from the point of view of money, you are sitting on a sham, and if you know 
your trade, it is easier to run a bank than a flower store, which is powerless against wilting flowers.
Basically, credit is all about eliminating the risk of wilting flowers. In the course of history, the 
exchange society has shifted very rapidly from a lower concrete, to a higher abstract level and, 
with banks, is able to grant credit in the form of money. This is nothing fundamentally bad at first, 
but indebtedness and deleveraging no longer balance each other out today, so that the innocence of
the natural people within a natural cycle - which also includes birth and death - is no longer 
achieved. 

Actually, only money is created and no more regularly i.e. to hundred per cent is excused. A 
constantly growing remainder of debtors develops, who lose their vital property by bankruptcy to 
those, which become richer and richer, and therefore the remainder of their life as day laborers or 
social receivers fristen. Afterthoughts are already born into this situation and are burdened with the
ideology of an original debt (Urschuld). - You have already heard correctly, not innocence but 



rather URSCHULD.

This also settles the "social question" or, rather, displaces it. It is no longer asked where property 
comes from and where it goes. 1

Only there, where already material structures have formed, also the money is to be found. Stand in 
the Sahara and let a 100 franc bill work. Nothing happens and you will ask yourself the question 
why you have taken it there at all. If you don't understand these planes in their historical 
development and look at them only from the moment of the real moment, then your concepts will 
also grasp only this moment and won't be safe from confusion. You become the originator of 
mirages or better of appearances (today one would say: of fake news). Apart from coincidences, 
time, place, matter, energy and work are in these structures. In some places a structure hierarchy 
with many levels has developed and the more and higher these levels are, the better for the money, 
which it can flow down. Pompeius had already known this when he was asked by the Roman 
senators in 49 BC to protect the Roman Republic from Caesar's advancing troops: He had Rome 
evacuated with all its people and goods. Caesar conquered a functionless city.

However, many places in the world are already so expensive that a normal person with his family 
can no longer exist there. This is already a special form of selection.
Computers analyze your creditworthiness based on the neighborhood you live in. And because we 
are already with the structures: In this context, we forget today how important telegraphy was in 
accelerating information and the trade of goods. The fact that it was also possible to beam money 
(fungibility) was discovered a short time later.

But before that, money is only created through lending, and to do that you have to 
find borrowers, if necessary even through countless microcredits. Saving and hoarding in the form 
of money would not work at all without borrowers and some form of a prospering market. 
without borrowers and some form of a prosperous market, because without these borrowers 
and an reachable market, money as we know it could not appear. 

But what am I talking about history here! The historians have the least idea of that, because the 
economics is for them another discipline and the cobbler should stick to his last. 

Now it is barter lords of the higher order who have left the historical marketplace and no longer 
have to toil with the commodity. Instead of the surplus value they previously received from the 
commodity, they now have money in circulation through a banking system and now want to take 
interest on loans. But they want to be reimbursed for the cost of holding money and earn 
something from it as well. Now everything is exchanged via stock exchanges. As a rule, they also 
determine the currency in which the settlement of an invoice has to be made. So the dollar or the 
deutschmark, not the franc, is the currency of choice."

"You distinguish between surplus value and interest. What is the difference there?"

"This is exactly what I meant before by the confusion and is specifically related to the fact that 
terms of the original market have nothing in common with the terms of a bank. But here we 
already have the typical case of talking about interest before we have even explained money. If 
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you start with interest, you put the cart before the horse. This happens very often, not to say in 
almost all cases. So people dodge the answer as to what money actually is, and you hear 
economists content themselves with the metaphor: "With money, it's like with electricity. No one 
knows what it is, but we can handle it." But already the common of this comparison emerges: 
Tension is a basic requirement for money and electricity, and neither is a thing. Often this tension 
is taken as an antinomy - as something contradictory - and many run astray with this view. - 
Without tension nothing works here! 
The surplus value or its opposite the loss is determined with the market in the momentary situation
of the exchange, the credit interest on the other hand, which is demanded by the money, lies on the 
future and there is definitely no loss on this level, because one has included this as experience 
value already in the interest, which is nothing else than a statistical average. Even the calculation 
methods differ. While for the trade mainly adding and subtracting is sufficient, for the interest and 
its repetition one must already master the exponentiation and radixing with logarithm tables. Here, 
in the strict sense, you are no longer dealing with the market, but only with actuarial mathematics, 
because the mathematically calculated interest rate slavishly follows real market events. Interest 
can only ever be drawn from what is available, and that can only be drawn from the available 
money supply.
 
If you pay attention, you will see that these averages, which are always the results of existing 
structures, are very often applied. Above all, they are the be-all and end-all for banks and all kinds 
of insurance companies. Thus, the young appearance within a population is already an important 
motivator for the use of funds. Their lobbyists do not shy away from manipulative interventions. 
For example, in the case of mass layoffs, care is taken (politically) in advance to spare the 
creditworthy and the credit holders. Structurally, this affects not only very young people and single
mothers, but also older people in particular, who have usually paid off their loans or no longer 
need them and are therefore in all likelihood no longer customers or at least have a reduced 
customer status. Thus, a time after these hidden interventions, we note with bewilderment that a 
youth delusion has formed in society, to which the elderly are also subjected, and to which in many
cases they are exposed to the point of ridicule. In its form, this delusion resembles racism.
This money system, which is steered by clandestinity and - as already said - can consist 
exclusively of credits, hides at the same time the inevitability that on all Giralgeld and each 
banknote a time-usual interest of the commercial banks lies.  

The people who hold the money in their hands and have the impression that it has rained from the 
sky (helicopter money or fiat money) usually do not recognize this hidden flow of interest, which 
must ultimately be embedded in prices. But this is a cost-benefit relationship, because without 
money, goods would not reach a destination so precisely today. But actually the people should only
buy or, as we express ourselves today, consume, so that they can serve the hidden interest demands
of this money system at the same time. That would be no problem, if in this system some would 
not constantly fall by the wayside.

"Walter, you are telling me fairy tales here: I don't have any debts and I don't pay any interest for 
the banknote I'm holding here!"

"No, you don't, but the borrower pays it and he only puts you in the position to present the 
banknote as a document of this foreign borrower to us at this moment. Without borrower, no 



banknote and without borrower, no fiat money. If you have no debts or if your money sum 
outweighs your debts, then you belong to the lucky people who may call themselves money 
holders and then there are still about half mankind who have neither debts nor money. 
But you don't have to be ashamed. Many of our managers do not understand this lesson either, 
with the result that they often lead their companies to ruin. It just sounds different. They then talk 
about the fact that the equity cover was too low. The clever ones among them make sure that they 
get into a steady inflow of cash. So they are not in the process of issuing money, but they are right 
on the other side. They are collecting it. They don't sow, they only reap, and because they have to 
invest their vast sums, they demand that everything - and I mean everything - be privatized. Here 
in Germany, they are already starting to privatize pensions, health care and education so that share 
prices can be boosted. After the stock market crash, something had to be done. The money of the 
small people was diverted into the insurance business and you will see, soon the legal 
unemployment and pension funds will gamble with the surpluses of the contributions at the stock 
exchange. Thus the share prices rise and one can create with it again further money. Only in this 
way do we believe we can become a global player and be protected against hostile takeovers. But 
this only leads to an uncanny revolving door effect, because money creation means mortgaging 
assets or promising services, and without corresponding debt relief, the system slowly but surely 
hangs itself up.

But the primal situation of a free market must be explained, however, from the barter society first 
of all without the medium money and especially without this credit money. At least one primal 
motive must be assumed, which led to the logical invention of money, because whoever brought 
his goods to the market did not want to return with them - and if possible not with any other. That 
would have been no business and too many transports and certainly one did not want to lose by a 
constant back and forth of the goods, these by presented duties or taxes in kind. If this had been the
case, the merchant would have appeared on the market with rather plucked stocks. A bad condition
for a functioning market. Only from this original form of the direct exchange business, the 
freedom of the market can be justified.

This immediately changes when money appears. Among other things, money has the essential 
property of freeing goods from unnecessary transportation. This is of inestimable benefit to all. 
Many see the property that money does not spoil as the sole and most important property and 
therefore elevate interest on credit balances to the foremost motive for hoarding money. This 
motive cannot be completely dismissed, but interest on credit balances generates a much weaker 
motivation, and it has to be calculated on a daily basis in per mille terms. Most money, I would 
argue, is hoarded without credit interest. In contrast, transportation savings as profit is a 
determinable quantity. Please do not confuse this with the interest on loans that is incurred when 
money is issued. That is an entirely different field.

But before that, another question should be clarified: Who are those who provide all the money we
are talking about here, because Otto Normal Consumer lives from hand to mouth and is likely to 
drop out as an issuer. Unless he is in the process of eating his own home. There is hardly anyone 
who has ever presented this comprehensively.

That is why our conversation is based only on very general assumptions. Money makes goods 
insubstantial and weightless. It replaces the exchange of unnecessary goods for the purpose of 



securing possession, because with the money stands with every issue, even if invisibly however 
inseparably, a pledge corresponding to the value of the commodity as cover or security in 
connection. 
Money can multiply and that only by money creation and not, as almost all believe, by annual 
credit interest, commodity, however, not. Commodity enables money issuance and not vice versa. 
Interest alone means only the shifting of the claim of ownership within a controlled money 
quantity size. Money is therefore neither thing nor commodity. Money can already be beamed 
today. Things, goods and services, on the other hand, cannot, unless one deals with a metaphysical 
commodity, such as patents or purgatory. But even this idea needs a lot of time to be accepted in 
people's minds. As with the tangible commodity, the mental commodity needs time and place of 
presentation beforehand. Without this, a commodity could not come into existence, and without 
this, value could not come into existence.

This property of money is particularly valued and exploited by certain institutions and the state, 
because only money made it possible for the state and/or market operators to skim off the goods 
without seizing the merchant's cargo of goods itself. The goal of the market operators and the state 
was to be completely rid of the merchants' transportation and storage problems. Although the state 
always had to be guided by actual sales, by skimming it did not deprive the merchant of goods, but
rather made them more expensive. Some items thus became 300 to 400 percent more expensive, as
in the case of tobacco or fuel. This is all still acceptable. It becomes critical when the state declares
itself a borrower, prints money and uses it to produce things that are not available on a free market.
To give just one example, this includes the entire armaments sector and the associated nuclear 
industry. To assume a 'free market' here is already ludicrous."

"Walter, if you apply the prefix "Ur", then you move directly towards the Munchausen trilemma, 
as for example with the word: Urschuld."

"Munchausen's Trilemma" only arises with metaphysical truth claims that cannot ultimately be 
proven, and "Ur-Schuld" is pure debitist metaphysics. This word sounds familiar in some other 
way. But if you want to apply that insight here, you must first claim that money consists only of 
pure metaphysics. Even if we can always doubt the value of a banknote lying before our eye, it 
does not affect the banknote itself, because it is undoubtedly there.
Assuming a Munchausen trilemma here leads to an intellectual oath of revelation, because this 
presupposes that we cannot know when, how and where money is issued and, moreover, that there 
is no reason to issue it. It should not be there at all. But because money is there, the Münchhausen 
trilemma leads in this case to a pure nonsense.

This original situation can be fathomed in many cases only by thinking, because e.g. the historical 
initial situation got lost and cannot be represented any more. I remain with it: There is a communal
primal motive, with the special emphasis on community! - Even if, historically, it was the 
Phoenicians who are supposed to have invented money, and some present-day political wag thinks 
they left too little of it, they must have had a common reason for this invention, and it is precisely 
this reason that is still at issue today."

"And what about the Americans, surely they import more than they exporti....?" one of us wanted 
to know.
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"You ask yourself, how do they get rid of their debt? First of all, it's very easy to forget, with this 
kind of accusation of debt, what resources a country has at its disposal with which to pay off that 
debt. But even with an unimaginable amount of resources, there is a possibility that a country is 
living beyond its means. - But if many dollars are abroad, then they should actually be covered, 
and this leads to a lack of money in the own country. Inflation or deflation is managed through this
rail in this country. 

But they're also exporting security in a big way," Walter replied briskly, "and getting their money 
back. Just look at what you paid them for the idiotic SDI program. The synergy effect will be close
to zero for you and close to 100 percent in the USA, even if the whole program is no good. Among
other things, they use it to finance their science on a large scale. Here, the rules of the free market 
do not apply, here it is always bilateral or even hidden. If you don't parry, sanctions are imposed. 
This is why France produces its own security with its non-exportable nuclear program and this is 
perhaps the reason for our current galloping loss in value of the franc. But generally it is said: First
must be worked and what must be worked, that determines the commodity traders. Only for work 
there is money, which the commodity dealers themselves have issued and they collect the money 
over their goods again, with which they pay off their debts and so also this money has disappeared.
It's as simple as that. - Have you ever heard of re-importation? - The commodity is the real 
medium of exchange and it generally moves to where it can exchange as much human labor as 
possible. That's already the whole secret of re-import: cheap human labor as a factor of exchange, 
for example, with mass tourism attached to it." 

"And the re-import thing works?"

"No, not in the long run," Walter remarked, "the commodity owners want to prevent this re-import 
and react with sanctions. But by the time the crucial people respond properly, so much time has 
passed that the "money-making" has paid off for re-importers. But re-import is not the issue. Re-
import should only explain the phenomenon why a good comes back cheaper.
But as long as everything is done in Deutschmarks, you won't have any problems with the export 
of goods. Only when you are in a common currency will you find that your excessive export is 
pure money flight. Let's see how you'll feel then.

Most people assume with the effect principle of the money that a balance always arises and they 
are also seduced by the expression "balance" to it. However, the pure bookkeeping has nothing to 
do with this reality and therefore this is a fallacy. Money is always on a slide or a big seesaw and 
you just have to see that you are in the right place at the right time to catch it. Without this slope, 
money could not develop any force either. The technical jargon characterizes this phenomenon as a
"growth industry". A hydroelectric power plant is also not built above the stream or above the 
source. Basically, there would be nothing wrong with growth either, if the money were not 
diverted from other vital areas. Money is a benefit-cost medium and therefore one should already 
look carefully if some want to draw only the benefit, i.e.: their participations in the costs of this 
money system are extremely small.

Perhaps everything is also more a cat and mouse game of which many actors do not know who are 
the cats and who are the mice. Just look at what happened when Americans were gambling with 



borrowing rates in 1980, which were over twenty percent. That's when many had to double their 
jobs to maintain their modest standard of living and many fell off that seesaw. Even if it was only 
for a short time, it was enough to plunge many into misery."

"But the working week is getting shorter and shorter" - someone of us wanted to object.

"With the effect that people are looking for and taking second jobs," Walter replied, "when it 
comes to money, you won't find anything natural, it's constantly being manipulated."

" Look," Walter continued, "why am I telling you all this? - Money has different properties from 
country to country and one property of the franc at the moment is that it can only circulate in its 
own country. So it is more forcibly regionalized. We do not export as many goods as the Germans. 
On the contrary, we even import more than them and especially from them. But because the 
owners of goods in this country also put the money into circulation, they therefore want to 
determine where we have to be. If things don't work out as they imagined as money issuers, then 
we can't leave the country and you Germans travel after your goods. Or you will be sent after the 
goods by huge tourist companies. You call that freedom. - Good for you! - But as you can see from
me, you can get around that, you either need friends or an institution or organization."

"But the state is heavily in debt and you can consider it the biggest institution," someone of us 
wanted to object.

"That's part of the system. It is the second phase in the virtual structure of money and has to do 
with the dazzling concept of property. If people don't want to get into enough debt, then the state 
does it for them and recovers it through taxes, because the money you hold in your hand or have in
your account has to come from somewhere. >The state is the biggest cheat< my uncle always said.

My uncle probably borrowed this from Bakunin, but he was not an anarchist like Bakunin or 
Herbert Wehner in his youth. He was a dyed-in-the-wool social democrat. On the property of the 
little people, the state puts a kind of cottage tax, so that people are actually forced to work to get 
money. Because that's all the state wants to see. But the state seems to have the slightest idea of 
how money is created. It believes it is the work, but this is only the precondition to the money. The
money arises only with the presentation of commodity on the market. But depending on how the 
trade takes place there, nothing falls for the state. Therefore it does not bag the small people only 
on the market but already with the production or the yields. It was already so with the natural 
goods (tax).

Many do not receive any more work, if the exchange on the markets becomes too small. In this 
way, many people lose their possessions acquired by division and money goes separate ways and 
the national debt increases constantly. "Misery comes from wealth," said Fourier when he had 
whole shiploads of rice sunk in the Mediterranean for his masters because of price speculation. 
That was about 200 years ago then. That is why every community has to answer the question of 
how it wants to deal with its wealth. A self-regulating force working towards equilibrium does not 
exist and never will.

Just look at the small states in Europe, they can already live well from the money that the rich of 
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the world have hidden and forgotten with them. Because much of this money is so secret that it has
not even been entrusted to a second person. That is why there are often no heirs, on the other hand 
for the small state a steady, to him falling, statistically calculable amount of money of deceased, 
from which the operators of these small states can live well. But you first have to look at how 
property came into being, because property originally had something to do with sharing."

Walter took his red wine canister and poured everyone's glass full and continued:
"There are many monetarists who claim that money is created out of nothing. Yes, when all that 
money already threatens to suffocate one, one may already arrive at this view. With this 
nothingness capitalist and socialist meet on a euphemistic level, because both have in their way a 
valid reason to conceal something to the common people. The capitalist conceals that money must 
be covered by capital and he does not want to be asked where his capital comes from. The socialist
metaphysically allies himself with infinity and denies that money has to be covered at all and has 
people (original debt) and resources at his disposal.

Therefore, imagine the following:
A ship, packed to bursting point with containers, has sailed into a lovely sheltered bay somewhere 
in the world and dropped anchor. The only thing this ship has brought with it, besides its endless 
supply of goods, is time.

The captain and the crew know that something is going to develop here, or to use today's jargon: 
structure. You know this from the buccaneers who somehow - more illegally - came into 
possession of trade products. In the past, people used to slay entire peoples to get their land, 
livestock and possessions. Trade always included robbery and manslaughter. If you ask where the 
property came from, one can say with a sharp tongue and some justification: from the robber 
barons who inherited it.  

However, the bloodless process of property formation may also have looked like this: The original 
population is now told that they must convert their communal fields into personal property if they 
do not want to obtain the charming goods from the containers through labor alone. This idea of 
obtaining property so easily through sharing is seductive to the native population, and the cultural 
technique of land surveying is a cinch for the ship's crew. 

After all, it's just shared among themselves and they don't have to pay anything. Or? - Well, the 
quality of the shared pieces is different and that can be compensated somehow by work or with the
just introduced money. Wouldn't that be fair? And according to the democratic rules, all you had to 
do was convince the village elders or win them over. Free elections would also be a possibility. 
This conversion of common property into property is the first step of the targeted debt. The 
subsequent mortgaging of property is then just another step.

The System Core

Let us presuppose once with the money a system core, whose existence may be grasped only 
rationally. In the views about money we find ourselves very fast on transcendental and 
metaphysical levels, which are formed by the nothing, the boundless or by endless loops. Already 



a simple BASIC program reports immediately Error, if we try to integrate elements of the 
metaphysics and the transcendent. Let us assume the world is without money and the persons (A) 
and (B) consider to exchange services with each other under the point of view of the benefit-cost 
medium (money). They would like this to be understood not as an obligation but as an option. 

For this purpose, they can then agree on a temporary (or what would still have to be examined: 
unlimited), mutual granting of credit. (C) introduces himself as a disinterested trustee and explains 
to them that he could hand over 100 share certificates to each of them if they allow access to their 
assets. This assumes that they are already owners of any lienable property. (A) and (B) are 
henceforth regarded as issuers.

After some time it turns out that (A) was more successful in the transactions with (B). There are 
150 share certificates with (A). (A) sees the time has come to cancel his credit obligation with (C). 
He repays 102 share certificates for this. Two for (C) and his expenses. The credit obligation of (A)
is thus cancelled.

Now(A) is still in possession of 48 share certificates and (B) also of 48, because for the expenses 
of (C) he also had to give up 2 share certificates.

From the initial situation of two borrowers with 200 share certificates together, the following has 
developed:

 There are still 100 share certificates in the system

(A) is debt-free and still owns 48 share certificates.
(A) and (C) are now faced with a decision whether to intervene in the assets of (B) in the manner 
of landlords or whether to allow (B) the possibility of receiving back share certificates through 
increased performance.

I think we are encountering a fundamental lack of concept here, because (A) has liquidated his 
loan offer and is thus no longer an issuer (100S). However, he is a money holder of 48 bills. (B) is 
still issuer (100S) with a debt of 52 bills and at the same time money holder of 48 bills. (C) with 
(4S) is one of the money holders. He became a money holder through the observed charges (or 
interest). The money holders form from now on the next and higher stage of the money system. 
Without external intervention, the stage of money holders would develop into a monopoly. This is 
also the stage where the actual interest and credit problem is found, because whether someone 
receives credit, they can decide according to their own interests. At this level, which reflects the 
actual financial reality, the creditworthiness of a debtor is secondary to their interests. There are 
enough examples to prove this, where credit refusal for hidden reasons led to insolvency.

This explanatory pattern represents the basic formula of the General Theory of Money. It starts 
from a parity and not from a debt between (A) and (B). Therefore, from the origin, monetary 
systems can only be credit systems and need not be debt systems. The term "debt" is very 
misleading, because only at the next stage, when money holders appear, want to lend their surplus 
money and the original parity moves away, there are interest paying borrowers and more "debtors" 
than money holders, who are now money lenders, appear. Which does not mean: there are more 



debts than money claims.

Because the difference between money and all money claims on the one hand and all debts on the 
other hand is exactly zero. It is completely open to the bank whether it as money lender with the 
new borrowers lets issue new money with appropriate property and/or performance guarantees. 
Thus, money debts and money assets are always opposite each other in a balance sheet as 
completely identical quantities. On the balance sheet, monetary debts and monetary assets produce
zero. It must not be confused with the much-mentioned nothing. Also the terms money and money 
claims are not the same. The bank always provides for a certain lack in the system by the refluxing
capital of the money holders. Unfortunately, a bank can also use this to pull a rope around its neck 
and go bankrupt.

As already said, you can extend this explanatory pattern, which is a basic formula and which does 
not come across as an equation but as an inequality, with any number of persons and points in 
time, balance-sheet institutions, desires for gold coverage, feedback mechanisms in the form of 
property or performance guarantees, growth and interest rate parameters and their positive and 
negative signs, but nothing changes in the tendency of this basic formula that it is heading for an 
end and that it paralyzes economic activity at this end.  

Only their time arrow into the future you will be able to shorten or stretch but not its direction to 
return like in some fairy tales into the yesterday to get rid of its debts in this way. In other words: 
Money divides! - You can only soften the basic formula in its negative peculiarity with your 
measures, but the tendency remains as long as there are transcendences which reach beyond a 
normal life. These can be for example large inheritances but also contracts with a three hundred 
year contract duration.

This explanatory pattern therefore knows no price stability and carries complementarily the 
appearance of deflation in its baggage, which can be compensated only by further money creation 
(privatization). Privatization and indebtedness are synonyms, and they are constantly progressing. 
So that this connection cannot become obvious, one day the publication of the money supply 
statistics will be stopped. But even the reduction of the money supply and thus the dissolution of 
credit, which must have a deflationary effect, obscure the connection that these processes have 
changed the property relations. The poverty-wealth gap is widening. The oversteering (too strong 
money creation ) in the opposite direction causes the appearance of inflation. And now the most 
important comes: Even the aimed price stability leads inevitably to further emissions and thus to 
an increase of the credits speak: Privatization. However, issuance remains the "fuel" for all current 
monetary processes.

If the supply is missing, the embers will soon go out. Everything comes to a standstill. If the 
connections are not or no longer recognizable, embers and fuel are confused, then controlling 
becomes impossible. In the end, scapegoats are sought and, in the worst case, they have to pay 
with their lives en masse. This is what happened last under Pol Pot, who killed the elites of his 
country.

While an arbitrary value relation can still be assumed for two persons, such as (A) and (B), the 
pattern expands in the direction that a stable value relation must be offered (money supply and its 
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transparency, tied to a basket of goods) for persons (A....x) and (B....y) and institutions (C....z) 
capable of balancing. Thus, the system should be roughly secured against manipulation from the 
outside. This example does not know reversibility and shows that every money system, in spite of 
cover, inevitably approaches its end, because the necessary balance among the money issuers can 
occur only by a coincidence in the initial situation and becomes impossible already for the case in 
which already one issuer has withdrawn his credit. For the money supply is initially set at a fixed 
size and the money can therefore come - with or without interest, with or without a fee - only from 
the other issuers. This end can only be avoided by a timely or natural (death) cancellation of debts. 
But who wants such a transcendent set of rules, and can it be done at all without new issuers? But 
this is exactly the mechanism which is attached to every money and which divides the world again 
and again and more and more into poor and rich. But at this point it is unmistakably clear that 
social insurances have been inseparable from this debt relief for more than a hundred years and 
basically can only have a parity structure, because everything else makes the fox the gardener. 
However, one disadvantage of the parity system must not be concealed: It is at least as susceptible 
to mismanagement as other systems.

 "Walter, you are simply assuming that (B) is on the losing side. This assumption is arbitrary, 
because (B) will be watching warily to make sure he stays in balance and retains the ability to 
submit his 100 bills on time."

"It doesn't matter at all who we put on the losing side here. Here it was (B). I am not concerned 
with justice, I am concerned solely with the fact that something is correctly represented within the 
bounds of probability and that preference has not been given to the improbable just because it 
seems logical on the surface. This model even starts from the assumption that in the initial 
situation there was parity between (A) and (B). This parity knows neither interest nor fee from the 
origin, they arise only if over the imbalance money holders were established. Moreover, the only 
flow of information between (A) and (B) is through money. (A) and (B) are not partners in our 
monetary practice. They do not know each other and only chance would have allowed their paths 
to cross. Only (C) establishes the relationship of (A) to (B). (C) is the great anonymizer in this 
system. But what happens if (A) is a partner of  (C) or (C) itself? - This creates an information 
imbalance.

Let us assume that a hundred thousand business transactions have already taken place between (A)
and (B), then the law of large numbers comes into play, namely that a system does not return to a 
state of equilibrium by itself. Thus, the disequilibrium is closer to probability than the equilibrium 
state. Or in other words: Every equilibrium in systems is controlled and if in a system the human 
being is involved, then he is the one who controls and because money is only a benefit-cost 
medium, it can also only be controlled between costs and benefits. It does not give more. 
Therefore it remains uncertain to be able to answer questions of justice with money. This can be 
summed up in one assertion, namely that the sense of security that comes from money is only 
deceptive. There is only apparent security in any conceived money.

Let us leave this here inserted parity model with its money system and return to our container ship 
in the bay, because here the mechanism of the money is concealed. Here, already from the 
preponderance of goods, there is no parity. - Those who did not want to or could not pay back, just 
gave away their property. Thus it came that people lost their roof over their heads and lived 



afterwards to the rent. For old people, handing over their property to a corporation was a special 
attraction. In the past, the church played this role and it was called the "dead hand. In the country 
of my birth, the glaciers are sold to huge corporations, while down in the valley people dance 
around a golden calf. 

But the indigenous people had no gold. That's what the ship and its crew brought. They spent the 
gold, but only in the form of bills to encumber the title deeds of the original people. Those who 
preferred gold thought themselves well secured, but burdened themselves with a high exchange 
fee. ..etc. ...etc. - "Thou shalt not steal!" is a biblical commandment. But this commandment did 
not warn that the best way was to steal by means of money ."

"Walter, according to this example, the owners of goods are also owners of the bank. 
 What's the point if they're still looking for borrowers to pay interest on that money?"

"The borrower is always liable with his assets. Afterwards, the crew of the container ship was in 
possession of high-quality land with all its treasures. Mind you, legally! This happened on the way 
that always less money was issued than one reclaimed. The fact that money was missing, belonged
also to this principle, to which also the gambling served, with which the bank owner could never 
lose. That is why there were always some borrowers who could not repay. They were liable with 
their personal belongings for up to 30 years. The crew did not even have to show the weapons on 
board. It is clear that this clique of freebooters did not need a state and certainly not a welfare state 
to rap their knuckles. Slaves often had it better in the old societies, because the masters were still 
responsible for them in the way of providing for their physical well-being. A penniless day laborer,
however, was left to his own devices.

Thus one aims "quite peacefully" at property and the money is only the lubricant. It contains no 
more than a promise. Already possible that some confuse the promise with the nothing. But 
without this lubricant I could not plan this trip. I believe in you and will go to Vienna in the hope 
that you will not fob me off with natural goods, because that was not the agreement. This means 
that more people than us in this round have to believe in this promise of money. Without the faith 
of these people, my journey would not succeed."

*   *   * 
Limodane and Brutalo returned to their country and there handed the money to Walter. Guiltless, 
they then set out for the oak tree. On the way there Limodane said:

"Do you know which movie scene I would still like to see?"

"Tell me!" demanded Brutalo with feigned impatience.

"The one where an A-380 with its cargo is coming in for a landing over the concentric belts and 
the resurrected Johann Heinrich von Thünen is looking at it. What do you think, is it heaven or hell
for him?"

"He will at least be at a loss for words, " said Brutalo.



"Yes, we can also say he is incapacitated."

"I've never taken the meaning of that word that way."

"---". - "Maybe Thuenen would shout that place and time have become manipulable quantities, that
his mathematical formula therefore did not cover everything but only a certain and situational 
correctness. - But perhaps he would also cry out in horror: What a monopoly this is! - Is not it 
strange that this Har does not call? "

"Walter would perhaps call this a defective abstract entity. This is because the word monopoly has 
undergone a change of meaning.  

A hundred years ago, monopoly was still related to the term "territory". Today, this seems to have 
fallen away or become meaningless. Such a defect in the abstract unit can have the same 
destructive effect as a cogwheel in a gearbox that is missing a tooth. You don't notice it directly, 
maybe a tick too loud and after some time, - the end to this I think of:Take apart everything that 
Har owns. Disassemble each part into its individual parts, down to the smallest screw and nut and 
down to the smallest transistor. If you return all these parts to their place of origin, then Har's 
possessions would be spread all over the world and every single part would show you the trace of 
money to its place of origin, which even the smallest coin should have found its way back to. This 
seems ghostly and is not a metaphor, because it is the reality.

If you could demonstrate this on a table globe, it would be tightly wound and unrecognizable as a 
globe if these were thin threads."

"Yes, and if Har is so spun around by money, how can he recognize what money is in the first 
place? - Because he doesn't realize that any part that comes from outside his visual circle makes 
his money also disappear outside his visual circle. If he wants his money to remain within his 
visual circle, then he must reject everything that comes from outside. His money alone does not do
that. If he believes that, he is a typical monist. Money is and remains a semblance (spirit) of the 
subtanceless."

They arrived at the oak tree. Limodane pulled her shawl over her head and spread it on the ground.
Brutalo sat down with her on the cloth. While preparing to start, Brutalo said, "Walter has 
entrusted us with a lot of axioms." ( Monetary Laws; Page 250 )

"And ? - Was one of them particularly important for you?"
"Yes, the one about the innocence of the natural people. - And what do you mean?"
"That Walter for a short time had for himself his own bank, if only in his head."

"???"
"Yes, every debt relationship requires a bank to document everything."
"---"

"Brutalo, what are we going to tell Har?"



"If he doesn't get it at first, that he memorizes the most important axioms for the time being."

"But there was one he knew himself."

"Oh yeah?"

"Random knows no balance!"

"Shouldn't we have denied then that there is no such thing as random?" 

"No, that would be a religious claim. We cannot foresee the coincidence. But to conclude in a 
nutshell that it doesn't exist is wrong."

"Let's get started, we still want to go to Kanoprie to see the notary."
"Right, what did Walter call it?"

"To make money, but everything was easier with Walter, he didn't need a notary."

"But also more dangerous, because he would have had our ears cut off if we hadn't paid."

"Do you believe that?"

"No, not really. But as an option, something like that should generally be considered. Walter's 
principle shows us how a small group can undermine the regulations of the state, and that the 
distinction between micro- and macroeconomics can only be arbitrary."

Limodane had entered the ratios. The wolf jumped in. Brutalo pressed "ENTER." On the 
instrument's display, he was still reading the saying of the day: "He who pretends to make people 
think is loved by them. But he who really makes them think, they hate. (George Orwell)."

The oak tree slowly blurred and they drifted away into the time from which they had come.

*   *   * 
A black hard top pickup appeared at the oak tree. Two Rottweilers jumped out of the back of the 
SUV and charged. The two black-uniformed men from a private security organization put the 
handcuffs back in the truck and took bearings with a receiver instead:

"Well?" one asked.

"Don't know! - Nothing to do."

"The usual?"

"Yeah, they used the cryptic noise."



"Who was the contractor for our deployment?"

"The GGUW."
"The Society Against Useless Truths?"

"They're paying for this deployment, too."

"Even if it failed?"
"Yes, even that failure."

"We can break for lunch. - Shall we go into the forest there?"

"Yes, two golden huts are said to have once stood there. - They say."

The entrance to the forest was blocked with a tall steel turnstile. Next to it was a pay machine that 
would release the turnstile for a quarter turn for a two-mark piece:

"The two-mark piece won't!"

"Here take this!"

"What's that?"

"A  Two-€  piece."

"Where did you get that?"

"Don't know either! - We must have just been in a time warp."

*   *   *
We are now in the year 2010 and just now the Deutschlandfunk brings the following news (2010 
02 15):  The French government has drawn up its own "black list" of tax havens in order to tax 
payments there more heavily. There are 18 countries and territories on the list. The Caribbean is 
strongly represented with seven states and territories, as is Central America, where Costa Rica 
and Panama in particular are named. There is also the Sultanate of Brunei, the Philippines and 
Liberia. Paris will henceforth tax dividends, interest and duties transferred there by French 
companies at a flat rate of 50 percent.

Normally, the maximum tax rate is 33 percent, and in some cases there is no tax at all.

End  of  the  Literary  Part 



   Limodane

    Part 2

 - Theoretical Part -

Money as a Cost-Benefit Medium
 

The question here is whether it is necessary to describe money as a cost-benefit medium and 
whether it is necessary to emphasise this feature of the monetary system in particular. However, 
as it subsequently turned out, this feature has become a central component of the general theory 
of money and all at once stood in the room and demanded confirmation.
 
Even in antiquity, certain societies intensively practised a monetary system. Without any doubt, 
these ancient societies, which were among the advanced civilisations, must have seen a benefit 
in the use of a currency, although there were also disputes about its usefulness. Even at that 
time, there must have been irregularities in general transfers of money, which included usury 
and inflation.
In the beginning there was the production of coins and one had to have a good idea of how the 
monetary system worked in order to put something like coins into circulation. At that time, the 
production of coins was a costly process that had to be paid for and consequently was on the 
cost side. On the credit side was what we now call the value chain. The latter must also have 
been present in antiquity as a general realisation and that - to make sense - it had to be set 
higher than the maintenance costs for the monetary system. The first objective was always to 
skim off the value chain with the money used.

At present, it is no different in principle. The costs and benefits of the monetary system must be 
offset against each other. This process can ultimately only be fed from the value chain of an 
economy. But what costs and benefits are is not sufficiently agreed upon today. There is also the
possibility that this agreement is not wanted. To describe this chaotic state, which many 
understand as freedom, on the level before money, a narrative is needed: we thus find ourselves 
in a self-service shop without a cash register, where one could help oneself with promises of 
returns of over 20% a year. This free, unrestricted service to the value chain provides an 
accurate picture of the neo-liberal era of this time. It is not yet over and has moved into specific 
retreats. 
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One of them remained in parts of an extremely aggressive and stupidly arguing journalism, which, 
in its retarded and entrenched, one-dimensional view of money, did not succeed in reporting on the
monetary system in an unbiased and objective way. Therefore, it also failed to expose the ongoing 
nuisance of the new crypto-currencies. Only slowly does this seem to be changing, as the Panama 
Papers and, more recently, the Pandora Papers show.
 
Today, these irregularities are labelled with terms such as money laundering, short selling, cum-ex 
transactions, credit and investment fraud or even generally as corruption, all of which have to be 
booked on the cost side of a monetary system. No one can really see through it any more when 
money flows take a wrong turn. Even the judiciary lags behind with its processes. If these costs 
become too high, which necessarily include the control costs that arise, then ultimately the entire 
monetary system can collapse.
 
The weaknesses of this deficient and mostly misleading information came to light again and again.
This became clear when monetary systems got into trouble, especially when general lending in 
society came to a standstill. A good example of this in the previous century was the labour value 
note from the Austrian town of Wörgl, which required a flat monthly adhesive stamp of 1% of the 
note's value to maintain its value and was popularly known as Schwundgeld. The intention was to 
make it difficult or impossible to hoard or save these notes. It was an emergency money that 
deliberately relied on loss of value. Everyone knew what they were getting into. A complaint by 
the Austrian National Bank banned these work value notes and ended them with an army operation
in Wörgl in September 1933.

Today (2021) this cost-benefit phenomenon suddenly appears as a fee in a completely different 
place and is called negative interest. The consequence of this fee is that customers are charged fees
by their banks for saved earnings, which is basically equivalent to a state wealth tax. So your 
money no longer increases at the bank but becomes less there because of these fees, which are 
called "custody fees" in banking parlance.

The arguments of the German banks are specious. They justify their claim to charge customers a 
custody fee (negative interest) by saying that they incur costs when depositing money at the central
bank. Lastly, it is also specious because these deposits of customer funds at the central bank are 
only a subordinate part of the banks' general payment volume. It is also doubtful whether these 
deposits are absolutely necessary.

For Austria, the Wörgl example has probably left a lesson: It is forbidden by law for Austrian 
banks to charge a deposit fee.
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 Simplified Representation of the General Theory of Money 
(short form)

The Theory of two Levels or two Dimensions

The anti-Ockham razor: "When the only tool is a hammer, it is natural to try to solve every problem with a nail." 
(Abraham Maslow)

The General Theory of Money is a holistic Theory. - What does this mean?

If we start from a chess game, for example, then we can try to grasp the meaning of this game if 
we have first gained a comprehensive picture of the character of the six different pieces and have 
learned to understand their effects on each other on the chequered board of 32 white and 32 black 
squares.

The holistic grasp of all the elements of this game in the form of a binding rule of the game can be 
called >holistic<. It protects us, for example, from being checkmated within three moves of the 
start of the game.

It is similar with the general theory of money. Instead of pieces as in chess, the General Theory of 
Money consists of seven agencies on two levels, which together form an interconnected 
interdependent system.

In the practice-oriented public, usually only the second, subordinate level appears, whereby system
disturbances are suspected bias-like (cognitively distorted) only on this one level and possibilities 
for problem solving are also sought only there (e.g. as in the centralist-oriented full money 
ideology). The general theory of money, on the other hand, demands that we also look at the 
essential involvement of the first level. 

This first level creates the existence of money in the first place and it also ends its existence. In 
other words: money disappears for its part when its corresponding debt has been paid. With these 
two levels and its seven agencies, the General Theory of Money escapes the dangers of 
tautological attempts at explanation and solution.

Moreover, the General Theory of Money is intrinsic. It seeks to describe analytically, at the level 
of general knowledge, underlying regularities associated with the handling and issuance of money. 
The old contextual connection of the issuer thus undergoes a serious change, because only the 
issuer can enter into a debt. This removes the flaw in the previous system view. All terms 
connected with this must subsequently be adapted to this change. 

However, this theory cannot foresee or accurately classify the effects of natural events, such as 
world-wide pandemics. It can only appeal that a redistribution from rich to poor must take place 
for these unforeseen reasons. In doing so, it calls itself into question. This theory therefore 
presupposes orderly social conditions. It is also powerless against deception and fraud. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_L._Madoff
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The image of two levels used here could also have been supplemented or replaced by an image of 
two or more generations. The image with the generations would also better represent the socio-
economic tendencies of decline and dissolution in a society. No successor generation can be a 
complete image of the previous generation. Consequently, the transfer of ideas and practices from 
generation to generation is not certain. In addition, there is forgetting, the lost and the destroyed, 
the insufficiently documented and an intended or even unintended concealment. Every society has 
to face these facts of imperfect social conversions, which in principle it cannot change. These 
uncertainties conceal both opportunities and dangers for the next generations, which they have to 
face themselves.
 
 Bad banks, bailouts and the associated action strategies of central banks to rescue banks and 
sovereigns are the aftermath of this generative obfuscation and oblivion, and they impose terms of 
debt settlement of up to 80 years. They reckon that a transfer of capital from generation to 
generation cannot take place on a one-to-one basis. One of these instruments of settlement is 
called, roughly speaking: The inheritance tax. This tax presupposes however the existent of a 
durable potent state or a firm confederation of states with the money issue for its currencies. 

The seven Agencies 

First level:

Establishment agencies
(Issue and disposal level )

the free market Agency
the Agency of the Money Issuers

the Agency of the Trustees
the Agency of the State (**)

Second level:

Dependent agencies
( Value producer and money circulation level ) 

( In genuine sequence )

the Agency of the Money Holders of the lower category
the Agency of the Money Holders (savers) of the upper category

the agency of the Money Lenders (and their bad bank) 
 

The number and nature of these agencies only allow for an open system of complex structures. 
Complex structures maintain themselves stable by organising their internal structure as a whole in 
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such a way that internal parts interact with each other and external structures interact. The 
processes of interaction by parts within maintain the whole stable.
If we build up a comprehensive picture of the tasks of these agencies and the existence of their 
possibilities of action, explore their effects on each other in the market and society, and at the same
time keep all seven agencies in view, we will come to understand the real nature of money, namely
that of the siphoning off of value by the state and entrepreneurship. This hidden peculiarity of 
money is at the same time also an interface with neo-liberalism, which denies this peculiarity of 
money to divide society into rich and poor and instead creates the meme of the "invisible hand" 
that miraculously regulates everything for the best.

We will be able to develop a sense of the phenomena under which the open system threatens to 
turn into a closed system. A reduction of the seven agencies, in which the parts are supposed to 
represent the whole, such as the creditor-debtor relationship, can only provide a narrow view of the
existing form of money - such as its current final form, the giro money - compared to this holistic 
view. Instead of reduction, it would be better to equip the monetary system in principle with a 
further agency: a monetary rescue system (bad banks). However, this has to be put aside for this 
paper for epistemological reasons.

Another precondition that ensures the interaction or exchange of these agencies with each other is 
disequilibrium, because equilibrium cannot leave any monetary traces and thus no money. Money, 
after all, is nothing more than a manifestation of debt that is somewhere in space and can be 
assigned to certain natural persons or organisations. A complete disappearance of debt or its 
demand for it will consequently have to eliminate any form of money. With this backward-looking 
process, a society that wants to go all the way or is forced to go all the way could find itself in a 
pure exchange economy.

With the first banknote that a human being puts into the world, monetary, logical laws immediately
come into being with it. But according to these laws, money is neither energy nor is it an object. It 
is an appearance, similar to the shadow. A force that is supposed to be inherent in money can 
therefore only be of a metaphysical nature.
 
Founding agencies and dependent agencies are the necessary metaphysical poles in the formation 
of the value of money. In physical terms, values can only arise and exist between two antagonistic*
poles. The tension that occurs between the poles is commonly perceived and represented as value. 
Monopolies cannot create tension and are therefore unsuitable or even dangerous for any kind of 
value formation.
 

What applies to physics applies in the same way to the values of metaphysics. Thus, the lower a 
tension (imbalance; deficiency ) turns out to be, the lower the associated value will also turn out to 
be.

* Often something is presented as a value that cannot have an antagonistic relationship. It then presents itself
as a relationship with itself, as is the rule, for example, in the price of a commodity, when the money issuer 
and price holder are one and the same (legal) person.



•

Money Issuers and Money Holders form the Value of Money as Poles.

The money brought in by the money issuers forms one side of the metaphysical pole. However, a 
tension (value) can only arise by forming a counter pole of money holders and money lenders. The
money holding of the money holders thus ensures on the other side that the money issuance of the 
issuers can grow into a monetary value in the first place. Only the monetary value determined in 
this way subsequently provides information on how much money can be demanded for a 
commodity.
The much-cited basket of commodities - an instrument of the second level - is therefore in this 
context only a so-called reflection of this observation of value and not, as many believe, the 
formation of value itself. So it is not the commodity that generates a monetary value, but it is the 
money that gives the commodity a price. This is readily twisted with the result that the first level 
of monetary theory disappears behind a dark shadow from which a risky phenomenon is projected 
into the second level, commonly called deflation. Inflation and deflation, however, are originally 
linked to the first level.

The Island Examples

In the island examples, the protagonists of these examples are concerned with general attempts to 
bring the essence of money into another mostly more socially reliable form via a reduction of the 
fixed seven agencies or to eliminate or only improve obvious disadvantages of the essence of the 
monetary system. In most cases, these attempts exclude or simply overlook the absorption of 
value, which is made possible in particular by the monetary system through profit and taxes.
The fact that a dilemma regularly arises at the end is usually not recognised or deliberately 
concealed. Thus, a reduction generally leads to the result that what is considered money is no 
longer >holistic< money in the sense of the seven agencies from the general theory of money, but 
the products of the reductions are merely counting means or types of labour comparison means 
(such as pension points), in which the anonymous value extraction made possible via a monetary 
system does not or should not occur.

However, these means of counting should not be missing in a differentiated society and should 
play an overriding role, so that a monetary system should work towards these means, but the 
monetary system should never be this means itself. Monetary systems are designed to provide 
value extraction for the state and entrepreneurship in the present and the near future. Counting 
means, on the other hand - such as the earning points of a pension - are aimed at equalising 
performance within an economic and living space.

With the death of an individual, the possibility of skimming off value ends. Unless, before his 
death, he has created transcendent forms of the possibility of value extraction through the law of 
succession, as can be found in joint-stock companies or foundations and the associated tax havens.
However, it is precisely this reduction that makes the island examples very good teaching 
examples. Complementary currencies can also be counted among the island examples. In most 
cases, the operators of complementary currencies fail to mention that taxes are also due on their 
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turnover and that profits are made possible, which also serve to generally siphon off value for the 
state and entrepreneurship and thus do not lead to any financial relief for the individuals involved. 
These operators are even dependent on the services of the state, which is supposed to prevent the 
direct exchange of services between individuals in order to achieve an effective absorption of 
value, such as necessary legal constructions against illicit work and the shadow economy or 
artificially induced volatilities* as well as their criminalisation and punishment.

  *e.g. through rating agencies

The Promissory Note as a Precursor of Money

The genuine structure of a monetary system can be imagined as follows: After a society has 
differentiated sufficiently and is literate (state), individuals are able to issue promissory notes to 
each other. Those who are still unfamiliar with writing choose a scribe they trust for this purpose: 
the legal scholar or trustee has thus taken up his social position.

The promissory note, however, is still afflicted by a personal system. It provides general 
information about who still has to deliver what, in what quantity and type, where and at what time.
The money system, however, has largely detached itself from concrete claims of this kind. For the 
money holder and money lender, money only represents itself in the form of its value, without 
entering into any form of obligation. This obligation lies only with the money issuer in the way 
that he pays off his debts according to the contract and at the same time takes the money from the 
money market that is to be assigned to the debt relief.

Money has been freed from the direct performance requirement of the promissory note in terms of 
type, date and quantity. This has cleared the way for money to absorb value and has given money 
holders and money lenders the nimbus that money is timeless.

Because Money Holders and Money Lenders are not among the Founding Agencies of the first 
level of the general theory of money, it must first be clarified where Money Holders and Money 
Lenders get their money from. They can only have obtained this via money issuers, who are 
obliged to destroy this money again. This contradicts the view of Money Holders and Money 
Lenders of timelessness.
 

The promissory notes, which until then represented nothing more than contracts, are placed under 
the supervision of all (state) and protected. As a result, they lose their individual validity and 
general costs are incurred, e.g. through the stockpiling of monetary knowledge as well as to 
combat certain immoralities (money laundering and moonlighting) by civil servants, who have 
already triggered a value skimming by the state for this via fees or taxes. These value levies can 
best be carried out with nominal goods in general and money in particular. Money was therefore 
primarily conceived for the purpose of skimming off value.



These value skimmings, whether this is done via the state or via entrepreneurship, are part of the 
very essence of money. The absorption of value can only take place within certain limits. If they 
are exceeded, e.g. by over-hoarding or over-saving, the monetary system collapses due to a lack of
liquidity. The lack of liquidity can therefore also be a sign that the monetary system no longer has 
sufficient debt in itself. This can happen, for example, through excessive hoarding or saving. 
Through hoarding and/or saving, a hardly conspicuous Ponzi scheme is installed, which, without 
constant countermeasures, will cause the monetary system to collapse. 
However, hoarding or saving (or money lending) form the indispensable counterpole and the 
necessary force for the value of a currency.

Money is a Nominal Good

Money is a mature nominal good of the monetary system that a developed society provides for 
itself. Money can only be issued through a monetary debt and this means that this monetary debt 
can usually only be repaid with money and nothing else. This leads, among other things, to the 
possibilities of repaying money debt other than through real goods trade and services (including 
their varieties), such as through speculation and betting, especially in connection with volatility 
manipulations and the changes in value that accompany them. (see arbitrage and CCT )
In general, this monetary debt arises in the case of disequilibrium or time-delayed exchanges of 
real goods or promised services. Trading nominal goods with each other in the free market can 
only be done through profit and loss. The motivation for trading lies with each actor in the firm 
assumption of a profit. This means that there is always a betting situation or speculation. Profit 
means that more is retained than has been spent. Loss means that more was spent than could be 
collected. Money is therefore capable of siphoning off values in its environment.

Those who hold money in their hands as money holders prevent or make it more difficult for 
issuers to repay their money debts. This happens especially when large bank consortia or even 
states buy up or manage foreign currencies on a large scale in order to create favourable volatilities
for themselves. This can force insolvencies among issuers (up to state bankruptcy) and material or 
immaterial pledges can change hands (e.g. through privatisation). With this change of pledge, the 
associated money and its monetary debt have subsequently disappeared from the world. However, 
there is a high probability that a monopoly-tendency concentration of tangible or intangible goods 
(e.g. patents) has taken place.
In other words, every monetary system, uncontrolled or rudderless, works to divide the world into 
rich and poor.

 

The Start-Up Agencies 

The Free Market

The free market cannot theoretically be fixed. Which forms and thus which degrees of freedom it 
assumes is left to the forces within a society or, in the globalisation of the world community. 



Without negative feedback (regulation) it will move towards a final stage, as the following sketch 
shows: 

  
(Behaviour of 10 interest-linked group assets exceeding natural growth)

The theory of distribution states that if profits - which also include interest - exceed "natural 
growth", then group assets will move towards a fixed end-state from which they cannot extricate 
themselves without outside intervention in this set of rules. Almost fifty years later, this distribution
theory, which was already available in 1975, has not yet received sufficient recognition. This is 
due to the fact that profits are not considered in general, but rather the interest sector alone.

The Money Issuer (singular)

The aim of a money issuer is to become a money holder, but first he must have put the money into 
circulation. The money issuer is, in fact, the one who, through a trustee, so to speak, issues the first
note of money on the recognition of a debt. He has previously convinced this trustee that he is in a 
position to deliver goods or provide services that will repay this incurred debt within a set period 
of time. Thus, this debt and this money have disappeared again in this case.   At the same time, in 
this individual case, there is no more liquidity in the monetary system. Without liquidity, payment 
transactions also come to a standstill.
This is the ideal procedure for this issuer, because it is assumed here that no money holder is 
holding back money. But the money issuer should show interest in new issuers taking his place so 
that there is constant liquidity in the money system. He should even advertise for it and feed it to 
the trustee. Only in this way and through this dynamic can the money issuer achieve his goal of 
transforming himself into a money holder. (Many critics of the money system already rightly see 
this as a kind of Ponzi scheme).
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The Money Issuers (plural)

The money issuers are those who, through a trustee, so to speak, issued the first money notes on 
the acknowledgements of debts. They have previously convinced this trustee that everyone is 
capable of delivering goods or providing services that will repay the debts incurred within a set 
period of time.
Thus debt and money disappear for each individual case. Liquidity remains, according to the 
pragmatic assumption, because the individual issuers repay at different dates on the one hand and 
new issuers enter the money-debt system on the other.
This is the regular procedure for a group of issuers.

Liquidity

Liquidity is a condition that must exist in every monetary system and among its economic 
participants. It is only assured if the monetary system as a whole has a sufficient level of 
indebtedness. As can easily be seen, the presence of only one money issuer is therefore not 
sufficient for the liquidity of the monetary system, because his will is to free himself from debt. 
This, however, destroys his part of the issued money.

Liquidity can only be secured by the trustee supplying the money system with suitable new issuers
to a certain extent, but also by encouraging money holders to lend him money at interest. The 
latter is generally referred to as saving. These money lenders possess only money claims instead of
money. But without new issuers, these money claims of the money lenders cannot be serviced. In 
this way, too - namely through excessive saving - the monetary system can get into a liquidity 
crisis. 

In the last thirty years, attempts have been made to avert the impending liquidity crisis, which was 
threatened by the general enormous increase in money demands, with increasing public debt, 
permanent privatisation of state property, privatisation of public services and deregulation of the 
financial markets. This also included the Americans' mischief proposal (because it virtually meant 
the creation of money out of nothing) to mint a one trillion dollar coin in platinum. 

The Trustee (The Bank)

The trustee (or the bank) is the one who manages the money system. He provides credit to the 
money issuers. This provision of credit is often presented as the issuance of money by the bank. 
However, this is wrong because money only comes into existence through a documented debt and 
an offer of credit is not yet money. As administrator, the trustee theoretically does not yet have any
money himself at his disposal, because he can only receive the money through a money issuer who
has entered into a debt related to him, which the latter has to extinguish over an agreed period of 
time. 
  



Therefore, the trustee examines the money issuers to see whether they are suitable for the money 
issue and whether they have the corresponding valuable resources to secure the issue. His tools are
the rules of documentation, as also found in notarial regulations.
The trustee develops a pragmatic security control and assessment system for the money 
management sector, which should be equipped with equity only for this reason, because any 
oversized monetary security system generally harms the money issuance process through 
unnecessary costs.

The consent of the trustee to a money issue cannot be forced and is protected by the state. It is 
therefore at the discretion of the trustee how and when money is issued, in particular with which 
commodities it is collateralised. These goods also include gold, without this having to be elevated 
to a standard. These activities cause costs and these are on the cost side of the cost-benefit medium
of money. This, too, leads to a value extraction via money.
The trustee's own transactions do not fit into a theoretical concept. Moreover, since they 
undermine the image of the trustee in general (insider trading) and are on the edge of legality, they 
should be refrained from.

Cash

The "general theory of money" deals exclusively with cash, and for good reason: with cash, which 
is visible to everyone, one can fall back on conventional language; with fiat money, comparable 
technical terms have to be found for the virtual processes, adding a further level of complexity and
abstractness before which even the judiciary collapses. This is avoidable if one commits oneself 
linguistically to cash. There is no fundamental difference between these two types of money.

If we assume that scriptural money originates before cash and has a high degree of abstraction and 
that cash has a low degree of abstraction, and that it is perceived as being concretely present 
compared to scriptural money, then it should also be permissible to state that the characteristics of 
this "concrete" cash were also already present in the case of scriptural money.
In the case of cash, we can quickly demonstrate that liquidity bottlenecks can occur there. This 
unpleasant property of cash does not simply dissolve into nothingness just because a higher level 
of abstraction has been reached in the form of giro money, in which cash can be found together 
with giro money in the money supply M1 with purchasing power. Giral money is thus afflicted 
with the same unpleasant property of lack of liquidity.
 

The state

The state establishes the external legal and social framework for the monetary system and 
supervises it. In order to exist as a state at all, it must design the money system in such a way that 
it can skim it off. The legal system must therefore regulate and support this skimming process 
through legislation. Generally, this skimming off of value takes place through fees and taxes, 
which the state demands from the economically active and should redistribute immediately for its 
state goals.
The art of the state now consists of stabilising the value creation process and striking a balance 



with the overall value extraction (along with entrepreneurship). In general, this balance can be 
understood as the search for sustainability in the monetary system or also as the catalytic function 
of a counting device being achieved through state action. If, for example, more values are 
siphoned off than are created, the monetary system ends up reacting in an inflationary manner and,
conversely, if fewer values are siphoned off, in a deflationary manner. 

Because tax revenues are themselves money and consequently debts, the state, in order to maintain
liquidity among economic agents, should itself issue money in the amount of its tax revenues, 
which should then be reported as the state's basic debt and not be reduced.
This basic public debt is therefore a monetary systemic necessity. It necessarily follows that capital
stocks in any form (e.g. for pension funds) should be taboo for a state, because debts and assets 
within an agency (or person) cancel each other out.

However, the practice of sovereign debt today is different. Here, the states borrow from money 
lenders via government bonds and thus do not put new money into the world. In this way, they 
aggravate the liquidity problem, especially when investment measures have to be taken to 
stimulate the economy. In the end, there is a paradigm shift in monetary policy: in order to secure 
liquidity in the monetary system, maturing and near-maturity government bonds of bondholders 
are ultimately and of necessity bought up by the central bank. The money now issued by the 
central bank now corresponds to a real money issue by the state.

All this also applies to confederations of states that have committed themselves to a common 
currency.  However, this alliance of states should have ensured uniform, legal and social 
conditions beforehand.

The Dependent Agencies

The dependent agencies are agencies that maintain the "cycle" of money. Unfortunately, the 
narrative "cycle" also conveys a false image, because it is suggested that no one interrupts this 
cycle and consequently there must be a perpetual motion machine. And because money had to 
have its beginning somewhere, it is briefly argued that this money came mainly from the deposits 
of savers. They gave birth to the money.

This completes the illusion: The holistic view of the General Theory of Money, which brings all 
agencies into focus, is missing. If these agencies are missing and only the image of the cycle is 
used instead, a strange loop is created linguistically, which creates this mirage as a suggested 
image of a cycle. The view of the cycle obscures the view of the possible lack of money and the 
associated liquidity problems of the monetary system. The fact that this money came from the 
issuers, who have to get it out of this so-called cycle again and that in this way this money also 
disappears completely, is generally not known. This image of the cycle is completely obsolete and 
also false.
 
Many claim that our monetary system consists of debt money. That is fundamentally correct. The 
general theory of money also claims this. But it is wrong to explain the possible collapse of a 
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monetary system mainly in terms of interest or compound interest.

The general theory of money, however, does without the argumentation of interest. This means that
monetary systems can in principle run into liquidity problems if hoarded money, which as a rule 
can itself only consist of profits, is in some way returned to the monetary cycle with a demand for 
profits. In this case, the issuer, who also generated the money for the profit with its issue, is 
missing.    

This occurs when the returned money supply of the old issuers is larger than the newly created 
money supply of the new issuers or when a large-scale hoarding of world currencies (e.g. China or
large corporations) takes place. Then the money disappears because it is held back indefinitely. 
These forces are stronger than interest.
To counteract the retention of money, some call for a circulation fee. This, however, would only 
make the hoarded money flow faster to the old issuers, thus accelerating the destruction of money 
and the deflation process. There is a shortage of money throughout the economy. 

The Money Holders of the Lower Category

This agency exhibits an interest-related, psychological mass phenomenon. Its money holders are, 
as a rule, completely indifferent to the question of what money is. For them, it is important that 
money is simply there. Money only stays with them for a short time. At the end of the month, they 
have nothing left. Their relationship to money is the same. They hardly know who it comes from 
and where it goes, and perhaps they don't want to know because they don't have the time.    

This agency is only slightly involved in the value extraction of the monetary system. It has been 
ensured that the firm belief is anchored in them that money can only be created through equivalent
service provision.
Often they are partly supported by transfer payments from the state, but often completely. They are
therefore poorly protected against populist manipulation by politicians, e.g. in the form of 
promises of money or doctrines of salvation of any kind (performance must be worthwhile again).

The system of other agencies burdens this agency of the lower category of money holders as wage 
or salary earners, including VAT, with over 60% of their gross income. Participation in social 
events, as should be guaranteed, for example, by an adequate pension calculated on the basis of 
lifetime performance, disappears over time as a result of inflation, tax barriers and rising social 
security contributions. Ideologically, this is achieved by decoupling and denying parameters that 
belong together, as in the case of demographic change and social progress.

This agency is under constant social scrutiny in modern societies. It is the most sociologically 
disaggregated agency. Everything imaginable is documented through it: Age and gender, health 
status and purchasing behaviour, whereabouts and movement profiles. Authorities and private 
companies know more about the behaviour of these individuals than the individuals know about 
themselves. 
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The Money Holders of the upper (Saver) Category

While issuers also incur debt when they issue money, money holders only pay for goods and 
services. These money holders are - as long as they are not on the stock exchange with their money
- in an intermediate stage. They keep the decision open as to where their money should go. One 
side would be the acquisition of private property and the privileges that go with it, including 
monopolistic forms of power and arbitrary exercise of rights; the other would be the lending of 
money in order to physically part with it again. The former is an absolute, the latter, because of the
possibility of a money claim growing exponentially via compound interest, a conditional 
separation from money.

As long as this decision has not been made, the flow of money is prevented by hoarding or saving 
towards the money issuer, who must lead it to destruction due to the system. This behaviour of the 
money holders triggers a deflationary, economic reaction in the monetary system in addition to the 
tension that arises in the process and can specifically end in debt deflation. The tension that arises 
is, however, necessary because it forms the value of money.

Money holder example: Apple is sitting on cash reserves of $137 billion.  (March 2013) 

The Money Lenders

This agency, in its pure form, does not own any money. It has lent it and therefore only holds a 
claim to money! As can be seen, it is at the last stage of the genuine process. Without law - i.e. 
without state regulation - this agency would form a black market of money lending. Through the 
professionalisation that this requires, it has created for itself, via a bank, a contractually more or 
less fixed claim (almost risk-free) to repayment of the money lent and to interest (a growing claim 
to money). This is evident from their certificates received for their money. This agency is the 
biggest beneficiary of the bad banks set up since 2008 and, on top of that, is already making 
curious demands on the monetary system.

What these money lenders do not realise is that the money issuers are taking their issued money 
back to the bank for destruction in order to release their pledge from the lien. This causes the 
monetary system in general to run into liquidity difficulties via the associated increase in the value 
of money, because among this money is also the money of money lenders (often also referred to as
savers), which is actually not allowed to be destroyed. The problem has so far been solved by new 
government borrowing combined with privatisation on a global scale. In addition to this, until 
today almost every state in the world has tried to absorb these liquidity difficulties by constantly 
increasing public debt. Without taking into account the liquidity trap looming on the other hand, 
the leading economic states have been pursuing an austerity policy since 2010 without having a 
sense for the existing dilemma.

The Bad Bank

At the end of this privatization process, bad banks and rescue umbrellas with ever larger 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austerit%C3%A4t
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government guarantees were set up to prevent the looming debt and liquidity traps from slamming 
shut. There is still no proof that these debts can ever be repaid, especially since, paradoxically, 
bailout funds themselves can only be represented by money (debt). The current partial collapses in 
the monetary system (e.g. Greece) speak this language.
In such a situation, a bad bank indeed appears as the ultima ratio or the last resort of a monetary 
system. It can act like a measured debt cut and be structured like an insurance policy in which the 
maturity dates of monetary claims for debtors are extended by up to a hundred years. After this 
time, even an institutionalized claim (e.g. state against state) should no longer be enforceable, 
because such a claim would only affect the descendants.

The creditors have to expect an installment and/or even only a partial repayment of their monetary 
claims, with the central banks providing "new" money in exchange for the "toxic" creditor 
securities. As a special feature of this procedure, it must be noted that the central banks have this 
"new" money introduced into the monetary system not via the borrowers but, exceptionally, via the
creditors. It goes without saying that this procedure can have a negative impact on monetary 
stability because the existing money effectively loses value, even if initially only in terms of its 
exchange rate against other currencies. There is also the danger that a more stable foreign currency
will effectively replace the national currency.

But this is where another agency could offer its services, one that got its name more populist than 
factual: the bad bank.

 In addition to the orderly repayment of debts (see GMTh) and the destruction of money in stock 
market crashes, it is generally known that money, or amounts of money, also disappear in a 
"natural way" or are otherwise inactive. These irregularities in the flow of money can be used to 
create statistical minimum values over time, which can be exploited to shape the value of the 
currency. It is likely that a bad bank will take advantage of these opportunities, especially since 
they have been encouraged to do so by the zero interest rate policy of the central banks. 

Or:

The zero interest rate policy of central banks and the existence of bad banks are very closely 
related. Bad banks are dependent on this policy, at least in their initial phase. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_Bank       https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_bank 

As examples, here are some possibilities:

• the one million pound burn of Bill Drummond

• lighting a cigarette with a 500-euro bill

• storing cash in private vaults

• cash as giro money in bank accounts

• the freezing of large sums of money (sanctions policy)  

• the death of creditors without inheritance settlement

• the loss of numbered accounts or 

• Forgotten password - bitcoin assets gone 

https://www.t-online.de/finanzen/geld-vorsorge/kryptowaehrung/id_89271310/deutscher-vergisst-bitcoin-passwort-200-millionen-dollar-weg-.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8CkH-4hYcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i6q4n5TQnpA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_bank
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bad_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_bank


•

 Harmful value levies due to:

• Corruption; including political self-service and favoritism subsidies and questionable 
government guarantees; poor taxation of inherited wealth;

• Fraud; cum-ex trades; money laundering; overburdened law enforcement agencies;

• Insider trading by fiduciaries;

• Unchecked powers; excessive profits linked to tax dumping;

• ineffective bureaucracies;

• hostile takeovers and breakups of productive, debt-free firms;

• through monopolies, including oversized hedging of the monetary system, rampant 
insurance industry (including through equity), which can wreak havoc on a monetary 
system.

The theoretical purity of the General Theory of Money is now as follows:

• Issuers have to get their money back to have it destroyed

• Trustees have no money

• Money holders do not receive interest

• Money lenders hold no g e l d ( g e n u i n e a b l e i t s )

(If this does not make sense to you, you may visualize it with real-existing money bills and thus 
define your own position or explain it to yourself "by standing in line in front of Northern Rock's 
bank building")

  
 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Rock#/media/Datei:Northern_Rock_Customers,_September_14,_2007.jpg
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Rock#/media/Datei:Northern_Rock_Customers,_September_14,_2007.jpg


General Monetary Theory

The Theory of the two Levels or the two Dimensions

Prologue (Shifting and Collecting Shadows): If one diagnoses too large a shadow as the all-encompassing 
fundamental evil, then one would have to have knowledge of the radiating energy and the object casting the shadow. If
one wants to reduce or change the shadow with this knowledge, one must in principle have the power to move either 
the energy or the object; to try to grasp and push the shadow itself is a futile endeavour.

With the first banknote that is put into the world by a human being, Monetary Laws (see th.) immediately come into 
being with it. But according to these laws, money is neither energy nor is it an object. It is an appearance, similar to 
the shadow. A force that is supposed to be inherent in money can therefore only be of a metaphysical nature. 
Therefore, money lacks any form of physical power. Even the image of accumulation borrowed from physics (Karl 
Marx) can at best serve as a metaphor and immediately leads astray in the case of money capital! It presupposes that 
one can collect shadows. But shadow is neither energy nor matter, it only testifies to their existence, just as money can
only testify to the existence of capital and debt, whose metaphysical shadow is cast over time from the past into the 
future. On the other hand, those who believe that they can approach this subject with the transcendent >invisible 
hand< or with valid prognoses are, on the other hand, playing an inscrutable shadow game and leading the faithful 
astray with an invisible bogeyman of the supposedly incomprehensible and inexperiencable on an endless wrong 
track. No lesson can be learned from this and a way out is therefore not in sight.

Money is a manifestation of credit as well as the debt formed from it and in certain parts - and that only subsequently, 
because money must first come into being - a manifestation of interest.

As we shall see, money only comes into being in the hands of an issuer. Without an issuer, money could not exist. From
its origin, this phenomenon does not need a central bank. Money immediately disappears into nothingness, - which 
must not lead to the erroneous reverse conclusion that it was also created out of nothing - when debt and interest are 
repaid. What is subsequently destroyed or written off in the banks after the money has been returned are worthless 
documents that may no longer be put into circulation. It is precisely through the fact that money is constantly created 
and passes away in a metaphysical process that it acquires its value. - This is something entirely different from when 
money loses its value. Money loses its value, among other things, when false images, self-references (circular 
reasoning) and illusory logic get out of hand, when debts are not repaid or not repaid on time, or when states lose 
touch with their national debts, when the documentation process of the custodians is faulty or corrupt. For, if money is
neither energy nor matter, then it can only be a construct of our human mind, which is neither freed from ambiguities 
and fatalities, nor can it be completely freed from them.

Epilogue: .... "So hopelessly simple is the solution"; Paul Watzlawick.

*   *   *    

The Debt or Voucher as the Precursor of Money

The original structure of a monetary system can be imagined as follows: After a society has 
differentiated sufficiently and is literate enough, the individuals are able to issue promissory notes 
to each other. Those who are still ignorant of writing choose a scribe of their confidence for this 
purpose: the jurist or trustee has taken his social position with the help of documentation.



The debt or voucher, however, is still afflicted by a personal system. It provides general 
information about who still has to deliver what, in what quantity and type, where and at what time.
The money system, on the other hand, has largely detached itself from claims of this kind. For the 
money holder and money lender, money only presents itself in the form of its value, without 
entering into any form of obligation, which only lies with the money issuer. Money has been 
separated from the immediate performance requirement of the promissory note in the form of type,
date and quantity. This has cleared the way for money to become a general store of value and has 
created a nimbus of timelessness among money holders and money lenders. Since money holders 
and money lenders are not among the founding agencies of the general theory of money, it must 
first be clarified where money holders and money lenders get their money from. They can only 
have obtained this via money issuers, who are obliged to destroy this money again.

The promissory notes, which until then represented nothing more than legal contracts between 
individuals, are placed under the supervision of all (state) and protected. Thus they lose their 
individual validity and general costs arise with the introduction of a monetary system: stockpiling 
of monetary knowledge, the fight against certain immoralities such as money laundering or 
moonlighting require trained professionals, which the state maintains through fees and taxes from 
the value chain. These value levies can best be carried out with nominal goods in general and 
money in particular. Money is thus a preferred means of value extraction.
 

Structure of seven Agencies in two Levels

Limodane's "General Theory of Money" has set itself the task in Part II of explaining the nature of 
money and its stability of value in a system of a few basic concepts. 
The "General Theory of Money" presents itself in a structure of seven agencies in two stages of 
development, which as objects of transformation are only present in a developed society and can 
only attain optimal effectiveness in this totality. In the course of technological development, these 
agencies have been given general, well-differentiated tasks with templates for action and 
motivation via this transformation. 

Seen from the outside, these agencies enable different perspectives on the monetary system they 
maintain. Left to their own devices, they arrive at their own perspective results:
This is why it is simply insufficient and even wrong to consider purchase as exchange and to 
conceive of money merely as a medium of exchange. Exchange would indeed cover an important, 
but only a direct partial relationship between the money issuer and the trustee - just two of seven 
agencies - if a pledge or mortgage is already regarded as an exchange. Money, however, 
establishes much more relationships. It is an overall construct of society and its resources and the 
seven agencies described here. One should even consider whether one should still speak of 
exchange, because the full-fledged exchange of real goods or services does not leave any monetary
traces. 

Exchange thus remains only a partial aspect or reduction of this general theory of money. Thus, 
one can only speak of a completed exchange when the money issuer has settled his debt and 
consequently had the money, corresponding to the amount of the debt via the hand of the trustee, 
removed or destroyed from the so-called monetary circuit.



These seven agencies are not arbitrary assumptions or any inductive conclusions of a monetary 
system. They are - as this work shows - deductively describable genuine objects of a modern 
society that has established itself at a high level of transformation and in which its members have 
distinguished themselves from one another through differences in tasks and interests. 
Societies that are below this level of development with their monetary system, such as microcredit 
with its foreign money, substantiate this assertion because their path to selection and 
concentration, towards these seven agencies, which every imbalanced trade causes through profit, 
is thus obviously - and especially also through the foreign currency - predetermined. The 
unrealisable idea of balanced trade between states proves that there is a permanent and presumably
unsolvable problem here (export world champion). But microcredit also proves that all money - 
however small - only comes into being through credit. Left to its own devices, microcredit will 
also take the path of concentration and behind it divide society into winners and losers and thus 
into poor and rich: Monetarism by itself has no equalising capacity. The >invisible hand<, which 
many claim will always intervene in a moderating way, is nowhere to be found here:

These seven agencies or even institutions make money in its present form possible in the first 
place, and they do so on the basis of credit. Its stability depends to some extent on the 
professionalism of these agencies and their effectiveness among themselves. As the current 
financial crises of the world show to the again astonished people (Kondratjev cycle), this 
professionalism and effectiveness is not at its best. The fact that the cause of this monetary 
phenomenon lies in the irrevocable antagonism of profit and loss has not yet sufficiently 
penetrated general knowledge.

Monetarism Gets Out of Hand

However, as already shown in Part I (Walter's Principle), money by itself - no matter how it may 
be conceived - can never remedy the inequalities of this world. "The individual can accumulate 
wealth in order to consume it in old age - the totality of the people cannot" (Mackenroth thesis). 
Large organisations (Talanx) can also find themselves in the same situation when they realise that 
the investment opportunities of the capital stocks tend towards zero. 

On the one hand, money by itself only causes profit (because it is already profit in the hands of the
money holder) and thus to an essential part this progressive inequality. Wherever it is already 
booked as profit, there is inevitably an associated loss in some form (e.g. also in the form of 
concentration processes). The cause of this inequality, however, is already hidden in the upstream 
and original exchange transaction of real goods. It is clandestinely transferred to any monetary 
system. Exchange transactions are always imbalanced, even if this imbalance arises 
unintentionally or only by chance. Many theorists, however, see the cause of this imbalance 
exclusively in the taking of interest and call for the equilibrium interest rate for the monetary 
system as an additional control instrument in the banking system, which could also be determined 
negatively.

This possibility of a negative interest rate - if one disregards the inflationary tendency - has often 
been implemented via the political route and is known there under the very controversial 
instrument of subsidies. A sign that the solution to this monetary problem cannot be brought about 
via the primacy of politics alone. But how such a precarious instrument as the negative interest 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talanx
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rate, which is not based on certain contents and actions with their legally defined prerequisites and 
terms but only on the flow of money (i.e. anonymously), can be handled in a commercial banking 
system will probably remain a secret of these negative interest rate theorists. Presumably, they are 
also speculating here on the benevolent "invisible hand" of Adam Smith.

The phenomenon of this game - even if it should only be determined by chance - is a progressive 
concentration into ever larger private but also state entities and organisations (with a strong 
tendency towards monopolisation). For an actual reason, money even intensifies this process of 
concentration, because money knows almost no limit to the possibility of storage and in electronic 
form has rid itself of all matter, so that its transport has been made possible at the speed of light. 
Now, in contrast to real goods, it can be hoarded in any quantity without great expense, but it can 
also be moved. J. Schumpeter was probably right in his assertion when he said: "Capital has the 
creative power of destruction and requires entrepreneurs who do not care about the consequences 
of their actions. Here we get an early hint of what open systems are and what causal forces we 
need to visualise in these systems as they interact so that we can learn to use them without harm.

The Metaphysical Origin of Money (Genuine State)

Imagine, please, a primitive people in which our ideas of the natural are still meaningless and in 
which the people have not yet mastered the cultural techniques - some speak here of a higher 
naturalness - of reading and writing. Falsely, we always claim of them that they can only form an 
exchange society because they do not understand anything about written documentation. This 
overlooks the fact that they are able to carry virtual money (credit) in their heads: People get 
together and palaver about who has what, who needs what and who owes what to whom. When the
debt is paid, the money disappears from the minds without smoke, just as with electronics. One 
could regard it as a genuine form of giro money, which exists genuinely before visible and tangible
money.
If one were to put this on a material carrier, it would first be the notched wood and, in its historical
consequence, the debt stone that would appear. From this, money develops in its fixed form (cash).

But because there are usually not only two people, but many, in reality there will also constantly 
be debt relations there and differences and intransparency contained therein, from which some can 
take advantage. There is nothing fundamentally evil about this, but it must not simply be 
overlooked. It is the hour of the trustee or the bank.

This is already the complete, causal secret of money creation and money dissolution. Money 
creation and money dissolution are functionally connected like two sides of the same coin. Both 
form an abstract unity. That is why they can only be explained together. Whoever explains only 
one side, and that is usually the creation of money, does not even explain half of the matter, he 
actually explains nothing, because he moves mentally in the limitless and therefore serves a false 
image. Only through its dissolution into nothingness does money receive its value and time limit. 
For it consisted exclusively of promises and these could not be empty, because the empty promise 
would possibly be the deceptive creation of money out of nothing and is not identical with the 



nothing into which money disappears. Both nothingnesses are then as far apart from each other as 
fraud and honesty.
A promise is a peculiar time structure. On the timeline of past and future, it encounters us in 
different states: The present has the function of controlling the fulfilment of promises from the past
by classifying them into true and empty promises. Moreover, only in the present can new promises
be made, the quality of which can only be determined in the future. But because these new 
promises only come true in the future, no one in the present can accurately predict which promises 
will be kept and which will not. Everyone has to live with these uncertainties (risk). 
One can cushion these uncertainties and distribute them on the shoulders of several or the stronger,
but one can never eliminate them completely. In this original and honest form, as it still exists in 
the closed world of a natural people, it does not change anything essential about the property 
relations within this society. Only there - and really only there, enclosed by birth and death - is 
everything aspirational in a natural balance. - But there are no such closed systems. They maintain 
their exchange with nature. One can also call this a paradisiacal state or even a classless society. 
But the way back to this state of nature remains forever closed to us.   

(from: Walter's Principle)

Unclear boundaries

Rittershausen quote:

Chapter 1: The functions of money. § 1. The function of payment and clearing. Para.(4):

"One can at all imagine the entire payment transactions of a country in such a way that one divides the entire 
population into two groups: the creditors and the debtors, according to the two-sidedness of all debt relationships. 
Since almost everyone is both creditor and debtor, almost everyone will have to send an agent to the other group as 
well."

This creed presented by Prof. Heinrich Rittershausen - identical to Friedrich Merz's thesis (all 
workers should own shares) - cannot be supported by the "general theory of money" presented 
here. 
It thus shatters the existing image of the populist monetary policy accepted until then. 
Rittershausen simply wants to suggest that the distribution problems that money entails can be 
solved by "sending" a proxy to a shareholders' meeting. He assumes only creditors and debtors and
that they are almost equal in number. Thus, a balance of power is claimed over the influence of 
only two groups, which does not exist at all. Apart from the fact that the interests of debtors and 
creditors cannot be lumped together, it is simply forgotten that there are other "players" on the 
monetary level. The US real estate crisis of 2007 and 2008 already speaks this language of 
forgetfulness.
However, because everyone thinks they know what creditors, debtors and money holders are, it is 
not considered necessary to define them more precisely or to decipher their nature. The very 
question of what an issuer is puts this popular non-cognitive knowledge into explanatory 
difficulties: in order to get to the bottom of the essence of money, the contrasting pair of debtor 
and creditor is of very little use, because the creditor, as a money lender, is on a genuinely 
removed level compared to the debtor.



Behind the debtor there will normally be an issuer who, according to the general theory of money, 
belongs to the first generation or level. This debtor, too, does not have to know anything in real 
terms about his actual role, namely that of putting the money into the world and having it 
destroyed again after a set period of time.

Creditors and money holders, however, are beings of the second generation according to the 
General Theory of Money. In contrast to the money holder, the creditor has borrowed his money. 
In the overall development - in this genuine sequence - he only appears as the seventh and last 
agency. For them, money is simply already there. They are so far removed from the actual creation
of money that they - like children - only know how to handle money, but have hardly any idea of 
what money is, who issued it and that money must constantly disappear again in a special fixed 
way in order to be constantly created anew.
Rittershausen (and both Merz) also argues with an incomplete abstraction: this incomplete 
abstraction takes the issue of money for granted. By its incompleteness, it conceals the most 
important process in the creation of money. This can only be clarified at all beforehand by 
answering the question: "Who is in a position to issue money?
 This "already being there" as proof of its existence may be pragmatic and sufficient for everyday 
language use, but cognitively it is unsuitable as proof. In reality, because it is conceived without 
beginning and end, it is a circular argument involving metaphysics. The most typical of these is to 
explain the origin of money with itself, i.e. again with money, usually hidden in empty words: 
Thus it comes to the absurd assumption that saving should not merely create new credit but even 
>new money<.
For Rittershausen and Merz, too, money is simply already there; where it came from was neither 
clarified nor explained. They only use the surface and not the depth in which a brutal empathy-less
grimace has shown itself with corresponding damage to the social system:

Dirty business with deposits for our pensions. The sum is huge: insurers and pension funds invest a total of 1.5 trillion euros for old-age
provision on the capital market 

 



Consequently, at the centre of the general theory of money is the issue of money and its beginning 
and end. Without issuance, there is no money in this world. This fact has not yet found sufficient 
expression in the language, so that the concept of issuance and the question of the real issuer 
should not only be redefined in this work, but also nomenclaturally reclassified by economic 
science. This theory is about an approach that can be described as genuine. This approach is based 
on the assumption that all things - including abstract things - are essentially subject to a 
development that leads to something new (e.g. giral money) and that require tools as well as 
precursors (blanks) for their emergence. Without these (intellectual) precursors, functional end 
products are not possible, not even financial products. In the case of the latter, there is still the 
question of how they - like almost all products of the real economy - would still have to be tested 
(e.g. the rudimentary stress test of the European banks since July 2010).

These financial products can only be described and explained through these genuine processes. Or 
to put it another way: a product in general or a financial product in particular does not fully explain
its development by itself (logic: non-reversibility). This pragmatism often results in word 
combinations that lead to fatal equations of terms that need to be distinguished. Thus it happens 
that the document is taken for the documentation or the claim for the actual value, which they 
really cannot be. Or that hidden logical errors of the irreversible are made, as in this obvious 
example: All squares are rectangles but not: All rectangles are squares. Or: money arises from 
credit but not: money is credit.

Current pragmatism constantly hovers in the great danger of adopting linguistic images 
unchecked, of both failing to differentiate abstract things sufficiently and of having no certainty as 
to whether they are fully grasped and essentially consistent with each other. No system is perfect ! 
Especially not when it is based on pure pragmatism, as in the case of the debt brake, which was 
initially set up merely as an irrational metaphor, only to be hastily and factually transferred into the
Basic Law without being checked. 
Consequently, pragmatism may therefore lack a lot of deductively possible conclusions or even be 
wrong. So this is not a dispute about the free choice of a way of looking at things. Rather, what is 
at issue here is what is erroneous or wrong in the conventional and prevailing ways of looking at 
things, which are consequently put forward as the real thing with eloquent declarations. To transfer
this now to a meaningful metaphor in reality means that one claims to have seen a car, even if 
someone has only rolled two car tyres (creditor-debtor) through the street. To avoid such fallacies, 
general holistic theories are necessary that show the possibilities and limits of a system. For every 
system has at least one paradox that reduces its effectiveness or even shows its limits.

The flaw in the way we look at things is the first systemic flaw of today's financial system, which 
Professor Hans-Werner Sinn (Oct. 2008) still passes off as anonymous in a fateful comparison. But
this anonymous error can be named, for it consists in the fact that among the actors of the financial
system one knows primarily only debtors and creditors who turn an allegedly eternal wheel. A 
perpetual motion machine. The image of the issuer, who is inside the debtor and who brought the 
money into circulation and now has to present it for destruction in due time, is not considered in 
this view. He has simply been forgotten.

It is simply not carried in the mind as an ulterior motive, because it is too difficult to mentally 
comprehend to possibly grant a debtor the status of an issuer who gives and takes money and 



belongs to the origin of the monetary system. It is easier to attribute all this to a bank, with the 
short-circuited assertion that the money is only there and the bank only has to hand it over.

Strangely enough, such views do not matter as long as we find a prospering system that, in 
connection with the first, immediately generates the second system error, namely in the circular 
argument of "infinite growth", which is also assumed to be eternal. Prosperous systems are - thank 
God - insensitive to errors; errors are therefore not so important in prosperous systems. So we rely 
on growth! And that is eternal to the best of our ability. 
 
Because the assumption of eternal growth already has religious overtones, we should ask ourselves
the following question in good time: What will become of a system if this prosperity can no longer
be secured? 
As is well known, trees do not grow to the sky, but they continue to grow in the trunk 
(concentration process). Now the forgotten issuers come into play, which as such have so far only 
run under the names of borrowers or debtors and which in non-prosperous phases may have more 
money destroyed than issued. Under these conditions, money becomes scarce within a society and 
they begin to change the existing social structures: The economic concentration processes that can 
be found everywhere also change the welfare state. It is being trimmed down to Hartz 4 via Hartz 
1; low-wage workers, temporary workers and the unemployed are beginning to change the social 
structure adversely through their renunciation or loss of rights. They are at the beginning of a 
downward spiral of a non-growing economy, which, however, is not named as such. Prices fall. 
Among them, in the final phase, especially the prices of land and shares, which are the most 
important means of money issuance. What money holders may initially find pleasant, because they
receive more for their money at the moment than before, grows into a general danger for the 
monetary system. Money (M1) is becoming less overall because issuers ( borrowers or debtors ) 
are increasingly returning their money (M1). Share prices and property prices are falling 
worldwide. The accumulated money claims of the money lenders ( >M1 = Mx ) can therefore no 
longer be fully serviced. They simply disappear into the bad banks that have been hastily set up for
this purpose. The vernacular perceives this as money destruction, because there is still no 
sufficient and simple explanation for this process.

This downward spiral is gaining momentum because the previous warning signs were overlooked 
and the political steering was done in time but in the wrong direction (the downward spiral was 
intensified by the promotion of low wages and the accompanying abandonment of consumption). 
Through the orderly destruction of money by the money issuers, more money is now being 
destroyed than newly issued. The system is thus in danger of collapsing via deflation, even under 
the condition of stable prices. ( Deflation = lack of money)

The application of the term "emission" as Rittershausen used it, therefore, did not lead to a 
meaningful explanation and he too will not have sufficiently scrutinised the term "emission" and 
simply taken it from the textbooks of economics, with the result that it is only the banks that issue 
money. This résumé of the old economics is clearly wrong according to the General Theory of 
Money, because banks have to assume the role of trustee in the initial phase of money issuance and
in this function they do not possess any money themselves. The so-called equity capital of the 
bank is supposed to serve as collateral for the monetary system and too much of it would not serve
the monetary system. In 2010, Basel III raised the capital ratio of banks from 4 to 7%. If this had 



been set at 100%, no money could be issued. As can be seen, Basel III is still in search of a 
pragmatic optimum - which cannot be predicted by a theory. 

Indeed, the actual process of "issuance" has remained hidden. A system that is supposed to serve 
the general public is dependent on a trustee. To want to issue a banknote only by a trustee but 
without an issuer who is liable for this concrete monetary matter amounts to something like the 
same attempt as having a marriage certificate issued by a registrar but without a bride and groom. 
Before issuance, in both cases, there is a substantive review by a trustee. What in one case is a 
present bride and groom with registrars, in the other case is the presence of a person with or with 
prospects with resources (assets) and a bank employee as trustee.

The name "Rittershausen" stands here for a number of economists who never regarded these 
conditions as a prerequisite for money and made use of this incompletely explained concept of 
"issue" in a similar or identical way. Only a trustee is able to remove the self-referentiality of these
situations. He decides who is creditworthy and can thus become a borrower. Every borrower who 
receives a loan increases the amount of money that we then perceive in public as money and every 
borrower who repays his loan decreases this amount. Whereby the origin of the money for the 
loan, whether via issue or deposit, is initially irrelevant to the validity of this proposition. And if all
loans were repaid, there would be no money in this world. It does not matter that the issue can also
be executed electronically. What we perceive as money also includes the 1.5 trillion euros that the 
German state has borrowed as a borrower up to that point (2008). The borrower, whether as a 
natural or legal person, is therefore the actual money issuer who puts money into the world and not
the bank.

The Issuer takes the Money from the Market and has it destroyed

The issuer is ultimately the driving force in the monetary system and it is he who usually spends 
the issued money immediately or does not receive it at all because it is passed on directly by his 
trustee to business partners and producers of the issuer. The task of the issuer is therefore to 
retrieve his issued money from the market according to the agreed time in order to deliver it to his 
trustee, who must then destroy or burn it as agreed (in financial terms: reconversion of money 
supply M1 into the empty quantity of M0). In this action (in this process) lies the beginning and 
end of all money. Therefore, according to its name, money must return to its origin: the dollar back
to the dollar issuer and the euro back to the euro issuer. (Most recently discussed in the question: 
Do we need a euro-based EMF in addition to the dollar-based IMF). New money is created by 
repeating this process and has nothing in common with a cycle, which will be explained below.

This brings us directly to the heart of the matter: Many do not want to recognise and therefore do 
not want to admit that this combustion is not symbolic but real. 

The originally strict division of roles between issuer and trustee merges over time into a false 
image: trustee and issuer become one person. The trustee no longer wants to be an administrator, 
but imagines himself to be an issuer of money out of himself or also a money holder. This 
indifference is fused with an infinity syndrome. This means that with these incomplete, diffuse 
ideas, which are at best only politically or if at all only dubiously justified, one can let things drift 
in circles without beginning or end and in their quantity without limit or even without balance. The
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circle - or in many cases the cycle - is part of the disease. It is a circle that has grown into a 
maelstrom or whirlpool in which ideologies with self-controlling theories of balance have 
emerged. All are narratives that are inaccurate and more reminiscent of fairy tales. This includes 
the ideology of neoliberalism, which is currently mainstream at this level and proclaims with its 
doctrine of salvation that life is better without debt. An absurd assertion, because the other side of 
this coin shows us that without debt there can be no more money.

But it is precisely this real existence of money that creates in these ideologues the extremely 
practical schizophrenia of being able to see money without debt in order to dispose of it at will. 
This creates distribution problems at all levels of society, because money is withheld or demanded 
by these consciousness-impaired administrators that never belonged to them or to which they were
never allowed to lay claim. It doesn't matter whether it is instrumental, as in the case of non-
insurance benefits, or institutional, as in the case of the Länder financial equalisation scheme, the 
Landesbanken and their dealings up to and including the real estate crisis, the Mannesmann 
takeover or as in the case of the dubious distribution of health insurance contributions to the KV.
Example of such an impossible claim in 2008 from a press release: "The federal government 
rejected Bavaria's desire to use the planned federal subsidy for the Transrapid of 925 million euros 
for other projects in the Free State." This absurd demand by the state of Bavaria and its perhaps 
coincidental refusal, in which such a request remains inconsequential, says enough about our 
political culture with its ethical ideas and about the laxity of the distribution of its wealth. - This is 
not yet about the Pandora's box that will open when one goes beyond that to the issue of 
"corruption".

The release of these virtual dimensions (such as beginning, end or an indeterminate quantity) from 
nothingness into the infinite, immeasurable and unmanageable (like the whole), into chaos or wild 
freedom, if you will, is very much in line with the spontaneous, neoliberal principles of order of 
the apologists of a Friedrich August von Hayek, who thereby pay homage to the thesis that every 
chaos contains self-healing elements and therefore long for a crisis, because supposedly in every 
crisis there is also an opportunity. Mind you, these are the apologists around the Chicago School 
and not the blessed Nobel Prize winner Friedrich August von Hayek himself. 

Two antagonistic Relations:  Debt-Money and Money-Value

One characteristic of money capital is the absorption of value. Money can therefore only be used 
to a limited extent as a means of comparing performance. It already reaches its limits in old-age 
provision and care. But it is particularly suitable for artificially induced volatility, which can also 
be deliberately triggered by states or rating agencies.

That is why the process of burning or destroying money (it would be better to call it document 
destruction - because it can also be shredded as a substitute) is an integral part of the issue stage, it 
belongs to the issue like the other side of a coin. Money consists of an antagonistic relationship to 
debt. If the debt were not eliminated in accordance with the contract, money could have no value. 
At this point, however, we are dealing with another antagonistic relationship, because the value of 
money cannot be determined solely from the cancellation of the debt. Values can only exist 
between poles. The value of money is determined from the other side by the pole of the money 



holders (value producer level). Without this willingness to hold the money holders or the money 
lenders with their money claims, no stable value could arise in money.

The matter of balancing between refluxing money and newly issued money, however, makes the 
real process of combustion superfluous, so that we can imagine any balancing at issue as a cold or 
virtual combustion. Only when the money supply shrinks do refluxing (real) banknotes that are not
demanded for new issuance actually have to be destroyed like redeemed promissory notes (this 
process does not apply to fiat money, because where no note was printed, no note can be 
destroyed). With a constantly increasing money supply - and this is already a problem in itself, 
because it is inevitably already caused by money holders through hoarding - the real process of the
destruction of banknotes cannot be observed, just as little with the reflux of banknotes that come 
from money lenders (savers). The matter then appears as if only old and unusable notes have to be 
exchanged. The actual process, that here a documentation has found its conclusion, thereby fades 
into the background, disappears from the public consciousness and remains at best as specific 
expertise for well-trained bank employees (although expertise can also flow down the drain, as the 
real estate crisis in the USA in 2007 and the Jerome Kerviel case in 2008 showed).

The Promissory Note Process as a Basic Prerequisite for Money Issuance

How is this hidden "flip side" to be explained, which belongs to this abstract object "issue"? - 
Money is a document with special properties, with the emphasis on "special properties", because 
the special properties such as value and claim are present separately in money. Money contains 
only a certain value for the money holder. The money holder has no claim against the money 
issuer, as is the case with a promissory note.

The basic prerequisite for money, however, remains a certain process, as can also be observed in 
the issuance of a promissory note: 
In the case of a promissory note, we have an issuer who owes a defined performance within a set 
period of time (intertemporal) and is usually called the debtor and a promissory note holder who 
holds a defined performance claim in his hand. 

The purpose of this matter is the redemption of the debt and thus logically also the return of the 
promissory note to the issuer within a fixed time. For security reasons, the borrower's note issuer 
destroys his returned borrower's note.

These bilateral and special basic conditions of the exchange of services, as is the case with the 
promissory note procedure, should have a documentary character (issue - redemption - 
destruction). They are therefore also a basic prerequisite for the much more general attitude 
towards money, so that the transformation of claim (in the case of a promissory note) into value (in
the case of money) is successful. 

The promissory note contains a certain claim and it can gain an incidental value, which, however, 
can only come into effect when the holder sells it to a third party. Money, on the other hand, has 
"only" a value for money holders. Here there is neither an intertemporal nor a zero-term 
relationship. But through the loss of the specific claim - for there is still the intertemporal claim 



relationship of the trustee vis-à-vis the money issuer to return money notes and only these and 
nothing else - money, in contrast to promissory notes, also becomes universally usable. With 
money, therefore, no claims can be made in general. With money, a money holder can buy and pay,
nothing else. 

The money holder thus has a high degree of freedom and is not - as is the case with a promissory 
note - bound to a completion of the exchange of real goods. He can do what he wants with his 
money. With the introduction of money, the difficulties of pure barter could be overcome and the 
divisibility of a product - up to and including location-independent production - took its course. 
Money cheapened and simplified the much more expensive and cumbersome barter economy. 
However, this cheapening cannot, as some theorists claim, really fall below zero or become 
negative. Money therefore remains a cost-benefit medium and for the financial sector in general 
this means that its corporate profits must not exceed those of the real economy in percentage terms
and must be returned to the economic cycle. For a bank's reserves (equity capital), in an endless 
increase, lead to the paradox that they withdraw the money from the issuers, who must present it 
for destruction at the end of the money process. Yields, therefore, above 20% in this sector (which 
also serve to expand a bank's equity) are an absurdity and will inflate and cause problems. It is 
reflected in the transcendent indebtedness of the state, because no one - neither politically nor 
institutionally, let alone judicially - can be held personally responsible any more. Those 
responsible have either already died or the lines of evidence are so ramified or camouflaged that 
responsibility cannot be assigned. Here the question also already arises as to what purpose such a 
high rate of return is necessary at all, because a cost-benefit medium only fulfils its purpose when 
costs and benefits are optimally aligned within a certain and manageable time. 
  
But no country in the world has repaid its old debts for 35 years. This seems to establish who is 
responsible for these returns, because a nominal good, which includes money, does not in itself 
generate added value, but winners and losers.

But what remains important for the "general theory of money" is that "real" money must 
constantly be retrieved by its issuer within a set period of time via the market by selling its 
products, so that he hands it over to his trustee for destruction. Only in this return lies the 
performance of the issuer. This service cannot be rendered by anyone else, neither by the trustee 
nor will any state be able to do so. Money-holders who make their money available to the state's 
borrowing thus make it possible for the issuers who are waiting for money to come forward with 
their performance via the additional state spending and thus to pay off their loans. 

Notes that are not backed by a sufficient promise of performance are artefacts. These can arise 
quickly, e.g. through sovereign debt or even through deficient lending by trustees.  All in all, this 
contributes to inflation or, when the going gets tough, it triggers financial crises. The issuance of 
money always involves a trustee. This is not necessary in a bilateral relationship such as that found
in a promissory note. Only the anonymous money system depends on the presence of a 
professional trustee. 

Thus, if the definition of issuer is indispensably linked to this value proposition, it cannot apply to 
banks and states unless they own resources. In general, they can only delegate, but not fulfil, the 
value propositions that make money in its current form possible. In the one case, this is the bank 
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owners or cooperatives, and in the other, the citizens of the state. This was particularly evident in 
the global financial and banking crisis of 2008.

For our theory of money, therefore, we stipulate indispensably that the agency of the trustee is 
divided into sub-agencies (M.Minsky), namely into a money dispenser (money messenger) and a 
money burner. In doing so, we are asserting something that we do not get to see in reality, because 
without this arithmetical act of balancing, the returning money must be destroyed under all 
circumstances and in fact. This is precisely the mental process that also creates electronic money 
(giro money) and which in the end dissolves into nothing, which often leads to the erroneous 
assertion that money is created out of nothing (fiat money). But this is exactly why we do not want
to admit electronic money in this theory of money because of its even higher degree of abstraction 
(for the time being!) and we stipulate for the general theory of money that only real existing 
banknotes occur in it. 

We want to make things visible or keep them visible and for this reason we state seven agencies. 
These agencies have never been missing in a well-functioning monetary system. They have just 
not been made visible as such. They behave about as invisibly as the money distributors and the 
money burners of the trustee, which we also do not get to see in reality. The point is to make the 
abstract - as far as possible for this theory - visible.  

Why is it so important to put the note issuer and the money issuer comparatively on the same 
level? The connection is that both will provide a service and this cannot be transferred to others 
vicariously and without a contract. This is precisely the danger that a state runs when it wants to 
appear as an issuer, because services can only be provided by its citizens and the state can only 
skim these off through its taxes.

The promised service of returning the papers is therefore one pole of the value of these issued 
papers (here: promissory note or money). The other pole of the value is generated by the portfolio 
holders as long as they do not want to part with their papers (promissory note or money). Once the 
service has been rendered, the issuer and the paper disappear and what remains is the debt-free 
person.

As is clear from this illustration, a bank cannot in principle be an issuer of money. In this sense, it 
does not want to fulfil any service and we should add here that no state wants this either. At most, 
it will be forced to perform this service if a loan bursts. But this exception cannot be part of a 
theory, because above a certain size of insolvency the monetary system itself is endangered.

Even co-operatives must develop a statute that provides for the trustee on their behalf. However, it 
is impossible to imagine the money issue without the trustee. He participates in the issue without 
being the issuer. This confusion - bank as issuer - then leads to self-referential sentence 
constructions, such as that a bank makes a claim against itself. It should be clear to everyone that 
there can be no performance in this. However, it is written in almost every textbook that the bank 
issues money. However, as can be seen here, this is only a traditional linguistic phenomenon 
reflecting social power relations and not knowledge based on independence.

If the issuer does not manage to bring the money to destruction, he must be liable with his 



resource. Without a resource, one cannot become an issuer. At best, he can then offer his labour as 
a resource, if it is in demand. The system does not care whether the resources are material goods or
labour power. Material goods - especially real estate - are the first choice in the monetary system 
and the question arises as to what free choice remains in this dependency of the labour power if it 
already needs money for a sufficient state of education, which it seeks to achieve on a training 
market. It goes without saying that this is a process of concentration towards ever larger 
enterprises with tailored structures and which, with its own regularity, produces its own collapses 
(e.g. an information collapse due to oversize). In this way, this concentration process demands that
everything must become a commodity, because only commodities can be traded for the purpose of 
making a profit (which can be surplus value, but does not have to be surplus value). But the 
winners also include losers who were not aware that they had participated in a game and whose 
production site was declared a commodity and sold overnight: Who is not familiar with the images
of workers standing in front of locked and guarded factory gates for the early shift?

With profit, therefore, another strategy of action comes to the fore. Profit is a phenomenon 
detached from added value. It always proclaims with professional intensity that it is pure progress 
itself.

However, by definition, effective progress must demonstrably improve the overall living 
conditions in a society. If this progress cannot be seen, there may have been gains, but not 
necessarily progress! - This leads to the question: Do managers give back their money if they 
could not make their profits from resources that flow back to them, i.e. if they did not create any 
added value (casino principle)? Is it even possible to go back this step? By pocketing such profits, 
have irreversible facts not already been created with which the concentration of resources in the 
hands of a few has progressed? What do we call it when, with the profits on the one hand, the 
general living conditions deteriorate on the other?
With the included definition of resources, which only the issuer can show as owner (organisations 
or states included), this theory contains a good conceptual toolkit for understanding significant 
economic processes. With the cognitive grasp of this theory, the reader or student must take at least
the same amount of time that would otherwise have been needed for the basic knowledge of a 
good game (think here of skat or chess).

The seven agencies

The General Theory of Money is a holistic monetary theory and this means that the question of the
nature of money and its social functions need only be asked from the point of view of all the seven
agencies presented here. Away from this theory, with its island examples, it also shows reductionist
possibilities of a world to which a modern society cannot return, as was the case, for example, with
the original transparency between two people living together, which was replaced by the more 
general principle of good faith.

On the other hand, the prevailing pragmatism presents images of money that are determined by 
pure reductionism. The most common of these images is that of creditor and borrower. In this 
reductionist image, money is simply there and does not disappear when the loan is repaid. 
However, the fact that there are other forces at work here that can disrupt this relationship is 



exemplified by the General Theory of Money.

Founding agencies:

(first level or generation: issue and disposal level)

the agency of the free market the agency of the money issuers 
the agency of the trustees
the agency of the state 

Dependent agencies:

(second level or generation: value producer and money circulation level; in genuine succession)

the agency of the money holders of the lower category 
the agency of the money holders (savers) of the upper category 

the agency of the money lenders (and their bad bank) 

This list of seven agencies with assigned characteristics, motivations and socio-economic tasks is a
hitherto hidden or unrecognised structure within the monetary system. Its uncovering should now 
protect against circular reasoning and promote a view that does not treat these agencies in isolation
but as interrelated and holistic organs of a functioning body or system. For example, the role of the
bank in the issuance of money is completely misclassified by most monetary theories as soon as 
they reveal themselves to be a theory. According to the General Theory of Money, commercial 
banks and the central bank form only a security system, which must be strictly separated in 
thought from the actual money issuer. But those theories do not explicitly mention at any point that
the bank only appears as a trustee in the money issue and that in this function it does not provide 
any money of its own - and thus also no equity capital, which it increases with its own transactions
- in this issue. The consequence of this indifference or obfuscation creates the general belief that 
the banks own the money and if one needs some of it, that they should just hand it over. To top it 
off, economists spread the circular argument or self-reference that the bank is making claims 
against itself. Such conclusions arise because no distinction is made between the security system 
of money, which is paradoxically opposed to the issuance of money and should therefore be kept 
as low as possible, and the actual issuance of money. For a one-hundred-percent hedge by the 
bank's equity capital does not permit the issuance of money. The General Theory of Money dispels
this myth by placing the abstract object "money" in a structure of seven agencies and thus 
separating it from its security system.

This separation does not mean that there does not have to be a security system. This security 
system is only denied inclusion in the General Theory of Money because its size cannot be 
determined theoretically but only pragmatically, and the oversize of a security system can also 
cause the monetary system to collapse. Just think of the theoretical (paradoxical) extreme case: all 
money is in the collateral system, then no money can act outwards and none can be issued.

These seven agencies have grown historically and are structurally interconnected. This structure 
must be understood as an abstract entity. Its elements can therefore not be arbitrarily edited or 



negated. This would be comparable to the nonsensical assertion that a cogwheel consists of only 
one or two teeth. These seven agencies must therefore be considered as a whole (holistically) and 
be able to act freely, and they must be protected against any kind of monopoly positions.

Consequently, the only question that can ever be asked is how this structure can best be made 
useful to the national economy and how any kind of monopoly position can be avoided. The 
monopoly, which has not only existed since the age of globalisation and from which alone no 
value can be formed, namely only has its profit in mind and concentrates its resources on it until it 
has destroyed the opposite pole with its voracity and itself disappears in a chaos. A national 
economic benefit, on the other hand, can only be defined by the socially distributed surplus value, 
so that everyone can live sufficiently.

The monopoly does not know the imperative of self-restraint and finds its best ally in an 
unregulated monetary system to enforce its interests. That is why every monopoly acts according 
to the motto: And if you don't want to be the biggest, then the others will make you small.

Even in smaller economic spaces monopolies can arise, see e.g.: Forms of franchising in crafts in 
general and in the bakery trade in particular, which no longer have anything in common with a free
market. Gagging contracts are characterised by the fact that they do not define partnerships with 
approximately equal risks. As a rule, the more powerful party also bears the lower risk (law of 
size). The weaker ones go bankrupt and are usually quickly replaced by the more powerful with 
successors with many insolvent continuations.

The division of the monetary system into seven agencies claims to be complete, i.e.: all processes 
related to cash in the narrower and fiat money in the broader sense can be assigned to these 
agencies. The request to the reader to imagine only cash is a didactic artifice intended to remind 
him specifically of the presentness of money in space and time. Virtual money (Giralgeld) is 
characterised by the same structure with the same agencies and in principle there is no difference 
to the tangible and visible banknote. It must even be conceded that virtual money comes before 
cash. The danger with virtual money, however, is that it can now exist separately from place and 
time: Profit and loss then lie at different points on the time track. The creditor or, better, the holder 
of the giro money can then lose out over this period of time. This danger does not exist with a real 
banknote in the hands of a money holder.

The Resources

Money is generally backed by resources. The general theory of money is therefore firmly 
connected with the concept of resources. It is a prerequisite of money issuance and, in defining this
concept, assumes that resources already exist or have yet to be brought to light or discovered. The 
deductive conclusion from this is: natural resources cannot be created. They exist and the user 
must be empowered.

With this knowledge, a significant classification of resources can be made: 
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 Free resources:
- Atmosphere, oceans, rain, wind and solar energy, time,

Occupied resources:
- this includes all land masses and associated facilities, food and mineral resources, especially 
precious metals and gems as easily manageable pledges, geothermal energy and water; any kind of
possible repositories, plus currently under discussion: repositories for carbon dioxide; information 
and data variously distributed between two hands of the four founding agencies on state or emitter.

The free market agency, as a place of supply, cannot at the same time hold resources. The trustee, 
by definition, does not hold resources. The fact that he can also act as an issuer in individual cases 
and thus possess resources must definitely be strictly separated here.
The appropriation of resources did not take place in a natural way, it is the result of a cultural 
process.

Free and occupied resources can immediately be used for money issuance when the cultural 
process has reached a sufficient stage (ability to document). The ownership of these resources and 
how they may be used can only be guaranteed by a regulatory power. Hence the ideological claim 
that the ordering power may not claim any resources. If this claim is enforced, then occupied 
resources can only be assigned to the agency of the (private) issuers. This is an abstract or 
disguised monopoly, whose hidden absolute claim must be brought to light and questioned in 
particular because the agency of private issuers is not identical with a sovereign and denies public 
goods via neo-liberal ideology. Already the de facto, material distribution of resources exclusively 
in the hands of private emitters without sufficient public goods on the one hand and without 
consideration of the hazardous situations (e.g. Saar mining and liability for damages, such as oil 
platforms) on the other hand, brings to light a growing economic imbalance.

If one takes a closer look at the world, an agreement on how to distribute resources in favour of 
sovereign despots is taking place much faster than in democratic states: The people's sovereign has
not yet understood what is due to it. Or, as some claim (Albrecht Müller), they have already been 
talked out of it through mass brainwashing. In the end, things get completely twisted when despots
use their resources to serve the so-called "Free Markets".

In this context, it is worth mentioning that at the end of November 2007, negotiations in Geneva 
on the H5N1 bird flu virus with the Indonesian government delegation were broken off. This virus 
has evolved into five types (A,B,C,C1 and D) in Indonesia. Each type is capable of causing a 
pandemic. Indonesia refused to share these pathogens with the WHO for scientific purposes. The 
viruses are regarded as a national resource, quasi a state secret, which allows commercial 
participation in medicines and thus high profit prospects  (Spiegel 49/2007 p.142). 

Dependent Resources
Industrial facilities, working time in structured areas, ideas and works of art, population size or 
growth, infrastructure: education and technology, training, transport systems, information systems,
banking and insurance systems, health systems, (and many more).



Nominal Goods (fake resources, documents)
These are not real resources but merely claims on resources. Financial capital or financial 
products, such as money or exchange notes with a demurrage, monetary claims, vouchers and 
promissory notes, severance payments, pension and retirement claims, patents, contracts and 
copyrights, shares, insurance policies, employment agency vouchers and health insurance 
vouchers, ration cards and food ration cards, finally: civil service relationships and fixed 
employment contracts (strong resource) down to quite general contracts, temporary employment 
contracts (weak resource) represent these claims in the form of documents. 
The bogus resources have the tendency to be transformed by their claimants (holders) into 
occupied resources or to be inherited to the highest possible degree (from legal guarantees down to
nepotism and barter on the black market and hiding at home and abroad). The individual 
techniques for this, will not be discussed further here. It is also possible to trade in the bogus 
resources themselves, share and interest transactions, derivatives, deposits of precious metals and 
art objects down to cancelled stamps or even placement vouchers from the employment agency. 
Whether this leads to a necessary or fair distribution of resources (allocation) is probably 
debatable, because in a pure sham trade there is usually no divisible surplus value, but only a profit
on the one hand, which is always associated with a loss on the other.

Nominal goods, if collected under law or coercion, are fraught with problems of priority. Statutory 
pensions and annuities, because they consist of compulsory contributions, are therefore subject to 
preferential protection of trust. In concrete terms, this means that the state must ensure that these 
entitlements do not fall victim to internal or external inflation2 before all other entitlements.

In general, the following laws apply: The simultaneous exchange of real goods of equal value 
leaves no monetary traces. The exchange of unequal or the time-delayed exchange of real goods 
gives rise to fixed-term but also open-ended nominal goods credits. It leads to documents that 
record how much real goods still have to be delivered or what the remainder is still worth in some 
other way (reference to a currency). These types of documents are therefore nominal goods credits.
Except for money, which is nothing but pure nominal goods because it can be redeemed 
immediately, i.e. without setting a deadline, whereas a document on a money promise (e.g. bill of 
exchange) is a nominal goods credit.

Nominal goods trade (bogus trade) thus has the serious incalculable effect that it does not reduce 
but increases the undesirable concentration in the economic sector. This can be particularly 
dangerous if banks try to include this trade in the money creation process (investment banking). 

The danger is because in this nominal goods trade there is no physical output itself and thus no 
surplus value is formed. In this trade there is a great danger that only profit on the one hand and 
loss on the other will be created. That is why we can make a generalisation here: it is not money 
alone but the fictitious trade of the financial world in general up to the formation of crypto-
currencies that harbours forced concentration processes and the formation of bubbles as 
incalculable dangers that cannot be ruled out.

The actual task of economic activity, however, is the constant orientation towards value, which 
should be reflected, for example, in stock market activity and protected by special laws with 
national differences. Here, the value relations of goods and services can then be fixed to the day, 
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the hour and even the minute. It is here that important technological innovations and ideas can 
make a rapid impact and bring about necessary transformations in production facilities, such as the
transformation of a rubber boot factory into an electronics company (Nokia) or a carriage company
into a car company. What is constantly happening here under the flow of new information could 
also be called a permanent evaluation system: Not only is value created, it is also devalued. Those 
who do not manage the change fall behind and disappear from the market in the end.

This necessary technological change in which everyone can participate can also be significantly 
disrupted if sham trade (nominal goods) mutates into an end in itself, if it only serves internal 
profit maximisation and computers decide in fractions of a second what are profits or losses. For 
even in the so-called win-win situation there is always a loser, who is usually to be found outside 
this group-think building. This maximisation is exactly the opposite of equitable distribution, in 
which over 50% of the world's population cannot participate. These 50% do not have access to 
these bogus resources such as money and shares. This is a factual refutation of the Rittershausen 
argument, stating that no democratic element can be found here to solve this problem at this 
monetary level. It also throws light on the so-called "capital cover" or the so-called "capital stock" 
as a (life) insurance principle, which is supposed to supplement or perhaps even replace the 
general pay-as-you-go system of statutory pension insurance. The fact that capital cover in private 
hands also only knows the distinction between profit and loss and therefore cannot guarantee any 
added value is regularly concealed. Capital cover is and remains highly risky. This does not 
necessarily mean a total loss, but it can be. In most cases, however, these private institutions will 
not fulfil their promised benefits. The reason is hidden in the fact that no substantial services are 
rendered in the trading of nominal goods and consequently losers inevitably emerge alongside the 
winners. This fact is concealed in the growth phase by, among other things, the accompanying 
privatisation, so that only symptoms emerge that we notice as deflation or as a widening gap 
between rich and poor. 

That these evaluation systems depend on open and flowing information is beyond question and 
that these trustees, up to and including the supervisory boards, are not allowed to engage in insider
trading with the help of this information, is likewise. It is obvious that a trustee in his activities 
does not have to submit to any competitive principles of the market (narration as a question: Who 
is a competitor of a football referee?). The only question that needs to be answered here is how to 
get good trustees.

Whether concentration processes experience a natural limit and come to a halt at it remains 
doubtful. It would be more conceivable, on the other hand, that they end chaotically in a kind of 
information collapse*.

* (Lack of information on the one hand, because many poorer states are not even able to issue proper birth 
certificates for their citizens. - Or information overload on the other hand, false information, false accounting 
(Enron), inadequate correction conditions: suspicion, dilettantism, deception or speculation rather than actual facts 
become the determining factor. This leads to the collapse of various market economy sectors such as: Collapse of the 
New Market in 2000 to mid-2001 or the real estate crisis in the US in 2007 to 2008).

However, the relative** claims of the bogus owners, whose exchange does not take place via 
performance but mainly via profit and loss, can only be guaranteed by a regulatory power (state), 
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which ultimately itself makes claims in the form of taxes and levies on bogus resources for its 
bureaucracy, which has to manage the redistribution. This is especially true in the case where it has
no resources of its own, except for the increasingly contentious infrastructure, and even sells them 
off (privatises them). In the age of globalisation, whether this regulatory power can thus enforce 
allocation will probably depend on the content and implementation of the international treaties 
agreed upon for this purpose. The quality of the regulatory power (to be defined especially by its 
weaknesses: Lack of resources, corruption factor, insider knowledge, nepotism, party book 
democracy, non-professional, burdensome bureaucracy) is co-decisive on the value of these claims
placed in a ranking.

If there are distortions in the economy, then the regulatory power in its area has the task of 
adjusting all bogus resources to each other (equalisation of burdens: balancing profit and loss, 
setting up a bad bank - ECB). In a world in which concentration - especially caused by 
technological development - leads to ever larger institutions, the word "lean state", which is 
increasingly entrusted with growing distribution tasks, is an anachronism. The more a society 
becomes technocratic, the more state and bureaucracy it will need! That is why the dream of 
putting the little man's tax return on a beer mat (F. Merz) remains just a populist's dream.

**) Relatively, because one has to bear in mind that some people have already wallpapered their flats with worthless 
share papers.

- Forbidden Resources  (market prohibitions and corruption) 
Human trafficking, slavery, data trade with secret data (insider knowledge; fiduciary issuer trade), 
organs of executed or murdered persons, genetic data, general creation of data sets from individual
data.

Data, general creation of data sets from individual data. Data collection and data processing not 
only threaten the freedoms of the individual in general. Rather, it can be assumed that the 
knowledge obtained from this will be used in larger strategies (e.g. researching the competition 
through contact analyses, private relations with secret services, Focus case).

The author does not dispute that the concept of resources can be refined or that other 
classifications are possible. What are medicines classified as, or what is the situation with organ 
trafficking? For example, organs, whether they come from fresh corpses or living people, with 
which there is a lively organ trade, were not classified here. However, this classification is 
sufficient for the general theory of money. Important in this context is first of all the mental 
definition that natural resources, just like energy, cannot be created. They must be available or 
tangible.

Scope of the General Theory of Money

Basic systemic Assumptions of Disequilibrium

The systemic assumption obliges us to accept resource dependence and a priori, valid system laws.
These include the law that a dynamic system cannot reach a state of equilibrium on its own 
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because all systems are bound by the law of large numbers (chance). Therefore, there is no law of 
equilibrium. Equilibrium Theories that pretend to manage without human intervention are 
ideologies and often justify this metaphysically-transcendentally, e.g. with the "invisible hand". As
a rule, these ideologies exclude decisive forms and forces, such as their time-bound nature and, 
finally, the resulting irreversibility.

Basic systemic Assumptions of Boundedness

Systems have a beginning and are limited in time and can therefore not be assumed to exist 
eternally or to be endlessly effective. The description of the system therefore presupposes a 
beginning and an end of the system, whereby the beginning can be set deliberately, but the end 
must be assumed speculatively, if the long possible existence of the system is at stake. Without 
these mental preconditions, we come and end up in an uncontrollable transcendence at the end of 
which we will find ourselves in a creed. The fact that money itself has a metaphysical origin and 
also retains it as an appearance of credit has already been mentioned at the beginning. The focus 
here is therefore on "controllable".

Systems that man wants to see in equilibrium for his purposes can only be kept in equilibrium by 
his influences. Wrong reactions due to inexperience, but also disinformation and information 
overload or internal as well as externally induced destructive intentions are not excluded. The CO² 
content of the atmosphere is a good example of what a collapsing equilibrium might look like. 
Many doubt this and generally prefer to speak of global warming and think that it has nothing to 
do with money or prefer to bet that it is the spontaneously occurring sunspots that cause climate 
change and that we therefore cannot influence.

Well, let's wait and see if we still have time for this bet (free resource O²). It also reminds us that, 
at the latest, our globe is an open, dynamic system that only tolerates certain amounts of energy for
the existing living beings in the inflow and outflow of energy from and into space, and we have to 
face the question of how these amounts of energy are balanced in the sense of all life.

Sphere of Action

The "General Theory of Money" extends its sphere of action from the hour ONE (i.e. the 
beginning) and ends at the point where a money holder hands over his money to a bank for a fixed 
period of time. It is therefore initially a closed system, because it cannot clarify from itself to 
where it is open. Since the assumption of a closed system is very unlikely, it will have to be shown
where the input and output of the system lie. It is generally valid, because whether the system is 
formed by a small, manageable group of people endowed with resources or whether six billion 
people are assumed in the group of potential emitters with a single world currency that will 
possibly have a monopoly position, does not disturb this theory - apart from an information 
collapse that is to be expected with a size of six billion people. (The question of the optimal size 
cannot be determined by this theory. It must be answered pragmatically). At present, no further 
agency is envisaged for this theory, nor is any ruled out. For example, the newly emerged bad bank
might turn out to be a necessary corrective to the monetary system and demand a place as another 
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agency in the General Theory of Money. Including it there as an eighth agency would not pose any
difficulties. 

The general theory of money also deals, among other things, with contractually fixed interest, 
which can also be understood as a static form of profit, and with fees. Not, however, with 
compound interest and the money creation of the hour TWO, which can be understood as a 
circulation process of the hour ONE and TWO and the agencies responsible there on a meta-level. 
The interest rate mechanism inevitably causes the expansion of the money and debt supply in the 
form of money hoarding and money claims through the savings process that now occurs, which is 
also reflected in particular in the constantly rising national debt. It is therefore permissible to have 
some doubts as to whether this interest rate mechanism is also suitable for controlling the money 
supply (inflation control). Here the "ingenious" idea of the "negative interest rate", as some 
theorists think, could be of help, if it were not a surrealistic fantasy. It can be assumed that this 
control with the mechanism of interest is only possible within narrow limits (e.g. to ward off 
speculative transactions). The "negative interest" does not fall under this because only the positive 
interest belongs to the form of money. If we compare this form of negative interest with a pot, 
nothing can be stored in it if it is turned upside down. In this way, a pot is usually not used.

The importance of compound interest in the issuance of money is misjudged by many monetary 
theorists, not only because interest can already be included in the issuance of money, but also 
because interest can be charged on the basis of either absolute win-win or relative win-lose 
situations. That is why not interest but the type of profit should be in the foreground of basic 
considerations about monetary systems, because the fact that someone pursues a business idea 
with the intention of making a loss (as in the example of negative interest) should be unusual, but 
this means that the concept of interest can only be assigned to subjects. Again, experience shows 
that win-win situations in which individuals or groups have joined forces should always leave 
losers. So it is the loser who forms the open part and who makes the closed system become an 
open one. If it were not so and we could only depict economic events in win-win situations, then 
no gap would have developed over time between the poor and the rich in the world. Assigning 
everything to a win-win situation would also mean viewing everything as a closed system. A 
closed system, left to itself, will always strive for the state of greatest disorder. (Consequence of 
the second law of thermodynamics).

Speaking of time, these money theorists often try to justify the interest rate problem with the 
Josephspfennig, although this has never existed. Such intellectual constructs, which hold the 
formula of compound interest in store, run the risk of borrowing from the boundless realms of 
metaphysics, if their unit of coinage (here the penny) can each be assigned to an atom of the 
universe or even exceeds it in quantity, then this means that the pennies must have more atoms 
than the universe can provide in this raw material. A pointer to the fact that not only infinity and 
nothingness, but even a formula with a theoretically not excessive exponent of the size 2000 can 
lead into the boundless or absurd metaphysical. But this formula still has a real flip side and it 
unfolds its destructive effect not only over time, as with the Josephspfennig, but in real terms 
already with large assets (funds, for example, regardless of whether they are state or privately 
founded) and in this way it helps to prove the Mackenroth thesis. This is also an indication that 
formulas and theories only have a certain range or meaning. For the compound interest formula, 
this means that it can only be applied without restriction in the field of calculating inflation, 
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because the state cannot put money aside so that it increases. It must keep it flowing through 
redistribution!

But interest is itself money and these money theorists are already moving on the level of circular 
reasoning: for before one receives money from money, it must be clarified how money comes into 
being. For interest, money must first of all already exist and before interest, there is genuinely the 
phase of hoarding money, which is much more important for the struggle for resources (acquisition
of real goods).

The General Theory of Money emerged from "Limodane and Brutalo", and as someone has 
already correctly remarked, it cannot do without this background knowledge. If you are in a hurry, 
you should first read the chapter "Walter's Principle" and, if necessary, the chapter "Bei Har". 
"Urbild der Geldschöpfung" is written at the end and corresponds to this theory in all points. 
Limodane is a spiritual development process and this has an impact on the definitions it contains. 
That is why it is important to check them against the result that the General Theory of Money 
produced. Some definitions or concepts, especially the concept of debt in its inseparable 
connection to emission and its dissolution, could only be made clear through this process.

The General Monetary Theory deals exclusively with cash, and for good reason: with cash, one 
can fall back on conventional language, but with fiat money, comparable technical terms have to 
be found for the virtual processes, which increases the complexity and abstractness to a degree 
before which even the judiciary collapses. This is avoidable if one commits oneself linguistically 
to cash. There is no fundamental difference between these two types of money. One should only 
take note of the fact that today, giro money is created before cash and has always existed purely 
genuinely before cash. Giro money is only more nimble and in connection with this speed, positive
feedbacks to which one can hardly react (e.g. liquidity trap or computer trading in a split second) 
are more likely.

But these fears do not justify a swan song for a global collapse of monetary systems. It is more 
likely that there will be partial collapses of various kinds in economic zones or individual 
countries (Sweden 1992, the bad bank Securum). General memory is relatively short and lasts at 
best a generation. Laconically, one will then realise that the wrong horse was backed. The fact that 
this also includes securing one's standard of living and for one's old age is not given sufficient 
attention by the media or is even censored and kept quiet. People then feel left alone. The lack of 
information does not lead to a general experience that could improve the system from the ground 
up. Media are themselves profit-oriented. To this end, they often work hand in hand with the 
corporations and especially with the insurance companies and have pawned their historically 
developed critical faculties and objectivity, which, among other things, ultimately make up the 
freedom of the press. Their unrestrained profit motives force them to participate in the skimming 
of value with the help of the monetary system and in this way, in combination with corruption, 
they belong to the gravediggers of any monetary system.
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The First Generation:

Founding Agencies

Let us therefore start at hour ONE or with the first generation in a moneyless world. Until then, 
people did their business in their heads. This mental process already contained all the necessary 
structural elements for material documentation. The advantage or disadvantage of this mental 
happening was that too much was forgotten in this pre-money trade, despite the high transparency 
of trade on the ground. Generally, this was not felt to be fair and people devised a visible 
documentation which, via some preliminary stages (Kerbholz), gave rise first to the promissory 
note and then to the bank note.
Promissory notes were always related to the issuer and bank notes, as the successor to the 
promissory note, were able to overcome the disadvantage of being personal. 

Promissory notes and banknotes are not natural phenomena. They presuppose cultural techniques 
such as reading, writing, printing and arithmetic, and after that, at the end, there is giro money with
computer technology. However, these cultural techniques subsequently abstract the situation of 
man from the hour ONE and the original transparency of the primitive people of place, time and 
commodity (or in general: matter) disappears. Promissory notes and banknotes can only be 
brought into appearance through contracts and document something of time and space that is 
detached from the present and debt and claim arise for it. That is why people were already 
dependent at this point on a logical legal construction, which in its process of development 
produced these seven agencies, which replaced the lost transparency of what was happening on the
ground with contractual conditions and security principles, but without being able to transfer the 
quality of this transparency to the full extent: From now on it was no longer recognisable from 
where the necessary added value came. It was now important for the fulfilment of the contract that 
there was added value or something derived from added value, namely profit, the just acquisition 
of which could only be assumed through an ethical creed. But this is very difficult today in the 
real-existing magic box of economic activity. It is already difficult to find out the liable owner of 
something who caused an environmental catastrophe in order to hold him accountable or to get to 
grips with the tax evasion of certain social circles. 

At this point, however, something crystallises that is not yet sufficiently differentiated 
linguistically, namely the distinction between surplus value and profit. It makes sense to assume 
the concept of surplus value for those transactions in which the contracting parties earn jointly, 
while the concept of profit is always associated with the concept of loss (Pareto efficiency).

In the presence of a moneyless market, the introduction of money first requires two other agencies 
that must be independent of each other. These are the agency of the issuers and the agency of the 
trustees, of which the former must have two and the latter one as a minimum number; in terms of 
concrete persons, there are thus at least three who can agree on a money issue. Ideally, we are 
already claiming here that the two issuers do not know each other and are only connected by the 
hand of the trustee. This is precisely the difference between a money issue and the issue of a 
promissory note, which, without the person of the trustee, requires only two contacting persons 
and which, when performed, is destroyed not by a trustee but by its issuer himself.
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We then assume in the following that there are more than 2000 potential issuers, which makes 
knowing each other already hopeless. The system is dependent on applying neutral courses of 
action and excluding personal relationships in the issuance of money (danger of corruption); 
instead, only factual arguments in favour of the issuance of money may be put forward. This is 
controlled by the trustee with the help of valid information, and a large number of the 2000 
potential issuers are eliminated because they do not have the necessary resources. These dropped 
out persons have to rely on raising money in other ways. Through the process of selection by the 
trustee, they inevitably fall into the newly formed Agency of the lower Category Money Holders. 

The existence of this agency is further proof that any covered money system divides people into 
rich and poor and, left to itself, widens this gap between them. One of the preceding proofs was 
provided under "System Core" in "Walter's Principle". This evidence must be taken to its logical 
conclusion. Their validity and negative effects cannot be turned for the better - as many believe - 
by the idea of competitive money or free money, nor by the idea of a world currency. This gap or 
damage that monetary systems cause in principle can only be closed by a high degree of 
transparency and a corresponding ethic of action in the monetary sector. Accordingly, the use of 
monetary systems within a society can only be justified with a corresponding ethic. This ethics is 
not only urgent but indispensable, because a civil society has no alternative to refuse or separate 
itself from a monetary system. It must know and master its dynamics. This means that society has 
a duty to define precisely what money is made of, how it is created and how it ultimately perishes. 
It has to make sure that everything is in accordance with the law. Only through ethics does a 
society have the possibility to apply the monetary system for the benefit of all and to improve its 
development and use.

Money is a Cost/Benefit Medium

 Money is - as already mentioned elsewhere - a cost/benefit medium, which means that it cannot 
be had without costs for the issuers and that the benefits of money must be higher than the costs. 
The costs therefore lie genuinely with the issuer. Assuming them somewhere else makes no 
economic sense. It can only be a political decision whether issuers receive a premium for their risk
of issuing money. In fact, this means the negative interest rate: take 1000 today and pay back 900 
in the future! - The subsidy mechanism is simplified in this way. It can only receive its legitimacy 
through a democratic process and must not be a permanent state of affairs. It is normal that money 
lenders (savers) earn a premium on the money market (securities or interest).

But if the financial sector is now pragmatically able to generate higher "returns" overall than is 
possible on average in the real economy, then this generally points to a contradiction in terms 
(casino mentality), because these "returns" can only be generated by way of the monetary cycle of 
profit and loss (including carry trades and the zero or negative interest rate phase) and not, as some
economists believe, via added value. There is thus a danger that the financial economy, by going 
through a process of concentration and monopoly to the point of "systemic relevance without 
alternatives", will dominate the real economy and detach itself from it with a virulent life of its 
own.
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Money can therefore only come into being through these two agencies at the hour of ONE. 
Moreover, money can only exist through the functioning of a goods or services market. Obstacles 
to the flow of goods and information become directly noticeable as obstacles to the issue of 
money. 

The agency of the market must exist beforehand, at least in the form of an exchange market of 
vital goods, before the other two agencies can concretely institutionalise themselves. The higher 
the structures and differentiation of the market are developed, e.g. in the form of warehouses, order
books or even the infrastructure in general, the better opportunities it offers the agency of the 
issuers to issue money.

The mental assumption of the hour ONE is particularly important here, because here the gateways 
to the metaphysical nothing or the metaphysical infinite are closed from the outset. At the time of 
issue, the issuers enter into time-bound contracts with the trustee, with which they receive share 
certificates in relation to a basket of goods. Whether these share certificates are free or tied to a 
transaction is determined by the individual contracts with the trustee's agency, because the new 
money certificates do not necessarily have to be handed over to the issuer. The issuers pay interest 
and/or fees to the trustee for these share certificates and the time they are used. The contract 
cannot therefore be directed against a third party who is not present; e.g. a money holder. The 
trustee, through the collection of interest and fee, develops into another figure in the monetary 
system, the agency of the money holders of the upper category.

The issuer should be the bearer of ideas in the system, which is needed to generate products. He 
bets on the success of his ideas and products with parts of his assets (resources) and assigns this as 
a pledge, like all other issuers by the way, to the creditor community of issuers - represented by the
trustee. Only this pledge gives (on the one hand) money its actual value. As a rule, it is only this 
pledge that causes the issuer to recover his spent money for interest, fee and redemption from the 
market and his money holders. His overriding aim is to withdraw his issue in order to have it 
destroyed at the trustee.
 
(This has nothing in common with what is popularly called "money destruction or burning". What is popularly meant 
by this is the failure of the issuer and trustee to extinguish loans where the pledge is insufficient as security. A failure, 
in other words. But the fact that it is precisely this failure to extinguish that supposedly causes a fire is the 
metaphorical short-circuit of the vernacular).

The subsequent goal of the issuer to get into the agency of the money holders of the upper 
category (savers) via the surplus profit can only take place when a second generation of the system
has developed. This presupposes that the system has an inner progressivity and therefore leaves 
only a few losers behind. Only the issuer can have money "destroyed" and this is necessary for 
money to retain its value. The trustee alone, on the other hand, cannot guarantee this. The opposite 
pole on this level is the bristling money holder, who does not want to part with his money and 
through this behaviour drives up the tension relationship to the value of money. Only through these
two poles (burning and keeping) does the tension arise (through imbalance or lack), which is 
subsequently reflected in the value of money.

Without reflux and elimination, no value could occur, because without reflux and elimination, 



either the money supply would have to increase rapidly, leading to inflation, or, if it were a matter 
of a limited money supply, the trustee's lending would have to cease. Depending on the strategy of 
action, the effects are different: the expansion of the money supply leads to inflation, the limitation
of the money supply to deflation. Deflation, as a normal case, is systemic. It occurs when more 
loans are repaid than issued.
Monetary processes, however, always lead to concentrations, which become noticeable in larger 
institutions and increasing privatisation. It is therefore irrelevant for the concentration process 
whether deflation or inflation prevails. The stable value of goods is therefore not an indicator that 
the concentration process and the progressive division of society into rich and poor has come to a 
standstill. Finally, it is still left to the method and political rhetoric according to which criteria 
inflation or deflation rates are determined and recognised.

Complexity and Problem of Definition

So far, the terms, creditor, debtor or debt, credit, refinancing, saving, borrower, commercial bank 
(GB) central bank(ZB), central bank money etc. have been adopted uncontrolled as terms in the 
General Theory of Money. Because of their ambiguity but also because of their danger of 
deception or because of their ordinary appearance, these "terms" can hardly support the "General 
Theory of Money". Unless they are defined more precisely for this theory. Thus, among university 
experts, one speaks of debt, indebtedness and over-indebtedness. Such classifications are needed in
the evaluation of surveys in order to use them statistically in lists or graphically. Such terms are 
hardly deductively derived; moreover, no distinction is generally made between loans and debts. 
Talking about debt alone - i.e. without the determined manifestation of money - is therefore pure 
pseudo-realism. These experts then turn to psychology for further explanations. But let's be 
surprised how much of these terms are necessary. For debt and credit, something could definitely 
emerge. For example, one could say: debts are not materially covered, whereas credits are 
materially covered. The difference is hardly apparent, because in reality one cannot tell from 
money whether it is only covered by a promise of performance or whether it is covered by an 
existing pledge. Whether it is backed by a future or promised work performance or a real resource,
e.g. in the form of real estate. But here, too, we are just learning through the devastating real estate
crisis in the USA in 2007 how insecure and opaque these cover systems are (e.g. through opaque 
securitisations). It makes sense to speak of loans instead of debts in all this. These are always at 
risk of not being repaid, which is ultimately a risk to be borne.

 
The seven agencies that are necessary here for the existence of cash already conceal a complexity 
that is hardly manageable. The word "complexity" is currently in inflationary use, mostly with the 
meaning background that the thing is still somehow manageable or regulable. However, the seven 
agencies also increase the variety of the system, which means an increase in the possibilities for 
action and communication of a complex system. An eighth agency, such as the bad bank already 
mentioned here, could increase this even further. The only argument against this is the oversize of 
the system, because this could lead to a communication collapse.
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Foretaste of Misleading: "Central Banks as Lenders

"Central banks are available as lenders to commercial banks, " (so wikipedia; keyword: credit).
Since central bank and commercial bank lending are more akin to an administrative act, since they 
possess neither resources nor money as administrators or trustees, respectively, the process of 
granting credit - especially in the application of this word - needs to be clarified more precisely. 
That the central bank grants credit to a commercial bank is probably a strange description of an 
ordinary process. We are merely stating here that this process of moving money back and forth 
does not in itself add value to the value chain. The so-called credit movements at this level do not 
generate an extra cent. On the contrary, they only cause costs.  

Let us therefore define the characteristics and tasks of a trustee. Among his pure characteristics is 
that, as a trustee, he must not own any money with which he opens the money creation process. 
As a trustee, he will also be found in the hour ONE - on his own account - among the money 
issuers, but he must neatly separate this from the trustee tasks. Thus there is the possibility that one
and the same person or institution may meet us in three agencies, and a fourth is added, which will
be named immediately: After the agency of trustees, agency of issuers, agency of money holders 
of the upper category, it is the agency of money lenders. Among these four agencies, a single 
person can appear real. It is difficult even for experts to neatly distinguish this fact for a theory and
for practice. But the theoretical task of the trustee's agency is to examine the potential issuers 
according to their resources. Only the trustee's positive judgement allows the issuer's money 
issues. The trustee secures this judgement with his own capital. If the trustee is mistaken, he too is 
obliged to rectify the damage with his own capital. The money system is thus secured by another 
level of liability - not just that of the issuer alone.

The trustee therefore theoretically does not own any money with which he can be associated at the 
time of issue. This theoretical location is crucial for understanding a money issue: the trustee is 
involved in the issue and his administrative act only turns the printed paper into money at the very 
moment he hands it over to the issuer or his contracting partner. Although he is the one who 
physically destroys the money after a set deadline, he only acts on behalf of the respective issuer. 
He is constantly busy deleting the issuers' maturing loans and logging new issuers into the system.

 Abuse Cases with corrupt Trustees

A savings bank that sells parts of its credit line to a foreign investor, thereby exposing the credit 
customers concerned to a higher risk because these customers are unilaterally and arbitrarily 
classified as bad loans, and a supervisory authority that, with its own vested interests, does not 
want to recognise this arbitrariness and indulges in the principle "what is not forbidden is 
allowed", have - as the Schleswig-Holstein member of the state parliament and opposition leader 
Kubicki rightly remarked - abdicated any form of fiduciary responsibility. 

Usually, it only comes to this attention when the corpses pile up - literally - in front of the banks' 
entrances, as in this case where an eighty-four year old senior citizen took her own life. The fact 
that the unwritten ethical creed (see above) is being trampled underfoot here, because it is a step 
from transparency to opacity, is not taken note of. The judiciary should have been alarmed by the 



sudden appearance of "new business practices" in the banking industry in 2003. But they 
proceeded according to the principle: everything is allowed that is not forbidden in black and 
white. Thus, land register entries were made due in their original amount - i.e. without deduction 
of the redemption - and collected through foreclosures.

The change in the value system brought about by the neo-liberal zeitgeist points to a deep-seated 
schizophrenia in the banking system between fiduciary tasks on the one hand and interests as 
money holders on the other. Cooperative banks and savings banks in particular used to see 
themselves more as a general mutual insurance than as a profit-maximising system. In any case, 
they have always let themselves be portrayed publicly as socially committed institutions.

*   *   *

The first generation:

In the initial stage, the hour ONE, the monetary system requires, in addition to the free market 
agency already in place, three other agencies besides this one.
 
(First Stage: Issuing and Eliminating Stage)

 
The Free Market Agency

This agency is the first prerequisite for any emission (free presentation and information, storage 
and movement of goods and services (infrastructure). In the market, the necessary surplus value 
only arises through trade, which had to be achieved even in transactions in early barter. Free trade 
is ideally present when an object flows through several hands. Dual structures suggest dependence 
from the outset. 
Barter also knew the division of labour, so that even here the question arose of how surplus value 
could be shared fairly. Even at this early stage, monopoly-like market domination by individual 
participants could arise, from which a free market suffered.

If surplus value fell into one hand, then a society could no longer distribute much. In the case of 
market domination (monopoly), society is forced to reduce and must retreat to the principle of 
"hand to mouth" and self-sufficiency. In this way, the skimming mechanism of the state or the 
monopoly enterprises is also drastically disrupted. The market is limited to the bare necessities or 
comes to a standstill.

The Agency of the Issuers

This agency as the second requirement of the issue (number of issuers at least two persons). The 
issuers' agency must have ideas and/or resources to issue money for a limited period of time. After 
the time limit, it must return the money to the trustees' agency. The trustee agency destroys this 
money. Neither issuers nor idea assets and resources are available indefinitely and/or present in 



time. For example, the resource O², which can be accessed by all, is currently freely available. 
Other resources (land, food, water, energy sources, ultimately prospective money or shares ) are 
largely in private hands and thus elude free availability.

Credit Extension

The availability of resources is at the core of credit. This includes the state's distribution tactics 
over resources; such as UMTS licences. It only allows "new money" to be printed (issuance). 
Resources can "grow back" or be finally consumed. They can also perish or spoil. They can lose 
value or be expropriated through the courts or burdened by taxes. The individual resource "labour 
power" only acquires its downward value through unemployment. All this means that credits must 
be limited in time and that money must ultimately be sent to destruction. This destruction is a 
process that society allows to be controlled via the trustee, because it must have a vested interest in
enabling each of its individuals to have repeated access to money via issuance at all times. 
(Again, we assume that this combustion happens physically and visually in the case of cash and 
that this process is not rendered invisible or redundant via balance sheet procedures).

The agency of the issuers sees in the cost-benefit medium of money a profitable benefit for itself, 
which it hopes to achieve via the agency of the market. Only here can money exploit its advantage.
Interest and profit must be enforced by the issuer here and this must be shared with the agency of 
the state. If the issuer fails to do this, it is an indication that its business idea was not marketable 
for this market. After a deferral of the loan (extension of credit), he is liable with his resource 
(property). The trouble-free repayment of a loan is therefore an indication of proper business in the
market.

The Loan is a special Kind of Bet

The loan is a special type of bet between the issuer and the trustee on the occurrence or non-
occurrence of specific events in the market (betting and advertising). In the event of success, the 
issuer pays a share of its profit to the trustee. In case of failure, the issuer pays with his pledge.
Because event and default are always linked to a period of time, the loan is also slavishly linked to 
this period of time. The timely repayment of a loan (redemption, repayment schedule), makes the 
occurrence of this event or default on the part of the trustee highly probable. Repayment is 
therefore a negative feedback loop. If negative feedback is generally dispensed with (e.g. perpetual
credit) or if it is constantly manipulated, this can destroy the monetary system itself. 

(The fact that an issuer runs to another, worse trustee, obtains a loan there in order to extinguish a loan with another 
loan is not assumed by this General Theory of Money, although it cannot be ruled out).  

The Agency of the Trustees  (Intermediary Actors) 

commonly known as the bank, forms the third precondition of money issuance. It screens money 
issuers to see if they are suitable for money issuance and have the resources to do so. Its tools are 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermedi%C3%A4re_Instanzen


the rules of documentation, as also found in notarial regulations. Number; at least one person with 
good judgement. It develops a security control and assessment system (expertise) for its sector of 
money management, which should be equipped with equity only for this reason, because any 
oversized monetary security system harms the money creation process or even makes it 
impossible. This includes the fact that the trustee's consent to a money issue cannot be forced. It is 
therefore at his discretion how and when money is issued. Administration means costs and is on 
the cost side of the cost-benefit medium of money.

This horizon of experience of the trustee cannot be built up and maintained without costs. Because
judgements are always time-consuming and subject to human reason, there is a danger that they 
will be tainted with errors, no longer in keeping with the times due to technical progress, for 
example, or arrived at under false pretences. The trustee therefore subjects his administrative area 
to constant control. He checks the value of existing resources, including productive forces, 
confirms them or makes revaluations. The examination of a matter is therefore always a beginning 
with an open result in the respective time. With his knowledge, the trustee must be up to date if he 
is to be useful to society. This knowledge is also not available free of charge. It must be acquired 
and can only be brought about and maintained through costly information systems. The respective 
time with its knowledge and its future prospects (not the duration alone) is therefore decisively 
involved here in the stability of the present money.

This judgement is opposed to any kind of automatism or mechanism. It depends on transparency 
and accessible facts. This means that the quality of a credit system must be based on secured 
scientific knowledge and information, up to and including the knowledge about the excesses of 
patent rights on living beings and plants or viruses. Whether intelligent computers (AI) can cope 
with these assessments in a fraction of the time it takes a human trustee is at least debatable or 
questionable.

The Agency of the State

The agency of the state has the task of protecting the smooth conclusion and existence of the 
negotiated contracts. It should have a vested interest in a single currency within its sphere of 
influence. (Some call this a monopoly position of the state). 
This agency takes money out of the system for its tasks via taxes and distributes it as immediately 
as possible. This is all the more true the fewer resources the state has of its own. This means that 
no state or community should appear without its own basic debt. At least in the amount of tax 
revenues, public money should be issued. Public accumulation of assets should be avoided, 
because assets of the state are the debts of others.

These revenues (taxes) are creditable, which means nothing else than that this agency - like any 
legal entity - is allowed to borrow money within this framework - mostly in the form of bonds - 
which is then shown as public debt. The state has thus not yet appeared as an issuer by taking up 
bonds. This has changed, however, since the ECB has been buying up government bonds and thus 
paying off the bondholders. How large the issuer status of the state's agency may be and what 
modalities must be observed is unclear or currently socially contentious, because the state as a 
whole can only ever determine which parts of its body politic are called upon to extinguish this 
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state debt. This can lead to discomfort and take dangerous forms if the national debt becomes 
excessive, because it exceeds the horizon of experience of individuals (birth and death). Cause and
effect fall apart as a logical unit.

This state taking and giving can also influence competition and lead to opaque relationships. If the 
state's emissions are needed for bloated administrations (e.g. Greece), then the cost/benefit 
medium of money can become overloaded.  The agency of the state itself becomes a problem of 
the monetary system, because the presence of the state shifts the relationship between value and 
output, so that an hour of one is offset by many hours of another. Moreover, it must be taken into 
account that civil servants and permanent employees of the state themselves form a huge money-
emitting organ through their own demand for credit, which can contribute to the monetary 
imbalance. Administration must therefore be effective, or better still, highly effective. If it is not - 
if it is useless and perhaps even corrupt or arbitrarily nimble in ordering and collecting - this will 
have a damaging or even destructive effect on the existing monetary and social system.Further 
problem areas are the still free resources of this world, (information and here especially the 
protected data, including those of personal self-determination) because there is a danger of 
converting them into monopolistic resources that are occupied.

* * *

As a result of the first generation, three agencies join in the second phase (second generation)* 
They cannot exist without the first generation and rely on the fact that money has simply been put 
into the world; the fact that there are issuers working in the background who can make the money 
disappear is something the agents of these agencies are only very rarely aware of. 

*) As already indicated here in this work, there is another agency, an eighth, in the room: 
the agency of the bad bank. This agency stands at the extreme limit of a currency rescue 
system. Its intervention is therefore not just about saving banks but rather about saving a 
currency.

 The second generation: 

Dependent Agencies ( second stage; value producer and money circulation stage ) 

Typical of these agencies, is their widespread, erroneous perception of the creation (emission) of 
money. The second generation does not perceive the first generation. Consequently, for the second 
generation, from which financial industries also developed, money consists only of deposits 
(savings).

It is quite possible that such industries, to which Switzerland and Great Britain belong, regard 
money as a "raw material". In such systems, the phrase "money comes into the bank through 
savers" has a primary and vital meaning. Unfortunately, the practice of these countries cannot be 
extended generally:



It is these agencies that maintain the "circuit of money". Unfortunately, the image of the circuit 
also conveys a false image, because it suggests that no one breaks this circuit. And because money 
had to start somewhere, it is claimed in shorthand that this money comes from the deposits of 
savers. They had put the money into the world.

This completes the illusion, because the fact that this money came from the issuers, who also have 
to get it out of this cycle again and in the course of this this money completely disappears again, is 
generally not known. The holistic view that brings all agencies into focus is missing. A strange 
loop has thus built up. It obscures the view of the possible lack of money and the related liquidity 
problems in a monetary system.
 

The Agency of the Aoney Holders of the Lower Category

This agency is dependent on money holding. Its money holders could not live otherwise. They 
need the money for their daily needs. Their ability to be self-sufficient has been greatly reduced by
rural exodus and urbanisation. They acquire this money not through issuance but directly through 
the resources that are naturally available to them: their time and labour. Their individual agents 
earn small surpluses through regular income, which are often used for borrowing (purchasing a 
home or paying off household goods). However, their resources are value-dependent on the money
previously issued by the agency of the first generation issuers. In their mass, these dependent 
resources are often underestimated as an economic factor (incentives on the domestic economy). 
The tendency to access cheap resources is systemic (extreme case: slavery). Time, as a dependent 
resource, is therefore under pressure from the founding agencies. They have far-reaching power to 
shape this. (Indications of the creative power vis-à-vis the agency of the money holders of the 
lower category: difficulties in obtaining loans, exclusion from the money creation process, which 
includes in particular temporary workers and low-wage workers. For value creation, however, they
are an important, profitable calculation factor because of the non-fixed jobs and low wages. Weak 
to no ownership formation; closed markets in the real estate sector; trade from hand to hand (sham 
trade) without a real, public offer on the market; wage formation up to wage benefits below the 
subsistence level (wage dumping), striving for chaos instead of the formation of fair market 
structures, different qualities of job guarantees, company-initiated sham trade unions, corruption, 
exploration, also through misuse of data and different distribution of life risks, pretence of 
scientific neutrality, application of inductive logic, e.g. from opinion polls, the use of the "social" 
system. e.g. from opinion polls, exercise of media power and secret sources of information, etc.).

This agency exhibits an interest-related psychological phenomenon. Namely, its money holders are
completely indifferent to the question of what money is. Money only stays with them for a short 
time and for this reason alone supports their belief that money must always go round in circles.
Accordingly, their relationship to money is the same. They hardly know from whom it comes and 
where it goes and that the notes in their hands must ultimately disappear completely as soon as the 
debts of the issuers (e.g. also the state) have been repaid.
This agency is only marginally involved in the value extraction of the monetary system. It is 
firmly anchored in the self-referential belief that money is created only through equivalent service 
provision.
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Often they are partially supported by transfers from the state, but often they are fully supported by 
it. They are therefore poorly protected against populist manipulation by politicians, e.g. in the form
of promises of money or doctrines of salvation of any kind.

The system of other agencies burdens the agency of the lower category of money holders as wage 
or salary earners, including VAT, with over 60% of their gross income. Participation in social 
events, as should be guaranteed, for example, by an adequate pension calculated on the basis of 
lifetime performance, disappears as a result of inflation, tax barriers and rising social security 
contributions. Ideologically, this is achieved by decoupling and denying parameters that belong 
together, such as those of demographic change and social progress. 

This agency is under constant social control in modern societies. It is the most sociologically 
disaggregated agency. Everything imaginable is documented: Age and gender, health status and 
purchasing behaviour, whereabouts and movement profiles. They know about these individuals 
better than the individual knows about himself. This agency consists of marriages and non-
marriages, parents and children, single and single parents, paying and registered non-paying 
fathers, young people, trainees and pensioners, religious members, Bafögem recipients, temporary 
workers, mini-jobbers and Hartz IV recipients. The basket of goods was designed primarily for 
this agency without share and real estate prices and offers the people within this agency 
corresponding planning security in the case of price stability (however, exaggeratedly formulated: 
Anyone who, as an economist, only talks about price stability has sat down in this imaginary 
basket of goods and only views the world from there). Considering that the gap between the poor 
and the rich is widening, we can rightly assume that according to systems theory - there are no 
truly closed systems - the hidden genuine and historically non-provable opening of the monetary 
system - i.e. what makes it an open system, along with some others, such as unbalanced exchange 
of goods between nations or countries - is mainly achieved with this agency (cf. caste systems). In 
other words, this agency plays a large part in turning monetary systems into open systems.

The Agency of the Money Holders (savers) of the Upper Category
 
own the money supply (M1) through interest-free (!) and zero-term money holding. Zero-term 
money holding here means: the money is hoarded and can be spent immediately when needed. In 
addition to the issuer's money destruction, money holding creates the necessary tension, which is 
reflected in the value of the money. Basically, the money holder can do what he wants with his 
money.

While issuers become indebted when they issue money, money holders pay for goods and services,
thus enabling issuers to get their money back in order to have it destroyed. Only inflation can 
influence money holders to take certain measures to maintain the value of their money. If the 
holding of money becomes uncertain, the money holder can shift into other real or nominal goods 
(e.g. gold or shares). In his actions, the money holder is bound by the specifications of the agency 
of the state (prohibitions on corruption and bribery, tax levies, foreign exchange restrictions, 
prohibition on holding gold, etc.). However, he is also cultivated as an investor by the state's 
subsidy incentives, creating further opportunities for money creation scenarios through the 
investment itself and through "employee indebtedness", who can borrow with the help of their 



secure job.

This ultimately makes it clear: money is a manifestation of questioned creditworthiness of 
potential issuers (debtors) by trustees and its most diverse forms of credit granting by state or 
private trustees: the power of disposal over one's "own money" is, as the queuing in front of the 
British bank buildings at Nothern Rock proves, only on paper and clearly shows the difference that
exists between a real money note or mere money claims. Even if money declines in value, this is 
still different from standing empty-handed in front of a closed bank.

In the meantime, anyone who wants to do their money transactions in cash in this country is faced 
with similar difficulties. The reason is that, as already mentioned, banks do not own money but 
only manage it. The technical term is called liquidity and, as the example shows, this is not 
without its problems. 
When the money holder lends money, he gives the money away. The money holder of the higher 
category can take on a second form and change into the agency of the money lenders.

The Agency of the Money Lenders  (Creditors)

This agency does not possess money in its pure form. It has lent it and therefore holds a claim to 
money! As can be seen, it is at the last stage of the genuine process. Without law - i.e. without state
regulation - this agency would form a black market of money lending. Through the 
professionalisation that this requires, it has created for itself, via a bank, a contractually more or 
less fixed claim (risk) to repayment of the money lent and the interest associated with it (monetary 
claim). This is evident from their certificates received for their money. This agency is the biggest 
beneficiary of the bad banks and bailouts set up by the state since 2008.

The return of money from the money lender to the trustee is commonly referred to as saving. 
However, this money is fed back into the market where it also meets legacy issuers and legacy 
creditors. The old issuers settle their debt and to a certain extent destroy the solvent money supply 
(M1) while the old creditors increase their money claims in the non-solvent money supply (M2 to 
Mx).

This spiralling process is fundamentally deflationary in nature and can only be stopped with new 
issuers admitted by trustees. In the past, this role of fighting deflation has been played by states 
with a steady supply of new debt. Whether they can all free themselves from this role with a debt 
brake laid down in the constitution is questionable. In general, it can be said:

If money saved is returned to the monetary system, first the old debtors can get out of debt. This 
money disappears into nothingness. In a prospering real economy, nothing happens at first, 
because prospering systems are insensitive to errors and there are enough new debtors to service 
the claims of the savers. In addition, more money flows to the state through its taxes. Only when 
the economy is weak do tax deficits occur and problems arise with the absence of new debtors: 
The money becomes less because it disappears due to the ongoing debt relief. Banks, creditors and
debtors are caught in the liquidity trap. Up to now, nothing has been noticed of the trap because all
states have continued to get into debt and have constantly avoided the problem.
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Because a debt trap opened up here, the states agreed by hook or by crook to pursue an austerity 
policy to guide them out of the debt trap. In doing so, however, they overlooked the problem that a
liquidity trap still looms on the other side. Italy and Greece were hit particularly hard by this.

The Bad Bank

At the end of this privatisation process, bad banks and bailout funds with ever larger state 
guarantees were set up to prevent the looming debt or liquidity traps from slamming shut. There is 
still no proof that these debts can ever be repaid, especially since, paradoxically, bailout funds 
themselves can only be represented by money (debt). The current partial collapses in the monetary 
system (e.g. Greece) speak a different language.

In such a situation, a bad bank actually appears as the ultima ratio or the last resort of a monetary 
system. It can act like a measured debt cut and be structured like an insurance policy in which the 
maturity dates of monetary claims for debtors are stretched out for up to a hundred years. After this
time, even an institutionalised claim (e.g. state against state) should no longer be enforceable.

The creditors have to expect an instalment and/or even only a partial repayment of their monetary 
claims, with the central banks providing "new" money in exchange for the "toxic" creditor 
securities. As a special feature of this procedure, it must be noted that the central banks do not 
have this "new" money introduced into the monetary system via the borrowers but, exceptionally, 
via the creditors. It goes without saying that this procedure can have a negative influence on 
monetary stability because it actually loses value, even if initially only in the exchange rate 
relation to other currencies. There is a danger that another currency will effectively replace the 
national currency.

But the natural departure (death) of debtors and creditors also eliminates their debts and monetary 
claims. Monetary claims and assets change hands. For monetary stability, it is therefore important 
that the state takes proper action in the case of heirs. Moreover, an accumulation of assets in the 
hands of heirs or institutions that can build up into a "dead hand" must also be avoided, so that a 
feudalisation of society is prevented.

*   *   *

The theoretical purity of the General Theory of Money is now as follows (genuine derivation): 

• Issuers have to get their money back to have it destroyed 

• Trustees have no money

• Money holders do not receive interest 

• Money lenders do not hold money

(If this does not make sense to you, you can illustrate it with real money notes or explain it to 
yourself by standing in line in front of Northern Rock's bank building.) 
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This genuine (explanatory) derivation (suitable for theory) precedes the pragmatic and merely 
descriptive, inductive derivation (unsuitable for theory) of money supply models (from M0 via M1
to M3). In practice, it is only in the case of M1 (cash money and money on deposit) that we are 
dealing with money that actually exists and can be bought. In all other cases - except for M0, 
which is neither money nor money claim, but only the appearance of money - it is only a matter of 
money claims. In the appearance of bad banks, the money supply models have been expanded in 
the financial crisis without assigning a number to this newly created money supply. Until further 
clarification, one could name the money quantities or "money claims" stored in "bad banks" as 
Mx;y. The plural here stands for the difference.

The plural here stands for the diversity of the individual money supply models (example: 
Switzerland). The fact that the global banking system with its money supply policy operated 
without a sound cognitive theory of money was most clearly demonstrated by the mortgage crisis 
in the USA with its effects on the international financial markets in 2008. These money quantities 
are already no longer money in the sense of this theory, because as money it is no longer to be 
found in the coffers of companies and the wallets of private individuals, but through its dynamics 
in virtual form and unmanageable as money claims in the channels of the banking system it 
generates enormous bank profits there through interest, fees and speculation, which consequently 
provide for capital shifts (transfer of ownership) in the financial markets and the real economy 
(Arcandor case, for example). The electronically generated credit is counterbalanced by 
electronically generated debt, for which banks are liable in conjunction with their issuers and 
charge interest or fees. This monetary system thus inevitably divides banks into winners and 
losers. In a hardly noticeable way, this process runs for a long time via sales and silent takeovers 
and is called concentration until such cases as Fanny Mae, Freddie Mac and HypoRealEstate 
(HRE) burst forth and cause the nationalisation of their companies without alternative. So far, no 
one knows how much the states will guarantee (bailout funds), but it is already known that it will 
be the largest financial bailout in world history, for which the taxpayer will have to pay. The fact 
that share prices jumped euphorically on the same day as this news is part of the game of this 
twisted world. At this point, at the latest, it should become clear to everyone who has to spoon up 
the soup that has been brewed by ongoing neoliberalism, and it should also become clear that its 
conjured-up self-regulating powers do not exist in reality and that shareholder value can only 
create huge bubbles.

As Der Spiegel notes in its 20/11.05.09 issue, in the last 25 years the wealth claims of money 
owners have quadrupled in relation to global economic output. Exactly at this point a wrong word 
has already been introduced, because according to the General Theory of Money it cannot be the 
agency of the money owners but only the agency of the money lenders who can make wealth 
claims. The latter is therefore the actual beneficiary of a "new" agency, namely the agency of the 
bad bank, which has the newly created money supply M(x;y) administered with massive state aid 
(rescue umbrellas). In the case of HypoRealEstate (HRE) it becomes clear that the bailout was 
prepared by the financial industry for years. 

The amalgamation of the four agencies of Hour ONE purely inevitably established a base of the 
moneyed and destitute, who have been culturally taught to make a living from their labour in 
exchange for money. They form: 
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The Agency of the Money Holders of the Lower Category. 

This agency is not needed in the ONE hour for money issuance. As a rule, it cannot provide 
collateral or pledges and can only grow into minor money issuers through the labour market in 
hour TWO. Because the process of the general creation of money is concealed from it, ideologies 
with political demands, such as that of an unconditional basic income, are formed in it. This 
agency can play a certain role (e.g. as a consumer) in its mass. In this context, the word "debt" 
becomes a non-word, because when it comes to money, the poorest person is the one who is not 
given the opportunity to take out a loan in order to receive money. Accordingly, such a person does
not even have debts. He only owns his labour power, which he can use as a resource with variable 
value and which he can show and pledge for the creation of money. If it is not in demand, he lacks 
two things: creditworthiness and money.

This brings us to another definition provided by this General Theory of Money: Credit is covered 
by pledges; debt, according to this theory, would be loans that have not yet been repaid. It is one of
the biggest problems with unemployment that the unemployed are not creditworthy. This 
definition considerably restricts the use of the word "debt", because it only applies to those who 
can also get into debt.

The debts of a monetary system are in fact credits. If these credits (debts) did not exist, there 
would also be no money. But since the use of language in this context constantly equates debts and
credits, let us use this word for a moment, because the covered "debts" of the monetary system are 
only one side of the coin.

The other side of the coin, "debt", is constantly at the bottom. You don't usually turn it around: 
because money is a cost-benefit medium (at least it should be), we need to know what is behind 
this side. Money is not static but dynamic and this dynamic transforms a permanent benefit. The 
benefit of the monetary system is progress, which is reflected in a higher level of organisation of a 
society: Schools, the whole knowledge system, including medicine, a secure supply of daily life, 
supply stability in the food sector, protection against epidemics, an intact (?) infrastructure etc... 
should be found on this page. 

From this point of view, unemployment is relativised, but it is nevertheless unacceptable above a 
certain level, because there is a concrete suspicion that people can statistically count on higher life 
expectancy through access to credit compared to people in unemployment. Should the suspicion be
confirmed, then the mean value (life expectancy) of the demographic factor would be a pure fraud 
manoeuvre, initiated and positioned by the agency of the money holders of the higher category 
(savers) against the agency of the money holders of the lower category. The latter then rightly call 
such conditions Class Society.

Unemployment can now also be explained in this way from the "general theory of money": The 
unemployed are persons who cannot join the community of issuers. They are prevented - often by 
birth - from obtaining money in this way. Their life expectancy is statistically lower than that of 
savers and money lenders.

From the very beginning, the cost-benefit medium of money is (genuinely) directed against this 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikrokredit


agency of the money holders of the lower category with a strong and hidden exclusion. It is up to 
the sovereign to decide how to compensate for or mitigate the effects of this exclusion (e.g. 
through inheritance laws aimed at redistribution or free education). In a democracy, it is the task of
the state - and we take this opportunity to understand it directly as an agency - to take on the task 
of distribution. Pushing the state out of these tasks would either amount to future social hara-kiri 
or divide society into castes. Every dynamic system must have an opening to make it work, 
including the social one, and why should this opening not be the natural death of an individual?

The agency of the state should make clear distinctions between surplus value and profit and it is 
obvious that the former belongs to society and the latter to the individual. The latter is often still 
associated with the concept of subsidy. The demand to reduce subsidies often conceals the fact of 
bad state action. One can read from this that the subsidy that flowed was not necessary, not 
justified or did not sufficiently distinguish whether an added value was achieved for the 
community or only an unjustified profit was made for an individual or for a legal person (e.g. 
Nokia).

Those who now believe that they can solve these problems caused by money with revolutionary 
techniques should be reminded that after the destruction of this world, the revolutionary has 
nothing to fall back on but the construction elements of this "general theory of money" to build a 
new monetary system. 
As the island examples brought in suggest, a reduction to fewer agencies will not help the 
monetary system any further, because this reduces money, for example, to counting means, among 
other things. The real meaning behind a monetary system is the process of value extraction that the
state and the business community - above all banks and insurance companies - engage in. It will 
have to use the same agencies out of logical principles, even if this revolutionary himself never 
realises it:

For those who would like to learn more about this, the book "Zorn und Zeit" (Anger and Time) by 
Peter Sloterdijk, p.189 ff, is recommended. Starting from Bakunin, he describes the effects of such
ideas that led to the catastrophes of the 20th century. However, the reader should be warned 
against his further remarks, because on page 256 he builds up a clever taboo in his note, so that it 
must be difficult for some to divide the world into rich and poor. Anyone who does so quickly 
finds himself in the light trap with him and his name is recorded as a potential murderer: For him, 
dividing into rich and poor means being on the wanted list. Better: look away and look where 
Sloterdijk focuses the world and there are no more problems in it. Only much later, in a short word
on page 278, does he allow the possibility to flash up that "the evil in people's relationships" could 
spring from social structures. - Nevertheless, one should continue reading on page 294: "The 
Erotisation of Albania or: The Adventures of the Post-Communist Soul".  

Leaving aside the question of what Sloterdijk sees as the post-communist soul, which is supposed 
to have been to blame for these conditions, but which was not post-communist but rather a breach 
in the dam of the encroaching turbo-capitalism, which he did not recognise and which Sloterdijk 
presumably only became aware of in the global banking crisis, he succeeds, despite his political 
sweeping, in generally presenting the instabilities of a monetary system excellently.

The solution should be found in the social structures. Superhuman organisations are targeted here, 



which are oversized in terms of space and time (e.g.: Foundations, which might find it difficult to 
legitimise themselves democratically). Every organisation that exceeds the age of a human being 
hides behind its hand the problems of the "dead hand". But at the moment, more bogus resources 
are being created by the agency of the state so that the privatisation process [ privare (lat.) - to 
deprive], which forms ever larger, monopoly-like organisations, can continue until an information 
collapse, which appears in the form of a real estate crisis (USA 2007), brings it crashing down. 
Real resources, however, still have to be found or tapped. They have to be there! They cannot be 
created out of thin air. It is word games that lure the mind down a wrong track, such as "renewable
energies or steady-state". Any physicist will confirm that the former does not exist and the latter is 
a paradox, with the perhaps meaningful request that one find more meaningful or precise words 
instead: We are suddenly faced with the seemingly impossible task of giving clear words to what is
really happening. This is a sign that the cognitive refuses to be represented by language alone.

As it may be the same in the previous examples whether the right words are available, extreme 
caution is required with the word "resource". One cannot decide on the existence of resources. 
Therefore, creating a financial product does not mean that it is a real resource. It is not traded with 
real services but only with monetary claims*), which at best dissolve into nothing if enough are 
found who have to perform for money - and only for this and nothing else. "Real Estate 
Investment Trusts" (Reits) are such products that bring no "nutritional value" to society. They do 
not represent real resources, because they are only notes. They want to open up a market of seven 
trillion euros in Germany so that money issuance and money supply growth are secured. Only in 
this way is growth still possible. The system is prospering virtually and it is an attempt to stage a 
property market equal to that in America. (Please answer the question of what will come off for the
agency of the money holders of the lower category in the future, Mr Steinbrück! A strange kind of 
property creation. These are the future net payers of this chain letter system: for some the jackpot 
and for the big rest inflation. And when everything threatens to collapse, the state steps in without 
having a punishment-proof scenario for this swindle! And Finance Minister Steinbrück plays the 
White Knight). In fact, the agency of the state participates in the casino mentality and opens a new 
gambling house where the losers do not know that they have participated in a game they could 
never win. Because one thing is certain: there will be no added value in the sense of this theory, 
where everyone wins, because here, as in the casinos, it is only a matter of pure sham trade, in 
which there is not an ounce of output and which consequently cannot produce a real economy with
its nominal goods. 

Rather, it will damage them in such a way that easy and cheap credit will no longer be available. 
Moreover, the agency of the money holders in the lower category will hardly receive any loans and
will be exploited as a resource by the other agencies. It will be the chosen loser in this chain letter. 
Steinbrück as the winner in the triple board game: at Har . The game where no resources are 
needed and which will not provide the insight where in reality the line is crossed to Forbidden 
Resource and Fraud or Cheating.

*) It should be noted that the monetary claim must first be converted into money. Only when money is redeemed on the
market does it turn out what service (value) is to be received in return.
The scenarios that can be associated with this only become apparent in the event of a system disruption:

• 1st scenario: The money claim is not fulfilled because the debtor or the trustee is not liquid. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wei%C3%9Fer_Ritter_(Wirtschaft)


• 2nd scenario: The monetary value disintegrates (more or less quickly).

The Tasks of the State

With the demand for the dismantling of superhuman organisations, the state immediately comes 
into view, whose existence - vis-à-vis all others - cannot be questioned. We can also regard it as an 
agency and obtain the agency of the state whose characteristics as a regulatory power have been 
presupposed here, but whose economic characteristics are not yet known or have not yet been 
sufficiently discussed. But because the properties of the issuer are known to us - only the issuer is 
in a position to put money on the market or take it off the market - it must now be decided that this
right may not be granted to the state because? - yes, because "debts" are created by the issue and of
which we now know that they must first be distinguished from loans. That is why this is a poor 
justification, since there are enough arguments why the state should be the issuer. The most 
pressing argument is:

As an issuer, the state has a better steering instrument than the money market.
The only question is what the state brings in as collateral! - Has the state allowed itself to be 
manoeuvred by the privatisation processes into the agency of the money holders of the lower 
category? Will it have to raise money in the future with its future revenues in the same way as a 
small borrower does through his monthly wage? Or is he allowed to raid natural resources (e.g. 
air) in order to be taken seriously as an issuer?

Has he not had sufficient value created in recent years, neglected infrastructure, so that it is really 
debt and not loans that he took out? - So how much of the loans are unsecured and are therefore 
identical to the definition of debt given here - with the threat of insolvency? - These are questions 
that have not yet been adequately answered socially and that have not yet been presented to the 
people for a constitution. To denigrate this demand for a constitutional vote by the people as 
constitutional patriotism shows a high level of cluelessness and arrogance on the part of the 
political lawyers dealing with it. Dürrenmatt's words (The Physicists) also apply here: 
Jurisprudence is too difficult for lawyers. 

The Pragmatism of Government Debt

means that there is no recognisable theoretical approach that can determine the level of 
government debt. As soon as the state levies taxes, it is inevitable that it will have to incur debt.

As a conclusion, however, it may be stated here first: The agency of the state has largely forfeited 
or ruined its issuer status through excessive and opaque borrowing. It has let itself be deprived of a
good control instrument. - But does the agency of the state even know what it wants to control or 
what damage it is doing when it misallocates its bogus resources or allows itself to be ousted from 
issuer status? - What is its relationship to the agency of the lower category money holders that 
make up at least ninety-five per cent of the agency of state? - What conflicts of interest arise if, in 
addition, it wants to act not only as an issuer but also in the counter-position as a money holder 



and money lender? Does this awaken unfulfillable desires among the destitute that reflect on a 
non-scarce, unconditional basic income? If the state is then offered the role of trustee, then all in 
all it is: an uncontrollable, inefficient monster!

That the state should generally be forbidden to issue money - in other words, to incur debt - 
cannot, however, be deduced from the general theory of money; on the contrary, monetary laws 
indicate that a certain pragmatic limit to state debt is indicated. Countries, cities and municipalities
that are debt-free and have also acquired monetary claims have - as absurd as it may sound to the 
ears of a normal person - grafted themselves onto the monetary system and evaded the general 
responsibility that a common monetary system requires, and in return have indebted others, 
because money is and remains a manifestation of debt. Without this debt, there would be no money
in this world.

Distinction from the theory of "Doney as a Documentation System of Intertemporal 
Exchange“

Money continues to move from hand to hand until it finally meets a Money Issuer who has this 
money destroyed. The thesis that money can constantly go round in circles is thus clearly 
contradicted. Ultimately, in the hand of the issuer, the money turns back into worthless banknotes 
(M0 status) when the issuer returns these banknotes to the bank, which must physically destroy 
them if no other, new issuer is present. Only through this dynamic does money take shape as a 
carrier of value in the form of any claim to performance that the money holder can have fulfilled 
on the market. Only when this circulating money encounters a money issuer who wants or needs to
repay his loan (debt) with it, can what is generally defined as intertemporal exchange be 
concluded. What lies in between are purchases and sales by money holders, which is perceived as 
money in circulation.

 Notes:  
Thomas Piketty: "Capital and Ideology" - Beyond Capitalism and Communism.
translated from the French by André Hansen, Enrico Heinemann, Stefan Lorenzer, Ursel Schäfer 
and Nastasja S. Dresler
with 158 graphics and 11 tables
C.H. Beck Verlag, Munich. 1312 pages, 39,95 Euro. ( May 2020 )
 
To collateralise monetary policy operations of the European System of Central Banks (monetary 
policy), credit institutions are required to provide collateral:

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notenbankf%C3%A4higkeit
Strong similarities with the General Theory of Money can be found in the following link: 
http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~roehrigw/betz/be445.htm
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Achetype of Money Creation

(Gregory's story)

It does not matter whether it already existed.

What matters is whether it is conceivable.
 

Any money is already defective by design.

No system is perfect.

      In the beginning was credit

*   *   *

From: regina.schuller@ecb.int [mailto:regina.schuller(at)ecb.int] Sent: Monday, 27 July 2009 
15:24
To: Anton Voglxxxxx Cc: info@ecb.int Subject: RE: Deposits
Dear Mr. Voglxxxxx,
thank you for your email of 24 July. Regarding your query: yes, a deposit from non-banks is not a 
prerequisite for a bank to be able to give a loan to non-banks and b) the process of giving loans 
from banks to non-banks and the related creation of deposits is called "money creation" in 
economics.
With best regards Regina Karoline Schuller
Head of Press and Information Division Telephone + 49 69 1344 74xx
Fax + 49 69 1344 74xx Mobile + 49 171 221 75xx E-mail: regina.schuller(at)ecb.europa.eu

*   *   *
     

Gregor is the Owner of an Apple Orchard in Apple-Country.

Heinz made and delivered 20 tree saws to Gregor and at first Gregor wanted to supply Heinz with 
apples when they were ripe. Now Heinz has changed his mind and wants money. Heinz realises 
that he will not get the monetary value that Gregor would get for these apples at the market, 
because Gregor has written on his promissory note that Heinz has to collect the apples from him. 
Moreover, bringing and selling at the market is an achievement in itself. The currency in apple 
country is called apple blossom. An allusion to what helped this country become rich.
Gregor goes to the bank and says, "Heinz has made me a demand for money and I have no money 
at the moment. Can you get me some?"
"Let's see," the bank employee replies and Gregor asks him, "Can we fall back on the archetype of 
money creation?"
 
 "Of course, Mr. Gregor, you want to know exactly how a mathematician arrives at the number Pi, 



because no one has yet experienced the end of this number, which is genuinely connected to the 
circle. It is therefore considered transcendent, and yet somehow it must have begun with the 
number 3. So let's start and begin with our experience and embark on a path that ends in the 
inexperienced - i.e. in the transcendent - of risk and chance, because we still live in apple country 
with apple currency among us and that has the advantage that you may still experience the primary
process of money creation in the flesh. However, it should be clear to both of us that with the word
"creation or creation" we are only using a metaphor that actually stands for the issuance of money. 
For it is not the banks that issue the money but you!"

"Me?"

"Yes, you, - as an individual! And we should clarify that here about the archetype, because only 
the individual is the bearer of experience and not the institution, such as a bank, for example. - 
What we are going to do now is figuratively like the very first banknote, that is, we are following 
the genuine line. Only from money can you explain the bank, whatever this is supposed to mean, 
but not the other way round: you cannot explain from the bank how money comes into being, 
because money must already exist in some form before this bank. Likewise, it is impossible to 
explain money from the money market. This money market does not yet exist for us in this 
situation, because the real goods markets must exist first. Only the reference to the very first 
banknote, even if we only mentally reconstruct it here and now, saves us from these permanent 
circular reasoning, with which especially economic science has equipped itself, when for it 
everything runs endlessly in a circle, i.e. without beginning and without end or limit, without 
recognisable drive, and when it still presents this cycle as proof of the process of the creation of 
money. If you like, this is irrationally metaphysical or fantastic in the truest sense. Fortunately, we 
are not so blinded by physics. In the case of a car, after all, everyone still recognises who is 
responsible for the fuel, and one does not claim when two car tyres have rolled through the road 
that it was a car that one saw. Strangely enough, however, this delusion happens with abstract 
things, like money. It is false or incomplete images that lead to false or incomplete abstractions 
and thus lead the mind and the world in circles or astray until suddenly a dangerous abyss opens 
up into which many threaten to fall (securitisation market).

So let's start with the visible things and actions. You are the issuer and you are the driving force 
and the momentum. The money you issue has to go back to you. Every foot must be put in front 
and must then stay behind if you want to move forward. This is how it goes alternately: what is 
emitted must be caught up. This applies to every unit if it is not to be destroyed. This applies even 
to any point on the periphery of a wheel, if the reference point is outside the wheel.

If you are creditworthy, I go into the cellar, into the vault, throw on - in the vernacular they say 
money press - the note press and ten minutes later you have your money. These pieces of paper 
only become what we actually call money in your hands. This money is not worthless, as many 
pillar saints of the economic guild claim, simply because after the agreed time you will bring it 
back to me for shredding.
 
Its path is then over and it must not be passed on to anyone else. We do not yet have a central bank
watching our backs to take over this process and make it disappear from our immediate scene. It 
even plans to print these notes itself for a banking association. But in doing so, it remains only you



who can send out these notes and not the central bank. The central bank can only be a second-
generation product and it originally served the system only as insurance.
Insurance always sounds good, but it also has a horse's foot!"

"Insurance has a horse's foot?"

"Yes, for every insurance policy, money has to be put aside which you may end up missing in the 
repayment! Put too much money aside and it ends up hurting the money issue itself! "

"Let's get to the point! What do you mean by creditworthy? - Heinz also gave me credit. He gave 
me twenty hand saws so that I can take better care of my apple trees!"

"You see, Mr. Gregor, the mere fact that Heinz has returned his real estate loan - that is, the claim 
to your apples - and is now demanding apple money from you instead, does not oblige the bank to 
step into this loan that Heinz granted you."

"No? - Why not?"

"Mr. Gregor, we can't do it like that! - And now that Heinz has withdrawn his Realgut loan, it also 
casts a shadow over your creditworthiness. We have to take a closer look. You see, the pure, equal 
exchange of real goods leaves no monetary relationship - in other words, no claim is created in the 
process and consequently neither promissory note nor money - and we stay out of these 
transactions for reasons of conflict of interest. But more importantly, we don't want to do your 
work either, like apple picking. But there is still the pledge, which we see as a catalyst rather than 
a business. So on movable real goods, we usually give credit if they can be conveniently brought 
to our vault as a pledge, and we can't do that with your apples. Besides, we cannot trust a thing that
is rotten. Not to mention that you don't have any apples yet. But if you want to issue apple 
blossoms, it means raising your two-way relationship with Heinz to a more general level and 
spreading the risk over several shoulders. One of those shoulders is this bank."

"Oh, I see, I'm dealing in the wrong things if they can rot. - Then I can go home again."

"No, Mr Gregor, not so fast! - That's not what I meant. You want to sell your apples and you can't 
do that if you don't make sure that money comes into the market. Only you are the one who can 
really issue money. Originally, the issue always comes from a person and not, as many believe, 
from an institution. In common parlance, you are called a borrower. 

But this describes reality in a very bad way. Mr and Mrs Mustermann now believe that it is only 
the banks that have the money. You see, people only talk about "having" and not about "making". 
This creates a level of public consciousness that does not neatly reflect reality. A false image takes 
this place. But actually banks only manage and you make the money because you want to perform 
and not the bank!

As you can see, you are the most important figure in this system, otherwise we could not 
practically issue apple blossoms, because every practice, whether visible or hidden, presupposes a 
functioning, dynamic system for any possibility of performance. - After all, you have a company 



and an unclaimed apple farm which you call your property and which we can take as a pledge. 
Pledges stop loose promises. Your apples are all still in the future and you make a bet that you will 
harvest them. With pledge and bet we can create the money that will encourage the sale of your 
apples. The issue and also the money issue is always a bet on the future. This was already the case 
with Heinz when he accepted your promissory note. The debt-issuing event can only be in the 
future. If we look at it casually, with a bank note you are only holding a betting slip in your hand, 
which, however, will be redeemed with a high probability. This future-relatedness has a decisive 
significance for financial products, to which one can also count money. They are unalterably 
metaphysical in their origin and essence and that means they are afflicted with a greater or lesser 
degree of impermanence that cannot be eliminated: risk is always involved! - And because nobody
knows the risk, i.e. does not know exactly what will happen, it can only be hedged by speculation. 
So anyone who wants to abolish speculation and pretends that the future is certain denies the 
connection between action and risk and enters the space for prophecy. This future-orientedness is 
also the reason why money can never be released from the condition of debt and why such verbal 
absolutes can confidently be described as pure charlatanry. This usually happens with the clichéd 
use of words such as performance and entitlement or even unconditional."

"But you should prove that more precisely!" now Gregor demanded of the bank employee.

"Yes, there has to be that much time. That has to do with the fact that money consists neither of 
matter nor of energy and cannot be stored in these states. Money therefore depends on a 
metaphysical promise. Only these promises can be collected. One can change this promise 
contractually or also cancel it, one can limit or prevent the collection of promises, but there is no 
spiritual opposite to the promise that is endowed with substance, such as energy or matter. To 
claim or demand this spiritual opposite would be pure nonsense, and yet this nonsense makes 
sense if one wants to obtain credit in this way. One has only to take the words in question to the 
highest possible level of confusion!"

"Do you mean performance, merit and value?"

"Yes, these are the most important ones. Buying and bartering are added. Actions that have not yet 
been observed in animals. But look, now it is us as a bank and no longer Heinz alone who is 
betting with you and we are in the superior position vis-à-vis Heinz to know the risk of this bet 
better and we can spread it over several shoulders, because without risk nothing runs in business 
life either and it is even the case that there is greater risk in doing nothing than in acting. Risk, like
luck, is an unpredictable event and yet there are high-ranking chatterers who talk about "TRUE 
RISK". What we, on the other hand, engage in as risk hedging from our experience are merely 
model ideas about risks from our statistics, because knowing the risk from the outset and thus 
calling it true is not possible. These model ideas gathered from experience are then incorporated as
a cost factor in the monetary system and we have included it in our transactions with you. A 
residual risk, first for you and then for us, in case you cannot repay, always remains. We have to 
cover this residual risk with reserves of our bank and we let you pay for that."

"But that means that the whole thing can't be one hundred percent secure and that your risk 
calculations ultimately fall on me as a cost factor, which I then have to include in the price. I have 
heard that you are already calculating a return on equity of 25% per annum. That can't work out. In



this way, more and more money has to be created. If I get into trouble with my repayment and then
possibly lose my whole apple farm in the process. Where do all the borrowers for this money 
spiral come from?"

"That's right, Mr Gregor, but who can see exactly into the future? The future is defined by the fact 
that no one can predict it with sufficient accuracy. There is no such thing as one hundred per cent 
certainty and whether we will achieve a 25 per cent return on equity is also still written in the stars.
You cannot look at return on equity without looking at equity, because that is only three per cent. If
you have to double that, as is currently prescribed, then that means that this return will have done 
it in twelve years at best. That's a rough estimate. 

But you are right. That target is set pretty high and could potentially hurt ourselves if we don't put 
that equity back into our money cycle. Call it inflation for all I care, which comes as a 
phenomenon from this uncertainty and which you have to incorporate into your prices as best you 
can. But acting is still better than doing nothing, and doing nothing starts there, when you leave 
this bank again without taking out a loan, despite your creditworthiness.

Those who act, according to the law of action, generally live longer and those who put money into 
circulation want to perform or act. And so that they are not empty promises, this takes the form of 
a bet with a stake. - Only because I am betting with you here as a banker about the future, only 
because of that money comes into the world. Money, as we can see here with your issue, is never a
sign of performance rendered but always only a sign of performance to be rendered, a promise 
therefore, and if you keep this promise, then the state, if it is in a good mood, pays you another 
subsidy on top of it, so that in the end you incur fewer fees and interest charges. Sometimes these 
subsidies are so high that we can speak of a negative interest rate. Then the risk you bear should 
only be a bad harvest."

 "So you claim that money is nothing more than a promise?"

"Yes, and it is contrary to the frivolous assertion that money cannot spoil. You must then already 
have a preconceived notion of what money actually is, although that has not yet been properly 
clarified. But if you realise that you can lose your stake, in your case a part of your fortune, in the 
process, then the sentence: >Money is nothing more than a promise< is correct.

However, this sentence can only be proven from the genuine point of view, i.e. from the question 
of where the first banknote came from. So, as with a piece of clothing, we start from the beginning
of the thread and ask how it came into being from the thread. Only then does the general 
proposition apply: from whomever, it is the borrowers or, more precisely, the issuers, as you would
like to become one, who have promised these benefits and, in the majority, will also fulfil them, 
because not much can go wrong, otherwise everything will collapse. Money is a promissory note, 
but in a more general form, because money itself, in contrast to what it still was with the 
promissory note, no longer contains any claim for the holder. It consists only of its value. Apart 
from the paper on which it is printed, it has been stripped of its material substance, is therefore 
easy to transport and can act anywhere, and the delivery transaction can be carried out by any 
supplier on the market. Instead of the money holder, only the bank or, we should better say, the 
trustee holds the claim for the return of the money and guarantees this to the money holders with 



the assets of the bank. - That is why we should be quite precise in the linguistic expression about 
money and only speak of a money claim: If a trustee receives money back from an issuer, then he 
has to destroy this and repay the credit of the issuer in this amount, just as with the money 
advances, the promissory notes for the now Heinz wants to see money from you.

If an issuer brings money back to the trustee on time to pay off his loan, this is sufficient proof for 
the trustee that the issuer's business has been successful. Even if you robbed your grandmother for 
this, we could take no notice of it. Your service therefore consists only in the timely repayment of 
the amount of money owed and nothing else. We also call this deadline control. A real 
performance can therefore only be assumed via the monetary process, but not proven. Most things 
are assumptions and that is why there is no performance in money itself. Money is very similar to 
a postage stamp: once the service has been rendered, it is worthless. It is the same with money.
Money that is brought to the bank by its issuer has performed its service and is already worthless 
in its hands at this point and it must be destroyed so that no mischief is done.

It is different with the money holder: money in the hands of a money holder has only a value. In 
the case of the stamp, he would have an exact contact person who must perform the service. In the 
case of money, the money holder must look for a contact person on the market to fulfil his claim to
performance.  
As a rule, he will also find it there and there will be many issuers among them, because they are 
the first to have something to lose. Money holders and issuers are actually the ones who create the 
value of money in the first place. The money holder's wanting to hold and the issuer's wanting to 
retrieve creates a tension that is then expressed in the value of money. A disturbance or irregularity
in this process thus also has a direct influence on the value of money.
If the money comes back on time, then for me everything is in flux. I then assume that the input 
and output of the open system are in balance. After all, open systems, like the monetary system, 
can, to put it metaphorically, become emaciated, overeat, suffer from constipation or be attacked 
from the outside. All four types of threat would sooner or later mean the death of any system if it 
were not controlled or defended. The most difficult control is the basic supply or generally the 
securing with a maintenance energy. It must actually and physically exist, even in a monetary 
system. But there, the derivation, which does not necessarily have to be physical, is equally 
important! If there are problems at these two points, the lower strata of the population suffer 
immediately.
That is why civil servants and artists or professional footballers are not in demand as borrowers in 
the first phase - that is, in the formative phase of the system. They put themselves on the current 
system later and can only stay there as long as the physiocratic basic operation of the system is not
endangered.
That is why you are exactly the right person with your apple farm. Actually, you are a money 
issuer of the very first order and are at the top of our ranking because with your apples you provide
a renewable or replenishing resource - that is, this necessary physical energy or a part of it that is 
needed - to the system for basic operation. That provides you and your workers with annual 
income."

"Sure, but you don't get rich from it."

"But you are funny, Mr Gregor. Did you think you were going to get rich? - The system that makes



everyone rich hasn't been invented yet. - Some madmen are still working on it. Until now, building
excessive wealth has always created poverty."

"One question, - you are actually going into the basement now and printing the money? Are you 
even authorised to do that?"

"No, Mr Gregor, not necessarily. But you will authorise me to do it. You will give me the order."

"Me? - No, I don't think so." 
 
"Yes, Mr Gregor. Here's the thing, all you have to do is be creditworthy and sign a few papers."

*   *   * 

"So, how does this work?"

"How much do you need?"

"A thousand apple blossoms!"

"For a year?"

"Yes."

"Good, that's 1100 apple blossoms then, which you will have to repay us in one year because of 
the fees incurred. Your original debt is thus 1100 from the outset. This repayment proves to us that 
you have performed your service on the market. We don't expect you to sell your silverware. - But 
so what? We wouldn't mind. This punctual return of the money on your part is all we have to 
check. - All you have to do is sign here so that we can intervene in your assets if you default on 
this payment."

Gregor considers for a moment whether Heinz would have to stick with his real goods credit, 
because after all, 100 apple blossoms as a fee for a year is not exactly cheap. It is true that trade is 
made more difficult with the recourse to the real goods principle, but Gregor is not quite sure that 
prices must therefore inevitably fall. But Gregor signs the contract because it also makes it easier 
to sell his apples. All in all, this seems to be advantageous for his business, he believes, and on top 
of that, the state demands his taxes in apple blossom.

The bank employee goes to the cellar and starts the money press in the vault. He has it print 1100 
apple blossoms. Mr Gregor gets 1000 apple blossoms and he sees the bank employee put 100 
apple blossoms into the cash box. Money is created simultaneously through credit and interest. 
Money is therefore a manifestation of credit and interest. With the 1000 apple blossoms, Mr 
Gregor can pay much more than the 20 tree saws.



"And you keep the 100 apple blossoms?" asks Gregor.

"No, part of this fee goes to our employees and another part is used for risk distribution. The 
money has to go among the people. Otherwise you will have trouble with your repayment in a 
year, Mr Gregor. Already the retention for risk distribution means a certain risk for you, but we 
want to keep this as low as possible."
"Theoretically, you are able to put a bond on your own file, aren't you? You then go down to the 
basement and just print the money for yourself."
"Not only theoretically. The structures are best studied in a crisis!"

As Mr Gregor is about to leave the bank, his apple tree master enters. Gregor can still hear the 
bank employee asking the apple tree master:
"Two hundred and twenty you have to pay back? - And you still work for Mr Gregor?"
The bank clerk returns the debt slip made out to the apple tree master. The 220 apple blossoms are 
immediately destroyed in the shredder. He enters this amount in his account book. According to 
the account book, 6880 apple blossoms are now in circulation and the limit counter at the press 
also shows this number. He is allowed to put 10,000 apple blossoms into circulation. No more, so 
that the prices don't get out of hand.  
From here on, the 220 apple blossoms are no longer a demand. It is cancelled and is thus 
considered fulfilled. The resetting of the limit on the money press is only an internal bank process 
and consequently neither a claim nor a performance. The expression "claim against itself" is thus 
only a metaphor. It is an inaccurate reflection of reality and disappears into nothingness at the 
moment of execution.
Up in the bank's executive suite, mathematicians are already working on a dynamic limit formula. 
It should be able to orient itself more to the money needs of the economy. It's no longer about 
demands, it's about risk and probabilities. They are looking for the law or algorithm of the greatest 
probability, thus admitting that they do not know what is rule and what is exception. And if they 
think they can make out of the law:
"Cancel 160,000 credit card holders' loans immediately", then they will do it immediately and 
make these cards electronically unusable. To a certain extent, this number would not have 
mattered. It could have been a million credit customers. The only thing that would have mattered 
was the size of the bank.  

They are working on a "new equilibrium" and are therefore working on making the "law of large 
numbers" applicable to their needs. It is supposed to make the monetary system more secure. A 
new term is taking its place: Liquidity! - Lend me a billion sometime. I'll bring it back to you 
tomorrow. - These promises are made without sufficient collateral (equity) and that is why gold 
comes back into play, supposedly promising an optimal solution and is supposed to go into the 
vaults of the banks. Only Gregor's decentralised self-creation of money as a value creator and 
producer comes under pressure through this hoarding of gold, because the growing equity capital 
of the bank will put him in danger of not being able to present his money for destruction on time.
It is in these banks that the crook Jerome Kerviel will soon be working, who takes the term 
"liquidity" too literally, creating dummy accounts that his bosses cannot distinguish from real ones 
and gambling away about 5 billion euros in the classic roulette game. He believes he sees a 
roulette wheel with 37 more black than white squares and where the ball can only ever fall into 
one black square. In a kind of self-hypnosis, the risk is thus minimised or faked away by means of 
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fantasy. But all that is needed for unpredictability is one white field out of the thirty-seven. And if 
you don't believe it, you can calculate the probability of white appearing twenty times in a row. In 
any case, the answer "NEVER" is wrong and that it will be "NOT TOMORROW" is also wrong. 
The search for the law of the greatest probability to reduce one's own risk is therefore the 
continuation of alchemy by other means. In contrast to "nothing ventured, nothing gained", the 
term "defensive positioning" is invented. Which means nothing other than that others than us will 
bear our risk and write off huge losses because they have misjudged the risk (example: IKB and 
the events of summer 2007). Banks are secretly mutating into betting shops where unsuspecting 
customers flock, only to discover at a later date that their possessions have been bet on.
Gregor still sees all this and wonders how many of his employees have loans just because they 
work for him. Many have small houses that are not yet paid for. He shakes his head and thinks to 
himself: "In principle, everything is right."  

But something is still wrong with supervision. Supervision is not yet hedging and hedging contains
a paradoxical element: it either withholds money or has to play risk! - Competition couldn't hurt 
either. But what does competition look like between trustees or - to make it even more vivid - 
between football referees? Competition, isn't that a pious wish? Wouldn't the bigger constantly 
take over the smaller because they fall by the wayside? Maybe we need a central bank after all. 
But it can't suspend the laws of game theory either, it can't set the risk to zero, not even by 
extending the maturity control of quick tenders under pressure or out of some specious necessity, 
just to ensure liquidity. - And if he takes his money to be shredded in a year's time and he still has 
money left over, from whom is this? Surely it does not belong to the bank just because it prints it! 
Or does it? What then are investors (money holders/money managers) and who actually needs the 
money back that they are waving in their hands? Gregor thinks that this system only knows 
winners and losers and where he belongs to, that will become clear in a year's time.

"The primary process leaves primary questions!", Gregor thought to himself, "and a little wealth 
can't hurt, can it? - Or maybe it can? " With these thoughts he makes a strange discovery: the 
degree today was nominal, what it means to him in real terms only the future can tell: The real 
does not yet exist, it is a fiction or only the surface!

Excursus:
The primary process of money creation is a decisive process for determining the legal relationship
between the issuer and the bank, because only through this process can the first banknote -or 
money in general- leave the bank. It is therefore not the bank alone that creates the money. It 
needs an issuer to do so. The money is secured by the issuer and initially requires no further 
security, especially not by the bank. In this primary phase, the bank only acts in the person of a 
trustee because it represents an indefinite number of issuers for the purpose of risk distribution. It 
is only in this capacity that it enters into liability, which means that if an issuer defaults, it must 
ensure that its loan is cancelled. This is done first by accessing the issuer's resources. Only if this 
is not sufficient does the question arise as to whether the extinguishment is carried out through 
apportionment via the community of issuers or through the equity capital of the bank owners. This 
can be seen from the agreements concluded by the capital owners. The question of how the equity 
capital of the bank or corresponding financial undertakings comes about and how much money 



must be retained as security for this is not irrelevant to the flow of money, because this money, 
which forms the reserve, must be linked to pairs of debts elsewhere. It is basically missing from the
other issuers to destroy money. This is one reason why the supervisory authorities, such as Bafin, 
do not look so closely here, as was later revealed in the Wirecard case (2020). A safety pool that 
prevents this lack of money can be seen in the constantly growing national debt. The simple 
demand out of the financial crisis to provide banks with a higher equity ratio through Basel III 
instead could be a contraindication: Money issuance and its safeguarding are fundamentally 
contradictory.
But the protectability of this primary transaction is immensely important. It represents the very 
basis of trust of any currency. For this reason, issuers and banks agree that nothing may come 
between them that disturbs this relationship. This includes that the bank may only accept money 
from issuers and not, for example, from money holders/money lenders (also called savers) and 
that it remains within its limit - in this case 10,000 apple blossoms. The money is first and 
foremost secured by the issuer; if he defaults, the bank is liable with its equity capital. Money 
created in this way is not fiat money, the so-called creation of money out of nothing.
Now, however, money holders have formed outside the bank who do not behave as the issuer and 
the bank have arranged in their contract. Most of them, as money holders, are not even aware of 
where money originated and how it came to be money in the first place. The fact that money can 
only exist through credit has remained alien to them. The money holders, however, feel that they as
subjects are freed from space and time with their money. With this money, they are unbound in 
time and place and, in the primary phase of the creation of money, they do not give a damn about 
the often indispensable groundedness of the issuer, and they ensure with their media power that 
the truth about this boundedness of the issuers does not even come to light. They are not workers, 
they are rentiers and demand for themselves and their money permanent unboundedness in the 
form of deregulation!  The pragmatic and theory-less money holder/money lender puts his 
individual freedom above the truth of cause and effect of the creation of money: he does not 
explain conclusively to anyone where the money he holds comes from, where he got it and where 
he hides this. Letterbox companies and casinos belong to this world. He needs scapegoats for his 
indifference to money, i.e. the fact that all money must be destroyed and that his behaviour 
prevents this. His attitude is supported by a radical and dangerous ideology that dominated the 
end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the new millennium and, apparently, still 
dominates, neoliberalism (Agenda 2010 and its items such as Riester, HartzIV and pension 67 
included in it as short-sighted and reflexive concepts). 
But now these money holders/money lenders are holding the money somewhere in the world, 
which the issuer needs because he wants to bring it to the bank for shredding on time and in 
accordance with the contract. To make matters worse, they trade, gamble and speculate with it 
among themselves (e.g. in high-frequency trading) and even offer it to the bank for interest or a 
fee. The formation of a black market for money is becoming discernible in outline, which one 
wants to counter with deposit banks. From now on, savings can be made. This gives money a 
commodity character, for better or worse, because from here on there is no more surplus value to 
share. It is only divided into profit and loss. At the same time, there is an exchange and 
falsification as well as a solidification of the image around the real achiever. As of now, it is 
believed that money can simply be mined electronically and sells the security of this construct 
called crypto-currency as its value, which is, strictly speaking, a fraud. It must not get out to the 
public who is the real risky performer in this system. At the very least, this image must remain 
diffuse for the public and so that everything runs smoothly, the metaphor of the "Invisible Hand" is
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created, which is supposed to regulate everything, but whose incompetence emerges again and 
again.

But money holders/money lenders (gold holders) are definitely not high achievers, contrary to 
what they claim about themselves. Nor have they ever been, and yet the holders and lenders have 
a task: it is through their holding of money that, among other things, money is given its inherent 
value. When they bring their money to the deposit banks for interest or a fee, they are and remain 
pensioners, but this distinguishes them enormously from today's pensioners of the social system: 
they can multiply and bequeath their capital (!) - in contrast to the statutory pension! They are in 
a completely separate world with intergenerational rules and intrinsic structures that the money 
holders/money lenders have formed out of these accumulated notes. They cannot be dissuaded 
from the circular reasoning and erroneous belief that money can only consist of money deposits 
themselves and that in this money there is also their performance. The idea that money originated 
from somewhere is largely alien to the holders. That is why they lack the decisive and most 
important realisation that there is not a shred of performance in money, but only a very specific 
performance claim of the trustee on the issuer. The money holder/lender himself, however, only 
has a claim which, when push comes to shove, as happened in Cyprus, must be ignored or 
eliminated so that the newly created liquidity ends up in the "right hands".

But because the issuer needs the money that the money holder holds back or wants to get back as 
a money lender, only through this does the money gain value. Holder and issuer are therefore an 
inseparable (hostile) pair. Money therefore consists not of a dialectical but of an antagonistic 
principle; i.e. there is no synthesis, instead the antagonistic principle demands the dissolution of 
money into nothing. The debt is thus extinguished!
If a money holder puts his money in a savings book, this means that he has exchanged his money 
for a money claim. Thus he is momentarily without money. His money disappears to old and new 
borrowers and those who hoard money. Without systemic new debt, deposit banks and savers 
would have a problem.
But now we are faced in practice with the expectations and experiences of the money 
holder/money lender - without a theoretical foundation - and this has implications for the 
contractually bound trustees and issuers operating outside of it originally.
Deposit bank (saver) and issuing bank (trustee and issuer) differ in one important respect: the 
money that flows back at the issuing bank discharges the issuer and must be destroyed by the 
issuing bank. The money that flows back at the deposit bank, however, is and remains for the 
actors under the issuer's dislike and exclusion, in existence and must be held as far as it is 
necessary for the maturity of deposits. The rest can be re-issued as credit as soon as possible. The 
deposit bank thus becomes - intentionally or unintentionally - the money holder. Because the 
money in the cash box of the deposit bank is only redistributed and therefore - as long as it is there
- brings neither real fee nor interest income and cannot be increased in this way, the deposit bank 
will keep the cash balance as low as possible. The deposit bank is under the constant expectation 
that money will keep flowing in from the issuing banks. There is a risk of liquidity shortages or 
traps, especially if the issuers destroy more money at the issuing banks than they issue. The 
deposit bank pretends to be able to control this via the interest rate, but does not notice that this 
instrument has no effect on the issuers at the issuing banks, because their task is to “destroy“ the 
money after a certain time. 
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Without the existence of these two types of banks and their limited, antagonistic relations with 
each other, a phenomenon such as deflation cannot be explained. It occurs particularly and 
becomes dangerous to the monetary system when economic systems change from a prosperous 
phase to a declining, economically weak phase.
If one now combines the issuing and deposit bank into one institution, this leads to a curiosity, not 
to say to a kind of multiple organ, because in this institution there are two types of borrowers, 
namely those who are directly involved in the money creation process and those who receive their 
money on a bond basis. The status of the borrower thus determines at the banking institution what 
has to happen to the notes when the loans are repaid: either they have to be destroyed or they end 
up in the cash box. But until this decision of either-or, the bank allows time to pass, because it 
increases its liquidity and that is why both end up in a common cash box for the time being. The 
door to creative accounting is thus wide open and a new profession has emerged: that of the 
financial artist. He will create the bad bank for us, specially conceived for the purpose of 
nourishing the illusion of the debt-free nature of money among the people (cf.
Fiat money). Here, in this bad bank, all that has gone wrong in the very big speculative deals and 
undermined the creditworthiness of the system can be deposited. But this manipulated debt 
freedom is a deceitful, political instrument whose superficial glamour includes a fatal shadow 
side:
"Saving is a priori something good", one heard the deposit believer E.Stoiber whisper, in whose 
term of office one should certainly look for the reasons for the devastating losses at the Bayrische 
Landesbank in connection with the failure of the construction of the Transrapid line and in whose 
area of office the former media mogul Leo Kirch also resided. The schadenfreude that arises in 
some people as a result of such failures clouds the clear mind that should actually have been 
paying attention to what is happening in the background. At these levels, interests of their own 
develop with laws that run counter to almost all the interests of the original money issuer. Money 
is transformed from the means of the issuer to the financial product of the money holder. Money 
claims and loans are securitised, enveloped (>enveloped< would have been a much better 
linguistic expression). Stoiber had probably forgotten or did not know the second part of the A 
Priori: "If everyone saved, there would be no money." Stoiber merely wanted to use a euphemistic 
language for himself, because what he actually wanted to say was: "From now on, the trouser belt
must be tightened." 

But this monetary law has not yet been thought through by any neo-liberal: debt-free government 
as a political goal therefore amounts to the abolition of money or one is secretly in the process of 
establishing a tax haven. This policy put us right at the gate of a dangerous deflation and 
catastrophe in 2008. It is the time when, even with low interest rates, people are afraid to take out 
a new loan.

And in order for all this to happen unobtrusively - bequeathing and also evading taxes - many 
money holders/money lenders are building their monetary instruments (financial products) outside
the horizon of action of our financial cooperative. For this, the capital market had to be 
deregulated. Now there are tax havens with financial constructions where the money disappears, 
like the Liechtenstein foundations, where they open their accounts and in the same course, 
combined with their media violence, have the black-working cleaning woman declared the real 
pest of the system.



Not a word about the fact that she is hardly in a position to hold back money and contributes to 
the tax revenue simply through her inevitable consumption. As a rule, they have to spend their 
money immediately in order to live. She has no other choice. The emergency situation of the 
cleaning lady: "First comes the food, then comes morale" is painted over as an image of self-
defence against the unjust tax system for pensioners (not to be confused with pensioners). Thus the
needy person has a guilty conscience and the Liechtenstein pensioner has a justification for his 
actions against the state (Hart aber fair 2008 02 20). From there, these rentiers break out a media 
envy debate. This debate lacks the original counter-position, because the rich are unlikely to be 
envious of poverty, i.e. an envy debate can therefore only ever be started from above.

The money issuers, who up to this point belong to the benefit debtors or the benefit providers, i.e. 
among the real benefit providers of the system, and the bank then think it is time to talk about it. 
There are, in fact, several ways to react to this goings-on. But among the issuers themselves there 
are already some powerful money holders and money lenders (rentiers) and it is difficult for those 
involved to reconcile the conflicting interests in their own minds. Finally, however, the more 
powerful claim that everything can be united under the umbrella of the bank and declare from now
on that it is the bank that issues the money.

Now the bank's closed contract system transfers itself symbolically but not really (in the form of 
"as if") into the public consciousness. However, it conceals the fact that it would collapse 
immediately if it were not connected to an outside from which it draws its profits. It is and 
therefore remains an open system, which is proven, albeit as a negative example, by the existence 
of the many tax havens. Money creation and the security system required by the bank's new tasks 
merge into a single process in the general consciousness. People imagine that it is a closed 
system. The path to circular reasoning and the associated nonsense is open: Now tax laws are 
discriminated against that were actually intended to correct the monetary system (e.g. inheritance 
tax).

The image of the promissory note, its issuer and the conception of time found therein, thus also the
deductive connection to the issue of money (transformation always requires deduction), recedes 
into the background and disappears from public consciousness. Cognition disappears as strict 
reasoning and the pragmatic, communicative but theory-less style of language takes its place. In 
its volatility, it overruns the basic theoretical idea that every system contains at least one paradox 
at which it reaches its limits. In monetary systems, this is called liquidity traps, which societies 
suddenly and unexpectedly face.

Without a learning process, the lobbyists keep creating new images of meaning without 
transformation processes: Now all the textbooks say that it is the banks that issue money. And they
do. But the actual service provider of the system, the actual issuer, whose collateral is already 
regarded as the property of the bank, is supposed to disappear from the linguistic picture and eke 
out an existence in the linguistic picture of the borrower or some other linguistic figure, because 
he is at the same time the biggest risk bearer in the system and should know as little as possible 
about it, until, in a US real estate crisis, he suddenly bursts out en masse in a different, new and 
cute linguistic image of the house builder with 20 million vacant housing units, and announces 
that he has become insolvent under these conditions and their perfidious contractual traps! These 
are moments when inflation strikes, the roof over one's head becomes unaffordable and people live



in tents by the hundreds of thousands. 

This is due to the false belief that the bank makes and also owns the money. The confusion is 
perfect. An agency that is all in one also merges those elements that are necessary to distinguish 
responsibilities per se; in extreme cases, like a black hole, it discharges no information at all or 
covers it up. Money is then only a product of the banking system and not, as the General Theory of
Money claims, a construct made up of seven agencies.

The money holders are freed from the obligation to accept the real good, which the promissory 
note still held. It is absolutely secondary to them that there is still an obligation behind the money 
on the part of the real money issuer to return the notes to the trustee for destruction in due time.
Without thinking about the implications behind this, a monetary system has been installed in 
which different concepts of deadlines prevail. While the issuers are bound to meticulously 
observed deadlines, there are no deadlines at all for money holders, which in the end is not wrong,
because it is only from this attitude that the value of money is created. Only one should know what
is happening here.

Now, however, as money holders or money lenders (investors), they still make out for themselves 
that they have generally already rendered a service for this money and make use of practices to let
this flow into the economic cycle, if at all, then from anonymous hands (e.g. from foundations). A 
stronger distortion of contexts is hardly imaginable: the existence of the actual money issuers is 
denied. The absence or denial of a plausible general theory of money is part of the strategy: 
Nobody knows what money is! Being without beginning and without end, anonymous and 
indescribable, these are basic characteristics and elements of an idol. Fear of this image must 
have guided the action artists Bill Drummond and Jimmy Cauty in their money-burning. The 
image of simply dropping this missing money like leaflets from a helicopter as a way of 
replenishing the money supply (fiat money) also fits in with this.

The actual money issuers (service debtors) claim that they are in danger of not being able to 
provide their services if the money holders/money lenders do not buy any of their goods and hold 
back the money until St. Never-never-day, for whatever reason, or withdraw it from the view of the
down-to-earth issuer.

Henceforth, the taking of interest by the money holders/money lenders - and not the imposed fee as
in this story - is supposed to bring all this into balance. In the abstract, the concept of interest is 
on the next higher level of money, because it is money from money. But the interest thing can only 
work if the money supply is constantly increased. An endless spiral. The path to circularity is 
clear: everyone is promised to find themselves in a win-win situation and many believe it. They 
believe it is not a snowball system or a chain letter system and do not recognise it as such because
it does not come along with whole numbers but only with a small increase of fractional numbers 
when exponentiating. But time knows no difference between whole and fractional numbers (see 
Joseph-Pfennig).

With these finely broken numbers, however, it is a creeping, barely perceptible snowball system 
that may initially run well for everyone, but over a longer period of time increasingly shows its 
pitfalls and then frays in many places or perhaps collapses altogether: We must assume that the 



realisation that it is a weak snowball system is for the time being the last word in wisdom, because
proof that the monetary system can exist without a snowball system is still lacking.

"No system is perfect."     

The archetype of money creation can still be completed, because money holders and money
lenders are initially formed outside the bank and do not yet have any relations with it.

 
Savings books, shares and other financial products have not yet been invented. Money holders and

money lenders genuinely follow the promissory note and the first money.

This has specific implications for the banker's initial activity in this first phase: namely, in this
phase he has to shred all returning funds for security.    

  

This is a reduction to the essentials and opens our eyes to the primary phase and its own laws.

These problems, such as the complete reflux of money or compound interest (see: Josephpfennig),
cannot be solved by any transformation. They can therefore break out at all levels of a monetary

system.

To paraphrase the English saying "Nobody is perfect": "No system is perfect". 
(Or: There is no system without a system contradiction or system error).

Any money is already defective by design! 

According to Ilya Prigogine, as the complexity of a system increases, so does its instability.  



Making Money

The One-Dimensional

"The stultification begins where people talk about the economy only needing money to make more
money out of it. That is too short-sighted! Because if you want to make money, you have to get 
into debt, and those who have money have already got others into debt. Basically, there is a will to 
create value out of nothing and to sell this imagination as expensively as possible. That is why 
cheap resources including cheap human labour (slaves) are so important to this will and we would 
be a considerable step further with the world if it were no longer possible to take human beings 
themselves as resources. But only in this way can they, the resource managers, appropriate 
immeasurable property for themselves from the money that is created in the process, keep it and 
pass it on beyond their death and determine all things that are convenient to them. The desecration 
of the planet which they carry out with their huge machines is kept silent." (Nepomuk Orlando, 
August 1823)

Closed / Open

Y )  A closed system, left to itself, will always strive for the state of greatest disorder. 
( Consequence from the second law of thermodynamics).

A system that has been thought through to the end must be a closed system. Left to itself, it will 
always strive for the state of greatest disorder.

A further and logical consequence of this is that model concepts (e.g. equilibrium theories), which 
are based on closed systems and are self-controlling (self-indulgence), come to nothing (no real 
energy exchange available).

Globalism is also one of these mental model conceptions. It is unmanageable and diffuse and its 
representatives like to present it as a closed system for which no one is responsible. This model 
conception lacks the necessary proof of how this system physically exchanges itself or how it can 
be regulated, Goto: Y )

A Stroke of Luck or "too much of a good thing"?

Several meteorites totalling ten million tonnes of pure gold - which together correspond to a cube 
of this precious metal with an edge length of 81.44 metres - have crashed into the Wadden Sea 
near Husum. From their elongated smooth shapes, they have been driven in so elegantly that no 
major damage has been caused in the area. This gold is currently worth 136 trillion dollars 
(136E+12). The value of a troy ounce of gold was currently $430 in 2004 (about $1000 in 2008 
and over $1500 in 2011.- One troy ounce = 31.1034768 grams).

You are now called upon to provide the government and militarily cordon off the area of impact 



and impose a news blackout, because you believe that this treasure should belong to all the people.
- Or do you disagree? - You know that this gold deposit represents sixty times the known gold 
reserves of all time on this globe. You also know that around 1925, a troy ounce of gold paid only 
$20.     

Please let a plan be drawn up on how to convert this huge nugget of gold into a sustainable asset in
which your people in particular will share. How must the gold be surrendered without causing the 
price of gold to drop precipitously? Or is there something against it and must everyone among the 
people receive an equal share? Do you also have to think of later generations?

Separatist groups are forming who, for understandable reasons, want to form their own state at the 
impact site with foreign support. Other powerful groups claim that the heavenly property does not 
belong to the state and dispute its right to distribute it among the people. Will fundamental news 
blackouts have to be imposed and democratic rights curtailed because of the nature of the find? Or 
are there already laws you can fall back on? Please make an effort to think things through 
properly! Are you allowed to use your dialectical approach in the sense of monism, or are there 
gaps and irrevocable antagonisms at the bottom of the world of things and ideas?

After you have drawn up this plan, you are told that the general mining rights for this area were 
awarded to a foreign consortium of companies 5 years ago for 99 years. You consider this contract 
to be void under the new circumstances. You must take your case to an international court. Please 
assess their prospects of winning this case!
Have your secret services check if there are any dangers, like James Bond 007 "Goldfinger". 
Please consider whether and how work or services are possible in a state where everyone would 
have to be a millionaire. Follow, comparatively, the autonomy aspirations of Greenland and the oil 
deposits suspected there (2007)!

Because gold is an element that can be distributed among people relatively easily if there is 
sufficient knowledge and a strong sense of justice among them, the preceding task is changed to 
no longer being a gold deposit. The largest oil or gas deposits in the world are now believed to be 
in this area. No one can put oil or gas in their wallet. What does a (fair) distribution of these 
deposits look like? Discuss also here whether and what one still leaves to later generations. What 
does the infrastructure of a monetary system have to look like from then on? Do you need to build 
a cross-country reserve currency?  How can you secure this over generations?  Do you need to 
design and enforce geopolitics for your country?  And do you need nuclear weapons for your 
geopolitics? 

Monkey and man

Let's present a monkey with a banana and a piece of gold to choose from. Which do you think he 
will grab first? - He will grab the banana in most cases. The banana has an immediate value for the
monkey. 

The fact that a person in our culture reaches for gold when given a choice is a metaphysical 
phenomenon that can only be evoked and maintained by (mental) value concepts. These value 
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concepts have only limited stability and this means that even gold with its value cannot offer all-
embracing security. Its value is culture- and situation-dependent.
 Value of Money

Money is a common good in the form of a communal agreement, and its existence involves at least
two people. Apart from a concrete promissory note, money owes its existence to the metaphysical: 
One of them owns it and believes in its value, and another wants to have so much of it that his 
desires are fulfilled. But this behaviour says nothing about how money came into the world. For 
both of them, money has always been there. The question of where it came from was never asked 
by them. It consists exclusively of "pump" (credit), as one finance minister (Steinbrück) used to 
express himself. Unsuspecting of the fact that he could bring about the abolition of money with his
derogatory, vulgar-populist choice of words. Those who do not know that money can only consist 
of credit do not belong in politics and certainly not in government offices. Mostly it is the real 
politicians who take pleasure in the word at hand and its being taken out of context. Then, in their 
eyes, money is just money and debt is just debt. Stubbornly, these realos refuse to recognise that 
the two words are inseparable, for money is merely the visible manifestation of debt (credit). 
Unimpressed by the statement and realisation of nominalism "the word is not the thing" or "the 
map is not the territory", populism shows itself to be a form of being uneducated.

But let's stay with desires for the time being. If human desires did not exist, money would have no 
value and the word money would have to disappear into conceptlessness. But money only comes 
into being when there is a flourishing market in a pre-structured environment. Historically and at 
the same time concretely seen, this was the city with as many people as possible and the trade 
routes historically grown with it. The disruption of the market also disrupts the issuance of money 
and the associated benefits that a monetary system provides. But where advantages arise, on the 
mostly unnoticed flip side of this coin there are also disadvantages with and without names.  

This foregoing core thesis immediately tempts one to the absolute requirement of running the 
market 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Impossible for a down-to-earth individual, easy for an 
institution or organisation like a global company (globalisation). Metaphysically, this gives rise to 
the creed that only the big can be good and the small is the opposite of "good". The individual 
finds itself in this either in forced collectivisation or in or outside of inscrutable (undemocratic) 
institutions.

With the appearance of money, the actually visible exchange of commodities on the market is 
shifted to another and, moreover, transcendent level. On the visible level, there are usually only 
buyers and mostly traders rather than producers who exchange goods and services among 
themselves with money. Money allows the market to be divided into transactions.  

The market law: "Supply and demand regulate the price!", therefore only ever served a small 
horizon and allowed the masters of exchange and discounts in kind to rule from the invisible. 
Market laws - whereby the appearance of money happens out of logical necessity - are based on 
forms of self-organisation and cannot be arbitrarily curtailed, which is why a set of rules for the 
distribution of money must be designed in such a way that certain proliferations are excluded as 
far as possible. The fact that this set of rules does not yet exist globally and will most likely never 
exist due to irrevocable contradictions of a so-called global market allows the assertion that 
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globalism must be an anarchic proliferation.  

In order to escape this proliferation, the questions must be answered as to how money is created, 
how its value can be stabilised - not absolutely but temporarily - how much money there is in the 
first place and how it must be distributed in the first place, because over half of humanity (3 
billion) have no or no regulated access to money at all. When this half awakens from their lowly 
transcendence, they will ask the rest of the world to whom they owed their hitherto found fate. 
Whether the existing anger can be rationally derived is written in the stars. On the other hand, this 
state of affairs justifies the assumption that for money to exist, a highly developed structure of 
independently operating agencies must have formed within a society (see: General Theory of 
Money).

Money can therefore only exist in the world of the many needs and desires of a correspondingly 
highly developed society. Money establishes the valence of different things and services that 
correspond qualitatively and quantitatively to the general and particular wants and needs of the 
people in their community and enables their universal exchange within that community. Money 
derives its power from the plethora of common agreements that result from an unequal distribution
(demand on the one hand and debt on the other) of things and services within a community. In the 
first place of demand come the basic needs, which are an irrevocable demand of every human 
being on his immediate environment through his perpetual neediness with each passing day, 
followed by the general desires for goods and services that go beyond these necessities.

Man born into a modern community makes a socially necessary advance payment in the form of 
renouncing immediate access to nature, with which he would originally have covered his vital 
needs. Because he accepts property without question, he does not take what he can get, but waits 
for an appropriate allocation, which society must guarantee him - usually in the form of a wage for
work. If this work is lacking, the owners are obliged to share. 

The rule is: equal pay for equal work. However, since the work among them is not equal, the same 
wage is not paid to all. This unequal distribution of labour wages and goods gives rise to a flow of 
money in society that can only maintain its social force through the steady work of the people 
within that community. Most people need this money for their daily needs. It follows inevitably 
that this flow of money must not dry up and must not be channelled into secret channels. If it is 
equitable, money itself cannot be property in the original sense if the lendable property is needed 
as collateral for the money issue.

The steady labour of man and the flow of money associated with it run the risk of losing the social 
force and original meaning inherent in them when machines replace human labour and force man 
into menial labour or even make him unemployed. It is precisely at this point, and caused by 
advances in technology, that a problem of distribution between labour and goods arises within 
society that can no longer be regulated by the flow of money alone - which, in addition, is 
channelled through institutional (private) interests. Now it becomes clear that every money system 
hides the seed of exploitation. The much-vaunted self-control of economic forces (The Invisible 
Hand) loses its function at this point. Political, economic action would now be necessary. Politics 
inevitably - and not exactly deservedly - gains an increase in power through this process, which it 
may only exercise in the interests of social justice (see also: Tulpomania). Money alone is not 
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capable of providing this justice. On the contrary, it is even the cause of this injustice. A 
democracy that has not adequately regulated this distribution problem in its constitution is putting 
its existence at risk sooner or later.

"Property obliges" (see Basic Law); but not to free choice in the sense of a meagre or self-
righteous handout mentality, as is often the case with foundations.

Machines do not create value for themselves. They do not earn money that they then want to 
dispose of themselves, nor do they pay anyone. They have no wants and needs that could be 
equated with human demand. They make no claims to ownership and have no motives. Even if 
they are equipped with artificial intelligence, they remain "mindless beings". They can therefore 
never have taken responsibility, nor will they ever be able to. The people are there, the goods are 
there, but if the people are unemployed or in some other way their purchasing power is weakened, 
they cannot buy the goods. Because of the lack of domestic demand, there is hardly any economic 
value created despite the things that are produced by machines. (The fact that a business profit has 
been created, e.g. through export, is another matter). If machines continue to produce beyond 
demand, which happens often enough, then they would actually reduce the value of their preceding
products in a closed system. The current market price of a product does not even have to reveal 
this immediately, because there is always a period of time between production and sale that cannot
be used completely and immediately to equalise prices.

The fact that machines do not create value in themselves cannot be eliminated by any political 
decision. This fact is an economic axiom. It does not help democracy to want to change the 
meaning of the sentence by voting in order to deny this economic, indispensable connection. This 
does not call democracy, technical progress in general or the use of machines in particular into 
question, but it does call for an unambiguous definition of what is to be understood politically, for 
example, by investment or other conceptual ties. A major undoing already occurs when tone-
setting political cadres delude themselves into believing that rising share prices are an indication of
investment activity or are completely identical with it.
 
The opposite is true and if this is not noticed by politicians, it has devastating consequences for the
national economy. In policy-making, investment should only be understood as the creation of new 
jobs that are qualitatively better than the old ones. Qualitatively better here means that the new 
work has a lower potential for frustration and, by reducing anomie, increases people's well-being 
in their working environment. Only in this way, by solving the distribution problem qualitatively, 
do we obtain prosperity as well as growth.
For those who see this as a pious wish, the only alternative is the well-trodden path of eliminating 
jobs to increase share profits. High share prices dampen the fear of takeovers. But only to a limited
extent, as the Mannesmann case and its criminal trial showed. In the end, monetary and legal 
conceptual tools failed in the form of the settlement.

Zero Inflation is impossible (or stability is a balancing act)

Let's take something out of the equation: Take a simple savings book. It is quite normal for the 
much-quoted Mr. Mustermann to save his money and want to receive as much interest as possible 
in return. However, this ordinary mentality must be countered by the fact that everything in the 



world requires maintenance. If this is not provided, the corresponding things take the path of 
transience. They decay, weather, evaporate, starve, etc. But when it comes to money, Mr. 
Mustermann has a different philosophy: if possible, money must not become less or decay, it must 
multiply for owners of money. Especially in Germany, this philosophy is based on the motto: put a
piece of meat and a thousand marks in a safe, lock both up and see what happens to them after a 
year (suggestion from an economics seminar). However, this image does not fulfil exactly what it 
seems to stand for, namely to provide an explanation for money and its existence. The picture does
leave the dangerous abstract space of money, but in the wrong direction of myth.

If all mutual claims were suspended, which is unthinkable even for a utopian and needless society, 
then money as such could not appear. But because the needless is ultimately impossible in a real 
society, for man needs food and water etc., one forgets on the other hand that the tendency towards
the needless is constantly present in a real society. This tendency, which already appears through 
hoarding out of abundance, and precisely this hoarding - which the vernacular equates with saving 
- causes unemployment with the associated reduction of needs, must absolutely be taken into 
account in a serious monetary policy or in a well-founded theory about money. This hoarding can 
be assumed to happen exponentially and money claims are accumulated that can no longer be 
redeemed by society. At the end of this vicious circle, the state reacts with tax increases as well as 
higher public debt to counter the poverty generated by deflation in wide circles of society.
 
However, the politicians who like to call themselves real politicians have a shortened view of the 
tendency. They hardly know the arrow of time from the past into the future. Their thinking - with 
their pockets full of money, filled in an unguarded moment in a lobby - is monistically limited and 
set in the logic of the moment. But an iron law is: "Those who are able to take more than they 
give, sooner or later blow up society." It is usury in general and not only specifically interest usury,
as some think. Those who are always looking for the money and do not see it because it is no 
longer in their field of vision must not ignore the invisible fact that every real quantity of money 
on the one hand, generates the same size of debt on the other, and they should assume in a money 
economy that the less one sees the money, the more of it there is: if, on the one hand, people 
complain about the very high burdens of debt, then, on the other hand, this must be countered by a 
very high (equally large) monetary claim or sum of money.

There is a dangerous mentality in merely giving money into safekeeping (lending) and believing 
that it will retain its value or even increase. The fact that a sip of water could save someone's life at
the right time and therefore money could not help directly is not taken into account in this 
"philosophy". Consequently, money has no natural properties. All properties of money are an 
expression of social and therefore especially human circumstances. Money therefore originally 
exists only out of social necessity. To use it otherwise would actually be immoral. There is no 
population in this world, apart from humans, that uses a means similar to money for the exchange 
of products and values.

Actually, money in its entirety, in terms of the population of the world, never multiplies. (It should 
not be confused with values, e.g. a house). The term "risk capital" sufficiently conveys that money 
can largely disappear somewhere in some way (also through negative transformation and 
especially through hidden protectionism or hostile takeovers). However, the term "risk capital" is 
not taken seriously enough. People also talk about profits, without even paying attention to the 



meaning of the term "profit". Many people see profit as earnings, which it certainly is not. Profit is
the positive result of a stake, on the opposite side of which there is still the loss, as in a game. 
What is still openly expressed in English with the word "global player" is veiled in German 
because it is simply not translated.

If every year the government (or its agents) calculates and announces the rate of price increase 
(inflation rate) via the basket of goods, then the result that reaches the citizens is only a waste 
product, because it itself wants to know how much money is in circulation. The money in 
circulation has nothing to do with the stock of money, which, with the passage of time, becomes a 
permanently unknown quantity for those in power. The money basket tells them whether money is 
disappearing from the market (repayment of loans) or whether they have to print new money and 
continue to run up debt. As a rule, they decide on the latter because it simulates prosperity and - as 
will be shown - is the lesser evil compared to deflation and an instrument against the dangerous 
organised hoarding of money.

But there has never been a share in this basket. Why should it? Because the entirety of the world's 
stock market is one big "imaginary oven" in which the money of the money holders disappears but
is never increased. The losses of all share transactions in the world outweigh in their totality the 
profits that are drawn from them. This has nothing to do with the concentration processes that can 
be observed. These processes are necessary because they are part of the dynamic and ensure that 
surplus money disappears and the remaining money retains its social value. The effect: stable 
prices. If the value of shares falls, the value of the dollar rises and vice versa. But this only works 
as long as there is a nimbus over the whole thing that resembles the appearance of a holy place, 
because only a few can afford these games. But if entire societies and peoples believe they can sit 
down in front of this "imaginary stove" and heat it with debt instead of surplus money (wanting to 
secure their pension systems with it) because the radiant heat is supposed to make them incredibly 
rich, then there will be uncontrollable problems in the communities, because the Mackenroth 
theorem applies not only to states but also to oversized, globally active organisations. 

Mercury, the God of Merchants and Thieves

  "A bad trade where nobody wins".
Dresden, Elbufer



 Is it enough for one to win or is it possible for all to win? - This system does not exist in that 
everyone wins! And a "money-for-all" machine will not exist either, and no one will be able to 
invent it. Even if many currently believe that this machine is the global stock market. Finally, it 
should be noted here that the per capita income of the world's population has fallen steadily in 
recent decades and 2.8 billion people have less than 2 dollars per day and person at their disposal. 
The trend is still downward with inflation not included. This statistical average of 2 dollars per 
person per day belies an even more significant fact, namely that a large number of these people 
have no access to money at all. They lack the infrastructure necessary for money. Under these 
circumstances, the development of democratic states has little chance. They do not even form or 
they disintegrate into totalitarian regimes in which money production and money appropriation are
among the foremost motives (corruption) of powerful people in their actions.

This "imaginary oven", however, as an allegory of the disappearance of money, does not offer a 
proper image. Everyone, however, finds the image attractive. But when money disappears, it is 
better to speak of it having materialised or transformed into the form of an object. So it has 
disappeared into other forms of possession or it has simply been consumed or as we tend to say 
today. 

Let us stay with the image of the stove. So this stove can become very dangerous for the different 
economies of the world and the related social systems if it is operated with the wrong means and 
without proper maintenance.

In other words, freedom is so great that in many places laws and regulations to safeguard assets 
have been dispensed with (deregulation), that people have lost track of the system, they did not 
want to admit. The system can never work freely and without control. The doom begins when the 
paths of reason are left behind and, for example, shares or mortgages are ordered on a large scale 
on loans. Often seduced by bank advisors who collect high bonuses for this. Here, the money issue
changes to a high speculative level, which is associated with correspondingly high risks for the 
issuers. Often they have secured these speculations with house and home.

Only years later do such downfalls come to light without a chance for correction. (Hans Eichel and
the 3rd tranche of the Telekom 2002). The judiciary is overwhelmed and powerless. In spite of the 
German Civil Code (BGB), its judgements lack expertise and professional competence, because 
money and language have a different symbolic character for their manifestation, which can only be
reconciled in sections and at times in a makeshift manner with metaphors. Publicity campaigns for 
share packages - often supported by shrewd celebrities - are also among these downfalls, because 
the ratio of rationality/irrationality has been drastically changed to the irrational with the help of a 
euphemistic psychology. Among them is the devastating swindle that equates the level of the stock
index with prosperity and economic growth and the fraud perpetrated on 300,000 people to whom 
worthless junk real estate was revalued with bank attestations and offered and sold to them as an 
old-age security. Mass psychology works with the insight of individual psychology that faith 
moves mountains. Preiser's sentence also applies here: "What helps the individual can be 
disastrous for all."

 Under these mental conditions, it is then only a matter of time before any economy on this globe 
collapses. Almost all values have dematerialised into value fictions (claims) that everyone believes
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are real or can be realised, i.e. materialised. But in the end, the value fictions can no longer be 
redeemed in real money. Maybe the collapses will go on for a few decades, maybe one day 
everything will collapse at once or the economy will bob along. Just look at the curve of the 
Nikkei index over the last fifteen to twenty years (from 30,000 in 1990 to less than 10,000 in 
2001) and ask why the Japanese economy has lost its momentum. If large circles have lost their 
money in shares or in speculations of a similar kind (real estate), then one has to wait for the next 
generations who do not yet know this gamble and are fascinated and seduced by it again 
(Kondratieff – cycle).

 

View from the left to the right bank of the Elbe in Dresden (completed 1846)

  

Vital Work and Goods

If, on the one hand, there are many people who have so much wealth that they have already lost 
track of it, on the other hand, most people have to reckon with the money they have earned. The 
dreams of a large number of have-nots are stretched over this little money in the way of also 
belonging to the rich at some point.

These dreams, because dreamed by many, also conceal a great danger. This danger lies in the 
acceptance of equating all human labour with each other and even considering money gained 
through luck as one's own earnings. This acceptance is of fatal falsity: it is a denial of happiness in 
its most ordinary form. There is a big difference between a farmer cultivating his fields, producing 
essential goods and earning his income from them, and an artist producing a CD and thus 
becoming filthy rich in a very short time. Those who do not recognise this as a happy circumstance
also fail to recognise, out of romantic stupidity or their hubris, that vital work and vital goods have
an absolute social value. The complaint that we are net contributors in the EU, for example, is one 
of them. (It is the complaining and not the arguing about whether and how much we have to be net
contributors).
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We in Europe have developed a certain protective mechanism operated by the net contributors to 
the community: for subsidies flowing from the EU into agriculture balance the process of nimble 
profit and guarantee - paradoxical as it sounds - stable prices in the area of the most important 
basic needs. (That's the theory, because as we all know, things are not above board wherever 
money flows).

On the other hand, patents, contracts and copyrights have, over time - and to a certain extent - 
acquired the status of printing money. In order to exercise the rights associated with them, huge 
companies and administrations have been formed that operate a huge media circus. Certain states, 
which also like to claim the term constitutional state for themselves, have made this a principle of 
survival externally. Perhaps they even produce patents in stock with the most nonsensical ideas 
and perhaps there is already the possibility of acquiring a plot of land on the moon. 

In short! The point is that they can take more than they have to give. An Indian tree root, over 
which a foreign patent was placed and which was then chopped up and made available again to the



local population as a consumer good via a chain of shops, may serve here as an illustration of this 
process of skimming off.

A legal system that conceals this process of skimming or cannot react because it lacks the 
necessary legal concepts and therefore foregoes necessary control and instead allows itself to be 
guided by the lobbyists of self-control will not be able to keep its currency stable in the short or 
long term. The economic system may react with an implosion (deflation), followed by 
uncontrollable inflation.

Let's take our current young football stars as an example, who have already earned more money as
twenty-five year olds than Uwe Seeler did in his previous life. It was probably not enough and he 
had to take a stake in a shell company in the Bahamas. Those who believe that a currency can 
withstand this in the long run should explain exactly why Argentina plunged into this currency 
disaster. Certainly, one does not immediately recognise a direct connection, but in 2006 the 
president of FIFA will see himself forced to set up his own ethics committee because of the 
financial excesses in football. We have ended up in an ancient Roman gladiator trade with bribes 
to referees and players. The game has become a bitter seriousness. The word of over-
professionalisation in football is doing the rounds. In Argentina, at the same time, farmers are 
committing suicide in rows because they have fallen into hopeless debt despite having worked 
hard.
One might also think that there is no EU there with its subsidies for agriculture. That is also true! 
But much more important is the fact that there is no longer a trustworthy means of exchange - i.e. 
currency - for this necessary work of the farmers. Countries that have to resort to foreign 
currencies (here the dollar) in such situations have only the choice between cholera and the plague.

This football-playing youngster is just one of the many products of globalisation. Its appearance 
on the world stage is linked to the state's inadequate taxation possibilities and its monetary policy. 
The state is no longer able to tax him as it could in the past. It seems that it has lost its sovereignty 
over this problem and cannot find it again. The youngster has already clothed himself with 
companies that take his "hard-earned money" to where the pressure of the state is lowest on this 
globe (tax haven).

Thought Experiments:

At the bar of a pub we see a figure holding a hundred-mark note in the candle flame, lighting a 
cigarette with it and letting the note burn. When we have morally come to terms with this ritual, 
which is familiar from some feature films, then the perhaps more important question arises: what 
actually happened there? Did someone there simply waive a claim in the amount of 100 marks? 
Who is the beneficiary of this renunciation?

In a mass hypnosis, a guru persuaded 72 million Germans that on 31 Dec. 1999 everyone would 
burn DM 1,000 as in the example above. Money is nothing but promissory notes and it is an act of 
charity to dissolve these mutual debts. It is something wonderful to enter the next millennium with
a free soul. (The experiment has already taken place elsewhere). 
According to this fiction, 72 billion in "small change" would have to be missing from circulation 

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/steueroasen-die-geheimen-firmen-deutscher-prominenter-auf-den-bahamas-a-00000000-0002-0001-0000-000171037335
https://correctiv.org/top-stories/2022/10/14/machtmissbrauch-profi-fussball/


at a stroke. How would this affect the value of the remaining money supply and would Theo 
Waigel, if he were still in office as Finance Minister, be happy about it? Or would he have the 72 
billion reprinted immediately and to whom would this amount be awarded?

Let's assume Theo doesn't budge, then the value of the remaining money supply would certainly 
have risen. Prices might have fallen. Certainly the Finance Minister would have had his troubles. 
Claims amounting to DM 72 billion would have been missing from the economic cycle, tax 
revenues would not have met expectations. Government borrowing or tax increases would have 
been necessary to compensate for the shortfalls. The dollar and share values would have fallen, the
economy would have had to fight for its export opportunities. The unemployment rate would have 
risen by a lot. But oil would have become cheaper.

Reality: Bosnia, September 97. A refugee, about 50 years old, sits crying in his bombed-out 
dwelling on a tattered camp bed. The reporter translates that he paid 30 DM for this couch in this 
condition. This image immediately and rightly triggers feelings of wanting to help in the viewer. 
But it still contains a truth that is not immediately obvious and is important in the context of the 
value of money:

Even the Deutschmark does not protect against inflation elsewhere, and the value of money is 
determined by the people and their living conditions in those places.

The Debt of the State and the Total Debt

The problem of government debt actually masks in people's minds the more essential problem of 
the total debt of an economy. In 2004, for example, the debt of the 30 DAX companies - mind you,
only thirty companies - was 1.5 trillion euros, higher than that of the state (DIE WELT, 11.09.04).

The latter is hardly noticed by the public. When companies appear with an ever thinner equity 
cover, the question arises: "How much interest does the consumer have to pay over the goods?" 
Germany's moneyed wealthy (pensioners, not to be confused with retirees) had €4.4 trillion in 
their accounts in 1990, yielding €0.31 trillion in interest(7%). Compared to the annual national 
income, this results in an interest burden of 33% and compared to the disposable income of 
households, an interest burden of 41%. The average burden for each private household in Germany
would be 12,000 euros per year. In Germany, private department stores closed their doors forever. 
Not for reasons of imminent insolvency, but because more profit could be made with money than 
with labour or trade. Mind you, these are amounts that make the current national debt look small. 
However, it has become the focus of political populists, who only rank important issues according 
to the possibilities of their placativeness.

The real problem of national debt is not to be minimised or even concealed here. It lies in the fact 
that over time no one knows who made it and for the future no one knows who will pay it. Nor is it
asked who the creditors are. Are they people who live among us or are they immortal institutions 
(dead hand)? Instead, an abstract "we" is cultivated, from which it is embarrassingly avoided to 
look for the actual beneficiaries of this national debt (see preceding paragraph). 



Public debt can be optimised into a zero-sum game for the acting politicians. This happens when 
interest and inflation are not far apart. In 2007, for example, we had inflation of 3%, while the 
state had to pay interest on debt of 4%. With 1.5 trillion euros of government debt, that's 60 billion
euros in interest. Of the 1.5 trillion, 45 billion euros can be charged in loss of value (3%). But 
since a capital gains tax is due, the state accrues an additional 18 billion euros from its own debt. 
From depreciation and tax, the state comes to an amount of 63 billion. The claim that the state 
pays 60 billion in interest can therefore only be made in a nominal context.

That is why sentences like: "We are getting into debt at the expense of our children and the 
younger generation" are the worst kind of demagogy. When one brings the children into play, one 
should also consider that a state licence should never be sold, because it is precisely this licence 
that secures present and future revenues. Privatisation is not the solution to everything. For 
decades, the problem ran under the theme "VPV": nationalisation-privatisation-nationalisation. 
Social democracy has abandoned its dialectical counterpart to capital, has stepped out of the role 
of nationaliser and is diligently privatising along with it. Now we have sold off all the state 
enterprises, most of the gold reserves and radio licences and are still sitting on a mountain of 
national debt and it has accelerated its growth. "VPV" is finished because there is nothing left to 
sell or there is no money for the state property to be built. The state is no longer able to act as a 
debtor because it no longer owns anything apart from its tax revenues and can no longer have 
anything lent to it. For this is what Keynes already said, that no government bonds can be covered 
by tax money. That is the real problem of government debt. Unreflective privatisation would have 
to be assigned the image of a drunken captain who has forgotten that steering involves at least two 
correlatively connected sides and who can only drunkenly slur one side, namely: "Starboard!" Port
does not exist.

It is the negation of the dialectical principle with the equivalence of the poles towards the crude 
ideas of monism. To the correlative private property, however, belongs state property as the 
opposite pole. The one exists only through the other. It seems Descartes never lived, "I doubt 
therefore I am!" For doubt still has the choice between at least two possibilities. Or consider the 
disaster into which the politically doubtful has already led us. I can do the wrong thing and 
improve afterwards. But those who imagine they have no choice easily become victims, because 
there is no possibility for them to improve! One should think in the direction that the entire public 
space is privatised. When you step outside your front door, you are already standing on someone 
else's private property. And so that the toll is due immediately, a microchip has been implanted 
under your skin. Under these circumstances, a free market would no longer be conceivable. - No!!!
Not that extreme! - How much then, please?

If everyone thinks about having, does everyone have something? Absolutely not! If it is to be just 
money, then behind every coin and banknote and bank deposit there is an individualised liability, 
which in banking jargon is called "money creation".

And because money is so beautifully blinding, the political caste entertains a myriad of false 
prophets through its media who preach the common good and only mean themselves. Especially 
when they shout "We". "We are putting our descendants in debt" or even more oozing morality, 
"We are sinning against our children." Then the word "debt" does not appear and its antonym 
"having" remains hidden, which the guiltless want to bequeath so unnoticed. The sentence: "There 



are also rich descendants" remains unspoken in this context.

The dead and how they died remain unmentioned: the average life expectancy of a coal miner in 
the Ruhr and the Saar in the 1950s was only 45 years. Did they know this and did they conceal it? 
What would have happened if this truth had been told when recruiting coal workers? If we had to 
mine this coal again under these conditions, by how much would the average life expectancy of 
the people decrease? Who is to be the beneficiary of this progress when a social democratic, 
pensionable labour minister collapses at the lectern and announces retirement at sixty-seven as a 
stand-up guy? Or who puts the journalist Frank Schirrmacher in his place (The Methuselah 
Conspiracy) and does this person even realise how many corpses he proclaims his theses on? The 
Labour Minister and the journalist derive their short-circuited evidence from their one-dimensional
thinking.

In 1997, every fourth euro of the state budget had to be spent on paying the state's debt interest. 
Elections were coming up and a politician who had just had his party nominate him as candidate 
for chancellor (January 2002) wanted in all seriousness not only to increase the national debt but 
even to accelerate it. (It was the one who did not want to open a glass (!!!) of champagne on the 
evening after the election).

The debts of all state budgets (federal, state and local) have now exceeded the one-trillion-euro 
limit (1,250 billion euros). This means that every German citizen, whether child or child, is in debt
somewhere to the tune of about 15,000 euros just for the national debt. If this amount were to be 
repaid, every German would have to pay 112 euros a month in repayments and interest over the 
next 24 years at today's interest rates of 7%. A family of four is thus "imperceptibly" burdened 
with about 450 euros per month only for the debt and redemption service of the state. But what is 
forgotten in the process: This average family is not sitting alone and cut off from any civilisation 
in a stone desert somewhere in this world. Nor will they feel it as guilt but more as a kind of 
inability to afford the upkeep of a car or the rising cost of rent one day. But this is the goal of the 
Greens and at the same time meets their one-dimensionality.

There is a theory of public debt (Keynes) and politicians could only follow it as long as they 
grasped its meaning. But it has a huge weak point and this is noticeable in democratic systems of 
all places. This theory says nothing about how a population behaves to pay off this debt. In 
Germany, no effort has been made to repay this debt for over 30 years. This violates the core of 
this theory, but confirms its effectiveness. This theory claims that government debt prevents or 
reduces unemployment. As soon as this happens, the debt can be reduced again.

 According to Keynes, this can effectively only be done by issuing government bonds and not by 
adjusting the tax screw. Today, the state can no longer be sure whether its debt serves this goal. 
Perhaps it no longer knows what it has actually borrowed for. The entirety of an economy's 
investments is no longer capable of providing jobs to the extent necessary to prevent an increase in
unemployment. Perhaps this is because no politician really knows anymore what proper 
investment policy is and how to control it. 

Relying on the objectives of a businessman who shouts: "Give me the subsidies", and who also 
claims that the economic process can only hold its own through self-control, because any outside 



intervention means a planned economy, means nothing other than turning the fox into the gardener.
This is also related to the motivation and the related objective of the entrepreneur to make himself 
independent of the human labour force if it stands in the way of his profit maximisation strategy. 
How mass purchasing power then arises cannot be explained from this entrepreneurial objective, 
nor can it be expected. Nor should one ever expect a solution to this conflict from a business 
economist.

The central concept in dispute here is investment. If the state or politics means by this "creation or 
preservation of jobs", but the entrepreneur necessarily sees in the investment the possibility of 
profit maximisation and in this way cuts jobs, then here lies a huge problem or an irremediable 
conflict of interests between a community (politics) and an individual or interest group 
(entrepreneurs). The greatest danger is to conceal or deny this conflict or to try to resolve it 
internally.

The state must therefore define precisely, without losing sight of the visionary, what it understands
by investment and what it wants to promote with it. The state must therefore be careful not to 
destroy jobs with its investment policy. The state must always keep this in mind - if it has one - 
that it must understand investment policy in terms of the common good as something completely 
different from an entrepreneur. But how independent is the state from this entrepreneur when it has
to dig deep into its pockets for interest on government bonds, for example. Money, in other words, 
that it was not allowed to create itself as a state.

Lost Knowledge: The Correlate; Correlation Taxes; The Essence of Money

By correlate we mean a mental entity with conceptual ties: For example, if I say
"spouse", then it is agreed that it is a male person and that he is married to a woman or a man. The 
deed of this relationship is kept in an office. In short, correlative means that one cannot be thought 
of without the other. It is the same with the concept of money and debt (credit).
 

The Correlation Taxes  (here for clarification: tautological application of the term)

If you ask a politician today why this or that tax exists, they will send us a short answer - 
preferably accompanied by an amusing bon mot - via one of the established information outlets. 
These politicians know what is important: mirth replaces the essential for most people because of 
its entertainment value. Cheerfulness is supposed to be likeable, and those who are likeable can 
only - with this psychological short-circuit - tell the truth.* The fatal thing for our times is that, as 
in the Middle Ages, the messenger with the bad news is still beheaded. The politician of our days 
has mutated into a real politician and, speaking for himself, can only spread a fair-weather truth.
 

A reputable economic encyclopaedia gives more information about the nature and task of the dog 
tax than about the wage tax. Or more precisely: One learns why a dog tax is levied and why it is a 
consumption tax without social relevance. Its amount is completely arbitrary.
But one learns nothing about why wage tax is levied. Even the objection that the Romans already 
had a kind of wage tax would only be a statement but not a necessary explanation. The difference 



between ascertainment and explanation lies in the fact that ascertainment captures the surface, the 
authentically visible, while explanation captures the spiritual dimension (ideal case).

There is an acceptance problem with taxes. In the USA, there were even tax revolts in the 1980s 
and in this country, the growing black economy can be equated with a tax revolt. So it is important
for a government - or for politics in general - to know that it cannot levy taxes on everything and 
for everything, i.e. the reasons it uses for levying taxes must be comprehensible not only to tax 
experts. More than 60% of the world's tax literature is published in Germany, i.e. it is German tax 
law. 
  
It would be a scoundrel to claim that we have the best and fairest tax laws in the world. The claim 
that there is a tax chaos here is much more accurate. But it is a sign that in Germany there is no 
such thing as a binding tax theory and that politicians are allowed to constantly come up with new 
tax plans. If something goes wrong, we still have the Federal Constitutional Court, which can give 
the chaos its random interpretation. The fact that the whole thing resembles a trial in which the 
question of whether 3 times 3 equals 5 or 7 is to be settled between the government and the 
opposition does not occur to the actors. In the meantime, the Federal Minister of Finance, Hans 
Eichel, is in the process of luring back about 400 billion euros (we don't know the exact amount, 
and as we will know later, this bait-and-switch has been of no use) from abroad by means of an 
amnesty. That is exactly the same as if every German - man, woman or child - had 5,000 euros in a
savings account abroad. 

*) One of the Bon Mot is: The money is gone! - The money is not gone, it is just somewhere else.

Let's just assume that payroll tax is no longer accepted here because word has got around that there
is no sufficient justification for it. The state's largest pot of revenue is currently the pot of wage 
and income tax. There is widespread ignorance here. The reason why a wage tax has to be levied is
hardly accessible to anyone. But it is to be found in the relationship that the employer and the 
employee have entered into vis-à-vis the community. This tax could be called a correlation tax: 
Work also means a use of social resources (infrastructure) that must be produced and maintained 
by the community. But that is not the most important reason. Rather, the correlate here means that 
the wage tax can prevent shady dealings between employer and wage earner that would be to the 
detriment of society.

Suppose: An employee agrees to pay his wage-earner a wage of one million euros a year. In 
reality, however, he only receives 100,000 euros from his employer. Because the company now 
sells one million instead of 100,000 euros, the entrepreneur can feign lower earnings in this way. 
He uses the pretence of an expense to make his own tax liability appear lower.
In order to prevent the pretence of an expense by the entrepreneur, an employee has to pay income 
tax on it. It makes sense to reinforce the effect of this with a progression. Because the wage and 
income tax with its feedback function has been so essential, this does not mean that it must be 
maintained at its present level. It could even be kept extremely low by the development of giro 
money for wage-earners, or be dispensed with altogether, if every payment transaction is 
demonstrably preserved in order to be available for a source check at any time. The condition for 
this, however, is that cash has been withdrawn from circulation. This could lead to a real tax 
simplification.



Another example is probably the stock exchange turnover tax, which existed for about 110 years 
and was abolished without replacement in 1991. This tax was given the name of petty tax and 
disappeared in the name of a so-called tax simplification. However, this tax was a safety valve and 
was intended against price manipulation. It was 0.5 to 1 per mille. This is like trying to remove a 
small but necessary resistor from a radio, the function of which was no longer clear because one 
had forgotten what positive or negative feedback is. Since this tax disappeared, there have been 
considerable bubbles on the German stock markets, the biggest of which burst in 2000. The DAX 
fell from 8131 to almost 2200 points in 3 years.

Imagine if there were a person who denied the correlation "twin" in the way that there are two 
persons. This person's obtuseness would lead to a certain social isolation. When a society ignores 
correlations, the consequences are more devastating. For example, the term "state investment" 
contains an inseparable property to certain economic conditions.

Economically, "state investment" is linked to the condition that it creates new and better jobs. If 
this does not happen and jobs are destroyed by new technologies, then this expenditure is not 
investment. The differentiation is so important because in this context huge tax breaks - or even 
more dangerous: subsidies - could flow into the wrong projects. 

Devastating miscalculations have already occurred in tax policy in the past. The following case 
testifies to immense political bungling: On 23 July 2002, the city of Munich declared its 
insolvency and imposed a budget freeze. The reason given was that companies and corporations 
such as BMW, Hypovereinsbank or the Kirch Group were allowed to offset their losses and 
therefore did not have to pay trade tax.

But our gaze often gets stuck on one point and demonises the companies, which are also not 
entirely innocent in this matter due to their lobbying. But the blame lies with the politicians. A year
earlier, the federal, state and local governments had allowed trade tax to be linked to a company 
loss offset. This led not only to tax losses for many cities and municipalities, but also to 
horrendous tax refunds to companies that reported losses.

The correlate "business tax" includes, among other things, the following terms: resources, 
environment, on the spot, observation of money flows as well as the prohibition of offsetting. If 
this correlate is not observed, cities and municipalities get into financial difficulties.

The Nature of Money (Historical Approach)

There are countless reasons why money is needed, and anyone who demands its abolition is 
considered crazy. This already describes the problem. The countless reasons are plausible for 
everyone, but its disappearance is not. Yet money, by its very nature, has a tendency to disappear.

Every mathematician knows that a line has only one extension, but also two equivalent directions. 
The line is also a correlate, namely the one-dimensional, two directions and the equivalence of the 
directions. In the case of money, we are only familiar with the direction of the innumerable 



reasons; we have never looked in the other direction - no reasons. But if we take the other 
direction, we arrive at the historical point at which money - or even more generally a means of 
payment - intervened in direct barter. Dip trading - namely commodity for commodity - was a 
robust trade that did not rely so much on trust because of its immediacy. Only the mutual trust of 
communities also enabled the way to a means of payment. Only the means of payment ensured 
what we call selling and buying today. It made trade possible without the presence of the product 
(debtor and creditor) and presupposed the idea and acceptance of property and its availability.
Let us demonstrate the appearance and disappearance of a piece of paper at that historical moment.
Let us start from the simplest community, namely two people. They want to exchange goods, but 
one person cannot yet deliver and now becomes a debtor.

A mountain pass over which the goods come is inaccessible because of the season. This is 
understandable for the one who is about to become a creditor. He knows the area and knows that 
this is no excuse. The creditor hands over his goods in exchange for a paper from the debtor 
stating what and where else the debtor will deliver. The agreed time elapses. The debtor delivers 
and to his relief he gets back the promissory note. He still burns this document in the creditor's 
fire.

The correlate of the simplest means of payment is composed of the following elements: a creditor 
as the main person of agreement because of his advance payments. Furthermore, a debtor for a 
period of time, trust and knowledge of the community about necessities of life, a paper (document)
with the registered debt and its settlement agreement as a contract as well as the possibility of 
sanctions in case of breach of contract. The paper always represents a private debt. After the debt 
has been paid, the debtor destroys the paper for his own safety. It is the most important transaction 
and closes the deal.

But the most important characteristic of the paper is that it determines an individual debt, which at 
this level is of a completely private nature and where no state intervenes yet because it does not yet
exist.

This debt determines the value of the paper. This paper immediately becomes insignificant and 
must even be destroyed when the debt is paid. This fact generates an irrefutable law for the 
monetary system, which must read thus: At the time when all debts are settled, there is no more 
debt paper in circulation. Society is once again faced with the situation of direct barter in which, 
among other things, gold and other valuables (amber) can have a fundamental, material 
significance, provided they are available locally.

At this point, it is actually impossible to pause long enough to reflect. The questions are, how does
this debt paper transform into what we call money today? For money owes its existence only to the
incomplete exchange of a good or service as long as it itself appears without independent value. 
Money and gold can only be obtained on the market, nowhere else. Money is not necessary for the 
directly executed exchange of equal value, which ultimately means that money can only reflect a 
part of what happens in the market, probably even the much smaller part. Nevertheless, the market
is the only place where money can be generated, whereas gold already had to exist (as a stroke of 
luck). When does the state enter the stage, which in the course of privatisation has committed itself
with its tax revenues only to money? - It has allowed itself to be shackled as a genuine exchange 



partner and now suggests that it can solve all problems with money that it withdraws from others. 
If everything in the state is going worse and worse, then it should definitely free itself from the 
fetters that were put on it by the ideology of privatisation. Otherwise, as a welfare state, it cannot 
counter Fourier's words that wealth creates poverty. This was the state of knowledge more than 
two hundred years ago and thus before Karl Marx. This knowledge predates socialism and 
communism. 

But does money take on the aforementioned correlative functions and properties of debt paper - in 
particular, that of its disappearance into non-debt and where have the sanctions gone? Or if there is
no disappearance of money, then a new question immediately arises: Why does money not need to 
disappear like the promissory note and if it does not disappear, is it still substance-bound or 
sanction-bound?  What does substance-bound or sanction-bound look like in the case of a state? 
Why is the state not allowed to be an owner over gas and oil fields and mines and radio licences in
order to issue state money in this way substance-bound or sanction-bound? Does the redistribution 
that these resources make possible have to be put into private hands first, and does this not drive 
the state into a substance-free (i.e.: uncovered) debt in which the taxpayers are made compulsory 
debtors, because in this way the state is reduced to a have-not? In other words, denying it the right 
to present itself in the form of a private company!
Must everything be backed by gold or precious stones, even if other resources are available (oil, 
coal, knowledge, etc.)? What about the state when these resources run out? Are gold and precious 
stones part of the barter system?

What happens when money is hoarded and what about the transaction? The hoarder or saver bets 
on falling prices. The saver delays or prevents the conclusion of a personal transaction for an 
indefinite period of time, which he actually lacks the right to do, and needs debtors to a large 
extent for his behaviour. Where there is no right, a right cannot always be constituted out of 
nothing. This is the case with money. One possibility would be to assign an expiry date to every 
banknote, which would be a difficult procedure, because for these cases, instead of money, the 
saver looks for another medium that guarantees him the surplus value. And if the saver (thesavers) 
apparently cannot be opposed to any right, how does he distinguish between moral and immoral 
action. Or is he perhaps already acting with evil intent (speculation)? Who does the saver or 
hoarder have in his sights as a debtor if the debt instrument (i.e.: money) cannot be assigned to a 
person?

        If it is not a concrete person, then it can only be the general public.

One should call this process transcendentation in order to advance the conceptualisation, because 
this process is and remains unmanageable and inexperienced (transcendent) for the vast majority 
of people. With money, the saver or hoarder no longer has the right to sanctions, as with a 
promissory note, because he who holds money in his hand cannot usually force anyone to do 
anything. But he can move more easily and quickly with paper money and is thus superior to pure 
barter.

When American economic consulting firms employ meteorologists in their cadres who observe the
entire weather pattern of the world in twenty-four-hour service, then one should also be allowed to 
ask oneself what benefit one wants to derive from this and how a medium must be constituted in 



order to be able to react in the shortest possible time. Money is an excellent medium for this, 
especially that in accounts. Hedge funds fit this bill. They are gambling houses that do not belong 
to the players, they are the gambling house itself and feel most at home where they suspect 
cancerous growth.
 
Unfortunately, Franz Müntefering has described what is blowing up there as a swarm of locusts. 
This does not fit at all with the idyllic image of the capitalist, on which capital is depicted as a shy 
deer. But neither Franz Müntefering nor the wolfishly howling capitalists know that monetarism 
needs to be put to the test. Many believe that it is compound interest that sets these processes in 
motion. It is not, it can even be negative for the monetary via inflation. It is hoarding or saving 
alone that thwarts debt relief. Hoarding is the need to be able to save enough in the event of a 
crash. The debtor merely settles his debt and pays interest on it.

The interest that the creditor does not use up can be put aside or lent out. For lending, new debtors 
must be found, if they are still willing. It is only in the second attempt with new debtors that the 
first stage of compound interest arises, which can be followed by new stages in cascade, 
potentiating everything up to a certain limit. The interesting thing is that time (e.g. the year) has no
influence on this process. It can happen quickly or it can take a long time until new debtors agree. 
Mind you: When all debts are paid, the money is gone.

Unless there is a power that owns a huge energy source (monopoly). They could then simply let 
money (vouchers) fall from the sky (fiat money). But that would make no sense to the powers that 
be, because this fiat money could very quickly depreciate in value in the earthly world and would 
only be used, as in bad times, as cigarette paper. The monopolist therefore prefers to take the path 
of indebtedness (money creation), where the instability is much smaller for him, because with his 
real goods he actually generates himself immediately into a money holder and forces others - 
including the state - to issue money and thus to become indebted. This money holder also knows 
that no system can offer 100% stability. His risk should therefore always be the lower one and this 
enables him to get hold of goods that have been freely available since time immemorial, such as 
land or water. Now both are simply declared to be food, for which everyone has to pay a profitable
price. The same will soon happen with the air we need to breathe.

Monopolistic or cooperative Money Creation?

So it looks like inequality was the godfather in the birth of the first money. One thing can already 
be considered certain at this point: The substance that turns debt paper into money did not 
originally appear in order to guarantee or even increase individual wealth. This substance was and 
is actually the necessary insurance of a community. The multitude of members of a community 
provide the security on presentation of this paper to deliver goods or render services. And because 
no human being is born with a sack full of money, this gives rise to an obligation for the 
community to distribute its yield and surplus fairly (e.g. obligation to educate its offspring, vital 
guarantee of property: roof over one's head or provision, protection against illness and unnecessary
dangers). This substance, which we now call money, consists only of the time-bound bonds of 
individuals on the one hand and the economic surpluses of a community, which are offered for sale
on the market on the other.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franz_M%C3%BCntefering


If you like, in a manageable community, promises to pay or a scrap of paper are quite sufficient. 
They do not need to be backed by gold or precious stones. The world's gold reserves are currently 
(2006) around 150,000 tonnes. If one were to divide this among the earth's population, each person
alive today would receive 25 grammes of gold. Under these conditions, it would hardly be possible
to determine the value of a gram of gold. In the 1970s, the value of gold was decoupled from the 
reserve currencies. It rose in a short time to more than 10 times the value of the other commodities 
and money. Gold was not distributed, it remained hoarded.

This opened the way for the companies concerned to mine gold from the windiest corners of the 
world, because the high gold price covered the mining. This is done with the biggest machines in 
the world and their yield is about one gram of gold per ton of rock. Those who claim that gold 
cannot be distributed fairly among the world's population must not escape the tragedy that the 
factual then holds in store: To the extent that someone cannot change something that is factual, but
accepts its effects apparently or inevitably, to such an extent rational action loses its meaning. 
Luck and fate and their antonyms, such as fraud and corruption, become widespread.

The question is whether Breton Woods was not part of the solution to the problem, which was then
completely discarded in the 1970s. Had the baby been thrown out with the bathwater? - But on the 
other hand, this would have meant that all the gold in the world would have had to be shipped to 
Breton Woods, from whatever sources this gold might have emerged. A classic dilemma or 
impossibility! Covering currencies had to be done differently. It was the birth of the petro-dollar. 

As I said, a scrap of paper on which the debt is written is quite sufficient and among friends even 
this is not necessary. So when there is a promise of this latter kind and there is nothing substantial, 
so to speak, and the debt as debit or credit exists only in two minds, it is wrong - which 
unfortunately happens - to claim that money then consists only of worthless abstractions. To build 
up a theory of money with this assertion, which can actually only become tautological, is very 
dangerous. Then one easily forgets the redemption promises of individuals as the basis of money 
issuance as an indispensable part of a correlation and inevitably gets into the whirlpool of 
worthless money, which is then generated by the unfounded circulation of state money presses and
at the end of which is hyperinflation.

Earlier societies knew certain forms of automation (that which runs by itself). These societies took 
from nature what nature produced and when nature, with skilful assistance from humans (e.g. 
irrigation systems, animal breeding), produced a surplus over its own consumption, the societies 
used this for trade. It was this trade that led to the invention of what we now call money. In its 
original form, money was a product of exchange that had value but could not be reified. The 
redemption of money (money as an end in itself) came into play with the taking of interest. 

While the "goods idle" finds its limits in the space of the goods stores alone, the limits are much 
wider for money. Its excellent properties were that it was not tied to a single place, could not be 
multiplied at will and could be quickly checked against counterfeiting. Gold and documents had 
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similar properties. A few grams of gold already represented a high value in this respect, but only 
the minting of gold into a coin also made rapid supra-regional exchange possible. Money 
promoted the division of labour in society, facilitated trade, turned markets into cities and made 
culture possible in the first place.

If this is so, what is the insurance premium and how high is it that each member of this community
has to pay? For only the community, if it is fair in itself, offers sufficient security, not nature alone,
which can be very capricious. Money also needs a costly infrastructure. How are profit or loss and 
the burdens shared with each other? The answer to this presupposes one thing: the substance 
cannot multiply on its own. The substance is created and gains or loses its power through a "social 
event", which is normally regarded as work. (Transformation = subsistence, clear distribution of 
need and wealth, negative transformation = hidden, uncontrolled distribution, exponential, 
commodity-less (money) trade, monopolisation.

But the market does not yet exist between the simple community of two people. The knowledge 
and acceptance of property precedes any trade. This community is not yet to be abandoned, 
because through our consideration of this binary relationship, important insights can be gained that
are relevant to the nature of the market and the appearance of money. For small social quantities - 
like the binary relation - the law is:

Disruption is the Rule, Stability the Exception.

The most ordinary disturbance would be the death of the debtor. But animal diseases, natural 
disasters, epidemics and social upheavals can also cause difficulties for debtors and creditors. But 
in these visible circumstances, everyone - creditor and debtor - realises how much we depend on 
each other. From the moment we start from larger communities instead of the relationship of two, 
human thinking produces a fallacy in the form of the obvious opposite with the sentence: "Stability
is the rule, disruption the exception". This is wrong, because the correct sentence must be: The 
larger the community, the smaller the impact of a disturbance. But this statement forces other 
questions on us! What is a large community or how large should it be? A village, a people or state, 
or a corporation?

A definition would be essential, because the visible and tangible conditions with their dangers - 
such as the death of a debtor - are summarised in this sentence in favour of abstract conditions. 
This summary would not actually pose a problem if the abstract circumstances did not degenerate 
in the course of time into a consciousness that in the end assumes unalterable laws. (E.g. if one 
believes that a means of payment is associated with hard stability). 

This belief then denies the natural costs and risks of a socially founded monetary system in which 
actually only the general insurance laws should apply if it were fairly regulated. Whoever can 
swing above these natural costs of the monetary system, e.g. by taking interest, rent, copyright and
patents or by profitable insurances, i.e. surpluses do not flow back completely to the policyholders,
advances to a money owner who does not need the real commodity any more and makes money 
itself into a commodity, first via interest and subsequently via speculative transactions.



The money owner - especially the one who has retreated to tax havens - does not participate in the 
natural costs and risks of a society's monetary system and sooner or later becomes a problem in his
society with his non-labour income. "Let us not forget that the volume of the exchange of goods is 
45 times smaller than that of the movement of capital", Jean Baudrillard already noted in 1990.

So it may well occur to the spirit of the age to tempt or force the state or a community to give up 
its inalienable right to control the flow of money and to regard money no longer as a community 
task but as property. Anyone who wants to gain a little insight into these processes should take the 
trouble to reach far back into history and research the emergence of the tobacco plant, the tobacco 
tax and the associated monopoly of power and the channelled flow of money in France and 
Germany since 1560.

For this research, however, it would be necessary to discard the arrogance of the currently living 
towards the dead, which goes something like this: "We live in an open-minded time and are 
smarter than our ancestors." For it is to be assumed that our ancestors knew about money and the 
control of money flows and did not see only good in them if they were given free rein. (Martin 
Luther against Johann Tetzel with his selling of indulgences). Then there is an essay to be written 
on the subject: "The emergence of frippery in the world of commodities". Including the frippery in
the form of coloured glass shards with which whole fleets of cogs exploited the "Black Continent" 
in the past and the Blacks financed their own enslavement in this way. Translating these historical 
facts into today's language must lead to the following conclusion: If money flows are channelled 
and centralised by internationally operating companies or institutions, then communities, peoples 
or states have hardly any influence on these flows and they accordingly lose their financial 
governance and sovereignty.

They pay for this on their territories with growing damage to their social systems, especially 
through mass unemployment, rising poverty and growing unrest, loneliness, lack of hygiene, lack 
of medical care and the associated lower life expectancy.

Wrong words and phrases, stupid word combinations are buzzing in many minds in this situation, 
such as: "child poverty". Apart from the fact that there is no such thing, because it is enough if the 
parents can provide for their children. This turgid combination of words, distracting from the 
causes of actual poverty, was only invented for the media world by the institutions associated with 
it. 

It aims at an ill-conceived, reflexive mass pity with the goal of obtaining money from donations. 
The narrowness of this word monstrosity "child poverty" belies the real failure of these 
institutions: "Millions of children still die of malaria every year, and not a single one should have 
to die, because both the drugs are available and the logistics to simply get them on the ground." 
(Henning Mankell) These institutions have so much sand in their gears that they are not able to 
coordinate this task against the death of these children, because there is enough money with them.
Or "unemployment must be fought" in connection with the demand "entrepreneurs must invest 
more". These words and phrases drive the emotions senselessly circling around in a field, provided
with a thinking that has been conditioned only to the factual.

Truncated brains claim that unemployment is triggered by employment protection. They do not 



take note of the fact that - despite or because of technological development - in the last fifty years 
stable employment has fallen dramatically from 90 to 60 per cent in the northern hemisphere and 
from 50 to 20 per cent in the southern hemisphere. Overall, three quarters of the world's 
population have neither a secure job nor access to a regular income and the associated social 
rights.

This conditioned thinking, out of history-less simplicity, cannot recognise that anonymous powers 
took over the channelling of money flows. At such times, a tax consultant swimming in this broth 
of thought and therefore unable to think outside the box, complains that seven French fries stalls 
dropped out of his clientele, just at the moment when the fast food chain opened. The compulsion 
to be institutional - triggered by case law and publicity campaigns - forces the free entrepreneur to 
give up his business. He finds himself in carefully thought-out contracts dictated to him by clever 
consortia, which he was only allowed to sign with shaved legs and plucked pubic hair. This 
zeitgeist only knows the territory of consortia and does not realise that it is running a huge Ponzi 
scheme. As on Reinhold Beckmann, four millionaires sit in a round table opposite Norbert Blüm 
and ponder the - in their opinion - unaffordable statutory pension system, which Blüm defends: for
these millionaires, the money must flow incessantly to the private sector and the shock waves of 
the Kondratieff cycle remain an unexplained phenomenon to them. It must not be admitted that the
money system - although hardly conspicuous - is in fact a Ponzi scheme, if it is left so rudderless 
and interest-bound.

But the >zeitgeist< also shows itself to be divided in its description of economic processes. 
Perhaps economics also prefers the aforementioned simplicity of the factual. It divides itself into 
microeconomic and macroeconomic systems. Hardly a word is said about the microeconomic 
system, which presupposes the detachment from nature in order to integrate the individual into the 
world of work. Its intrinsic integration into nature is not mentioned and does not answer the 
question of how a living being without a territory can live at all. The incorporation of man from 
nature makes him an isolated object of a closed system. Anyone who talks about sustainability 
must first prove that they have actively opposed this integration.

 It is simply claimed that the clarity would be lost through too much detail. The concept of the 
social is operated with, without facing the tiresome work of defining exactly what the social is, let 
alone determining its place in the economic. With this omission, however, everything becomes a 
commodity. 

Thus, the elderly are becoming an increasing problem in our society because their care costs can 
no longer be paid. Alzheimer's, for example, is becoming more and more prevalent without this 
disease having increased in percentage terms in certain age groups, and the increase is not solely 
related to the fact that there are more older people. Unrecognised hierarchies of manifestations are 
forming for which the word "secondary manifestation" is no longer sufficient. This phenomenon is
more a negative effect of socio-cultural mobility in the form of a preceding phenomenon, namely 
that of isolation. In macroeconomic thinking, mobility is considered a desirable phenomenon for 
the economy. For this to happen, however, the individual must disappear from the view of the 
economy so that the insensitive and therefore tradable mass takes its place. (The German Red 
Cross and the state of its old people's homes; perpetrator or victim, but perhaps also perpetrator 
and victim; June 2004. A book that would still have to be written).
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Despite a one-sided view from the macroeconomic point of view, these are real fields of 
economics that must not be lost sight of. That is why we allow the propositions of 
macroeconomics - until better views are obtained - to apply for the time being, such as: Concrete 
ideas of economic interrelations can only be achieved through macroeconomic considerations, 
such as: Money and goods flows with special attention to the interest burden of an economy, its 
price level and global variables such as national income and especially income distribution, 
consumption expenditure and investment expenditure. Perhaps the overused chaos theory will 
succeed in uniting the separate areas of the economy. True to the assertion from this theory that a 
butterfly is capable of triggering a tornado under certain conditions.

In the 1990s, the flight to the front was taken and the security of the economic system was sought 
to be achieved by enlarging and unifying the economic area. Whether enlargement is generally 
always advantageous is already questioned by the following economic knowledge:

"Saving as such, taken by itself, has a (national economic) depressive effect; what makes the 
individual rich becomes, if everyone does it, the source of disaster, of unemployment."

Erich Preiser, as a national economist, already stated this in a radio contribution in 1959. If Preiser 
had generalised this knowledge about saving, he would have succeeded in formulating a hidden 
monetary law that must read something like this:

"If a yield-oriented economic behaviour is controlled or promoted in such a way with the 
consequence that it leads to mass behaviour, then after some time this behaviour reaches its limit 
of yield, from which growth is no longer possible. Each additional individual reduces - because it 
increases the divisor - the divisible monetary yield."

This law should also apply to pension systems, which have continually been turned into political 
bargaining chips. For this purpose, future security is to be achieved via private capital stocks. The 
idea fails at the point when everyone is included in this plan. At the beginning of 2021, 1.6 trillion 
euros were already "stored" in these capital pools for German pensioners alone.

Examples of this are: The stock market as a mass spectacle. In the case where a security acquires 
the status of a people's share, it is already too late; not to mention Max Weber's dislike: "Let big 
capital keep to itself." Those who disregard this advice for no reason belong to the tribe of 
newborns who have been seized by the delusion of realism without knowing that this game has 
been played several times in the past, constantly with bad outcomes for little people. - Buying 
shares is saving with high risk. Riester pensions are savings with this risk.

The responsible person and his or her labour power is the basic prerequisite of social welfare.

Preiser was also the one who pointed out that the creation of value in an economic system, i.e. in 
economic terms, is only generated by human labour. A machine cannot do this. In order to 
understand this, we have to assume that everything, but also everything, that accrues as labour 
power in an economy is to be assigned to a closed system that is not left to itself. No matter how 
large or small this system may be.



Here is an example:
Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, a production unit of 3 persons, one of whom can 
determine everything and acts as producer. This production unit is supposed to represent a closed 
system, of which we have just spoken. These 3 persons have agreed to build a machine that will 
produce 3 pieces of consumer goods for their own use. After the machine has been completed, the 
producer dismisses his two workers and starts the machine. He offers the consumer goods now 
produced by the machine to the two workers. But they are unemployed and have already used up 
their wages for their daily needs in building the machine.

Therefore, they cannot acquire the consumer goods produced by the machine in this way. For its 
existence, this system therefore needs an outside from which it stands out and with which it 
exchanges itself. Therefore, it cannot encompass everything or be the whole.

Negative Transformation

If values are accepted that never existed in reality, or if values disappear from one circle of 
disposal and appear without restraint elsewhere, then this is a negative transformation. The easiest 
way to relate this to crime in general (burglary, theft) as well as in particular, such as drug and 
arms trafficking and the associated money laundering and corruption. 

But there are legal and opaque possibilities that are even more dangerous for a people or for a 
society (e.g. stock market transactions with their fictitious or fictitious valuations, speculation, 
machine-produced frippery, fake currencies).

The ideas about an effective economy can be completely wrong in a society. Just think of the past 
real existing socialism. But let us rather stick to what is left on the other hand in the so-called 
capitalist system. Just take the concept of inflation and its opposite, deflation/depression. While I 
am saying this, I have already transferred the mental web error. There is, in fact, no symmetry 
between inflation and deflation of such a kind that I may call them opposites. The signs of 
deflation are stable or even slightly falling prices but with increasing unemployment. Growing 
unemployment and growing productivity occur together in the initial phase of deflation. Actually a
point of intervention for any serious economic policymaker. But deflation does not appear in the 
prevailing economic theories or they treat it more as a stroke of fate. This means that no effective 
instruments have been developed to combat deflation. The only thing that is known is that 
deflation does not occur with sufficient economic growth.

The Maastricht criteria have not provided any means against this either. The fatal thing about these
criteria, however, is that they are at best only able to address symptoms. The criterion "inflation" 
has been "authorised" to be diagnosis and therapy, especially at the insistence of the then German 
government (Waigel). This is not the only reason why we Germans are currently flying blind with 
the euro. Our own politicians formulated this in 1995 as if with the wisdom of a gambler, namely 
in the belief that they possessed the game theory to win forever. These gamblers even confuse an 
appearance with a criterion. How the Maastricht criteria are controlled is also unusual. They are 
controlled by the very people who should be controlling them. A blatant impossibility and a direct 
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invitation to self-service by the countries in this community of countries. A democratic separation 
of powers should be installed here, the executive side of which should - expediently - be found in 
the European Commission.

Strictly speaking, economic stability can only be defined negatively, or formulated differently: 
There are no stability criteria that can show us the way. On the other hand, there are destabilising 
factors such as economic saturation that brings the prosperous system to a standstill (deflation), 
war and terror, crime, corruption, drug trafficking, natural disasters, epidemics, negative 
transformations and, as we now know, false data on growth and debt (Greece and Italy 11/2004). 
The state or - in the age of globalisation - the community of states has to ensure that these factors 
are kept to a minimum. To the extent that the factors of destabilisation do not appear and 
prosperity exists, stability prevails. Stability can only be defined in this way - namely only 
negatively. It follows from this: Market laws only apply in times of stability, such as the law: 
"Supply and demand regulate the price" and this only in prosperous systems, because constantly 
falling prices still contain this law of supply and demand, although deflation already prevails. 

The ominous theorem of supply and demand is merely a mundane description of a brief temporal 
event; it is completely unsuitable for an explanation of dynamic economic processes.

A law associated with this theorem is as follows: If a product disappears from the market (e.g. 
through insolvency), the process of money circulation associated in this way increases the price of 
all other products. For the rest of the world of goods, there is now a larger quantity of money. 
Prices therefore rise. This situation can be exploited by producers to raise prices. Normally, the 
latter is called an inflationary tendency. Paradoxically, however, this process serves stability. 
Consequently, inflation is a phenomenon and not a criterion. The essence of a phenomenon, 
however, is that one cannot assign a negative or positive value to it from the outset - as a criterion 
demands by definition. As already said, these laws only apply at times when there is prosperity and
the destabilising factors are small or can be kept small.
A fact that is little known to the public is that banks manufacture their own money and the state or 
a community such as the EU only exercises minimum supervision over this manufacture. This is 
where the greatest danger of negative transformation exists, because virtual values are speculative 
values. Often these values are set with a veiled conflict of interest and a false reflection of the 
market (e.g. in doorstep transactions with junk real estate and an overvaluation of more than 
100%).

The connection to the banks' money production comes from the fact that the debits and credits of 
all bank transactions are for the most part numbers on paper, and their cash plays only a negligible 
role in this giro money.

Banks usually form a network. Because they either do not issue the fiat money, because it is 
internally offset between their own accounts or because it flows in from other banks, they are in a 
position to put nine to ten times more monetary value into circulation than they actually have in 
exchangeable own values.

They also make ample use of this possibility, because in addition to the real values, the debts - or 
more precisely the promises of payment of the debtors, who see a rosy future ahead of them with 
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stable incomes - are added to a much greater extent in the creation of money. The system generates
galloping inflation if it is not slowed down.

That is why a bank is not allowed to engage in clearing circulation (money creation) without 
limits. This would happen if it were not obliged to set aside a certain part of these created 
monetary values in sufficient real collateral as a minimum reserve at the central bank. This is done 
predominantly with assignments of its claims on its debtors to the competent central bank:

The example of minimum reserve rates illustrates a process typical of modern monetary 
economies: namely, the fact that the banking system can produce book money itself by way of 
lending: so-called money creation. 

Let us assume that the minimum reserve rate for sight deposits is 20 per cent. If someone deposits 
1,000 euros in a sight account (current account), the bank must set aside 200 euros, i.e. 20 per cent,
at the Bundesbank. The rest of 800 euros can be lent. As a rule, the borrower will spend the 800 
euros as soon as possible. This increases the deposits at the next bank by 800 euros. The next bank 
can lend 80% of this amount, i.e. 640 euros. This process continues until the original 1000 euros 
are finally converted into minimum reserves.
In this way, which is also called the money creation process, the banking system has increased the 
money supply to 5000 euros. If the Bundesbank were to lower the minimum reserve rate to 10 per 
cent, then the banking system could create an additional 9000 euros for an original deposit 
increase of 1000 euros.(Olaf Petersen: How does the economy solve its problems?)

The crux of this type of money cover, which incidentally does not differ from the archetype of 
money creation, is that it is predominantly offset against fictitious (future) commodity values or 
services that are still looking for their buyers and the initial debt or residual debt is assumed to be 
covered by the debtor's assets. In times of so-called stability (times of sufficient economic growth 
and secure jobs and undisturbed flow of goods), this practice does not create problems locally and 
in the global financial community of the northern hemisphere.

Problems arise when the process of progressive debt comes to a halt. Then no one wants to take on
more debt and debts are repaid as far as they still can. The amount of money available no longer 
increases, it stagnates or even decreases. This is the point at which the pure monetary system 
reveals its weaknesses. (See Walter's Principle).

And then? - Yes, then the IMF helps. But the slump must not affect the world economy as a whole 
(i.e. currently the USA). Then the IMF will be at a loss and the situation will be different: 
Weakened economies, e.g. those that have to manage without growth, go into a tailspin. Debtors' 
defaults exceed the value of their debts because of the associated collapse of value dynamics 
(factor 5 to 10). Exponential money creation comes to a standstill and the money supply falls 
drastically.

This is the point at which the prices of all goods fall. Investments are the first to come up for sale. 
If, in deflation, a product cannot be sold on the market at cost, let alone at a profit, investment 
makes no sense. Not even if the money is thrown at the entrepreneurs. Banks that have gone to the 
pain threshold of money creation, i.e. lending with pinned collateral (zero interest rate phase), - get



into trouble with their future lending. They lay off their own staff to cut costs and perhaps more 
importantly, resort to balance sheet embellishment to avoid projecting the image of a takeover 
candidate. This does not help much, because further collapses in their clientele are the 
consequences if the economic situation does not improve again. Deflation then threatens to turn 
into hyperinflation. 

Just take a case like Enron in the USA. One of the biggest energy companies in the world was the 
biggest bankruptcy in US financial history in 2001. To consider this bankruptcy as something 
extraordinary means that no one has an explanation for it. But it is even worse: nobody except the 
falsifiers of the balance sheets - in Germany we call this "creative accounting" in all seriousness - 
and who perhaps acted with good intentions because they hoped for better times, saw the 
bankruptcy approaching and nobody had a means to avert it. The American economy, because of 
its power, will probably somehow cope with this, precisely because it has "special solutions" at the
ready: Many private individuals who had linked their future security (pensions) to Enron will have
to tighten their belts in their old age. A sign that such a system never takes care of its victims.  

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Further thoughts on:
Negative transformation et al :

The volume of capital movements in 1990 was 45 times higher than that of the exchange of goods.
For the year 2000, my estimate is that it assumed at least a factor of 60.
Certain economists speak here of a "fictitious economy". The thing with the UMTS billions is of 
this kind and can be compared to someone offering land on the moon for auction.
The fictitious economy has a general tendency to evade the tax rules of a state. The state fears that 
capital will avoid or flee its territory and participates in these fictions in dual form as a legislator 
and as a shareholder. The collapse of the fictional economy (stock market crash) shakes the real 
economy. The time of the collapse of the fictitious economy is imminent when opposition-free 
politicians have discovered the stock market for everyone, see rising stock market prices as social 
insurance and for this reason recommend people's shares and let everyone dream the dream of 
infinite wealth, when managers - the virtual surfers of fictitious capital - have written into their 
contracts special rights in their termination payments via the fictitious realisation of value - not in 
the form of future papers or deposits but in coins to be paid immediately, i.e. cash - and are not to 
be held liable in the case of losses of assets by their clients that are close in time. With such 
practices, it is not the company that is liable with its commodity values but the people with their 
currency. This proves once again that money should not be regarded as property.

But beware! When we make a mistake in a world of thought, we tend to immediately throw the 
baby out with the bathwater. This is what happened 200 years ago to the physiocrats who opposed 
the excesses of the mercantile system (Rousseau: "Back to nature", was not a call for naturists). So
the problems are not new. The mercantilists were not able to incorporate the basic approach of the 
physiocrats into their thinking. An antagonist rarely succeeds in filtering out the right thing for 
himself from a complex of ideas of his opponent. We are currently in a similar situation with the 
globalisation process, which many erroneously assume will open the door to infinite wealth for 
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everyone. 
 Topics for further Work; Negative Transformation:

Ineffective administration, ineffective education systems; arms spending; tax evasion with foreign 
involvement; unmanageable contract sets with jurisdiction abroad, sham contracts and benefit 
fraud, cross-border leasing deals, hostile takeovers, sham patents and copyrights for slush funds 
(especially with foreign tax havens), nonsense licences mainly with money outflows abroad; 
white-collar crime, organised smuggling and money laundering;

In addition, note from 2005-01-21 LN: 
The Mafia has more turnover than Fiat Rome - According to a top investigator, the Mafia in Italy 
has an annual turnover of about 100 billion euros, twice as much as the Fiat group. Organised 
crime has thus risen to become the largest business in the country. The most important business 
sectors of the bosses are mainly drug trafficking 59 billion euros annual turnover and extortion and
protection money 14 billion. In contrast, the turnover of prostitution and arms trafficking is much 
lower.

This comparison of turnover does not reveal anything about the profits of the mafia enterprises. On
average, this is probably 10 to 15 times higher than that of Fiat.

Furthermore:
False accounting on a grand scale (Wirecard) results in false stock exchange prices and "hostile 
takeovers";
 
Insider trading

Tax fraud, especially Cum-Ex transactions; by moving securities back and forth, the players can 
get a tax refund that they never paid. 

Cash clearing; 
Formation of monopolistic money flows and money flow channels, 

consumption of land, water and air in production; 
Lack of safety measures and under-insurance (oil spills);

Pollution, inadequate waste disposal 
Emissions fraud 

Free-riding on environmental pollution; 
subsidised heavy goods transport; 
no international regulation in case of rising sea levels due to growing populations and/or their 
production and the associated CO2 levels in the atmosphere;

skimming over designer food; 
Uncontracted or over-advantaged use of resources such as air, water, mineral resources or 
deficiencies (vitamin-poor food). 
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A Letter to the Editor on Negative Transformation
different rates of support from industrialised countries for development aid:

According to the WTO, the rate should be 0.7% of each country's annual gross domestic product. 
The USA uses only 0.1%. In other words, the USA is skimming off, although in absolute terms, the 
USA probably makes the largest contribution.

On 23 May 2002, the American President G.W. Bush declared in the Berlin Reichstag that the 
USA would increase its development aid by 50% in the next few years. This means from 0.10% to 
0.15% of the gross domestic product.  (Status: July 2002)

Working on the Issue of Money and Tax:

To the

Editors of the Spiegel title:

"The hour of truth in the land of lies" (21 May 2003 )

It is quite astonishing how reality-based analyses in the form of your article convey the 
premonition of wanting to lead us out of the crisis. At the same time, flawed theories that have led 
us into this disaster remain completely untouched. It is particularly fatal that here in this country 
there is no universally valid and effective theory of money. The result: while in America the Dow 
Jones fell by less than half in the years 2000 to 2003, the DAX recorded losses approaching four 
times that in the same period. The causes of this difference can only lie with us. But to blame this 
only on an ailing social system cannot be surpassed in terms of one-sidedness.

For me, a great deal would be gained if a difference were to be made between an agricultural 
machine and a machine that only produces marbles. The consequence would be - if one does not 
want to ban the latter outright because it has a licence to print or counterfeit money - to tax the 
machines differently. For this, the taboo value-added tax would have to be put on the agenda.

At the moment of truth, you should also list the collapsing pension funds in America and tell the 
people that banknotes do not represent value in themselves but are merely promissory notes. This 
leads to the sentence: Those who save will demand their shares back at a later date (read: from the 
younger generation). This is an indication that the debt of younger generations can also arise in 
another way and that the problem cannot be solved by avoiding public debt alone.

Earlier generations knew similar economic situations with fatal consequences, such as hunger or 
emigration. One problem they called the "dead hand" at that time. It was the Church's lands, which
it had inherited piece by piece over centuries, which it then did not let go of and for which it did 
not have to pay taxes according to canon law.
A term like the "dead hand" only forms for specific reasons. Here, the reason may have been a 
sense of strangulation among our ancestors. If you recommend securing pensions via funds, then 



you must also ensure that the "dead hand" does not reappear in another, namely secularised form. 
There are enough signs of this. One of them is that thoughts about inheritance tax are now also 
taboo, whereby it is carefully concealed that capital can also settle down fat and sluggish without 
directly serving the economic cycle, to return as foreign capital in the form of foundations.

Only a social system financed by pay-as-you-go and taxation without debt can to some extent 
guarantee that money will flow in the here and now.
However, because we are currently setting out to reduce the national debt, this means that money 
in the amount of the debt reduction is not destroyed but instead goes to money holders instead of 
borrowers.

Whether this money will then be available to our market is questionable in the globalised world. It 
is more likely that it will migrate. This reduces the inflation rate that motivates investment and 
increases the danger of deflation with enormous risks for the economy and the labour market. 
Deflation means falling prices and no more investment because there are no more profits to be 
made.

This is exactly the debt trap we have fallen into and I see no other way to describe it. To get out of 
it, perhaps a sentence by Stephen Hawking would be worth considering: "Possibly inflation is a 
law of nature." Didn't Helmut Schmidt claim: " 5% inflation is less bad than 5% unemployment."?

Yours sincerely HAR 

Dear Mr. Moderator of this programme, (Deutschlandfunk on 14.12.03 11:00h )

"Saving is a priori something good!" - So Edmund Stoiber in your programme. The sentence 
sounds good, but in this unproven form it belongs to the Orwellian conceptual theory of neo-speak
and in its general form its opposite is certainly true: saving is a priori no good. One can doubt 
whether Mr Stoiber has the slightest clue about a sound monetary theory. After all, he feels obliged
only to his Bavarian people and not to pure thinking. Thus, for Stoiber it is only important that 
money does not run short in Munich. The compensation to be paid by the Deutsche Bank (Leo 
Kirch case)* is probably also intended to relieve the Bavarian Landesbank to a great extent. The 
general opinion - perhaps also among journalists: "It doesn't affect anyone who is poor", is fatal in 
monetary terms. In Germany, what the sparrows are whistling from the rooftops has already 
become banking secrecy. I don't mean to pity Breuer (of Deutsche Bank), because he probably 
doesn't care. But please look at how attempts are being made (without much risk and only with the
help of luck in civil and criminal courts) to recover the lost money.

But in detail: If the state wants to repay its debts, why is this repayment called saving? Repayment 
of debts cannot be called saving! If someone has a lot of money, did he earn it hard or easy, like 
the footballers and Formula 1 drivers paid by the Bayrische Landesbank via Leo Kirch - or 
perhaps even win it? Or did he possibly receive it from shysters? What can we regard as savings in
the light of the few questions already posed? If the state throws shares on the market in large 



quantities and therefore the prices fall, who are the sufferers?

These questions should not be answered immediately. But there is one thing that moderators 
should know: Whoever invites Stoiber has a local patriot sitting in front of him and that should 
have come across in the programme. The only way to counter this is with Erich Preiser, who was 
allowed to speak on Bavarian radio more than 45 years ago: "Saving can be good for the 
individual. If everyone does it, it leads to disaster. "**

Yours sincerely HAR

* The Bavarian court held Breuer liable and did not allow an appeal in its judgement. This 
judgement was overturned by the Federal Supreme Court in December 04. The future will show 
how much Breuer's terse sentence was worth to Bayrische Landesbank.

** Also known as the Mackenroth thesis. It has now been confirmed by Ekkehart Johannes 
Schlicht.



Banks "create" Money via Derivatives

What hardly anyone knows or understands is that derivatives are used to create money between 
central and commercial banks. So the banks do "create" money to a not inconsiderable extent. It is 
largely disconnected from the real economy. The disproportion of this derivative money in relation
to the nominal value of the real economy already exceeds it by a factor of 20. 
The theoretical argument that 98% of transactions cancel each other out is therefore ineffective in 
practice. High interconnectedness, especially the time factor, the huge leverage of money supply 
(carry trades) and the extremely low equity ratios of the banks have enabled profit increase rates - 
related to this equity - of 40-50% p.a. recently. Since these huge profits have not been dissolved, 
there is a loss of the same amount on the other side. Profit and loss are in fact the other sides of the
same coin, whereby on the time line the loss appears later with permanent regularity. The 
insolvencies and near-insolvencies in the global banking crisis of 2008 speak a clear language 
about the time-delayed realisation of losses. (Example: KFW and its money transfer to Lehman 
Brothers even after its collapse).
It remains to be seen who will ultimately compensate for these losses after the forced intervention 
of the leaders of still solvent states. 
Since everyone is not linked to each other with real money (M1) but only with money claims 
(Mx), there is a danger that the whole system will collapse. EU Commission President Barroso 
described the seriousness of the situation as follows when he arrived in Beijing for the Asia-
Europe Summit on 23 October 2008:
On his arrival in the Chinese capital, EU Commission President Barroso called for a far-reaching 
reform of global financial institutions. He called on Asian nations, and China in particular, to 
participate. Barroso stressed that nations must now stick together or perish.
The extent to which derivative money creation by commercial banks in conjunction with central 
banks has taken place in the past is described in this e-book:
 http://www.scribd.com/doc/31456561/Wolfgang-Hafner-Im-Schatten-Der-Derivate  

Replacement link: 
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/finanzen/aktien/rezension-im-schatten-der-derivate-138201.html  
Quote from page 147: "Derivatives, as the actual by-products of the deregu
lation of the financial markets, have, apart from the possibility of using them to launder money 
and "optimise" taxes, other properties that are capable of disintegrating the foundations of a 
market society. Used in a targeted way, they help to undermine the informative value of company 
balance sheets. In the world's second most important industrial nation, Japan, they have been 
used on quite a grand scale for disinformation. 
 
Case Studies:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m0kFgf3m9Q      

+ Media power:
"Spiegel" editor-in-chief Stefan Aust not only rejected the story at the time, but had Schumann's 
colleagues write a new story with a negative tenor. Aust is accused of having done so because of 
personal reservations about wind energy, as it threatened his horse breeding.[1] Schumann then 
switched to the Tagesspiegel." http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harald_Schumann  

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harald_Schumann
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m0kFgf3m9Q
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/finanzen/aktien/rezension-im-schatten-der-derivate-138201.html
http://www.scribd.com/doc/31456561/Wolfgang-Hafner-Im-Schatten-Der-Derivate


Parts of a speech by Steinbrück can also be seen in this context:

On 4 May 2006, Peer Steinbrück announced at the Euro Money Conference:

"Although we are by no means at the end of our reform efforts, they are beginning to show good 
results. Not least, Germany is now one of the most liberalised and deregulated economies in 
Europe." 

The collapse of this liberalisation and deregulation policy could then be observed in October 2008 
in an event unprecedented in the world and not thought possible. China, too, probably played a 
central role in this with its huge dollar and euro holdings. It cashed them in and used them to 
finance its infrastructure. China paid for the Transrapid alone with over 40 billion euros, most of 
which then disappeared into the US real estate market, where it helped to create a bubble that 
finally burst and led to the banking crisis of 2007/2008.  
 
The core thesis of the General Theory of Money is that all money, no matter how it is conceived, 
widens the gap between rich and poor. The use of derivative money, most of which produces little 
or no surplus value, shows that the widening of this gap has increased rapidly. 

This confirms the thesis. 

Crises since the beginning of stock exchange trading:
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_gro%C3%9Fe_Crash_%E2%80%93_Margin_Call 

  

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_gro%C3%9Fe_Crash_%E2%80%93_Margin_Call


  Real- and Nominal Goods
Options for action of the issuers of three Nominal Goods * genuinely * linked to each other **     
                                       (colour scheme represents relationship: yellow+blue = green) 

 *) genuin = the child has a father and mother and cannot appear before its parents in 
terms of time (logic; false or impossible reversibility).
 **) Nominal goods are goods that at best document a claim to performance; they are 
not performance itself. They do not burden the present but the future with performance
claims. Real goods and services extinguish these claims or lead to the elimination of 
these nominal goods, including money.
 

This extinguishing is an excusing action of the monetary system, which is by no means in the past,
only partly in the present, but mainly in the future. This means that a demand for an indebted 
future (e.g. for our children) - in its most extreme form does not allow nominal goods and is a 
romantic transfiguration and as a consequence of such an undifferentiated demand must turn a 
society back into an immediate exchange society without money and IOUs. 

*** Doing business = bringing in (siphoning off) more money than issuing itself (This,
viewed on the total money supply, is a paradox or presupposes losers and winners, e.g.
through property concentrations). 

The Exchange of Nominal Goods among themselves is not a Service. 
This exchange or trade should not be confused with investment. In the case of a share, strictly 
speaking, the investment only takes place when it is issued. However, no added value is created in 
the exchange of nominal goods (latest examples: Short selling, environmental certificates or 
computerised high-frequency trading). The exchange or trade of these goods can only take place 
through profit and loss and at best only becomes a zero-sum game by chance. Of course, the 
exchange of nominal goods, such as shares that are not only sold but also lent, only takes place 
because each of the participants - including non-profit organisations - believes they will make a 
profit or at least not lose anything in these actions (comparable to: Speculation or betting, which is 
mainly paid out in money and can also damage the economic process; gambling bank or casino 
principle. In addition, a loose stock exchange supervision that does not particularly pursue insider 
trading, for example.
What is absolutely necessary is inadequate state regulation or supervision and the existence of tax 



havens that promote this nominal goods trade or money trade through no or only low taxes). That 
is why we only ever talk about profit and rarely about loss, whereby profit usually correlates with 
the size of the company (interbank transactions, hedge funds) up to the size at which the status 
"too big to fall" is awarded by the states.  
Exceptions: Gifts, inheritances, robbery and fraud (derivatives and unclear financial constructions; 
the latter, like gambling, should only be operated by state hands or with strict state supervision, if 
at all).  

What is a Short Seller?
Short-sellers are short-circuit sellers (Leerverkäufer). They speculate on falling share prices on 
both sides. To do this, they "borrow" shares on the one hand and sell them directly to clients or to 
prospective buyers (small investors) at this purchasing course on the other, but conceal the fact that
they expect these shares to fall in value in the near future. This is often insider knowledge, which 
is difficult to prove in concrete terms, which is why a ban on this form of selling has often been 
considered. When these shares have fallen sufficiently in value, they buy these shares back and 
hand them back to their original owners. 
The short sellers usually collect the profit from these short sales in the form of a sum of money. 
The loss in these cases has to be borne by the owner of the loaned share on the one hand and the 
buyer of the ordered share on the other. (BaFin-Husfeld in connection with short selling ban 
Wirecard). The "Wirecard" case in particular showed that a ban on this form of selling was not 
appropriate.
However, it can also turn out differently for the short seller. Instead of the share falling in value, it 
rises.  See: 

GameStop 
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktie-spekulationen-broker-aktienmarkt-
begrenzung-justiz-generalstaatsanwalt-texas 
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktienmarkt-occupy-wallstreet-boerse-
anleger-finanzkapitalismus/komplettansicht 
Joseph A. Schumpeter :
"Profit must not remain with the enterprise in perpetuity. It must benefit the national economy."

Excursus: Money is classified here under the term "nominal good". How the value of money is 
formed has been sufficiently described by the General Theory of Money. What is demanded of this 
value in relation to other nominal goods is that it remains relatively stable in relation to them. The 
fact that this stability of value does not exist everywhere in the world and not all the time should 
be known to almost everyone. These are then the situations or also times in which one changes 
into other nominal goods or resorts to non-perishable real goods (precious metals; gold). Money 
without presenting this connection and instead of nominal goods simply dubbing it with the 
narrative "fiat money" are simply bumbling, often interest-bound attempts at definition; most 
recently surfaced in Facebook's Libra project.

The film "The Big Short" by director and screenwriter Adam McKay shows that nominal goods do 
not generate any added value when traded among themselves, but can only be exchanged through 
profit on the one hand and loss on the other.

http://www.filmstarts.de/kritiken/227900/kritik.html
http://www.filmstarts.de/kritiken/227900/kritik.html
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiatgeld
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nominalgut
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktienmarkt-occupy-wallstreet-boerse-anleger-finanzkapitalismus/komplettansicht
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktienmarkt-occupy-wallstreet-boerse-anleger-finanzkapitalismus/komplettansicht
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktie-spekulationen-broker-aktienmarkt-begrenzung-justiz-generalstaatsanwalt-texas
https://www.zeit.de/wirtschaft/boerse/2021-01/gamestop-aktie-spekulationen-broker-aktienmarkt-begrenzung-justiz-generalstaatsanwalt-texas
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/GameStop
https://www.zeit.de/politik/deutschland/2021-04/wirecard-skandal-wirtschaftspruefer-ey-spd-sondergutachten-vernichtend-beurteilung
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wirecard#Bilanzskandal_und_Insolvenzantrag
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wirecard#Bilanzskandal_und_Insolvenzantrag
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felix_Hufeld


 The monetary on its own is non-physical. This leads to the erroneous assumption that money
can be created out of nothing. But the non-physical also has genuine laws. Thus, certain

properties or regularities are associated with the monetary:   
                                     

Monetary Laws 

Theses of the General Theory of Money

1. Equivalent (goods) exchange leaves no monetary traces. Consequently, monetary documents
(usually called "monetary means") are not means of exchange but documents of an issuer 
about valuable benefit claims still to be fulfilled in the hands of a beneficiary. When the 
benefit entitlement is fulfilled, this also means the end of the monetary document. It is 
returned to the hand of its issuer, who can then destroy it.     

2. The monetary system is a dualistic system consisting of entitlement on the one hand and 
debt on the other and is the basis of every currency. It is, with the number of its elements 
(documents, contracts), a weak, complex chain letter system which, left to itself, collapses in
a self-controlling manner over time.

3. In a purely monetary system, it is only possible to differentiate between profit and loss of a 
previously determined value (e.g. currency or a certain amount of a precious metal). On its 
own, this system is incapable of generating added value (casino principle). Left to itself, it 
generates few winners and many losers (monopolisation). 

4. The larger the monetary subsets in the hands of individuals or corporations, the greater their 
chances of winning. 

5. Interest is a component of profit

6. In an uncontrolled monetary system, profit and loss are triggered by chance. Instantaneous 
value changes hands without performance (without surplus value).

7. The monetary system is a closed system on its own.

8. A closed system, left to itself, will always strive for the state of greatest disorder 
(consequence of the second law of thermodynamics). 

9. With a corporation grows, greater risks can be taken.

10. A boundless growth to a large subset can endanger the existence of the monetary system 
(monopolisation of claim and debt). 

11. Real performance fulfilments eliminate monetary claims (nominal goods). 12.

12. Real performance fulfilments can only take place in the present.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gesetz_der_gro%C3%9Fen_Zahlen


13. All performance claims are directed into the future and represent debts that must be repaid 
by the entirety of the issuers. 

14. The issuer is liable with its valuable property.

15. The perpetual existence of a monetary system means that new debt instruments must 
constantly be generated by new issuers and new issues in the future. (weak snowball or 
chain letter system). 

16. All agreements relating to the future are speculative. The monetary system is speculative.

17.  Speculation does not contain performance. It refers to the amount of a value and represents 
a profit on the one hand and a loss on the other. Profits can also be obtained manipulatively 
(Outsourcing  1).  

18. To secure the monetary system, the self-referentiality of the issuer must be diminished by 
the presence of a liable trustee (e.g. bank, notary).

19. The trustee is liable with his invested property (bank; equity capital). A one hundred percent 
equity ratio (hedge) prevents the issue of money. 

20. Monetary systems that rely solely on self-referentiality (e.g. want to get by without a jointly 
liable bank) are not capable of development or only pretend to be so.

1 The Outsourcing of labor costs to low-wage countries is the special focus here. This can happen 
especially under the aspect if there is a shortage of labor in the outsourcing country. This measure 
has a deflationary effect on this country and it can thus control the value of its means of payment 
(currency) according to its needs. However, the problem can arise when supplier countries can no 
longer deliver or no longer want to deliver. This raises the risk of a prolonged inflationary phase 
for the outsourcing countries. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kryptow%C3%A4hrung
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selbstreferenzialit%C3%A4t
https://www.republik.ch/2022/05/16/auf-lange-sicht-was-kann-denn-die-zentralbank-dafuer
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigentumstheorien


The Full Money Theory and its Self-Representation

(Self-representation of the full money theory): http://www.monetative.de/was-bedeutet-vollgeld-
von-der-monetative/    
"Full money" is the abbreviation for fully valid legal tender, issued by the central bank. Today's 
money in the banks' current accounts is called Giralgeld (book money). It is not legal tender, but 
only a claim on the bank to pay out legal tender to the customer on (his) demand. This giro money 
is to be replaced by state full money, i.e. it is to become legal tender.
The central bank has the task to watch over the currency and the money, in particular to create all 
money and to keep the money supply under control so that the money keeps its value. It can hardly
fulfil this task, however, because control over the money supply has slipped away from it due to 
the independent money creation of the banks."

Criticism of the Full Money Theory from the Perspective of the General theory of Money: 

Fictions and misrepresentations, tautological constructs and a certain secrecy or blindness to 
financial reality are mixed together in the previous sentences. The fact that money can only be 
created through credit is not presented. It is simply asserted that by controlling the money supply, 
money in current accounts retains its existence and thus its value via a payout guarantee, whereas 
with savings accounts a total loss must be expected. The fact that with this focussed safeguarding 
on only one type of account, the money holder - or also called the customer - does not leave his 
money with the bank, but prefers to put it under his pillow, is not considered by the enthusiasts of 
full money. Or to put it more professionally: states, corporations down to the smaller deposit banks
may want to hoard large amounts of it if they find the full money lucrative. This would result in 
their own deposit securities, which, if large enough, would also trigger deliberate exchange rate 
fluctuations. 
This, however, is exactly the opposite of the proclaimed stability of money values of which its 
representatives speak. The lucrativeness, however, would first have to be proven. If it were not 
lucrative, the fate of full money would already be sealed at this point. But a ban on cash by the EU 
- and full money is first and foremost cash - is also on the cards for 2018. One cannot shake off the
impression that the ideologists of sovereign money are issuing the motto: Value increase good, 
value loss bad. But what comes across here as value stability is actually a liquidity problem 
inherent in all monetary systems. Whether liquidity security and value stability are the same thing 
remains completely unanswered in this context by the full money advocates. 
For the theory of full money does not explain how a monetary value is created in the first place. 
However, instead of an observation tool on price stability (basket of commodities), this insight 
requires a definition that allows a view of the poles of value formation in money: 

According to AGT, only money issuers and money holders can form poles of value. The central 
bank alone is not able to do this.  
 
This observation or analysis of the General Theory of Money is not made by the full money 
theorists. The theory of full money is content with this, using its instrument of the basket of goods 
to establish price stability for goods and to reflect the value of their money. In fact, however, it is 

http://www.monetative.de/was-bedeutet-vollgeld-von-der-monetative/
http://www.monetative.de/was-bedeutet-vollgeld-von-der-monetative/


not the commodity that generates a monetary value, but it is the money that gives the commodity a
price. Many theorists like to distort this, which is also the reason for their false conclusion, which 
then passes off a price stability of commodities for a value stability of money. 
From this inaccuracy of thinking, representatives of full money even imagine that they can 
separate money and credit from each other. With their instruments and twisted views, they are only
on the second level of the general theory of money and therefore do not recognise the 
inseparability of one side from its reverse side. Or to project this image onto the monetary system, 
that money stands in an antagonistic relationship to credit and is therefore inseparable from credit. 

The danger emanating from the first level therefore remains in the dark for full money theorists 
and their proposed solutions for critical financial and economic processes are fatal for this reason, 
such as their proposals for combating debt or the short-circuited and arbitrary justifications for the 
payout guarantees for current accounts but savings accounts should not receive them. 
In this context, it is also not correct, as the full money theory claims, that the commercial bank 
issues the money or, as it puts it: creates the money. The commercial bank is indeed involved in the
issuance (money creation). But the money is usually first created at these banks via the borrower 
(issuer), who takes out a loan and must be secured by it. If there is no borrower in sight, no money 
creation takes place at a reputable bank. In such a situation, without a borrower, even the full 
money system cannot carry out covered money issuance or money creation. However, how the full
money system intends to carry out a covered issue and the associated bank security remains 
unknown. Instead, the unsubstantiated assertion is made: 
However, the banks would be much more stable in an all-money system, since they could and 
would no longer have to take the high risks associated with money creation. 
In the end, there may be no need for money issuance or money creation, but rather be content with 
the tautological admission that money is simply "there". 
  
The advocates of the full money idea are against the financing of pure financial transactions by 
banks. Many people want that, by the way. Ultimately, the full money advocates are concerned 
with a clear separation of money and credit or money and credit, which, as already described in 
more detail above, is impossible due to the antagonistic interconnectedness of money and credit. - 
Quite apart from this, in the depths of the theory of full money, a tendency towards gold backing is
emerging to secure the liquidity of the monetary system. Whereby no one here asks the question of
how anyone up to and including the state becomes a "gold holder". But even in the case of gold 
backing, the full money theorists should first state that for one hundred percent backing, pure gold 
must be demanded for payment. Or, to put it another way, if a financial product - which includes 
money - is one hundred per cent backed, there can be no more money issuance. 

So, taking the completed exchange to its logical conclusion means: whoever sees money as a 
means of exchange, as Lietaer does, must also state that this means of exchange (money) must 
have disappeared in the case of a completed exchange, similar to a redeemed promissory note that 
loses its function in the hands of its issuer. The full money theory does not say a word about this 
dissolution of money, which starts from the first level with its issuers and which can actually lead 
to insolvencies and the collapse of a monetary system. 

More links about the full money and its critics:
http://www.oekonomenstimme.org/artikel/2014/05/bringt-ein-vollgeldsystem-finanzstabilitaet/   

http://www.oekonomenstimme.org/artikel/2014/05/bringt-ein-vollgeldsystem-finanzstabilitaet/
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Lietaer


http://blogs.faz.net/fazit/2012/08/23/alle-macht-der-zentralbank-iwf-oekonomen-entdecken-das-
vollgeld-538/   
http://jungle-world.com/artikel/2014/24/50034.html  
http://www.flassbeck-economics.de/vollgeld-die-kritik-der-kritik/    
See also here:  Money supply (Switzerland) http://www.snb.ch/d/welt/glossary/g.html  

 
Liquidity by Air

And what does the following process look like with a full money variant, are no more money 
claims paid out here above a certain limit? Are all monetary investments secured with full money, 
so that, as in the case of Cyprus, no one would lose their "money"? - In a night and fog operation 
from 27 to 28 March 2013, a Lufthansa plane had brought five billion euros in notes from 
Frankfurt to Cyprus in order to be prepared for an imminent bank run. These notes were supposed 
to secure the liquidity of the Cypriot banks. Whether they were actually used in this amount and by
whom is not known.
  
Or what happened in 2015 when Draghie, as head of the ECB, exchanged over 1.3 trillion euros 
for partly ailing government bonds? This action of Draghie's can already be seen as an extended 
full money variant, because here the missing means of payment are simply poured into the 
monetary system from above without sufficient collateral. Reason (pretended): preservation of the 
euro's value stability.  Reason (actual): some euro countries are on the brink of national 
bankruptcy. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurokrise   

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurokrise
http://www.snb.ch/d/welt/glossary/g.html
http://www.flassbeck-economics.de/vollgeld-die-kritik-der-kritik/
http://jungle-world.com/artikel/2014/24/50034.html
http://blogs.faz.net/fazit/2012/08/23/alle-macht-der-zentralbank-iwf-oekonomen-entdecken-das-vollgeld-538/
http://blogs.faz.net/fazit/2012/08/23/alle-macht-der-zentralbank-iwf-oekonomen-entdecken-das-vollgeld-538/


Facebook's "Libra" represents only a Voucher System

A critical Classification of Cryptocurrencies by General Monetary Theory
September 2019

Facebook is looking into the idea of creating a new currency. The plan is to create another 
cryptocurrency, as Bitcoin already is and both of which use blockchain technology. This 
blockchain technology belongs to the decentralized public peer-to-peer network protocol and 
guarantees, among other things, the counterfeiting security of each coin. 
With this counterfeit security, all "cryptocurrency issuers" go on the offensive claiming that the 
actual value of their construct is directly related to this counterfeit security. But this is not the case,
as the catastrophic price fluctuations of Bitcoin clearly prove. Even the serious press puts forward 
the wish as the father of the thought that bitcoin "has what it takes to sweep away the (ailing) 
banking system. It is the opposite of dumb money". Whoever judges like this should quickly forget
his intellectual fascination about the characteristics of intelligent to stupid to want to talk about 
money and currencies with it, because the talk starts with two cheap prejudices. This Bitcoin 
protagonist is in the valley of the fantasists and the clueless. In addition, with cryptocurrencies 
comes the danger that fake online markets have formed. Anyone who invested their money here 
lost it. That, however, is a separate issue. 

But is what Facebook wants to bring to the financial market here even something worthy of the 
name "currency"? The answer is "No! The Libra is not a currency," and the justification in this 
case lies outside of counterfeiting resistance, because counterfeiting resistance is not the only and 
at the same time immediate criterion from which the value of a currency is formed.  
Some publications and even the Facebook organization in its own Pdf present the appearance and 
disappearance of the so-called "coins" as follows: "Unlike Bitcoin, the number of Libra is not 
limited, but depends on demand: the more people exchange fiat money for Libra, the more Libra 
are issued. If demand drops, excess coins are destroyed."
This language construct of excess Coins destruction suggests that this secures Libra. But this is 
just a sleight of hand, as we will see in a moment: 

The Libra is not a currency but a barter voucher or coupon system, similar in form to those that 
exist in regional currencies. Roughly summarized, this can all be put under the umbrella term 
"promissory bill". The destruction of the coins - as Facebook calls it itself - cannot occur via a lack
of demand, as they claim, but rather the destruction presupposes the redemption of the associated 
promise to deliver or perform in the case of this type of nominal good. The fact that Facebook does
not present it this way is misinformation and has nothing to do with concerns and prejudices 
against this payment construct, as Spiegel + wanted to portray it in its issue of October 18, 2019. It
is a dangerous trivialization of crypto issuers, if not a deception.

Regarding the following example, an explanation in advance: when Facebook talks about "coins" 
here, you will hardly perceive them in reality. These coins are generally virtual coins and perhaps 
one will even want to physically produce some of them for viewing. These "coins" then only serve 
to visualize or objectify an abstract process. 

https://www.verbraucherzentrale.de/wissen/geld-versicherungen/sparen-und-anlegen/kryptowaehrungen-unserioese-geschaefte-rund-um-bitcoin-co-23516
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This is permissible if this visualization also approximates this abstract process. However, this is 
not the case with these "coins" that Facebook talks about, as well as with Bitcoins or Dogecoins, 
because the result is not a currency but merely a volatile voucher from conventional currencies. 
Here, the protagonists of cryptocurrencies like to speak contemptuously about the autocratic 
central banks, which simply put the money into the world en masse. What is not mentioned here is 
that the anonymous issuers of these crypto-currencies have appropriated the money of the central 
banks by exchanging their "cryptos" and have disappeared without being found.
The now following comparison uses likewise this method to objectify an abstract happening or to 
represent it in a picture. This picture, however, is correct.

The Example: An innkeeper issues coupons (e.g. as gift idea). He receives Euros or Dollars for it. 
He also speculates with the thought that some vouchers will not be redeemed. Secretly he even 
wishes that nobody redeems these vouchers, because then he could use the Euros or Dollars 
received for it elsewhere and he will do that, with small or large risk. Only when a guest comes, 
orders food and drinks and presents a voucher for this purpose, does the innkeeper get his voucher 
back. The innkeeper has only now fulfilled his promise of service and received one of his vouchers
back. The innkeeper can destroy this voucher - but only this one - or put it in his safe to spend it 
again at some point. Until this redemption, these euros or dollars act as an interest-free loan for the
innkeeper. This has nothing at all to do with a lack of demand, as Facebook portrays it. On the 
contrary! As already before indicated, this lack of demand would be even desired by the landlord. 
He would get a credit from the unredeemed vouchers, which he would not have to pay back. What 
the innkeeper will never do, however, would be to put the euros or the dollars in the safe in 
perpetuity. This is actually only intended for the vouchers that are returned.

One should imagine the matter to be similar with the Libra and other cryptocurrencies, only with 
the difference that the innkeeper calls himself Facebook here. Facebook, however, is an 
incomparably different player. What an innkeeper can only accomplish at the regional level, which
is to take in and retain money, Facebook will do globally with trillions of dollars, euros, and other 
currencies combined. This is a much larger level that triggers synergy effects in this crypto 
construct, because it is only by expanding to a multinational level that a demand for these vouchers
is created, which triggers a worldwide trade in these vouchers. 
Only this demand with its trade ultimately also determines the volatile value of any 
cryptocurrency. Without realizing it, one finds oneself on the level of stamp collectors again, 
because the original value proposition of the voucher no longer underlies this trade. These crypto-
currencies are completely disconnected from the base currencies with which normal transactions 
are conducted. Facebook wants to secure the Libra via selected government bonds. But it can also 
use the exchanged money of the base currencies to hedge or manipulate its own share price 
instead, or even use it to pay its tax debts – wherever.
What must not be confused with this order of magnitude is that Facebook is not a customer of 
these states, but Facebook makes these states its customers. These will then be dependent on 
Facebook's mercy. It is hard to imagine that many a law project against Facebook could simply fall
under the table. Facebook would then be another company from the U.S. sphere, alongside 
BlackRock, that influences the global capital market with enormous accumulations of money. Only
the means "blockchain libra" with which Facebook wants to intervene is much more effective. In 
contrast, BlackRock would look like a jack-in-the-box if Facebook can realize its intentions. 
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From the Libra pdf: To implement this scheme, the Libra coin contract allows the association to 
mint new coins when demand increases and destroy them when the demand contracts. The 
association does not set a monetary policy. It can only mint and burn coins in response to demand 
from authorized resellers. Users do not need to worry about the association introducing inflation 
into the system or debasing the currency: fornew coins to be minted, there must be acommensurate
fiat deposit in the reserve.

Abstract. The Libra Blockchain is a decentralized, programmable database designed to support a 
low-volatility cryptocurrency that will have the ability to serve asan efficient medium of exchange 
for billions of people around the world. We present a proposal for the Libra protocol, which 
implements the Libra Blockchain and aims to create a financial infrastructure that can foster 
innovation, lower barriers to entry, and improve access to financial services. To validate the 
design o fthe Libra protocol, we have built an open-source prototype implementation — Libra 
Core — in anticipation of a global collaborative effort to advance this new ecosystem. The Libra 
protocol allows a set of replicas — referred to as validators — from different authorities to jointly 
maintain a database of programmable resources. These resources are owned by different user 
accounts authenticated by public key cryptography and adhere to custom rules specified by the 
developers of these resources. Validators process transactions and interact with each other to 
reach consensus on the state of the database. Transactions are based on predefined and, in future 
versions, user-defined smart contracts in a new programming language called Move. We use Move
to define the core mechanisms of the blockchain, such as the currency and validator membership. 
These core mechanisms enable the creation of a unique governance mechanism that builds on the 
stability and reputation of existing institutions in the early days but transitions to a fully open 
system over time.

Related links:

https://cryptorating.eu/whitepapers/Libra/the-libra-blockchain.pdf

https://bankenverband.de/media/files/20190704_BdB_Libra_CJOC12m_2zLSJTQ.pdf 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiemgauer

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regionalw%C3%A4hrung

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/boerse-aktienrueckkaeufe-treiben-kurse-in-den-usa-nach-oben-a-
1295095.html
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The Factual Situation regarding Crypto-Currencies
 (or: About the fraud of crypto mining)

The representatives of crypto-currencies like to brag about their superior security compared to 
general currencies, although it remains open what kind of security we are talking about here at all. 
Every serious currency system needs two essential securities in the first place. These are the 
security against counterfeiting or documentation and the security of value, which is generally 
guaranteed by the claims for assignment to the issuers and their banks in the event of non-
performance. However, the praises of crypto representatives are only about forgery or 
documentation security. In contrast, there is no further security, such as the necessary security of 
value, in these crypto systems. In addition, there is so far no apparent intention that this security 
should also be introduced into the crypto-currencies. However, this would have to be proven 
specifically for each currency. So it is not enough to just talk about security in general. That is why
these crypto constructs do not deserve to be called a currency, because the security of value is 
missing. Only the two levels of the General Theory of Money expose this lack of the missing 
security of value, because the argumentation of the crypto advocates is only on one level of the 
theory of money. The first level of the issuer and its role, which here includes the crypto issuer, on 
the other hand, is concealed.

From a purely ecological point of view alone, the question arises here as to what level of 
counterfeit protection a construct should have so that it does not become an environmental disaster,
because the energy requirement is immense for these cryptocurrencies.
The so-called "cryptocurrencies" are highly volatile financial products for the reason that they lack
security of value. Unlike standard financial products, which have mostly tangible collateral that 
nevertheless fluctuates in value (such as mortgages, stocks, precious metals, jewelry, or works of 
art), cryptocurrencies are not collateralized. Their value - unlike the recourse of central bank 
money - is formed solely through speculation.

Playing the wrong Game with discredited Central Bank Money
The original central bank money, for which the representatives of the crypto-currencies 
permanently assume that it is created out of nothing, but this is usually sufficiently covered by the 
assignment agreement of its issuers and with which the crypto-issuer lets himself be paid 
handsomely for his issue with the "superior" counterfeiting security, the latter has namely not 
invested it for the security of his construct, but has withdrawn it from it via his anonymity without 
liability - i.e. without assignment agreement - for his own interests. The fact that this crypto issuer 
causes a dangerous circular argument about the issuability of central bank money with his behavior
is probably indifferent to him. Thus, this issuer is on the level of fraud. By appropriating central 
bank money without performance, which is outside the speculative process, the crypto issuer 
causes a high socio-economic damage, because it can hardly be assumed that he uses this central 
bank money for social housing or for burden sharing in case of pandemic damages.
It is incomprehensible that this is not yet regarded as fraud - like other machinations.  Even 
Bündnis 90/Die Grünen have not yet found an opinion on this!  This gives a deep insight into what
environmental politicians generally know about stable currencies. The immense amount of energy 
that cryptocurrencies require for their emission and thus damage the environment has already been
briefly alluded to here. 
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The fact that this also drives up energy prices and thus hits the general public is also still part of 
this scenario. But the general public only reacts when it can be proven that people have frozen to 
death in their homes for this reason. This proof is meanwhile also called the "free interpretation 
space", which is mainly occupied by neo-liberals with predominant bogus arguments and who are 
to the highest degree jointly responsible for the fact that the gap between rich and poor is 
constantly widening. 

That alone should be enough for the Greens to be against cryptocurrencies. That's why accepting 
donations from this sector should be a general "no-go" for them.

Accounting for Bitcoin? - Very complicated

Das sozio-technische Leben von Bitcoin   

Die intellektuelle Inkohärenz von Kryptowährungen

 

https://1e9.community/t/die-intellektuelle-inkohaerenz-von-kryptowaehrungen/13277?utm_source=pocket-newtab-global-de-DE
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 Teaching Example about Liquidity Fraud (Wirecard) 
- Mr. Bank and his daughter -

Posted by Limodane on Sep 10, 2007 11:32:08; updated 07/19/2020. 
 
The fallacy lies in the fact that money, whether it is in the form of giro money or bills, is assigned to a 
single owner (the bank). That this is not so is shown by the following example with some unrealistic - 
because initially thought without interest - but not impossible situations. The following is about the 
liquidity of Mr. Bank:
Mr. Bank has been elected administrator by a community of co-owners. Before accepting this position, he 
imposed some conditions on this community. Among other things, he insisted that a cash box be set up with
cash so that necessary repairs and upgrades to the condominium could be made. The cash was to be stored 
in a safe deposit box. 

Over time, despite constant expenses and an allowance of 500 euros/month for Mr. Bank, 50,000 euros 
have now accumulated in this cash box. One day, Mr. Bank's daughter skidded off a curve in her 40,000 
euro car for all to see, because it was in the newspaper. She remained unhurt, but shortly afterwards she had
a new 40 000 Euro car.

Mr. Bank, who was living large on his earnings, had no money and his daughter also had no money but she 
thought that there were the 50 000 euros in the locker. So it happened and in the safe deposit box there were
only 10 000 euros. However, the families of the bank and the daughter decided to return 2,500 euros to the 
safe deposit box every month. In this way, the liquidity problem would be solved in 16 months. With a few 
crooked deals, a little faster. But it didn't work out the way they thought it would.

The co-owners' association (Merkel, Schäuble, Scholz) became suspicious, wondering where Mr. Bank's 
daughter had gotten so much money for the new car without full insurance. Therefore, they decided to form
a delegation (Bafin, EY) to have the money in the safe deposit box shown to them. When the delegation 
looked into the safe deposit box on the agreed date, there was 50,000 euros in it. What had happened? - Mr. 
Bank had taken out a short-term loan of 40,000 euros (had it issued) and put this money in the safe deposit 
box with the remaining 10,000 euros. The delegation was embarrassed and went away with many excuses. 
Only later did it occur to the community that they had no right to audit the finances of Mr. Bank as a whole.
Only with that right could they have proved manipulation. "They won't come back so soon," said Mr. 
Bank's daughter. 
Liquidities are therefore not simply to be equated with credit balances, and some people like the Banks 
have equipped themselves with vast sums of debt, over which no outsider has any overview any more, and 
feign liquidity in checks on short-term credit transactions, which does not exist in real terms.
 

In the international banking crisis of 2008, it became clear that the banks had lost confidence in 
each other. To this end, government rescue packages were hastily put together. The fact that banks 
lend money to each other is - with the exception of the central bank - detached from any real 
security concept, because collateral was not properly scrutinized in these transactions (example 
Wirecard). What counted was size and name or intensive lobbying, whose competence was also 
based at least on cluelessness (Guttenberg, Amthor). Their actions and thus liquidity were based 
solely on metaphysics, according to the principle of good faith: Because it was so yesterday, it will
be so tomorrow. The handshake of a horse trader weighed more at that time than this "trusting" 
banking practice in the present.

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/unternehmen/wirecard-skandal-warum-hat-die-finanzaufsicht-nichts-gemerkt-a-d7c1cdd7-abc1-4ee8-9b65-0bf95898e408
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The simple Island Example  

( by Egon W. Kreutzer )

 From the point of view of the General Theory of Money, which is a holistic theory,  the            
Island Example of Egon W. Kreutzer does not represent a complete monetary system, because 
according to the General Theory of Money, seven agencies are necessary for a monetary system. 
Kreutzer, on the contrary to this theory, uses reduction: he makes do with two. At the same time, in 
this example the agency of the issuer is superimposed on that of the money holder, which is 
pragmatically possible in small circles, but in principle absurd in relation to larger units because 
of the resulting and inevitable intransparency. 

Since in this example, moreover, no substantial exchange whatsoever takes place between the 
castaways over the agreed interest year, it must end - as usual in closed systems - in a pseudo-
paradox (1000 = 1100). Nevertheless, this pseudo-paradox leads to a gain of knowledge, if the 
void is eliminated and realistic life situations are put into the picture instead:            

The shipwrecked banker lends the iron reserve of 1,000 euros sewn into his belt - out of 
sheer habit - to the second shipwrecked man, who - out of sheer habit, accepts the loan and
the 10% interest that the banker wants. (This is not as absurd as it sounds. Not so few 
people get into debt by overdrawing their salary accounts at ATMs without having a 
concrete use for the money withdrawn. It is the pure joy of the filled bag). After a year of 
unsuccessfully waiting for a rescue ship, the banker demands 1,100 euros back. He can't. 
There are only 1,000 euros. 
     

 This is again such a completely absurd example (here: The fairy tale of the missing credit interest 
rate, which must be distinguished from the savings interest rate) and not already for the above-
mentioned reasons: such as, among others, superimposition of two agencies into a single one and 
the missing substantial exchange, thus the reversal of the holistic procedure into a reductionist one,
but also because, again, the argument is made with the all or nothing. The banker has not even 
considered that he now has no money available for his own living. It is thus assumed that he can 
manage on his own without money. 

But: Everywhere where the spirit drifts towards one of the three transcendental final stages - the 
whole or only (everything), the infinite or eternal and the nothing - mischief or chaos arises.

                  From: Limodane and Brutalo in Har and his Philosophy of the Everyday.  

With some additional real assumptions, especially the most important one that a substantial 
exchange must take place between the two stranded people, sense can be brought into this 1000 € 
island example: 

• First, we accept the 10% interest per year.

• Next, we assume that the 1000€ is in 1-€ coins. (Otherwise, we need paper and stationery so 
that promissory bills can be issued in euros.)

• We assume: The banker is a non-swimmer. - (The other one has saved him. But from this the
rescuer, who for some inexplicable reason has to take out a loan, does not want to suck 



honey).

• The credit, which the rescuer takes up, is limited to the half, that is 500€. (Now one no 
longer assumes the whole! - Incidentally, also a model for states that should not sell off all 
their silverware via privatization).

• We assume: A refuge must be built quickly on the island (value creation). The non-banker 
swims to the sunken ship, dives and is able to recover an axe. It is an important tool and is 
now his property. This situation alone shows us, when it is a matter of life or death 
(pandemic), that all forces must be called upon, regardless of any exchange of power.            

The process, which runs off now, is to be seen through now easily: 
Here it becomes clear to the axe owner fast that he could work the banker insolvently with his tool,
if he would work so senselessly and mercilessly, like an export world champion. If, however, the 
banker agrees to cooperate and the axe owner submits to a self-restraint with regard to his work 
mania, a power exchange would take place between the two and the imbalances in the power 
balances of the two persons would be balanced in time. A fortiori, in such an island situation, there 
should be no imbalance due to accident or illness. The healthy person would have to have a vested 
interest in the ability to work of his ill fate comrade and help him unconditionally (principle 
contradiction of a capital-oriented health insurance in case of catastrophe). The 1000 € could last 
until the rescue of the two into the far future. They would still fulfill a function when the euro has 
long since sunk in its home region. 

But there is one aspect which these considerations do not touch upon outside this island example 
for the general and from which a growth compulsion could stem. It is, first, the state with its tax 
revenues and, second, the private pursuit of profit detached from any social responsibility. They 
force the monetary system from an assessment of performance to an assessment of value. 
Performance and value are therefore no longer identical outside this island. Depending on the size 
of the value skimming, performance and value diverge more and more. This difference is the 
origin of a debt spiral, which generates unbridled ever larger credit and money quantities and at 
whose end the developed debt is no longer controllable.
Here in the island example the owner of the axe will be able to pay the demanded interest and will 
not have appropriated the full 500 € of the banker at the end, if he behaves wisely. The owner of 
the axe is aware of the fact that his absorption of value must not lead to the insolvency of his fate 
companion. With this self-restraint the 1000€ possess a catalytic function for the two islanders. 
They do not become more and they do not become less, also not with an interest surcharge, but 
they help to create added value, to secure the supply and to guarantee the achievement balance 
among themselves. - But they are both thinking about whether interest is superfluous in their 
world. They enjoy the advantage of existing transparency, which is lost or non-existent in larger 
groups and communities in the first place, and which can only be restored - approximately but not 
completely - through mediated and costly communication among group members. 

The better alternative for larger groups and societies, therefore, is to ensure their maintenance 
through the value extraction of a monetary system rather than through the direct comparison of 
performance. Money is thus of only limited use as a means of comparing performance.  

Basically the two islanders with their different abilities do not need also the 1000 €. (They stand on



a simple basis, as it should be possible also between bilateral relations of states).  In their world it 
would be completely sufficient if they would hold their mutual debt relations on notched sticks, 
because here on the island the euro currency has no further meaning and nobody else is there who 
could use these notched sticks as derivatives. Here their meaning is even so far reduced that they 
serve only as performance exchange means (counting means), because on this island the two fate 
partners are outside the power influence of any state and an entrepreneurship which forces them 
with tax incomes on the one hand and profits on the other hand from the performance comparison 
among themselves to a general value comparison and eliminates with it the time or hour 
relationship (an hour is an hour is an hour). In the sphere of influence of the state, the state would 
force the two islanders to work for it via taxes. He could provide - according to need - their 
exchange relation among themselves with a tax demand. 

The state thus siphons off values (via taxes and its currency) in order to build them up elsewhere, 
e.g. in infrastructure. The state cannot and must not build up a capital stock here, because in these 
cases it would also have to decide in which profitable investments this money is to be invested. It 
would thus be competing with private enterprise, and if it were only to hoard it, this could 
unnecessarily burden the flow of money. For these reasons, the privatization of state assets, its 
infrastructure and key industries - such as energy as well as health care - should be avoided, 
because the mix of profit and hoarding by oversized enterprises exacerbates these burdens:
It is not without reason that the U.S. cannot find a sensible health care system, such as would be 
found in a pay-as-you-go system. This would require the liquidation of the private capital that has 
been built up in the past.

But this is almost impossible in a financial crisis like the current one. In this context, it is quite 
irrelevant whether these capital stocks have to be paid out to the insured again or whether they 
represent real claims of capital owners. Behind everything there is not, as many think, a complex 
system of claims but basically only a simple, linear pay-as-you-go system, which has already been 
sufficiently described in the Mackenroth theorem. The Mackenroth theorem or Mackenroth thesis 
is even generalized to the effect that it is not only impossible for the state to put money aside (to 
save), but that this also affects oversized organizations and private companies. 

According to the General Theory of Money, there is no solvent money in these capital stocks. They
are merely money claims which can be converted back into the solvent and real-existing money 
supply M1 and dissolved only with a constant new borrowing.  But if there is a general lack of 
new borrowers (snowball system), any reconversion of money claims into the solvent money 
supply M1 comes to a standstill. Creditors, debtors or issuers alike hang in a crisis. It is the 
liquidity trap that makes it impossible to continue issuing money when new issuers are absent 
because they get an overwhelming fear of not being able to pay back their money.
The U.S. and with it many other countries have been in such a crisis since 2007. Many money 
claims were largely declared as "bad loans" and stored in bad banks set up especially for this 
purpose. These bad banks, for which the general public suddenly and arbitrarily has to act as 
guarantor, thus also close the circle to the Mackenroth theorem and lead the accumulation of large,
private money claims ad absurdum. 
  
Nor do the two stranded people - as envisaged in the General Theory of Money - need to form 
seven agencies for a monetary system on the island, because everything they exchange or owe 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mackenroth-These
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each other is subject to a direct, transparent agreement. What they regard as euros on the island has
been reduced to a means of counting in their relationship. To conceive of this as money, they lack 
society and its non-transparent places.  But perhaps they are speculating on salvation, and there it 
would be nice to owe each other nothing more. - Provided: The euro still exists.

 Excursus: This island example transferred to a meta-level, in which the state appears, would mean
(and the same also applies to supersized (transcendent) organizations) that the latter would have to 
behave like the owner of the axe for the purpose of self-preservation: always striving for a balance.
The prerequisite for this, however, is that the state does not sell itself to the point of destitution, as 
can happen through excessive privatization: Private and state resources must be in balance.  (see 
also here: mailto Steinbrück) 



 "mailto Steinbrück"
            

The parable of the two journeymen craftsmen 
or :

What contradictions can be discovered with the General Theory of Money and presented as 
can be presented as unsolvable.

             On May 4, 2006, Peer Steinbrück announced at the Euro-Money Conference:

"Although we are by no means at the end of our reform efforts, they are beginning to show good 
results. Not least, Germany is now one of the most liberalized and deregulated economies in 
Europe."
This misjudgment identifies Peer Steinbrück as a classic neo-liberal. As an example, this wording cannot be repeated

often enough.

 This neoliberal worldview led us directly into the financial crisis, which reached its second peak 
for the time being in October 2008. In 2009, devastating effects are expected for the real economy 
in Europe. 

Fictitious mail: To the SPD parliamentary group ( mailto Steinbrück ):

Peer Steinbrück says in his inaugural speech to the German Bundestag as Federal Minister of 
Finance on December 1, 2005:

"Nobody likes to pay taxes. But the tax rate in Germany is - I stress - not the main problem either. I
even agree with Mr. Lafontaine to a limited extent that even the added tax and contribution ratio is
not the main problem in an international comparison. What he fails to say about it is that we have 
too high additional wage costs in Germany, which are made up of statutory and collectively 
agreed regulations. What he failed to describe in his speech this morning is that non-wage costs 
now account for 100 percent of total wages and salaries. He fails to mention that we still have a 
huge problem in Germany in the area of the labor market. I don't want to be polemical, but it can 
be described figuratively like this: A journeyman painter has a burst water pipe at home and has it
repaired by a journeyman plumber. The journeyman painter has to work five hours to be able to 
pay the journeyman plumber for one hour's work. That describes the main problem in the labor 
market." 

What the new Finance Minister Peer Steinbrück wanted to present in his inaugural speech as "the 
main problem on the labor market" is in reality an unsolvable genuine contradiction of the 
monetary system with its seven agencies (see General Theory of Money). We could state such a 
similar problem also with our next celestial body the moon which needs 27 days, 7 hours and 43 
minutes for an orbit around the earth but 29 days, 12 hours and 43 minutes up to the full moon. At 
the end we can explain this difference or contradiction, but we can change nothing at it. 
The example of a painter - journeyman plumber with a ratio of 5 to 1, which can confidently be 
counted among the insular examples, has been buzzing through the gazettes for years without 
anything being able to be done about the so-called main problem, which Steinbrück concludes is 
due to the additional wage costs. Heinz Dürr, former head of the railroads and co-initiator of 

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/soziales/joe-biden-beschert-uns-der-us-praesident-eine-neue-aera-des-wohlstands-kolumne-a-7f9d4d7c-5dca-4642-9c23-6a709d881581
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_Steinbr%C3%BCck


Stuttgart 21, - the SPD secretary general at the time, Olaf Scholz, sat next to him and kept 
muzzling - brought this distorted picture to the TV program "Berlin Mitte" as early as March 2003,
as did Hans Olaf Henkel and six and a half years later on September 2, 2009, Guido Westerwelle 
in "Hart-aber-fair". This is not because the ratio of 5 to 1 is not correct. In fact, it must be correct. 
But if - as Peer Steinbrück is now doing - the ratio of 5 to 1 is not ratio of 5 to 1 correctly, then one
is ultimately faced with an illusory problem full of contradictions, as with the full moon, without 
any gain in knowledge. These protagonists of neo-liberal politics conceal or deny, which basically 
does not have to be a negative thing, the irreversibility of services and their siphoning off of value 
by the state and private enterprise, because it is these that generate this genuine contradiction 
between service and value: 

One of the essential basic properties of money is the skimming off of value. Money is thus 
only of limited use as a means of comparing performance. However, it is particularly 
suitable for artificially induced volatilities, which can also be triggered deliberately and 
arbitrarily by speculators and rating agencies. No added value is generated. Only a 
redistribution via profit and loss takes place.

These protagonists even overshot the mark by wanting to presuppose an exchange ratio of 1:1 
among the journeymen. But in doing so, they have all ignored the insight of the General Theory of 
Money, namely that mutually rendered services of equal value cannot generate a monetary claim 
on each other, because money presupposes debt. It is like in the island example of the twelve 
journeymen barbers who line up in a circle and cut each other's hair.

In this action, no money is necessary and - and this is another exclusion (read: reduction) in all 
island examples of this kind - neither money nor monetary claim can arise. Only the tax claim of 
the state, which sees in these works of the twelve a creation of surplus value, generates in each of 
these journeymen barbers a debt relation to the state. In other words, the state's tax claim alone is 
sufficient to generate a debt for each of the 12 journeymen barbers for their work in the circle, and 
it is precisely with this debt that the state can issue money. The fact that, on the one hand, the state,
for pragmatic reasons, only considers generating this debt from these journeymen once a certain 
income limit has been reached, is another matter and, on the other hand, does not contradict the 
theory of money issuance.  

But how can these protagonists - like Steinbrück or Westerwelle - talk about money? - They try to 
keep quiet about the debt that the state generates for its citizens. They simply project the image of 
the direct exchange of services among themselves and overlook the fact that no money is 
generated in the process. Their realpolitical conviction overlooks the process of the money 
emergence and thus for them also no contradiction is present, which in the form of a pyramid or 
snowball system of the today's and each future money system indispensably, - i.e. by the value 
skimming of the state and the entrepreneurship -, inherent or will be inherent.

To the clarification: Since it concerns paying (Steinbrück), money must be probably nevertheless 
already in the play. Strangely enough, this money is simply already there for our 1to1 protagonists.
Where it came from and that every money is on the one hand credit and on the other hand always 
debt, they did not fathom or did not want to admit and with this carelessness or untruth they 
opened the door to the small-minded circular conclusions and the demagogic populism. And they 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotterieaufstand
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lotterieaufstand


have not yet told us whether they are talking about money or counting money. Money cannot be 
created so simply on a small desert island but only in a differentiated, open and urban society in 
order to have any effect at all. Anyone who distances himself or deviates from this complexity of 
the society envisaged here can only develop a surrogate of money (as is now the case with the 
emerging cryptocurrencies), which will be neither more serviceable nor more secure in value. 

Let's take the five hours and analyze how they came about. In the end, the result will hit a 
completely clueless finance minister and is unlikely to please him in the person of Peer 
Steinbrück:

First of all, the question would have to be clarified into which utopian world we want to transport 
the two journeymen so that the 1-to-1 time swap demanded by Peer Steinbrück, which we can 
simply assume here because neither he nor the other protagonists have proposed any other swap, 
can take place. It would have to be the land of milk and honey, or a world without roads, or as they
say today, without infrastructure. Such a world did not even exist in the Stone Age. This "1 to 1 
argument" is not even suitable for a primitive exchange society. The exchange of these services is 
found at best in the family, in circles of friends or in neighborhood help. It is simply the 
expenditure of time that is directly exchanged or even given away. There is neither debt nor money
involved.

Therefore, first of all, for this example, it must be stated that there are not 5 but only 4 hours more 
to be worked per person, because the times that the journeymen do for each other cancel each 
other out. We also avoid considering other ratios as much as possible: The one-euro jobber would 
probably have to work 35 hours for one journeyman hour. But no one could prevent us from 
juxtaposing a bank CEO with one of these two journeymen craftsmen. Then it could possibly turn 
out that the CEO might have to spend five minutes or less on the journeyman hour. This 
"differential diagnosis" shows very clearly:
 

Money is completely unsuitable as proof of performance.  
 

With this insight, we turn again to the parable of these two journeymen craftsmen: 
In this 1-to-1 example of the two journeymen, we are in a closed system because it is devised 
without any societal or social externalities, in that debt relationships quickly dissolve or do not 
arise in the first place. But without debt, according to the General Theory of Money, money cannot
come into existence. Therefore we must decide for an open system in which the fifth hour - thus 
that is the hour, which the two journeymen serve each other - is put down inwardly into the closed 
system and still four further hours, which are demanded by an external power. For where do the 
two journeymen still want to live from, if one merely cuts the hair of the other or one of the two on
it merely removes the pipe blockage? Their claims have cancelled each other out immediately and 
no surplus or surplus value has arisen from it with which the two journeymen can become 
effective outwardly. But this outside does not present itself now in the form of air to breathe but is 
the social (other persons, generally the society or the state) itself that someone for these two 
journeymen, if they want to hold money themselves, must indebt themselves or has already 
indebted themselves.

In order to obtain what is still necessary for life, both journeymen must have something in their 



hands with which they can demand something externally, and today that is simply money. But if 
their claims cancel each other out, then no money is created. In order to get money, the two 
journeymen are obliged to claim an externality. This externality thus belongs to the basic condition
of even a rudimentary exchange society and can be provided by a contemporary open system only 
by the society with its persons and institutions or by the state:
In addition to the two hours that the journeymen perform for each other, the externality demands 
from the two journeymen a performance of another four hours per person, so that both can be 
satisfied with money or a monetary claim. It is only through this obligation to have to enter into 
contact with this outside that the journeymen have their monetary claim, which others in society 
must have previously covered with collateralized loans.

And now only and shortened applies:

Because the journeymen have money, therefore others (the state and natural or legal persons) have 
debts.
 
To reduce the relations simply only to the two journeymen is consequently not only defective but 
simply a senseless circular argument, because in this way no money can originate and because 
money originates only by debt, also no debts exist. Therefore an open system is necessary, which 
lets this debt appear in the form of money and transfers it over the work of the journeymen to these
journeymen. The system can only function by skimming off value, and this in such a way that the 
direct exchange of services between the two journeymen - as in the island example - is prevented: 
as a rule, this direct exchange of services is outlawed as moonlighting. This transformation is now 
determined by a set of rules (social consensus; state). The question of how just such a set of rules 
has to be cannot be answered by attacking or abolishing this set of rules across the board - as 
Steinbrück did - (back-to-nature reductionists) or by dismissing it as absurd (as the general 1-to-1 
protagonists do).

This set of rules can only be explained with an open system:

The 1st hour is the time that the two journeymen afford each other, leaving only short-term or no 
monetary traces.

The 2nd hour falls to the state in full through VAT. (I have set it roughly to 20% instead of 19%. 
20% is exactly the 5th part).  With the value added tax it becomes immediately apparent that here a
value absorption of the state of a whole hour takes place, because if the state would do without this
tax, then the two journeymen would need to work no longer five but only four hours, in order to 
pay a journeyman hour of the other. The state immediately recreates this absorption of value 
elsewhere, because it does not put the money into a savings stocking. It acts thereby directly and 
differently than the entrepreneur, who wants to increase its own capital and its monetary claims 
with the value skimming.

The 3rd and 4th hours are reserved for the social benefits that employees and employers pay. 
(These are the 100% of the wage and salary bill that Steinbrück mentioned above and which 
obviously seemed too high to him. Whereby it remains open what Steinbrück sees as a whole and 
where he puts the pure wage, because it would be correct here to speak of a part, which is about 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offenes_System


50%).

The 5th hour goes fully to the employer and is reserved for the internal company administration, 
the costs for rent and capital interest and especially for the profit, with which investments can be 
made. - Or instead of investments also speculating and gambling at the stock exchange - and also 
on it again TAXES! 

However, there is no need to shed a tear at the depreciation options that have existed in the past 
and will continue to exist in the future. Of course, this hour is also about value absorption, only 
with the difference that it is of a private nature. For this, privare should be translated from Latin 
into German. It means: to rob. In the pure thinking of this island example, the private is 
romantically transfigured. In this romanticism, robbery and fraud are almost completely hidden in 
contrast to the Romans, for whom the god Mercury was the god of merchants and thieves. In 
addition to trade, they also belong to one of the exceedingly common ways of skimming off value.

Not only with the latter, Guido Westerwelle's favorite saying should be completely obsolete:
  

"Performance must be worthwhile again."

 For what was the previously gained insight: 

Money is completely unsuitable as a proof of performance.

To put it somewhat more mildly: 

Money presents itself primarily as a means of value, with which values are skimmed off. Only far 
behind - and only to a limited extent - can it also be used as proof of performance. (Here it is 
sufficient to refer to the ratio of manager salaries to wage earners). 
This condition was arbitrarily set by the 1to1 protagonists - like Steinbrück and Westerwelle - to a
"journeyman's piece". It has nothing in common with our reality and the conditions of existence of
a society and its state:

Man is thus nothing but a heap of errors, powerless without grace. Nothing shows him the truth: everything 
deceives him. The two main supports of truth, the mind and the senses, deceive each other.  (Pascal)

Here is another link to the Japanese time bank system. It is about how to solve the problems of an aging 
society. Here also the slogan "An hour is an hour is an hour" comes up against its limits. 

https://monneta.org/fureai-kippu/


Genuin 

 >>That's not my problem<< Klaus Taschwer: Mr. Luhmann, more than 20 years ago you wrote - already as a 
sociological system critic - that system theory had a good chance of remaining misunderstood.  How would you see 
that today?

Genuin means in general: genuine, original, natural.  Based on this, genuin here means: starting 
from a building block (physical as well as metaphysical). 

 This means, if a building block exists real or abstract, metaphysical, that this does not permit 
arbitrarily many but only some adaptations - starting from it. 
Or in other words, that the scope of action with a real building block or likewise with an abstract 
or metaphysical element is not infinite but limited by the choice of a certain form. Once a form is 
fixed, then only certain genuine adaptations are possible to it.  

• This also includes the law of irreversibility: 

• The daughter cannot be born before the mother. 

• The interest cannot arise before but only with the money.

• The savings stocking cannot come into being before the money and the savings book cannot 
come into being before the savings stocking.

• The promissory bill precedes the money form and this means that when the money form 
disappears, society resorts to the promissory bill.  (Reduction) 

The theory can explain the bank from the money, but it cannot, conversely, explain the money from 
the bank. If the latter is done, then this is pragmatism, which is always content with only half the 
truth (e.g.: Money creation explained without the associated money destruction, or the perpetual 
credit).

Not every choice, once made, can be undone. Once the (virtual, abstract) object is determined, then 
the adaptation is no longer free. This lack of freedom is often perceived as a contradiction.

Free adaptations: 
Flying cows should be milked from a helicopter.  
Irrational metaphor: Not everything that is talked about has to make sense!
Examples: The negative interest rate can increase the circulation speed of money. 
       Counterfeit security is mistaken for value security (cryptocurrencies).  

Forms: 
A bowl is not a container as long as you hold it upside down.  The interest belongs to the 
money form. Negative interest is like a bowl turned upside down. 

Definitions with reversibility conflicts: 
All squares are rectangles, but not all rectangles are squares. 
Money is created by credit, but not: money is credit. Money is an appearance of credit, but 
not: credit is an appearance of money. 



Saving can create new credit, but not new money. 
The benefit claim is not the benefit and the money claim is not the money.
But: Performance cancels performance claim and money cancels money claim but not: 
Performance claim cancels performance and money claim cancels money.  

Appearances: 
Shadows can neither be collected nor pushed (Prolog; General Theory of Money). 
If someone means the nothing, it must not be identical with the nothing which another 
means. They can be as far apart as fraud and honesty. (Walter's Principle)

Example of the undiscovered: http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_kleine_Gau%C3%9F 

Here is an example of a real object which, apart from the coupling, consists of only a certain number - namely eight - of
a unique building block. Thus, the shape design of the object remains limited. More than twelve forms - symmetries 
deducted from it - are not possible (Genuines-Eineingeschlossen-Sein).  

 

 

This limitation (Genuines-Eingeschlossen-Sein) arises also with metaphysical objects. Thus, also in 
the General Theory of Money, money and its seven agencies are abstract or metaphysical elements. 
The money produced by the founding agencies presents itself under these manufactured conditions 
only as value and no longer as performance or retrieval of a performance. With these seven 
agencies, this money has been put in a position to skim off the original exchange of services among 
the members of a society. Among those who siphon off money is the state, including the states and 
municipalities, through their taxes. There is a great danger that their organs, supported by certain 
lobbyists, will engage in creative value-setting during the legislative process.

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Der_kleine_Gau%C3%9F


Wörgl and its value note
 
"Accepted as payment and then exchanged back into shillings.
Written by Axel on 14.09.2011 19:45:30:
              
                                   (AWS = Arbeitswertschein) (ZBG = central bank money).

The Wörgl story contains only part of the fairy tale. The AWS have been issued instead of legal 
tender as payment for work. In the dream of Wörgl the AWS =(NO ZBG!) were accepted by sellers 
of goods in Wörgl. They, in turn, could hardly do anything with it, since it was not a generally 
accepted means of payment (money) and first used it to pay their outstanding municipal taxes and 
then sold the AWS to the municipality in exchange for shillings. 
The municipal taxes were not paid with ZBG.  
The exchange back to GZ is not mentioned.
The fact that there were daily wages is concealed.

It is also concealed in the case of Wörgl that the town of Wörgl had higher debts after the 
"experiment" than before. The counterpart of the debts were the constructed roads, bridges, 
illuminations, ... which again are mentioned. 
The achievements were paid for with the tax (debts) incurred. The same result would have caused 
also a credit in Schilling. Debts up and infrastructure is built. (Since the amount of work is the 
same, the unemployment would have decreased just the same). 
The fact that payment for the necessary building materials was made in shillings is also not 
mentioned.

Wörgl was nothing more than an elegant tax collection combined with Keynisian deficit spending.

Criticism of Axel to: "The same result would have been achieved by a loan in shillings."
                             
                                  - No bank was willing to give a loan of that magnitude.
                                                            - Wörgl was insolvent.

History: Labor securities from Wörgl
               Schwundgeld

                   Freiwirtschaft

                  2022 12 16;   With this date, China is adopting an expiry currency (shrinkage money) in the approaches. The 
foundation is the digital yuan, a new currency set up by China's central bank and running on blockchain. This amounts 
to a controlled and steady asset levy of the owners of digital yuans and that is furthermore made possible via Chinese 
property law.  It remains to be seen whether savings in the conventional sense will still be possible with this digital 
yuan. The extent to which cash will give way from everyday life in China should be closely observed, because until 
now this has been regarded as a simple means of payment to which further billing processes with cumbersome handling
- such as the work value certificate from Wörgl - could not be attached. Unlike the usual blockchain currencies 
(Bitcoin), which are set up decentrally, the digital yuan is issued centrally by China's central bank. 

 

https://www.focus.de/finanzen/boerse/kryptowaehrungen/digitales-zentralbankgeld-kommt-geld-revolution-in-fernost-waehrend-europa-hadert-verteilt-china-schon-den-e-yuan_id_12750941.html
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigentum
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eigentum
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freiwirtschaft
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/W%C3%B6rgler_Schwundgeld
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/W%C3%B6rgl#/media/Datei:Freigeld1.jpg


Exchange deletes Claim

Posted by Limodane (2008-01-11 09:14:14):

Hi Retro,
 >>Try it this way: "Offers of goods and services are the preconditions for... 

>What can you call the process (in a generally understandable way), that only a half out-"exchange"
takes place, i.e. performance flows only in one direction and thus money is really necessary to 
document the still outstanding counter-flow? Because - if I understand your sentence beginning 
correctly (whose completion makes problems for me however) - the word "Leistungsangebot" has 
rather something static, .....
>greetings: retro
 
>....there is the transfer of the offered service not yet in it. <

 Correct. - It is also not possible, because the handing over completely extinguishes the claim. Only 
that, which lies temporally between achievement and consideration, can be exchange bill or money. 
No claim, consequently no exchange bill or money.

As I already explained in my General Theory of Money, money is essentially different from 
exchange bills. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, let us begin with bilateral exchange bills:

There is Mr. King and he possesses a vast amount of goods, about whose origin we do not worry at 
first. In order to bring them among the people, he offers these possibilities:

He has every individual who receives goods from him issue a barter voucher. In it, the individual 
undertakes to perform very specific services or deliveries to Mr. König within an agreed period of 
time (e.g., cutting hair or taking care of the budgie).

Once the service has been rendered, the individual receives his or her barter voucher back from Mr. 
König. 
For security reasons, each individual should destroy the returned barter ticket, because in other 
hands this barter ticket always represents a debt. (This destruction must be particularly emphasized, 
because it also belongs to an indispensable condition with every kind of money issue).

Who does not redeem his exchange bills in time, comes into the debt tower. If Mr. König is in a bad
mood, he demands more performance for his goods.

Now we want to bring the system king on another and larger level, because apart from this Mr. king
there is also the Mr. emperor and the Mrs. count. They can also produce or offer vast amounts of 
goods.

These Grafs, Königs and Kaisers do not want to poach each other's customers by undercutting each 



other's prices when selling goods. Stable prices are the right thing to do, they say, and that's why 
they have to take charge of the barter coupons themselves. They want to standardize and simplify 
the exchange bills. They are working on a bank statute and one day they will explain to the common
people that they have founded a bank in which everyone can participate as an issuer if he is worthy 
of it.
Any individual can receive (issue) thalers (money) against verified promises of performance (such 
as pledge, property, guarantors, fixed attachable income). Their presence as an issuer forms the 
necessary first pole of the bipolar system, which is required for the tension build-up of the value of 
money. Here it is determined at which time they must have brought back their thalers for 
destruction. 
Only when this first pole is built up can they use the emitted talers to pursue their purchase 
intentions and buy everything that they have previously obtained with exchange bills. It is only 
much more convenient because now goods and services no longer have to be exchanged directly 
with each other. Rather, the exchange takes place via a means of value.

King, emperor and count are the first issuers of talers (money), which they have secured with their 
seizable lands. and they have appointed a banker (trustee or arbitrator), who has the task of 
monitoring the talers system (money system) and constantly finding new issuers, because the 
founders are aware that they have installed a barely noticeable snowball system, which can get out 
of hand, especially if someone is out to collect talers en masse.*

It is particularly important to observe and monitor the set deadlines to which the issuers have to 
commit themselves to return the borrowed thalers to the banker for destruction, because only in this
way can the value of the thalers be secured on the one hand.
Precisely and solely in this return flow of the issued money lies the performance that each issuer 
has to render. If the achievement is furnished, also the money in appropriate quantity is gone! 
Money dissolves therefore by this process into the nothing.

Due to the fact that there are a lot of people who hold back the thalers (money) (money holders), 
not all issuers find it easy to meet the return deadlines. They run the risk of becoming insolvent and 
may end up in debtors' prison or face other reprisals. But this retention of talers by money holders 
also makes the flow of money more viscous. 

This viscosity is essential for the thaler system (money system) on the other hand, because by 
nothing else than by this second pole of the bipolar system the thaler (money) gets a value. So if 
somebody wants to accelerate the retention, as for example by the demand for eienm negative 
interest, he decreases at the same time the value of the money burdened by it.

 (>How can one call the process (generally understandable) that only a half out-"exchange" takes 
place, thus achievement flows only in one direction...)

 It is everything in the flow. - At first!
And a half exchange is just only a half achievement (installment payment) 

*) That goes also completely without interest!!! - However, the interest taking intensifies the 
problem with the credit repayment depending on the height of the interest. 



The Primordial Situation
or the Pseudo-Phenomenon of the missing Interest Money

Hello Ben,

the question is, how we have to imagine a primal situation. But the primal situation can only come 
along with logic. It is correct when you say that logic cannot solve everything, but with it one must 
want to solve unsolved phenomena and not create still pseudo phenomena.

What is the real phenomenon here? - It is, after all, the insolvency of some issuers (debtors) and the 
question of whether this is inherent in the system.

So if it is claimed that the interest was missing as a debt when it was issued, and thus the issuers get
into trouble because they have to pay not x but x+z at maturity, then one of these pseudo-
phenomena is created.

If, on the other hand, I claim that the interest was already co-issued as a total debt at issuance, then 
this pseudo-phenomenon does not arise. 

So the solution lies in the primordial situation and the question is how I have to imagine this 
primordial situation. So, it cannot be a question of my explaining things historically (or 
pragmatically). It is rather about the essence of things and much of it lies in their logical 
(theoretical) sequence: >The daughter cannot be born before her mother< and >From money one 
can explain the bank but not from the bank the money< and >In the beginning was the credit< and 
not >In the beginning was the money and finally: >The interest cannot arise before the money.<

If we undress this reality in this way, we penetrate cognitively to the essential and ask ourselves the 
question, which has been there first for the creation of money, whether issuing bank or deposit 
bank. However, we are already faced here with the almost insoluble task of what we want to 
understand by these two banks, because their historically evolved meanings present us with a 
jumble of terms with which we can only lose track.

But if we refer this only to the money alone, then the answer is simpler and that means: It must 
have been the issuing bank and the deposit bank can have arisen this chronologically only 
subsequently: >In the beginning was the credit< and with it came the money.
The original situation can have taken place therefore only in an issuing bank, in which Gregor 
meets a bank employee, who maintains a banknote press in a heavily-secured room (cellar). 

- Just by the way: The bank employee could also print banknotes on stock. Only we must be very 
careful here with our definition over money, because these bank bills are not yet money! (Money 
supply M0) These bank bills become only money in the hand of an issuer. That becomes at the 
latest then a problem, if the banknote press is outsourced to a central bank and which is to become 
active then for several banks.



Between these two persons - Gregor and the bank employee thus - two stories can take place and 
we assume that they are completely transparent. However, let's judge later which story is the more 
likely one:

1st story:
Gregor has 1000 apple blossoms issued and is supposed to return 1100 apple blossoms in one year. 
Bank employee must first wait a year for his share. When Gregor asks how this share is to come 
into existence, the bank employee replies, "Through other issuers."
(Answer cannot become part of the contract between Gregor and the bank. There is no transparency
and is more of a put-off than a security).

2nd story:
Gregor has 1100 apple blossoms issued and receives only 1000 apple blossoms. He is supposed to 
bring back 1100 apple blossoms in one year. As a reward, the bank employee immediately receives 
100 apple blossoms. The bank employee agrees to spend this money. (All contractable)

So if I were Gregor, I would go for the 2nd story.  It is clearer!
Thus we solved the pseudo phenomenon of the missing interest money, this is simply co-emitted 
and stand now before the actual and continuing phenomenon that still issuers become insolvent. But
maybe this is just part of the system; without this it could not work. But it's no longer the lack of 
interest.

The view now falls increasingly on profit and loss, between which a monetary system can only 
distinguish, and in this the interest is also to be found on the side of profit, but not as the main cause
of the phenomenon but merely as part of the cause. In other words: If we wanted to abolish the 
interest, the problem would not yet be off the table, because an economic system that works without
profit is still waiting to be invented.

Now, if a bank accepts deposits of money on which it pays interest, then it can have this interest 
(savings interest) issued for it. If it does not do so, it is merely a step in its business policy, but one 
that can lead it into the dangerous waters of insolvency.

Greetings
Heinz 



Issuance of the Interest Rate in the Granting of Credit

Posted by limodane on 08/03/2009 14:06:24:
 Axel: Gregor has 1100 apple blossoms issued and is supposed to return 1100 apple blossoms in one
year. As a reward, the bank employee immediately receives 100 apple blossoms.
        It is perfectly clear that discounting has an advantage over interest for the overall process. It 
should be designed that way in the future.

        But now, what about an installment loan?
        It's easier with numbers:
        Loan 100 and interest 10% over 5 years. Payment at the end of the year.
        Then a total of 30 interest accrues.

But it is enough to book 110 as credit at 100 payment.  (Do the math, that's all it takes).

Answer from limodane:
What would be the following against such a rate system? :

Loan of 6500 disbursed 5000 on 1.1.2009______ interest____ amount of interest____ deduction 
1000+interest

    1.Rate am 01.01.2010--------für----5000-------------------10% -------500---------------1500
    2.Rate am 01.01.2011--------für----4000-------------------10% -------400---------------1400
    3.Rate am 01.01.2012--------für----3000-------------------10% -------300---------------1300
    4.Rate am 01.01.2013--------für----2000-------------------10% -------200---------------1200
    5.Rate am 01.01.2014--------für----1000-------------------10% -------100---------------1100
    -------------------------------Summe -----------------------------------------1500---------------6500
    
First, there is nothing theoretically wrong with issuing 6500 immediately. Your suggestion amounts 
to issuing only 5500 at first. This would mean less money in circulation and the loan would be 
much closer in time to the issuer with its subsequent issue calculations.

    Greetings
    Heinz

This looks then in your version like this:

Loan over 5500 disbursed 5000 on 1.1.2009_____ Interest ___Interest amount____ Abtrag 
1000+Interest

1.Rate am 01.01.2010--------für----5000-------------------10%-------500---------------1500
2.Rate am 01.01.2011--------für----4000-------------------10%-------400---------------1400
3.Rate am 01.01.2012--------für----3000-------------------10%-------300---------------1300
4.Rate am 01.01.2013--------für----2000-------------------10%-------200---------------1200
5.Rate am 01.01.2014--------für----1000-------------------10%-------100---------------1100



--------------------------------------------------Abtrag + Zinsbetrag
1st installment on 01.01.2010-----1500---1100 for destruction 400 back into money system
2nd installment on 01.01.2011-----1400---1100.for destruction..300 back into the monetary system
3rd installment on 01.01.2012-----1300---1100 for destruction..200 back into the monetary system
4th installment on 01.01.2013-----1200---1100 for destruction..100 back into the monetary system
5th installment on 01.01.2014-----1100---1100 for destruction ---0 back into the monetary system
---------- sum--------------------5500 ------------------ 1000 -------- = 6500

As can be seen, in both versions the totals of interest amount and credit are the same.
Greetings
Heinz



The Means of Payment (money supply M1)
                  

The secret of an "open credit chain
And what is a "closed credit chain"?

Does the latter still exist?
                                                      
                                                                          I.
>The relations here are about: Mankind has doubled in the course of the last 40 years, the quantity 
of goods has increased sixfold, the monetary assets have increased sixtyfold.  (Peter)

A magic:
L.: Regarding monetary assets, a clown act comes to mind: 
Clown A and B traipse into the ring. 
Clown B to A: "Can you give me back my 10 euros?"
Clown A to B: "Just a minute!" Clown A runs into the auditorium and persuades a spectator to lend 
him 10 euros. He receives 10 euros and then gives it to B.
Clown C enters the ring and sees the 10 euros in B's hand. He says that B still owes him 10 euros. B 
somewhat reluctantly hands the 10 euros to C.
C goes to A and says: "Here you have back the 10 euros you lent me.
A takes the 10 euros, rushes to the spectator and gives it back to him.

As can be seen, the spectator's cash 10 euros acted as a catalyst to erase all debt relationships between the 
participants. There was neither time nor performance in the money!

  
                                                                        II.
But if one looks at this magic with the eyes of the general money theory, the following can be analyzed: All, 
the clowns and the spectator were at the time of the debt relations existing among them all money lenders of 
the second value generating and circulation stage; this meant that they could all follow a reductionistic 
picture of money: For them, money simply had to be there; the question of where money took its origin was 
not on their minds.
The clowns had built up credit/debt pairs with each other and increased the money supply among 
themselves, which then (by chance) dissolved each other into nothingness. 
The spectator, as a money holder, belonged to the dependent agencies according to the General Theory of 
Money. For all parties involved - i.e. also for the spectator - it was completely irrelevant where the 10-euro 
bill - or in general: the money - came from. There was no need for anyone to look at the founding agencies.  
A balance sheet analysis would have achieved the same effect without the viewer's 10 euros, but in doing so, 
it too would not have been able to reveal a look to the founding agencies.

Another spell:

Public debt (I): According to a "Monthly Report M￤rz 2008" of the Deutsche Bundesbank, the money 
supply M1 amounted to € 960.6 billion in January 2008. The total monthly tax revenue €50billion. 
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steueraufkommen_%28Deutschland%29 . The national debt : February 1, 2010 
1,78 Bill. €. 
Thus the national debt is larger around ca.70% than the existing money supply M1 with purchasing power.
 http://www.staatsverschuldung.de/schuldenuhr.htm   
 http://www.usdebtclock.org/   

http://www.usdebtclock.org/
http://www.staatsverschuldung.de/schuldenuhr.htm
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steueraufkommen_(Deutschland)


National Debt (II)  
 Public debt can be optimized into a zero-sum game or even a profit game for pragmatic politicians. This 
happens when the borrowing rate and inflation do not diverge widely. This was also stipulated in the 
convergence criteria in the Maastricht Treaty and it can be assumed that the rules of the zero-sum game were
known when this treaty was ratified. In 2007, for example, we had inflation of 3% in Germany, while the 
state had to pay an average interest rate on loans of 4% (with a downward trend). With an existing 1.5 trillion
euro national debt at that time, that's 60 billion euros in interest per year. Of the 1.5 trillion, 45 billion euros 
can be charged for loss of value (3%). But since a capital gains tax (30%) is due, the state accrues an 
additional 18 billion euros from its own debt alone. From depreciation and tax, the state comes to an amount 
of 63 billion. So it effectively makes a profit of 3 billion euros a year from its debts. 
The view that the state - i.e. the federal government, the states and the municipalities - pays 60 billion euros 
a year in interest on the 1.5 trillion euros can therefore only be put in a one-sided nominal monetary context. 
The other side is based on the fact that money consists only of debt and that the total solvent money supply 
M1 amounts to only 1.2 trillion euros, which is offset by government debt of 1.5 trillion euros. If a state set 
out to pay off this 1.5 trillion euros, it would eliminate the entire solvent money supply M1, because it would
hardly find anyone to take over debts of this magnitude. That is why the government's interest payments 
should be regarded merely as pass-through items of a monetary system, without which tax revenues would 
not be possible. The populist, one-sided monetary claim that the state would incur debt at the expense of 
future generations cannot be sustained in this way. This would require a universal, debt-free monetary 
system, the suitability of which for everyday use has been the subject of much debate.
The phenomenon of national debt, its outer limit and the dangers for the economic system growing out of it 
cannot be explained in this way, because as the present example shows, no upper limit for national debt can 
be set in it. The government could theoretically borrow to infinity in amount and time without any negative 
effects for the economic system being derived from this behavior. On the contrary, it even looks as if the 
state is free to help itself here. And it does:
It becomes particularly tempting for the state when a low-interest phase, as in Japan and the USA, has its 
way. But that can't go well, because formulas that carry infinity, nothingness or the whole in them lead to 
abrupt defaults if you build on them. So there must be a difference in the germ, which carries this effect in 
itself.  This germ lies buried unnoticed under the different peculiarities of the issuers (here person there state)
and the state as a whole:
The ordinary issuer must be in possession of resources which, if necessary, he transforms into commodities 
with his own ideas and forces, which he then sells on the market in order to use the proceeds to repay the 
loans due. 
The state, which takes a transcendent form, however, lacks at least the peculiarity of its own power. The 
individual will is something different from the state will, and this means for the state money issue, in contrast
to the individual one, that no concrete promise of performance underlies its money, and certainly not under 
the conditions when no real resources are available to it, because, for example, there is full privatization in 
its sphere of power. Thus, the state creates nothing by its own efforts and can limit its actions only to taking 
and giving. That is to say: It can only redistribute abruptly with the instruments of taxation and indebtedness.
The state interventions, whether with taxes or debts, can always only result in higher prices in partial areas of
the goods and markets or also in all areas (inflation) because of its own immanent lack of performance.

          >> The state cannot perform anything itself, it can only determine who has to perform. <<
         >> A bank can perform nothing itself, it can only..... <<   



Taxes and Public Debt

                                                                            I.
Using a law that exists genuinely within the monetary sphere, we will show how taxes and 
government debt are inseparable, like the other side of the same coin. This law states that as soon as
a state levies taxes on the one hand and thus engages in value extraction, it must on the other hand 
incur a basic debt (basic debt) in the form of a money issue, so that the dangers of insolvency in its 
economic area are lowered.
Let us first turn to a reductionist procedure and consider only a single producer who, as in the 
archetype of money creation, must issue money. According to the General Theory of Money, he has 
to submit this money to the trustee for destruction after a certain period of time. The money holders,
on the other hand, are not bound by any such deadlines and, by hoarding the money in the 
monetary, cause, first, for a permanent deflationary process and, second, they put the issuers in 
danger of insolvency.
Now our producer, will not deliver apples as in this story, he is to make us happy with cigarettes 
instead. Now everything happens as in the archetype of money creation: The cigarette producer 
must first issue money if he wants to sell his product, the cigarettes, on the market at all. He must 
enter into a debt through this issue, because only through this money issue does this producer also 
obtain for himself the possibility of selling his goods. If the mass of producers or traders lacked the 
insight to issue their own money, money could not exist in its present form.

                                                                   II.
But now the state wants to participate in the business of the cigarette producer by means of the 
cigarette tax with the result that the cigarettes become eight times - or even 800 percent - more 
expensive. 
However, the cigarette producer himself has not given out that much money via his issue, because 
the issue also means debt for our producer with its well-known but calculable disadvantages. Let us 
further assume here that he is the only issuer far and wide, with the consequence: If this issuer did 
not exist, there would be no money either.
This issue would have been too risky for him under the conditions now dictated to him by the state 
via taxes. It would have overburdened him financially and driven him into insolvency: If the state 
claims 7/8 of the issue for itself, then the money for this issuer to recover and cancel the loan must 
be very tight, because it was distributed by the state via taxes to the wallets of the citizens (as 
money holders). But they did not spend it entirely on cigarettes but mostly on consumption. This 
issuer cannot present the agreed amount of money for destruction after the expiration of the credit 
period and this simply for the reason that the state itself did not issue money in the amount of its tax
demand. The cigarette manufacturer thus becomes insolvent and is liable with the pledges he had 
deposited with the bank.
Now one could object: It's just a cigarette manufacturer. The fatal thing about this example, 
however, is that it will affect every economic operator in this country.
(This particular example is also chosen to show that a state is very well able to increase the price of 
any product by 800%. Thus, the state is also involved in the general price formation and it can make
a product considerably more expensive. For this reason, the state also has a responsibility to set a 
minimum wage if the collective bargaining partners are unable to agree on cost-covering wages).
But if we now start from the more general fact that not a single entrepreneur but an indefinite 



number of enterprises want to produce, it is necessary that they also issue the money that is needed 
on the market to sell their products. Thus, they must each take out loans on their own and bring the 
money among the people. (This can also be done in whole or in part through the employees of these
ventures with corresponding risks that can arise through unemployment). However, they do not 
appreciate the state's fiscal intervention in their enterprises at all, and they would prefer not to be 
bothered by this state either. This is also the ideological site of neoliberalism, from which the state 
and its indebtedness and the associated social endowments are attacked. A state, however, must levy
taxes in order to exist; exceptions: Liechtenstein, Monaco, for example, which do not levy taxes. 

However, if a state without its own money issuance - i.e. without basic debt - were to intervene here
and simply levy taxes, this would be the worst of all monetary options. It would drive many 
entrepreneurs into insolvency. Accordingly, as soon as a state levies taxes, it has the subsequent 
duty, following the private money issuer, to issue money itself, and this means: It must go into debt 
and this debt cannot be countercyclical.

 With this, however, a question arises: How does the state put this money into circulation? Can it 
demand a service in return, and how can it do so if it is not allowed to be an entrepreneur? The 
behavior of General Motors with Opel (2009) is a sufficient example of this question.  

The state must keep an eye on the economic situation of the country, but: If the economy does not 
prosper, the state is in a fundamental dilemma. In such a situation, it would have to cut taxes and 
reduce debt (a circular argument).
The anticyclical recommendation of John Maynard Keynes is therefore - as in roulette - merely a 
game-theoretical reversal, namely of the kind that instead of playing with the bank, one should play 
against the bank in the hope that this will increase one's chances of winning; the fact that the higher 
security in this game can also mean a higher stake, which one can also lose, is often overlooked. 
The only way to break out of this circular argument is to use the countercyclical measure - as 
opposed to the cyclical measure - to focus more on achieving better living conditions through 
transformations. But this solution lies outside the monetary system. 
The pledge of patents by a U.S. state (Deleware) to General Motors (Opel) may serve as an 
example of the direction in which people are thinking here and whether these solutions make sense. 
It may also have been the reason why the US state saved GM and expropriated the shareholders. 
After all, at GM, even the well-developed electric cars were stamped out again. The patents on 
gasoline engines would have lost their value and the payment obligations (money issues) associated
with the patents would have vanished into thin air.  
 
In principle, however, in order to receive money from taxes, the state must itself issue money, and 
that means: it must equip itself with a permanent base debt. 
Or to put it another way: A state without debt, must have enriched itself at the expense of others or 
it may have monopolies of resources. The same applies to countries, cities and municipalities that 
have no basic debt because they possess certain resources. The fact that this resource often consists 
only of a mailbox is also readily overlooked. 
Deregulation or privatization should therefore be viewed skeptically because, according to the 
thesis presented here, it is precisely privatization which, on the other hand, also means greater 
government emissions (base debt) with the inevitable need for higher tax revenues. A state that 
pushes ahead with privatization and consequently forgoes its own economic activities must 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Motors_EV1
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opel#2008_bis_2010:_Finanzkrise_und_fehlgeschlagene_Trennung_von_General_Motors


compensate for this through taxes and debt. It thus enters a vicious circle.
There are countless examples that show how the state's withdrawal from economic activity served 
only particular interests, harmed national economies and destroyed jobs because it acted according 
to neoliberal principles of faith and, in the course of this ideology, lowered taxes and reduced debt. 

A second proposition can be derived from this: The more taxes the government wants to comply with, the 
higher its emissions must be. 
And likewise, the inverse of this theorem applies:
The more it issues, the higher (quantitatively) its tax demands must be.
This monetary example does not contain any kind of benefits (the monetary cannot do that either, because 
the monetary system can only distinguish profit and loss), which could ensure the survival of a society. But it
is deliberately chosen because, despite this reduction (of the unnecessary: here cigarettes), it proves the 
principle of the monetary that the state cannot avoid issuing money itself in order not to endanger the 
economy. Countries, cities and municipalities which claim to have money instead of debts must have 
indebted others, they live with it at the expense of others. For money is and remains a manifestation of debt.

The question must therefore be posed differently, asking whether the public sector is overindebted 
and where the boundary between necessary debt and overindebtedness should be drawn.
The example of cigarette production shows very clearly how dubious it is for the state to intervene 
in a monetary system by means of taxes, because if the state emits only part of the money it takes as
a tax from cigarette production, other sectors of the economy must suffer as a result of this over-
extraction. (As can also be seen with the promotion of a single product in the example of the 
scrappage scheme). 

A typically logical step:
On September 23, 2008, the press reported that in the wake of the banking crisis, the U.S. government would
take on unprecedented levels of 
             $700,000,000 in new debt. To do this, they said, they wanted to raise taxes.

http://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Staatsverschuldung&action=edit&section=4  
 
Government debt as a permanent (private) source of revenue  
http://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=7276  

Government debt as a permanent (private) source of revenue II
http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/wirtschaft/vwl2/downloads/paper/helmedag/Staatsschulden.pdf   

Quote: Expression (6) has good news in store: As long as the nominal growth rate is higher than the interest
and redemption rate, the government can offer citizens more in benefits than it demands from them in the 
form of taxes without this being accompanied by an increase in the debt ratio. If necessary, it can even be 
reduced. Even the German Council of Economic Experts does not ignore this insight: "If the growth rate 
exceeds the interest rate, [...] credit financing of public spending is welfare-enhancing." Unfortunately, this 
insight has not gotten around, nor have the right consequences been drawn from it. 

See also: Naomi Klein, Chapter 12 The Capitalist ID, in: Naomi Klein, The Shock Strategy, 
S.Fischer.    

http://www.tu-chemnitz.de/wirtschaft/vwl2/downloads/paper/helmedag/Staatsschulden.pdf
http://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=7276
http://de.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Staatsverschuldung&action=edit&section=4
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austerit%C3%A4t


National Debt 
(another sorcery) 

Public debt can be optimized into a zero-sum game or even a profit game for pragmatic politicians. 
This happens when the borrowing rate and inflation do not diverge widely. This was also stipulated 
in the convergence criteria in the Maastricht Treaty and it can be assumed that the rules of the zero-
sum game were known when this treaty was ratified. Thus, in 2007, we had inflation of 3% in 
Germany, while the state had to pay an average interest rate on loans of 4% (with a downward 
trend). With an existing 1.5 trillion euro national debt at that time, that's 60 billion euros in interest 
per year. Of the 1.5 trillion, 45 billion euros can be charged for loss of value (3%). But since a 
capital gains tax (30%) is due, the state accrues an additional 18 billion euros from its own debt 
alone. From depreciation and tax, the state comes to an amount of 63 billion. So it effectively 
makes a profit of 3 billion euros a year from its debts. 
The view that the state - i.e. the federal government, the states and the municipalities - pays 60 
billion euros a year in interest on the 1.5 trillion euros can therefore only be put in a one-sided 
nominal monetary context. The other side is based on the fact that money consists only of debt and 
that the total solvent money supply M1 amounts to only 1.2 trillion euros, which is offset by 
government debt of 1.5 trillion euros. If a state sets out to pay off this 1.5 trillion euros, it would 
thereby eliminate the entire solvent money supply M1, because it will hardly find anyone to step 
aside to accept debts of this magnitude. That is why the government's interest payments should be 
regarded merely as pass-through items of a monetary system, without which tax revenues would not
be possible. The populist, one-sided monetary claim that the state is going into debt at the expense 
of future generations cannot be sustained in this way. What is needed is a universal, debt-free 
monetary system, the suitability of which for everyday use has been the subject of much debate, and
which has never existed in this form before.
However, the phenomenon of national debt, its outer limit and the dangers for the economic system 
growing out of it cannot be explained in this way, because, as the present execution shows, no upper
limit for national debt can be set in it. This upper limit has not yet been theoretically grasped and 
perhaps cannot be theoretically grasped. The state could borrow to infinity in amount and time 
without any negative effects for economic activity being theoretically derived from this behavior. 
On the contrary, it looks as if the state could use itself freely here; a self-restraining law, like that of 
a debt brake, can only be a tautological, meaningless procedure.  

It becomes particularly tempting for the state when a low-interest phase, as in Japan and the U.S.A.,
is wreaking havoc. But that cannot go well, because formulas that carry infinity, nothingness or the 
whole in them lead to abrupt failures if one builds on them. So there must be a difference in the 
germ, which carries this effect in itself. This germ lies hidden unnoticed under the different 
peculiarities of the issuers (here person there state) and the state as a whole:
   The ordinary issuer must be in possession of resources which, if necessary, he transforms into 
commodities with his own ideas and forces, which he then sells on the market in order to use the 
proceeds to repay the loans due. 

The state, however, lacks at least the peculiarity of its own power. The individual will is something 
different from the state will and this means for the state money issue in contrast to the individual 
one that no real promise of performance can be attached to the state's money issue and certainly not 



under the conditions when no real resources are available to it because, for example, there is a full 
privatization in its sphere of power which conjures up the mirror image of the equity capitalization 
of systemically important banks. 

In these cases, the state creates nothing on its own and can limit its actions only to taking and 
giving. In other words, it can only redistribute indirectly with the instruments of taxation and debt. 
The state interventions, whether with taxes or debts, can always only result in higher prices in 
partial areas of the goods and markets or also in all areas (inflation) because of their own immanent 
lack of performance. How this can be managed tolerably and for the benefit of all remains the 
burning question.
At the same time, however, one must point out the devastating alternative, which would be: Doing 
nothing 
    I.  >> The state can do nothing itself, if it takes up credits, then it must determine as a rule over 
taxes or fees, who has to carry out the credit repayment. <<
or one does it differently: 

Another way (Scandinavian countries) 
http://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=1862  

To get around this dilemma, French President Sarkosy proposed in October 2008 the formation of 
sovereign wealth funds to protect key state industries from global privatization. In this situation, the
German Merkel/Steinmeier/Steinbrück government does not yet realize what the hour has come to. 
They flatly reject the formation of sovereign wealth funds. They are still fully caught up in the 
ideology of neoliberalism:
 
On May 4, 2006, Peer Steinbrück announced at the Euro Money Conference:

 "Although we are by no means at the end of our reform efforts, they are beginning to show good 
results. Not least, Germany is now one of the most liberalized and deregulated economies in 
Europe." 

The truth about the fact of liberalization and deregulation was shown to us by the beginning of the 
banking crisis from 2007 onwards, in which nearly all state banks were involved. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKhbD-WKA6k 
 
II. >> A bank cannot provide anything itself, it can only conclude contracts in which it binds 
borrowers to promises of performance. It is only through the granting of loans that money is 
created. If the loan is repaid, then the money is also gone. <<

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKhbD-WKA6k
http://www.nachdenkseiten.de/?p=1862


Value-Added Tax as a Machine Tax

To understand the following article: Its beginnings lie in the year 1997. We have now the year 
2021. General fears regarding the New Economy have been long ago and in the meantime have 
been far surpassed by reality. One has constantly had to carry some scandals, which has created a 
certain literary anachronism here in the text. There is no time to eliminate it and perhaps it is not 
necessary, because this anachronism does not raise serious problems of understanding. 
Mass unemployment has remained, to put it sarcastically, stable during these 6 years. Politicians 
have remained powerless in the face of this phenomenon. In mid-2005, we are faced with the 
question of whether the value-added tax will have to be increased out of necessity. This urgency will
not fulfill the purpose of a structural tax reform, as the only thing that can be done now is to plug 
budget holes. Gerhard Schröder's government intends to resign in 2005 by holding new elections. 
He will leave us with a Riester pension that is by and large expensive and ineffective for the general
public. A structural tax reform that would make the effects of technological development more 
humane is further than ever. But we have been celebrating ourselves as world export champions for
several years now without any idea of what we will pay for it. In contrast, the Americans are 
getting into debt like world champions, without this having any effect on their stability. German 
banks rush to the rescue and put our "well-earned" money into real estate funds there. Maybe that's
it, because if the money is missing here, at least here the prices remain stable.
The left, which prays that surplus value comes only from human labor and forgets the accumulation
of surplus value via machines, refuses to recognize deeper structural laws of technology in order to 
reflect them meaningfully on the value-added tax, commits a fatal mistake when it attacks it out of 
populist, one-dimensional reflexes: A tax that is only supposed to serve a redistribution of 
consumption cannot endanger it in its entirety.

Motive: About 3 years ago (1994) I read an article about the value added tax in Denmark and was 
surprised about how high it was there (25%) compared to our value added tax (15%) in Germany. 
However, because the Danes handle a large part of their social tasks via the VAT, this led me to the 
question whether the VAT in Germany - in particular to the wage tax - was not set too low. 
Nevertheless, Denmark has a high wage and income tax, which is not directly linked to non-wage 
costs. The principle prevails: "First work, then share." It should not be concealed that in 2006 
Denmark considers the high standard of unemployment services to be at risk. Rapid placement of 
the unemployed and high unemployment benefits are also a thing of the past in Denmark.

Mass unemployment - not unemployment in general (was not yet a political phrase in 1997 as a 
point of view) - is a social phenomenon which threatens society in its social existence. It leads to a 
huge contradiction, which mainly real politicians - from whatever political direction - create when 
they blame the too high social benefits of the state as the main cause of this phenomenon (see here: 
mailto Steinbrück; page 264). 
The uncovering of the contradiction becomes possible only with a clear look at the past: Through 
the use of technologies, we have managed to achieve much higher productivity over time. However,
the results of these productivity increases were not used to strengthen social unity but, on the 
contrary, to weaken it, and this for the sake of short-term profit maximization of "entrepreneurial 
forces" (mainly consisting of managers). They accepted the associated loss of jobs. The fact that 
labor was the main indicator of a social distribution key was lost sight of at the time when the 



powerful found their money too much and therefore their own time scarce, because their concern 
revolved only around their own money. The search for risk reduction in investments began and took
on global proportions with the demand for worldwide free trade.
More and more refused to maintain and fairly distribute the total value of societal social benefits of 
days and times past. They cited globalization as their main argument.
To consider today's social benefits as the main cause of the phenomenon of mass unemployment 
can only spring from a brain like that of a realpolitik politician or journalist. This brain has because 
of constant sentimentalism, - if one does not assume the most primitive egoism - only feelings for 
the present and for the special client care. It is therefore incapable of drawing a mental line between
past and future. Which is why the momentary freedom of this brain is also free of past or future 
thoughts or ideas. Terms that don't fit in are resembled, sub-terms are made into main terms or 
incomprehensible gibberish is spoken:
Sample: "Jeder muss im job permanently seine intangible assets mit high risk neu relaunchen und 
seine skills so posten, dass die benefits alle ratings sprengen, damit der cash-flow stimmt. Wichtig 
ist corporate-identity, die mit perfect customizing und eye catchern jedes Jahr geupgedatet wird!” 
(HilmarKopper in the circle of the clueless at the beginning of the financial crisis)

Democracy is ultimately dependent on understanding, and group slang in this sense is highly 
delimiting and therefore problematic. It endangers basic democratic principles. Cheekily and 
brazenly one says (like FriMe) then instead of income distribution wage distribution, so that the 
income of all does not come into the field of vision and so the won own vested interests and those 
of their clientele remain untouched. Not the social circumstances but the money, which can easily 
be shifted abroad in the form of goods, becomes the measure of all things. In this way, until 2008 
and in recent years, we grew to become the permanent world export champion with a positive but 
unbalanced balance of payments. In the way of the unbalanced balance of payments, we have - if it 
is still clarified who this WE is - made others highly indebted.
The phenomenon of mass unemployment contains other causes and it always has a past. It has 
formed from decades of wrong income distribution and property formation. Over wage earners and 
profit earners (Erich Preiser) a veil (tax scrub) was laid, which covertly favored income and profits 
from real estate, shares and monetary investments in connection with this tax policy and generously
included frauds such as the Cum-Ex transactions, untouched for over a decade. Only in the summer 
of 2021 was criminal liability established by the BGH. 

The national product has not been fairly distributed over a long period of time. This can be seen in 
Germany in the distribution of real estate ownership per capita compared to other European 
countries, where it is much more widely distributed. The fact that this could be partly due to high 
production costs was never considered in Germany. It was better to burden workers with this 
problem, who are suffering from high rents. Therefore, what endangers "Germany as a business 
location" the most is the disproportionate growth of income from wealth (increase from 1988 to 
1992: 97%, almost doubling in 4 years). These incomes are predominantly earned by the non-
wealthy. Strange that this is happening in the age of German unity. 

This naive (or was it intentional?) tax policy, which brought about the state of this agony in almost 
two decades, has overburdened the factor "human labor" - and it alone is capable of giving value to 
money and things. In contrast, the consumption factor, which goes beyond basic needs, has 
remained virtually untouched. The dilettantism of those days also included the increase in value-
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added tax - later increased again by the CO2 tax(eco-tax) - on things of basic need (water and 
energy). It is precisely in this cost area that Germany is 30% above the European average.
But the now short-sightedly aimed privatization of the social to relieve the production market (or 
should not the labor market be relieved?) is political cynicism in the age of absolute individualism 
with its preferred manifestation, the "relationship of two for a time". This separates at the slightest 
demand for mobility and therefore itself becomes a social problem in the form of isolation, single 
parenthood and childlessness. Privatization also always means concentration, as well as pushing 
things into the invisible realm of society. Into the area, where one no longer hears and sees the 
problems, the personal belongings fit into a station wagon. A good solution for those with vested 
interests, because the actual cause, the wrong income distribution, remains untouched.
We write meanwhile the year 2002 and Germany lies in the European Union with its value added 
tax rate in the penultimate place, exactly: before the service country Luxembourg, where this low 
rate presumably also makes sense as a service society. However, it has not yet occurred to anyone 
here that it is precisely this low rate that has led to massive economic upheavals in our country, 
which has a much different set of technical equipment. The German tabloid press in particular, 
which is adept at tooting the wrong horn, has declared the VAT to be taboo. It is clear that the 
politicians, who feel called only to spread beautiful news, will not break the taboo of the primitive 
media gods. They fear - as we would say 20 years later - the shitstorm. 
Logic: If one lowers the non-wage labor costs, including the wage tax, and the state compensates 
for this revenue reduction via the value-added tax, then, in addition to human productive output, 
machine productive output is also more strongly and more fairly used to cover social contributions. 
This political step significantly improves the competitive relationship between man and machine in 
favor of man and, incidentally, is a more effective step against undeclared work. The expensive 
"standing army" of police and customs officers deployed against undeclared work can be reduced or
devoted to better tasks. 

Theses:
I. A consumption-oriented tax, which really taxes the final product on the market and serves the 
social interests by law, is always fairer than an arbitrary, i.e. unfounded, taxation in the production 
process, which primarily includes the ancillary wage costs and then the wage and CO2 tax (eco-
tax). A consumption-oriented taxation aims at the money holder and takes also such products into 
the obligation, which were not provided in the country (customs effect).
II. a tax can be legitimized in a democratic state only by a direct or indirect social task. The tax is 
therefore not an end in itself. It has to serve a canon of social values in which the competition of 
values is self-contained according to historical standards (answering the "social question"). 
Historically, a well-founded science-ethical control theory and doctrine should have developed long
ago, which is considered politically inviolable.
This canon of values should be incorporated into the constitution. Only within this framework 
should tax levies be justified in order to avoid political tax dilettantism (Friedrich Merz and his beer
mat nonsense).

 III Against the background of "technical development", problems arise which require a constant 
review of the answers to the "social question".
( The "Social Question" is not a conceptualization of the author but it belongs to the political 
conceptual world since the 18th century).
The year was 2003, and on January 15, 2003, the Formula 1 racing regulations were changed and 
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most of the electronics were banned from the racing cars. The reason: the smaller racing teams 
could no longer afford the development costs for these expensive electronics. They were inferior to 
the competition from the outset. There was a danger that the profitable game of "Formula 1" would 
collapse at this point. - What the players in Formula 1 achieved should also be expected from the 
politicians. At the moment, however, they are arguing in a Bundestag committee about who told the
biggest tall tales before the 2002 election ). 

Chronicle:
In 2002, the government has just been re-elected and has attributed to itself successes for the past 
four years in which it had no part. On the contrary, although it has recognized that the working part 
of the population can no longer bear the burdens imposed on it, it has added to them with the CO2 
tax (eco-tax): the CO2 tax (eco-tax) hits a product structurally in the wrong place, namely in the 
production phase and not - as it should be - on the market. Because an entrepreneur cannot avoid 
the CO2 tax (eco-tax), he turns to his employees - albeit in a few cases not with a light heart - and 
fires them or turns them into temporary workers. Or from another point of view: the state restricts - 
perhaps without intention but then out of stupidity - the companies' room for maneuver to the 
disadvantage of the employees.
The government has done something it actually wanted to avoid: The CO2 tax (eco-tax) does not 
create jobs overall! The CO2 tax(eco-tax) has the opposite effect, because it is not levied in other 
countries - or not to this extent. Jobs are, because the CO2-tax(ecotax) takes a competitive character
to the job, shifted to temporary jobs or simply abroad. For this reason, the CO2 tax(ecotax) is also 
directed against ecology itself.

Marginal notes:
In the area of non-wage labor costs, there is one fact that is hardly noticed: the percentage of total 
expenditures on the health sector in relation to gross domestic product has not increased in recent 
years. In this context, health insurance contributions should not have increased either. But that has 
happened. So financial shifts must have taken place here to the disadvantage of the contributors. 
Which hardly someone knows, the administrative costs are to lie with the health insurance 
companies in the meantime with 15%. These can be counted even higher, if the administrative work
of physicians and hospitals is included. Physicians, hospitals, Pharma industry etc. represent 
therefore only a part of the expenditure problem. A not insignificant part has escaped public 
attention. These include the administrative costs of the social welfare authorities and non-insurance 
benefits, but also tax revenues on alcohol and cigarette consumption (approx.18.4 billion euros 
annually), which are not made available to the health insurance funds for the specific health damage
caused by this consumption. Then one still wonders about the high wage costs.
"Das Erste" calculated on Nov. 7, 2002 in its program "Panorama" the above outlined 
administrative costs for the health sector and the year 2001 to 20.6 billion euros. At least one 
administrative figure did not appear: The benefit offices, which are set up for civil servants at the 
salary offices.
Here is another thesis for all social insurance schemes: Administrative costs, non-insurance 
benefits, transfer payments to the new states, must be compensated 100 percent by the state, or if 
one does not want to take the state by name, then from tax revenues. This could reduce part of the 
non-wage labor costs (as admitted in 2006, if children were financed from tax revenues, by 2 
percentage points). Children are a non-insurance benefit; they must be borne by society as a whole. 
It is the same with old people. Their illnesses must not endanger the existence of their property. 



Only after their death should they be allowed to dispose of them. Here, too, society as a whole is 
responsible.

Brief stocktaking
The year is 1997, and taxes or, more generally, the charges that citizens have to pay have become 
the focus of public attention in recent months. There is hardly a regulars' table between Flensburg 
and Oberstdorf where this topic has not been debated, and the lament could go like this: "Pensions 
are no longer secure, and in the age of globalization, Germany as a business location is in danger 
because working in Germany has become too expensive."
Under the current economic conditions, pensions are indeed no longer secure and the collapse of 
parts of the social system could occur more quickly than currently projected. However, this is not 
primarily due to the youthfully trimmed pensioners who are enjoying themselves in the sunny south
of Europe, nor to the "work-shy," begging punks who populate our inner cities, but to the 
phenomenon of mass unemployment, which is inhumane for a social and constitutional state. 

The press, however, conveys a different dramaturgy! The fact that the drama is not correct, that the 
demographic factor has a lower priority, while the affordability of pensions depends much more on 
the degree of employment and productivity than on population development - all this is not 
presented. Instead, the press provides emotional material for the regulars' tables and takes part in a 
nasty smear campaign against the elderly. 
 

 Graphic response to a disgusting Bild-campaign 2008 with the slogan: 

"The elders take the power".   

"Labor has become too expensive in Germany." - Also a regulars' table argument! This regulars' 
table argument should be looked at more closely and perhaps accompanied by the question of who 
is supposed to buy the many industrial products if a decent wage (mass purchasing power) is not 
paid? Starvation wages, mass unemployment and a multitude of pensions, the value of which is 
increasingly landing in the area of social welfare, cannot conjure up the necessary mass purchasing 
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power. - A disastrous mistake has also been made by the cost bearers of "German Unity". Only 
dynamic income ratios in the form of the solidarity surcharge were used to balance the burden, 
which placed a considerable burden on the labor factor. What the state generally refuses to do in 
supporting pensions, it has simply redistributed here via the solidarity surcharge. The existing assets
of the old Federal Republic and the accrued assets of the ex-GDR were left unscathed by this; in 
other words, a fair equalization of burdens never took place. 

Peculiar phenomena:
The number of people out of work according to official statistics (March 97 and, coincidentally, 
March 03 again) has reached a level of about 4.7 million. The misery connected with it is not to be 
described and while this number drifts obviously inexorably upward by a failed tax policy, another 
value, the DAX, climbs likewise inexorably upward ( as it turned out later in the year 2000 after a 
high of 8136 points, a manipulated happening). The profit situation of German companies has never
looked better than at the moment: high unemployment in the current economic situation also means 
high profits for wealthy people, according to the motto: an economy without workers is the best. 
That is why the DAX is at the highest level in its history. The high DAX level says nothing about 
the capital gains without the quantitative valuation of the stock market turnover (fictitious capital 
gain). However, it is currently driving companies onto the stock market that had never thought of 
taking this step in the past (mail order company Quelle, soccer clubs, Formula 1 and Comic-
Werner/ Rollercoaster). An important economic factor has been completely lost in the 
consciousness of this society with this belief in the stock market, namely the distribution of income.

This appearance goes hand in hand with a lack of solidarity within society. Young people are pitted 
against old people. The question of the termination clause of the intergenerational contract arises. 
"Pensions are not property," certain circles tell themselves. "Property guarantees, however, apply to 
land up to the umpteenth generation", one hears them shout, or they draw up contracts about 
"untimeliness". Whoever objects to this and reveals the contradiction of this rapacious attitude is 
dragged as "social envy" by the agitation agencies of these lobbyists and their media.
What many still do not know is that the Federal Constitutional Court granted pensions the status of 
property as early as 1980. However, political forces were never satisfied with this ruling. Property 
protects the individual from state and bureaucratic interference. If this principle is violated and 
political bungling e.g. decouples pensions from economic development in order to adapt them to the
ailing cash situation with bogus logic (Hartz IV), those who can afford it will go abroad. (Boris 
Becker, Michael Schumacher and 2006 already follow them massively our children) So right these 
decisions for Becker and Schumacher can be personally, a salary-dependent or pensioner cannot 
escape against the access of the state and its organs on its gross salary or its pension in the same 
way.

At the same time, the state is not petty in its access. By the time a conventional employee has 
literally regenerated himself (food, sleep, clothing, retirement and health care), he has been taxed on
over 50% of his gross income. Employer and employee contributions to social security have also 
been added to gross income here. There is a special reason for this: the employer contributions are 
conditional wages. They give employers a say in the relevant institutions. On the employee's side, 
this leads to another disadvantage: On the employer's side, these contributions are rightly listed as 
wage costs. They burden each employee individually. Even if he does not see anything of this, he 
then feels this personally at the latest when the company asks how high the actual costs of the 



employee are, when the company is to be slimmed down and the question of dismissal arises for the
wage-earner. 

Sleight Of Hand of the State
First trick: Non-insurance benefits
In general, the state can do whatever it wants with the money it collects in the form of taxes 
(nonaffection principle). This is actually an untenable state of affairs, which proves that there is no 
scientific binding tax theory that puts a stop to politically arbitrary tax interventions. Thus, the state 
is not obligated to use the cigarette tax for special health programs and certainly not for smokers 
with cancer. Nor is it obligated to use all the money it draws from motor vehicle traffic for safe 
traffic routes. What most people don't know is that when the state levies taxes, it is also allowed to 
issue money. Which means nothing else, that to the other side of the coin of taxes, debts belong.

Just as in the tax sector, the state behaves with the same arbitrariness in the social security sector, 
although this should not be possible because of the ownership structure. Nevertheless, this happens 
before the eyes of the public, without this sleight of hand being noticed to any great extent by those 
affected. Let's take the topic of pension taxation: By imposing non-insurance benefits on the social 
security funds, the state is using a disguised tax levy on the corresponding group of people. Civil 
servants, for example, are not affected because they do not belong to this group of people. This line 
of argument is not directly plausible, but to the extent that the state denies a group of people a fair 
subsidy from tax revenues, it indirectly causes this group to be taxed. Any accountant can confirm 
this. Children do not pay any contributions to health insurance funds. They are co-insured free of 
charge with their parents. That makes sense. It is unfair, however, that the state is burdening the 
costs of this co-insurance solely on the community of insured persons - from which the employers 
now want to withdraw bit by bit - without taking care of a compensation.
One of the worst types of non-insurance benefits is early retirement. In the interest of large 
enterprises, many older employees were sent early -just over fifty- into retirement in the name of 
government (Norbert Blüm, CDU), employers' association and unions. As a result, Germany had 
the lowest retirement age in the world in the mid-1990s.
This shows that even democratic systems have certain forms of misappropriation. This 
embezzlement had a double effect: on the one hand, it helped companies to rejuvenate their 
workforce, and on the other hand - and this is the most perfidious thing - it proved to the paying 
employees that their future pension rights were no longer sustainable if they did not work at least 
until 67.
A hidden but nevertheless immediate effect is: the generational contract is coming under pressure as
a result of such parlor games. The government has created a generation problem that really should 
not exist in this way. 

These non-insurance benefits were originally imposed on the insured community years ago. In this 
way, the state burdens the insured community with well over 20 billion euros per year. This cannot 
be determined exactly from here, because the author only has figures from the press at his disposal. 
It certainly does not include the 10 billion euros that are paid out of the pension fund to the new 
states and the costs of early retirement. Like this and early retirement, they are uncalculated new 
burdens from politics and lobbyistism. A few years ago, the state agreed to reimburse 8 billion of 
these costs. This was less out of political insight and also not as it should be unconditionally as 
more on the developed public pressure happened. Although the state has already made a veiled 



taxation of the pension payments over its intervention of the insurance-foreign achievements, it acts
in such a way, as if a taxation of the pensions in large parts did not happen up to now. The state ( in 
the manifestation of the present government) wants to tax the pensions thus again. This accountant's
trick should be clarified before the constitutional court. However, one must pray that the judges of 
this court see through the jungle of interests.

This is a radical injustice when other forms of ownership are used for comparison. If someone has 
invested his money in real estate, the sales proceeds are not taxable after a short period of shame. 
Likewise share profits or profitable reserves of the economy and enterprises (final storage) have 
been exempted from taxation. ( As can be seen, the state is trying to put some things right in 2002. 
It remains to be seen whether the CDU/CSU majority with its state of Bavaria, which never signed 
the Basic Law, will play along in the Bundesrat). 

Second trick: the low inflation rate
In recent years, the state has managed to constantly cut the incomes of dependent employees 
(solidarity surcharge, introduction of long-term care insurance, higher contributions to traditional 
social insurances, co-payments for illness, cures, etc.). If a normal earner is required to pay more 
for the purchase of a product, this can be called inflation. However, the officially published inflation
rate is only calculated using a fictitious basket of goods. This basket of goods is a dubious construct
of the prevailing economic doctrine, even if it was compiled with meticulousness. It suffers from 
monistic monetarism; i.e. the world is viewed and explained exclusively from the point of view of 
money (monetary). This basket does not respond to any significant changes in consumer behavior 
and does not indicate the ways in which a consumer finds his product: Whether it is a retailer in the 
neighborhood or a discounter on a greenfield site. An asocial transformation with the formula: 
"Supply and demand regulate the price." The time condition of a product combines with the 
warranty period or the insolvency of a company and increases the throwaway rate.

The officially calculated inflation rate therefore does not show how the mass of the population 
constantly has to work longer or save or travel further distances for a product. These additive time 
expenditures for obtaining a product are not included in the current inflation index. Also the falling 
durability of the products altogether, the changes in the benefit catalogs of the insurance to 
disadvantage of the insured ones or legal obsolescence regulations e.g. with passenger cars or house
heaters would have to be actually added to the inflation index. (One considers please that the birth 
of a new middle class car begins with 20 tons of waste and therefore the legal obsolescence 
regulations for older products serve everything else than the environment).
With this official art only a relation between selected goods on the one hand and money on the other
hand is established. Whereby it still has to be clarified here what money is. Man and his labor 
power in the form of his real wage and the constant working time extensions and wage cuts do not 
appear in it. There is no small share package in this basket of goods. The reasons why a share 
package does not belong in the shopping basket would still have to be taught. Here, the world is 
turned upside down: With shares, one is happy when they become more expensive if one is on the 
right side. The fact that shares are not to be found in the shopping basket should raise at least some 
doubts against the use of the term inflation. 

As shown here, the official concept of inflation is more psychological than real. At present, it is 
used to create the illusion of stability, which does not exist. Who are these people who "calculate" a 



percentage figure to two decimal places? Exactly to one ten-thousandth of the assumed value of the 
goods! A ritual is taking place here, and the longer we stare at it, the more time is lost in 
recognizing the essential causes of an emerging crisis. That economic stability is endangered by 
mass unemployment is not realized by most. These believe that monetary stability will sort things 
out. But monetary stability cannot bring about or guarantee economic stability. It may be 
meaningless if mass unemployment is present. 

Third trick: extension of working hours or working life along with permanent relativization of 
wages and pensions to the level of social welfare.

A word monster is placed on this level and is called: demographic factor for some and sustainability
factor for others. This word monster is to assert itself alone in the style of the typical monism 
without correlative connection to other terms and mental levels. Although brought in as a factor, 
nobody gives information about which factors the demographic factor is further connected with. To 
pronounce it is supposed to be proof enough of the existence of a problem. Another word monster is
called "knowledge society". Standing alone, these words form tautologies, i.e. when invoked, most 
listeners fall into a kind of devotion of circular reasoning and do not notice what inculcated 
delusion they are devoting their time to. They realize too late that they are only hollow metaphors 
that belong to a Ponzi scheme that is driving them to their doom. They don't notice how private 
pension insurance is propped up by tax rebates, helping to secure the good present, the risks of the 
future. The fact that this tax rebate was possibly stolen via non-insurance benefits could no longer 
be kept apart in the tax pot that was stirred through. This hidden advantage for the private sector is 
now becoming apparent in the rapid recovery of the DAX after 2000, which is just as world-
champion-like in its comparative class as exports. Whether one should be proud of this also 
challenges the question in which world one lives. While we are still pondering this, the best minds 
of our knowledge society are migrating abroad, because our present can no longer shape the future. 

If pure mathematics - and it is responsible, after all, when the word factor is invoked - were 
capable of solving problems, then we would be better off in the world. But even mathematics can 
only describe what exists and point to things that are yet to be discovered. But perhaps the problem 
lies in monistic thinking and not in mathematics. A good mathematics teacher could already drive 
us mad when he gave us as sextans the three-sentence problem: "It takes one worker a thousand 
days to build a house. How many days does it take a thousand workers?"

Monism means to fix the world on a solely valid principle without sufficient boundary 
considerations. This thinking, for example, is not able to explore the limits of growth and probably 
does not want to. To maintain prosperity, growth is simply assumed. The bare demand comes along 
in the dress of a doctrine and with which we dutifully give the answer: "A thousand workers need 
one day," without considering that they are in each other's way. Thus, according to this thinking, it 
happens that with the view of growth itself high debts are included, which indicate the limits of 
growth and which actually already belong to the doctrine of decay. But this doctrine will never 
exist, because it disturbs the positive, prosperous thinking with its belief in growth and in which 
only the superficial finds its place: 
If someone would have brought only one cent to the savings bank at Christ's birth and this would have been 
provided with an annual interest only of 2.5%, then he would have today in the year 2004 a fortune of 30 

trillion euros (extra for the USA, the number written out: 30 000 000 000 000 000 € ). A fortune so 



big, that in the end nobody can serve, because the whole mankind has to serve one person, who 
owns this fortune (inevitable monopoly and concentration process).
If someone in monistic manner believes to have to contest this example with the remarks that in the 
year 1 there was no bank and also not the euro and nobody becomes 2004 years old, then he ignores
that this formula is already effective today by the existence of large institutions. In them, these 
"potential growth laws" are made effective both by trillion-dollar assets and by time periods that 
span generations.
However, this formula also contains the law of decay, as we have already seen before in the 
example of the rule of three "house building". To believe that one could counter these laws, whose 
factors are to be found in a simple known formula, with a demographic factor, which determines the
rate of the necessary progressive procreation, errs enormously, because it sets another snowball 
system on this formula in motion (overpopulation). The only conclusion that must be drawn from 
the constantly ubiquitous and undeniable formula is that financial and commodity systems of any 
kind, will collapse at some point, often with warlike conflict. Any business that seeks profit or gain 
beyond its necessity will be slavishly bound to this formula. It is known as the compound interest 
formula. It is not the formula and not money and its interest, it is profit or profit in its excessive 
form. This prosperous system is moving toward a point where it will collapse under its own 
greatness. Thinking about this, people have been saving each other for decades and it is currently 
continuing at the cryptocurrency level.
Thesis 1: Anyone who cannot bring unemployment - or shouldn't it be better to say youth 
unemployment first - close to zero also has no right to use the term "demographic factor" in a 
formula.
Who does it nevertheless, hides its noble fascism behind isolated applied mathematical formulas, 
incites thereby young against old and drives simply expressed Volksverhetzung. After all, in 1930 
demographers still claimed that Germany would have only 45 million inhabitants by the end of the 
century. Just the representatives of the globalism owe us in this connection the explanation why the 
world population still grows. The fact that the state of full employment once existed for a short 
moment in history is precisely the doom in which we are moving. This fate led us to believe that 
human labor alone, and thus no other related productivity, was responsible for securing social 
welfare.
Thesis 2: The knowledge society needs highly educated individuals who either do not produce 
offspring for a long time or do not produce offspring at all, especially not the socially necessary 
offspring themselves or have them produced. In order to secure themselves for old age, they allow 
themselves to be highly paid.
Thesis 3: There is no conclusive proof that having a large number of children is synonymous with 
social wealth.    

Advance payments and guarantees of the state (A fairy tale)
here: Pension, distance requirement to social welfare, the Federal Republic is thus in the bottom 
third in Europe with a tendency to fall further. If one looks more exactly, the reason of this misery 
lies in the hidden access of the state to the social security funds with the instrument of the non-
insurance benefits. This makes it possible to constantly feign empty pension and social security 
funds and to conduct bogus discussions with the help of arbitrarily set factors, leaving out the most 
fundamental factor: the inflation factor. (Just one example: Argentina, which cannot be considered 
economically underdeveloped, had an inflation rate of 20 percent in 2007). The omission of such a 
factor can therefore only be described as political arbitrariness, and the discussions triggered by 
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stupid journalism on the subject, in which the young are set upon the old, act as if one were in the middle of 
an empty desert among a nomadic population. Not a word about the fact that distributional issues include the
gain and size of productivity, and equally not a word about who created the necessary infrastructure, which 
includes education. A young nomad is still aware that his existence is based on the old. But in our country, 
certain circles believe that they can hide this with tabloid chatter.

In fact, the incomes of the middle and lower strata of the population have been falling for more than eight 
years, but not to the benefit of pensions. They have fallen even more sharply. Only the gains from income 
and assets have risen steeply. The inflation rate was not a factor in these gains.
Inflation had a completely different effect on pensions. They are falling steadily due to inflation averaging 
3% per year. While some lament about the greedy old, pensions have been falling continuously for years, and
not just due to inflation alone. This is because politicians have repeatedly asked pensioners to foot the bill 
particularly heavily:
 
   -Multiple times in this time the contributions to the nursing and to the health insurance were increased.
   -There is a higher deductible for medical services,
   -a practice fee (which has since been abolished again)
   -an increased tax rate
   -and several zero rounds.

A rogue, who thinks thereby of a driving hunt to the private insurances. 

By downgrading their pension entitlement, by not including the rate of inflation and by raising the retirement
age, which ties older people to place and time, the elderly have been literally plundered double and triple by 
politicians in cahoots with disgustingly stupid media violence in connection with non-insurance benefits. 
This amounts to a partial expropriation. The fact that the old and weak live at the expense of the able-bodied 
and not only alone the young people is a banality unparalleled. It is an obligation or a debt whose context of 
meaning is best answered by the question, "Where do we actually live?"

That is why the loans taken out by a state cannot be questioned as a whole but only in their amount of an 
existing over-indebtedness. To present the earned pension claim, which is to be regarded as property, as a 
threatening phenomenon of exploitation of young people is a perfidious perversion. This claim is to be 
settled alone already by the time urgency of the older humans more highly than various money or hereditary 
claims, because by the time urgency the sentence becomes the truth: Postponed right is withdrawn right! If 
this property of the older people belongs on the test stand, then any other property also. Because to the 
relation of a subset of the property like the pension claim, the total quantity of the property within a people 
stands and not an indiscriminately conjured up relation between young and old. That this does not happen in 
this way is another case of political arbitrariness and is very similar to racism or misogyny in its cynical 
mindset.

Consequently, people now imagine that they can reorient the system to the supposedly risk-free capital cover,
which also includes the financial product "Riester pension," without having to discuss what happened to this 
capital cover in the U.S. real estate crisis, engineered at the beginning of the millennium. Slowly, it is 
beginning to shine through that financial products are predominantly metaphysical phenomena. They are 
based 98 percent merely on claim and promise, and as we now know, also on deception (ranking) in the 
global space. It is striking that we always think only in moments and hardly in periods of time. How a future 

perspective can be developed from this remains a mystery. Other countries, such as Switzerland, have long 
since reacted to this or were better advised from the outset.

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mackenroth-These
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The phenomenon is that in times of plenty, no problems are discovered and necessary procedural 
changes were therefore not reported for more than 40 years, as was the case here. It was not until 
the scarcity of resources at the turn of the millennium that the swindle of non-insurance benefits 
was uncovered. Unfortunately, this realization has not yet found a sufficient place in political 
minds. The people's disaffection from politics is now so great that non-voters could form the largest
faction. 

The productivity of the economy and the consequences for jobs
The whining about Germany as a business location drowns out the fact that it is possible to produce 
quite well here in Germany. Conditions are safe, there are few strikes and social unrest is not to be 
expected. On the other hand, however, fewer and fewer jobs are needed under this flourishing 
situation. Here, competition has been created for the human labor force. This competition has been 
created by the human labor force itself and is difficult to put a name to. In competition with the 
human labor force is the machine, the robot, the computer. The latter is to be equipped with 
artificial intelligence in the near future.
Whether people cower in horror at this scenario or whether they observe and analyze the technical 
development in its impact on themselves in order to draw effective and just conclusions with the 
help of politics is the decisive question for the near future. After all, no one has yet entertained the 
idea of abolishing the exhaust catalytic converter in motor vehicles for economic reasons. 
Admittedly, this is a modest example of the fact that conditions can also be imposed on technology 
via politics.
The problem does not exist only since today (Social Question): Man is exposed to a tremendous 
pressure to adapt by the machines. A machine does not suffer and does not tire and does not create 
values for itself. For its functionality it even makes use of the people assigned or hired out to it. The
paradox is now that the human being is occupied by its productivity even up to its maintenance 
expenditure (raising, food, living, dressing, health) with high nationally ordered taxes, while its 
colleague robot can set off its wear and tear fiscally and does not pay for its productivity any 
appropriate taxes, i.e. wage tax, income tax, social security contributions. What is invested frees up 
manpower.
Here the owner of the machines comes into the discussion immediately, who obtains the profit from
the whole affair according to conventional opinion. To call this owner simply a capitalist and to 
regard him as the cause of all evil would certainly be the simplest thing to do, but it would not make
sense. Another quick fix would be to make the colleague "robot" pay on the spot in the same way as
the human being does in the corresponding situation. So, social contributions, wage tax, etc. The 
better idea would be, if the human being would also not be called upon to make these payments. 
This would abruptly reduce wage costs (non-wage labor costs). 

 The value-added tax creates jobs ...
....aber not with the current political constellation.
This simple assertion requires explanation. For the time being, only a mental game will help us 
here: We summarize the wage and income tax and set the rounded value at 125 billion euros per 
year. The sales tax, which consists mainly of the value-added tax, is named as such and its value is 
rounded to 120 billion euros per year (as of 1997).
Now here's the thought: If the value-added tax were doubled, it would be possible to forego the 
collection of wage and income taxes. Whether this makes sense in this absolute form remains to be 
seen. We will stick to this idea, which will be modified later.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Versicherungsfremde_Leistungen


The starting point of this consideration was man as a productive force and the machine as a 
productive force. They are in competition with each other with the tendency that man is subject to 
this relationship as reified labor power. Unemployment, which has been growing for two decades, 
and the associated black labor is one of the unmistakable signs of this.

Partial human being
As technology has progressed, the machine has also changed its nature, which is why the term 
machine, as we use it today, is no longer sufficient. Take, for example, the speech computer now 
appearing on the market; it is expected to release an army of secretaries as early as the next decade.
The products of technology are becoming more and more human-like in their capabilities and this 
manifestation would have to be given a new name.Teilmensch (Partial human being) could be 
called this machine manifestation.
This partial human being is in his productivity more similar to the human being than to the animal 
or the conventional machine. There is the danger that the human being has to subordinate himself to
this partial human being in many areas. In contrast to the human being, this partial human being 
does not pay corresponding taxes or social security contributions in the production phase. He 
disadvantages his competitor man with it in an unprecedented way and lets him feel this in the 
phenomenon mass unemployment. 
The German economy suffers a loss of more than 100 billion euros annually due to mass 
unemployment. Mass unemployment is the most important reason why the national debt is not 
being reduced but continues to grow.

Compensation at the production level
This unprecedented disadvantage demands compensation, even at the production level outlined 
here. However, how could one determine and fix the wage and thereupon the wage tax and social 
security contributions of the partial human being? This might become extremely difficult, as this 
was already often thought in a machine tax. However, one could massively reduce the wage tax 
and/or the social security contributions of the human being on the production level and instead 
impose a correspondingly higher sales tax on the finished and competitive product. This includes 
the much-cited case of two craftsmen providing services to each other having to raise four to five 
times their hourly wages to pay each other's bills. It was not the social contributions on the wages 
that accounted for the largest amount, but the capital expenditures of the often unneeded machines.

The competitive situation in which people find themselves in relation to these machines would thus 
be weakened. Human labor will become cheaper, which means no loss of wages at this level, and 
generally more competitive, even on an international scale. Unemployment will fall and be 
correspondingly lower in the future. The intervention would also have a pleasant additional effect 
for the entrepreneur: the product is created with less risk in the production phase. This, in turn, 
increases the entrepreneur's investment intentions. 

The fact that goods from abroad are also subject to the increase in value-added tax would have a 
side effect for the state that is pleasant as a source of revenue. Undeclared work and low-cost jobs 
(610 mark jobs) would reduce or lose their negative impact on normal jobs because the normal jobs 
would have become cheaper due to the tax relief (taxes and social contributions). Wage-intensive 
industries, such as construction or skilled trades with a maximum number of employees (priority 
application of physiocratic principles) could bring the wage costs into a reduced VAT. This would 



be another step against black labor and for a regionalization of money, which many economists 
advocate, but without a plan on how to make it happen. Undeclared work - with the exception here 
of social fraud - would shrink to a smaller size because it could no longer be defined in this way. 
Organized illicit work would have a hard time asserting itself against it. The army of police and 
customs officers could be called upon for other tasks instead of combating undeclared work.
In addition, the increase in value-added tax would have placed a significant hurdle in the way of 
competition from low-wage countries or the outsourcing of production abroad. For the entrepreneur,
the protection of his products manufactured here would have been further strengthened, and for the 
employee, this would have meant further improved job security. 

Political will
Where there is no political will, there is no way. Of course, these revenue deficits of the state and 
the community would have to be compensated in some other way. One choice is the value-added 
tax. It is the only tool that can be used for this magnitude. However, current policymakers tend to 
conduct their affairs in a fiscal "haircut" or lawnmower fashion.
Political forces today must recognize that unemployment is the No. 1 issue. Many of the financial 
problems would not exist if timely countermeasures had been taken. If the political intention is to 
massively increase the value-added tax beyond the day, then one would also have to rethink its 
distribution. A major change could only succeed if it were anchored in the Basic Law. One problem,
for example, is the church tax. The churches in Germany have a vested interest in ensuring that the 
absolute income from wage and income taxes is as high as possible. Changing the ratios to value-
added tax is not in the churches' interest.

In Switzerland, for example, this has been discussed for some time. There, people think in other 
time dimensions. An increase of the value added tax by the double one gives a time frame of 10 to 
15 years. This leads to an annual increase of about 1%. From this time frame, it is already apparent 
that this matter is not part of the day-to-day political maneuvering of any government. It is control 
in the truest sense of the word, because under these conditions negative effects are not so great and 
can be corrected without massive intervention.
Perhaps Switzerland has it easier in some things, because political specifications can be made 
across all party lines, even via a referendum. Because this is not possible in Germany, the two major
people's parties should have long ago developed a sense for temporary and planned cooperation. 
The vacuum that currently exists here is created by party-political power instincts ( example: the 
great tax reform and the inability to introduce it). 

Who is footing the bill?
At first glance, it looks like it's the much-quoted little man, because if VAT were increased, his 
breakfast roll would become more expensive and he would simplistically regard this as inflation. 
But the luxury yacht that his rich neighbor buys would also have become more expensive. The 
neighbor has already hinted to him over the garden fence that we pay too much tax. Hypnotized in 
this way, the little man looks at his breakfast roll again and is annoyed about the 6 pfennigs that he 
would supposedly have to pay more for it in 15 years. He is so annoyed about this and does not 
realize that he does not have to pay this high VAT rate on food. He therefore overlooks other more 
important facts, e.g. the fact that in Germany he has to pay the full VAT rate on medicines, so the 
state is placing an unjustified burden on basic medical care. Of course, it should also apply here that
it is a matter of basic care. 



Are we paying too much tax? The tax ratio, i.e. the ratio of tax revenues to gross domestic product 
(or gross national product), will fall to 22.34 percent in 1997, the lowest level since 1960. The 
whining that we pay too much tax is probably based on the golden rule, learn to complain without 
suffering. The question should therefore be different:
Who is paying too much tax and who is paying too little tax (or better, levies)? A comparison of the 
development of income tax shows that it has fallen from about 45 billion since 1992 to about 4.5 
billion in 1997. The reason for this is the many write-offs that the state granted to the large financial
assets.
Please do not be misled by people who claim that the gross domestic product also includes foreign 
services of other nations. Without a self-sufficiency factor, which would have to be recorded for 
each nation beyond day and year and which does not exist yet, such claims are only meant to cause 
confusion.  

A higher value-added tax leads to a simplification of the tax system
If wage and income taxes were drastically reduced, then certain tax ratios that have repeatedly led 
to resentment among the population, such as spousal splitting, certain forms of small income, small 
savings deposits, stock profits, etc., could lose their significance: The tensions that have arisen, 
which currently exist in the intergenerational contract, would also subside in this way.
(For what is not apparent is that it is not exclusively the national debt that burdens future 
generations. Rather it is the money in general, hoarded in immortal organizations: If, for example, 
the nuclear industry builds up reserves because it wants to use them to finance the final disposal of 
nuclear waste, it is burdening future generations despite the fact that disposal jobs will be created: 
Reserves are hoarding, they are claims on the future. A special legacy, so to speak, because the heir 
cannot reject the inheritance). 

Something is wrong with the calculation
Yes, the total amount of social security contributions paid per year (approx. 190 billion euros) has 
been misappropriated here. This looks like a milkmaid's calculation, but it is not. Even a 3% 
reduction in the unemployment rate can save the state budget 30-40 billion euros a year. Lowering 
the unemployment rate is the primary goal.
If, in view of the astonishingly low tax rate, one asks who actually bears the main burden of 
taxation here, there is no getting around an increase in value-added tax. This increase would hit 
those who are able to spend. It is primarily those who appear through exclusive consumer behavior. 
It is a strange sign when consumption of luxury goods increases in times of need.

 But welfare recipients and pensioners can also be affected if certain goods and services are not 
exempted from the VAT increase (heat, roof over one's head, food, health. This rule was violated by 
the red/green government under Schröder at the end of 2002). However, the people in these groups 
are currently being hit much harder in their quality of life by the constant government austerity and 
cutbacks. The VAT increase could only hit these groups - if at all - in a start-up phase.
The measure "VAT up - wage/income tax and social contributions down" would have had the 
following effect on a normal earner: his net income has risen. The higher value-added tax, however,
takes away this profit.
Result: Plus-minus-zero?
Not quite: The non-visible profit lies in the improved protection of his job, i.e. in the secured, 
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Supplements:
 
N 1: Inflation and government debt once again.
Now it is becoming known that the railroads are 100 billion euros short of what they need to 
refurbish their rail network. Since this shortfall did not arise overnight, it is fair to say that the 
Federal Republic has been living from hand to mouth in this sector over the past 15 years.
The state sells its businesses and books the sales proceeds in the current budgets. Despite this, the 
national debt continues to rise. Meanwhile, it is clear that the state lacks the money for the future 
pensions of its civil servants. Amount: an 11-digit euro sum. Because this money was missing, it 
should have been added to the inflation index spread over all years.

N 2: Pension once again
In the current pension consensus talks, the focus is on private pensions. What is not taken into 
account is that the elderly leave behind material assets that can be adequately described by the term 
infrastructure. In part, these are services provided by our ancestors, such as tunnel systems or 
relocated mountains. The argument of indebted future generations is a "killer argument" if it is not 
introduced in a differentiated way. The elderly have a claim to the redemption of these values in the 
form of pensions.
This has its meaning for the intergenerational contract, in which the older person stands as a 
creditor. That is why the old-age pension cannot be derived from the demographic factor alone. At 
present, it is the Bavarian Minister President Stoiber who wants to reduce the old-age pension via 
the demographic factor. The focus, however, must be on the productivity factor of a society, which 
includes not only the human workforce but also, to an increasing extent, the mechanical forces. The 
productivity factor is most simply and fairly tapped and distributed by means of a value-added tax. 
In this respect, the suggestion for the financing of an unconditional basic income is not completely 
absurd. The real question here, however, apart from its feasibility, is whether this should be at the 
top of the priority list of existing social problems. 
Bare access to pensions without taking into account the property situation as a whole is likely to 
have constitutional consequences if assets and inheritance are not used to address social problems at
the same time. This follows from the constitutionally, safeguarded status of old-age pensions as 
property. Controversial, constitutional interventions here could be largely avoided through value-
added tax financing.
Political thinking must guard against falling prey to the cynicism inherent in the feasibility of the 
forbidden: By the time courts have clarified the circumstances, the vast majority of those affected 
will have passed away.
Saving constantly increases indebtedness, especially when it is done in an organized way rather 
than by the individual, because the growth of capital through interest must be accompanied by 
constantly increasing indebtedness. (With one exception, the system collapses). Private pension 
systems are organized and thus burden subsequent generations in a much more dangerous way than 
the pay-as-you-go system does. The pay-as-you-go system acts in the here and now and can 



respond to economic situations. It is a token system, because one acquires expectation points whose
value is calculated in each case from the prevailing economic conditions. However, this only 
becomes apparent when it comes to pension reductions, which are also possible in this token 
system. Private pension systems, on the other hand, are extremely rigid and expensive. They cannot 
respond sufficiently promptly, situationally, or locally to economic fluctuations. 
There is another reason to fund pensions out of a general consumption tax, and that concerns the 
flow of money and savings. After all, anyone who puts money aside in any form saves and stops the
flow of money to begin with. This brings us directly to the Riester pension, which is being offered 
to us in a false economic situation (sharp drop in consumption). This pension money flows into 
funds and is supposed to increase there as much as possible. But in certain economic situations - 
such as a recession - this pension saving can have a counterproductive effect and we cannot correct 
this mistake because we have been contractually committed to this saving for a long time. Saving 
then may very well cripple growth if everyone does it. A private pension that is introduced as if 
with a sledgehammer, as happened with Riester, can bring about devastating consequences on 
economic growth. (Erich Preiser; Nationalökonomie heute C.H. Beck 11th edition 1973 page 101 - 
113.):

Saving means non-consumption, no other meaning may be put into it if we want to 
understand what employment theory is all about. Whoever saves, renounces consumption, 
the demand for consumer goods is thus reduced, and if this reduction in demand is not 
compensated by some increase in demand in another area, production and employment in 
the national economy decline. In other words, saving as such, taken by itself, has a 
depressive effect; what makes individuals rich, when everyone does it, becomes the source of 
calamity, unemployment     



Treatises on transparency

Semiotic phenomena and forms of social relations in non-visible spaces

Brainstorming
The Subprivate 

When talking is silver but becomes danger
When silence is not true but Go(e)ld

When only pressure brings more detail
When one question leads to less information

but there are more and more words that cloud everything
When information meets a "wrong moment“
When the predicted constantly comes true

When description is mistaken for explanation
When there is more disorder after work than before it

Denis Vrain Lucas
                              
Boris Becker's marital crisis, Franz Beckenbauer's afterthought, and the case of Christoph Daum, 
the designated German soccer coach, have contributed significantly to the compilation of the 
following collection of terms. These three cases have one thing in common that was bound to catch 
the eye: these three actors maintained two types of social relationships: one socially overt and one 
covert. Importantly, direct visual contact between the partners was prevented - intentionally or 
otherwise - by spaces that were far apart.

The question I want to answer in general with this collection of terms, among others, is: With which
behaviors can a person operate a covert relationship and which conditions must be present? How 
will she, if she is reasonably awake, shape her communication in this relationship triangle? At first 
glance, they may be those that are hardly noticeable, such as silence or weak explanations. 
The opening question opened the field to a complex area of human communication where many 
others had gone before. What was said - the open word, or what was thought to be said - receded 
into the background; instead, what was not said or deliberately concealed suddenly and usually 
unexpectedly came to the fore (later event: Causa Wulff 2011).
12 years later:   
It's like carnival, everything goes haywire. This is also a result of this Merkel vacuum, these days 
with Christian Wulff and his wife and the chief editor of "Bild" with his gelled hair. Light is dark, 
dark is light, transparent is evil, opaque is good. (Georg Diez Spiegel-Online; 14.01.2012)

A moral valuation is hard to find in the following.

 Concept formation, explanation attempts, operationalizing 
      Start : December 2000    
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Film recommendation : Tuvalu; Germany 1999 director: Veit Helmer
Guilty by Suspicion; USA/France 1991 Director: Irwin Winkler Actor: Robert De Niro
Films in which the work of a profiler is well portrayed

Operationalize (as a preface)
An experience with a small child very quickly clarifies the disadvantage that operationalization can 
have: 
This child explains to the adult that he always gets child allowance on Saturdays. The adult 
understands very quickly and changes the word "child allowance" to "pocket money". The child 
discards his ingenious use of the word and adopts the word pocket money.  The following collection
of terms cannot escape this exchange process, although my point is precisely to dislodge some 
terms from thoughtless or arbitrary usage. It is the search for the historical context of a word and 
the words, the images and signs and their timeless rules.

Conceptual confusion (from "synthesis" becomes simply "thesis") or: Or what are we actually 
talking about?
Wolfgang Pauli ( original in " Physics and Transcendence " Hans-Peter Dürr (ed.) page 205 ): 
"Contrary to the strict division of the activities of the human mind into separate departments since 
the 17th century, however, I consider the goal idea of an overcoming of opposites, which includes a 
synthesis encompassing both the rational understanding and the mystical experience of unity, to be 
the expressed or unspoken myth of our own present time."
On the dust jacket of this book, the quotation from Wolfgang Pauli has been changed as follows, 
and thus shortened and falsified: "I consider the target idea of overcoming opposites, to which also 
belongs a thesis encompassing both rational understanding and the mystical experience of unity, to 
be the myth of our own present time."

General communication

Sender and receiver (speaker and listener).
Sender and receiver in the following always represent individuals and are in a social relationship 
with each other. They could also be called speaker and listener. However, this does not simplify the 
situation for the following consideration, because speakers and listeners usually have eye contact 
with each other and are not spatially separated. This does not apply to sender and receiver in the 
sense defined here, because they are in different places most of the time. This point of view is not 
new if we consult the experience of the old postal service. There we know sender and receiver in 
the correspondence.  
Between sender and receiver a tension relationship in the positive - as well as less in the negative - 
sense is built up and maintained by the continuous message or information expectation. This is then 
relieved by the message flow. If this alternation between tension and relaxation is missing, the 
social relationship can get into a crisis, rests at the end or changes into a sham relationship.
The sender always has an information surplus, the receiver usually an information deficit. The 
difference is the information difference. Specifically, this gives rise to the concept of information 
gap. The degree of the information gradient is high in hierarchical systems up to information 



barriers and in democratic systems continuous to flat, so that in the latter no or only small barriers 
are set to the cognitive possibilities. The presence of a secret service, however, is fundamentally 
opposed to the democratic idea, just as in cases where information is traded as a commodity.

Limits of readiness to send and receive; information collapse
Transmitters and receivers are by nature not in a position to maintain their readiness to transmit and 
receive without limits and indefinitely. The organizational structure of senders and receivers can 
reach such a size that meaningful information cannot be evaluated in time, or at all. Information 
collapse example: corporate empire must split back into smaller organizational units.

Culture, cultures, multicultures, leading culture and subcultures, culture difference, 
civilization, migration.
Culture is a value phenomenon of a human society in a state of fluid equilibrium, which sender and 
receiver find in their lifetime. It provides knowledge, concepts, theories, values, signals, mimics, 
signs, language and metaphors, secret language and their transmitters for their communication 
among themselves. Fluidity means that a culture is subject to constant fluctuations and tensions as 
well as changes. Between the extremes of war and peace, economic changes - but also through any 
kind of major natural disaster or even epidemic - the general set of values and the associated 
demands and pressures on the individual can change. These extremes can lead to the abandonment 
or annihilation of culture as a whole or of large parts of culture (migrations).
At present, the word "culture" has acquired an apodictic (equally inviolable) value in its meaning, in
which the folkloristic view of culture goes together with the populist one. Against this it is good to 
quote Goethe, who did not know this apodictic interpretation of the term and wrote to his friend 
Zelter on June 6, 1826:

"Young people get far too excited and then swept away in the whirlpool of time. Wealth and 
speed are what the world admires and everyone strives for. Railroads, high-speed railroads 
and steamships and all kinds of facilities of communication are what the educated world 
strives to outdo, to over-educate and thus to remain in mediocrity. And this is also the result 
of the generality, that a middle culture becomes common.“

Culture is a transcendent social manifestation of human society, which is not comprehensible for the
individual in its entirety. The individual enters the cultural space at a very specific period of his life 
(spiritual adulthood) and leaves it with his death. Whether several cultures can be placed side by 
side in a value-free manner (civilization) depends on the extent to which these cultures have 
recognized human rights as an indispensable good of the world community and whether they 
represent them to the outside world in an interest-free manner. The equality of men and women is 
the most important indication of this and represents a categorical imperative for all democratic 
societies. Every open society should guarantee its women an individual right, namely the right to 
abortion. Multicultural societies, in which the present cultures enjoy a mutual, equal standing and 
want to coexist, must credibly prove the realization of human rights. To this credibility belongs in 
the first place that the woman can also exist economically independent in relation to the man.    
Otherwise, societies will degenerate into parallel societies or into one leading culture and several 
subcultures with the associated tensions and a graduated sense of justice with regard to human 
rights (up to and including toleration of torture or honor killings). Political regulations to enforce a 
Leitkultur entail intolerable social control. It is comparable to open enforcement or the surveillance 
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state. Since Rousseau, culture is only conceivable with a cultural critique that does not regard the 
existing, as dialectics generally suggests, as the completely changeable and treatable. Antagonistic 
elements must be added, such as transparency and intransparency or the pair of opposites of 
innocence and experience established by William Blake (1794). The word "Leitkultur" does not 
lead to these mental processes and instead tempts us to exclude any criticism of this kind. "Leitkultur" is
and therefore remains a paradoxical (unsolvable) conceptual phenomenon: because an individual cannot 
grasp the totality of culture and the transcendence associated with it, even an alliance with like-minded 
people will not be able to determine a Leitkultur. The neologism "Leitkultur" obscures the historical point in 
time of the emergence of our canon of values, which has existed in this form only since 1949 and to which 
the first nineteen unalterable articles of our Basic Law belong. If Leitkultur were a morally impeccable 
concept, collective guilt could also be derived from them. The assumption of a collective guilt with its 
context of justification leads directly into a fascist dilemma, with the effect that the world is divided into 
good and evil and guilt without historical classification must always be found with the others. An existing 
responsibility is not even asked for.

A comparison of cultures reveals a cultural difference in any case. If this appears too great within a 
community, demands for integration arise within it for the individual who belongs to the culture of a 
minority. A process of integration is supposed to bring about the assimilation of the minority to the majority 
to its general norms and values. 
However, a reverse process can also take place. The culture difference can also only be asserted by organized
minorities. A culture cultivated by a minority can also be dominated by its own elitist forces, which is then 
expressed in a (often religiously veiled) will to distance itself from the generally accepted values and norms. 
In this process, boundaries between objectivity and transparency are often deliberately blurred:

 Let's assume that there are the people of the Kanopriads. Then a part of this people claims that they 
are not only Kanopriads but also Alpha - Kanopriads.  The sense of this addition, which they have 
acquired for themselves, is used for a political argument against the majority. They claim that they 
were persecuted in the past by the majority as betas - as they never wanted to be called - and demand 
a burden compensation from the general public. The Kanopriads look back at their past and 
objectively state that no living Kanopriad has ever persecuted or discriminated against an Alpha - 
Kanopriad. They even note that the term Alpha - Kanopriad has never existed in their language in the
past. Nevertheless, the majority sanctifies the peace, approves the equalization of burdens, adopts the 
term "Alpha" in their language and deletes the term "Betas" from their language (regulation not by 

law but by mediation). 

Concept of culture, leading culture, collective guilt, identities (self-organization).
The concept of culture is a part of culture, which the individual has grasped in his lifetime from the 
prevailing cultural phenomena for his purposes and needs (cultural identity). Thereby, negative forms of 
subjective grasping - possibly also due to culture - are not excluded, such as criminality, racism and racial 
aesthetics, terrorism, religious fanaticism. Because it is impossible for the individual to grasp the complete 
stock of his culture, he can never represent it or determine it himself, as e.g. the paradox Leitkultur may 
suggest (because it comes across as an incomprehensible whole). From this follows positively: The 
individual can never be burdened by a collective guilt. On the other hand, it is not in a position - 
representative for the culture - to lead a "dialogue of cultures". Representatives of the (inconceivable) 
Leitkultur do not want to recognize that, on the other hand, they provide the justification for a collective 
guilt. A culture cannot be viewed exclusively from its positive sides. That is why the sentence has its 
validity: An individual cannot be held responsible for things and events in which he was not involved. 

As a rule, it can be assumed that the individual cannot grasp his concept of culture freely or not completely 
freely. It feels generally connected to its community and obliged to defend or also to spread the general 



values and norms of its culture. The individual is subjected in his identity findings (he does not have to 
accept only one identity and if there are more, they do not have to harmonize with each other), the time-
conditioned cultural and the time-conditioned group-specific influences and aligns according to it his "free 
will" (strongly negatively pronounced as soccer philosophy, which is constantly inserted by populist 
politicians).
 
"There is no such thing as society, there are only individuals!"  This sentence is attributed to Margaret 
Thatcher. It is so radical that not even basic democratic formulas - such as the separation of powers - can be 
derived from it. Culture consists in the connection of many individuals among themselves in the form of 
consensus and self-organization. But if culture has already elevated itself above the individual to such an 
extent that it no longer has any connection with his conditions of existence, then these irrational assertions 
arise. What Margaret Thatcher probably meant was that there can be no transcendental subject. Everything 
beyond the individual are transcendental objects without individual characteristics. To propagate a culture of 
identity, in politically packaged morsels, runs the risk of neglecting these individual conditions of existence. 
The consequence of this is mass identity crises and their after-effects, such as childlessness or deficiencies in 
old-age care. 
The conditions of existence include not only the supply of food, clean water, and health care equipped with 
good knowledge, but also whether one keeps the literal "roof over one's head" as property and cannot be 
seized away in case of illness, for example.

Culture Deficit
C. is a judgment or finding against an individual or community that may be made only in relation to a 
barbarism or violation of human rights.

Integration
Integration always represents a demand by the majority on the minority. Therefore, integration is never 
value-free. (Human Rights) 

Ideology, System Theory
Historically a designation for a direction of the French philosophy to the end of the 18.century under 
rejection of any metaphysics. Basis of their thought structures of this philosophy should be the rational 
application of the realizations from the anthropology and the psychology. From this point of view, ethics, 
logic, pedagogy, law and political science were to be reformed. Under the developing Caesarism of 
Napoleon, the ideologists were persecuted. The French ideologues probably had a great influence on the 
French Revolution and on the development of a secular state (separation of church and state; political 
sanctity and political activities are mutually exclusive), as found today in Western democracies. The values 
fought for were: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. Since then, they have been considered as values to be fought 
for and defended.

At the beginning of the 20th century, the language did not yet have a plural for the word ideology. It was 
therefore unusual at that time to speak of ideologies. A change in the meaning of the word ideology began 
after it could also be thought of in the plural. What we understand by ideologies today are worlds of ideas 
and not theories of ideas. Today, the word ideology smacks of doctrinism and propaganda for those who use 
it. Those who use it no longer succeed in returning to the historical starting point of the term. As a result of 
Napoleonic denigration, the term ideology no longer succeeded in developing or asserting itself as a doctrine.
Instead, systems theory has taken the place of ideology. 

For the mind, then, the question remains open as to what tool it has at its disposal - other than its senses - for 
its cognition. It looks as if semiotics can take over this task of providing the mind with a tool. The same is 
claimed by hermeneutics. The spirit cannot actually do without a general doctrine of ideas (ideology) and 



should aim at restoring its original reputation. Its taint of encrusted thinking and the wrong interpretation on 
the worlds of ideas should disappear. At first sight the laws of the logic offer themselves. However, logic also
comes up against limits, which force it to unconditional assumptions or axioms. This is not a disadvantage, 
on the contrary: 
For example, the sentence: "The devaluation of one sex in favor of the other is inhumane", cannot be 
justified by logic but also cannot be rejected. The principle of equality is not conditional, that is, it is absolute
and must be accepted unconditionally, just as a right to the integrity of life. 
If relativism also fails here because of its general rejection of the claim to absoluteness, other claims to 
absoluteness must be rejected: 
The sentence "Let woman be subject to man" comes from the metaphysics of the Abrahamic religions and 
contradicts the principle of equality of today's democracies. Ideology as science (system theory) rejects this 
sentence on the basis of its source from metaphysics. Thus the metaphysics is not denied by the ideology. It 
is only assumed that metaphysics can be available for a modern social theory only in a conditional way. 
Metaphysics is not opposed as such; on the contrary, it is a part of the freedom to be defended. Religious 
freedom is intended for the individual.

 But it has its limit in the open or hidden discrimination, as with Kierkegaard (Kierkegaard): The greatness of
faith, he says, becomes knowable by the greatness of unbelief. So the question is, how the believer wants to 
renounce such a sentence, if he needs the unbeliever as a mirror image to his faith. To believe in the incarnate
devil as a substitute would be a better solution than to label a fellow human being as an unbeliever for one's 
own salvation. In spite of these discrimination arts the sentence cannot be proved with it that man and 
woman are unequal and holds in the background at that time to the master-slave relationship (no right to vote
for wage earners and women).  Kierkegaard was not interested in a dissolution of these relations. A value 
system of allegedly natural differences, which moreover wants to refer to God and the devil or to good and 
evil in terms of religious history, does not bring a solution.  
The individual must not abuse religious freedom in a democratic state to exercise power and, conversely, the 
state must not instrumentalize religion.   (Friedrich Nietzsche: "Man is a metaphysical animal.") 

Formally, ideology considers for itself three social theory fields. These theory fields are: 1.attack 
theories, 2. defense theories, 3. pacifist theories. Ideology assigns two value fields to each theory: 
the radical (categorical) and the absolute (metaphysical) value field. In the radical value domain of a
theory we find the established principles, which - in contrast to the absolute value domain - are 
negotiable and to a certain extent changeable.
 
In the course of his development, an individual will find himself in one of these theory areas and 
take up a theory that suits him. In most cases, this will be one of those which his cultural circle 
offers him to choose from. From now on it will regard this as important source of its philosophy of 
life, as far as it does not prefer an opportunistic attitude of the constant change - only possible with 
a free society - within these three theory fields. However, it also has the possibility in this free 
society - depending on the situation in life - to change the point of view radically and permanently. 
This happens especially if its previous adherence to the absolute core of the previous theory led to 
its existence being threatened. The latter can also be produced by brainwashing.
For theory- or statute-oriented groups, however, this means something different: The core of the 
theory (the absolute) remains untouched (taboo). Group members who touch it are sanctioned or 
excluded. These groups let negotiations fail outwardly or react irrationally if they are forced to 
make concessions (e.g. by demands for freedom from contradiction) to the absolute core of their 
theory or divination. Thus even peace activists are on the way, who follow an attack theory in the 
core. They actually unmask themselves very fast, if they are to express themselves about humanism 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Nietzsche


- without a self-referential and prefixed adjective contained in it for them. Their evaluations and 
attitudes to this adjective-less humanism are mostly extremely pejorative. 
 
Democratic states have only the possibility to lead their community with a comprehensive defense 
theory, which states first of all their inalienable absolute values.  The absolute values to be defended
are: Liberty, equality, fraternity or unity and right and liberty (human rights) as correlate or canon of
values, i.e. these values are therefore inseparable, so that no absolute subjective value system can 
arise. From this absolute is derived: No death penalty, no torture (see against it: Thomas Hobbes, 
Leviathan 1651, who demanded an all-powerful state under the impression of the civil war in 
England -1642-1649). A democracy without this absolute canon of values is not a democracy. A 
democracy without a recognizable will to defend its values internally and externally is also not a 
democracy.
 
Corruption is one of the greatest internal threats to democracy, because it is part of a subjective 
value system. The danger is so great because corruption is always accompanied by a covert, often 
insidious abuse of power and thus damages the fundamental values of a democratic society. 
   
Metaphysics
Metaphysical thinking wants to get beyond experience to the inexperienced (transcendent) reasons 
of being, from the conditioned to the unconditioned (absolute). For example, birth and death are 
absolute elements of being and the inexperiencable. 

According to Kant, metaphysics is a deceptive illusory science. The danger that can arise from 
metaphysical thinking is that representatives of powerful organizations overload the questionable 
results of their thinking and structure them hierarchically, referring to a demagogue (secret science 
etc.) and make them binding as unconditional knowledge for all, i.e. also for non-believers (sects, 
theocracy etc.).
 
Note January 2002: The American president George W. Bush speaks in the context of September 
11, 2001 of the "axis of evil" and names three states: Iraq, Iran and North Korea. Bush thus tries to 
create a metaphysical obligation in the minds of his allies. France, on the other hand, reacts most 
violently, rejecting the demagogic speech as ideology.
The "knowledge of astrology" represents a special kind within the framework of metaphysics. It can
be assumed that an elderly person actually behaves according to his constellation. However, this 
behavior was not produced by the constellation of the stars. Rather it can be assumed that the 
horoscopic expectation of his fellow men conditioned him and let him become the typical 
representative of his constellation over time.  With these irrational forces, which seem harmless at 
first sight, one should keep in mind that mothers have already rejected their children, only because 
these were born under unacceptable constellations for the mothers.
 

Realpolitik (the makers)
Looks at first glance as if it is free of metaphysics. But care must be taken, because the term "real" 
shortens the spiritual to the moment of the present flowing along. Appearances or phenomena are 
not acknowledged because of their (alleged) incomprehensibility. If one assumes that politics 
always has something to do with dealing with the present, then the word "real politics" is 



tautological. It then merely serves to put others, who are allegedly not on the real line, in the spin. 
Any question of the future or utopia - as, incidentally, about the past - is nipped in the bud. (The 
cynicism of a Helmut Schmidt: Who has visions, should go to the doctor).

Information and Message
The concept of information is interpreted here as serving primarily but not exclusively to maintain 
the social relationship in non-visible spaces. The word "information" is closely related to the word 
"message". However, they cannot be equated. The word "message" is to be understood here vis-à-
vis the word "information" in the way that it is targeted to one or more persons and is also not 
output by automatic systems. Example: I find two different tracks in the snow in front of my front 
door in the morning, that of an animal and that of a human being (information). While I am still 
thinking whether it was the track of a dog and whether man and animal were in front of my door at 
the same time, my neighbor rings the bell and asks me if I could help her to find her dog. I now see 
that the new track is similar to the previous human track (making sense of the piecing together of 
information). I help her and she tells her husband via cell phone that I am joining the search 
(message).
  
Incorrect processing of information and message (using the example of jealousy).
In the evening: My neighbor and I found the dog. Her husband has an attack of jealousy because I 
was with his wife and afterwards we were warming up over a cup of coffee. (Contextless reception 
and emotionally charged processing of news or information and braiding it together with personal 
fantasies). 
Consequently: jealousy can be explained in such a way that the arousal arises from a wrong 
information processing (internal as well as external). 
The message, unlike information, can be stylized to the point of a ritual (e.g.: personal code in a 
love relationship).  

Social Relationship
The Social Relationship is maintained through information and/or messages. The receiver and 
sender constantly change their roles. The receiver demands useful information and/or messages 
with which he is mentally occupied and according to which he directs his actions. Sender and 
receiver become reciprocal actors and influence each other. In the industrial and information 
society, the reality of the social relationship takes place predominantly in separate - i.e. non-visible -
spaces. The actors predominantly lack visual contact. The SR consists mainly of trust (marriage) 
and rituals.

Coding; private, dual code, public code; language.
Principles: 
I.  Language is not able to completely capture reality (description problem).
II.The individual is not able on the channels available to him to capture reality completely (time 
problem).   

The individual encodes his actions and attitudes. It acquires several codings in its development into 
an adult. From the generally accessible coding possibilities of a society - in particular by the 
language - the individual determines a private code for its relations, which is different even to 
individual family members (dual code). D The private code is composed of everything that 



sensuality provides and reinforces This can consist of words and gestures but also of actions and 
attitudes. The dual code puts the individuals in the two-relationship in the position to engage in 
rituals. This code has its strongest expression in the sexual area. The repetition of the ritual elements
serves to reinforce sensuality and does not trigger boredom as can happen outside the ritual. On the 
one hand these rituals can belong to an intense love relationship on the other hand they can lead an 
individual to the lowlands of phone sex. The breakdown of a dual code, which can occur through a 
wide variety of pressures such as separation or isolation, leads to identity crises for many 
individuals.

The "public code" protects the individual from turning his innermost inside out or revealing his 
private code or dual code.  
An individual behaves in a distinctly rational way if he claims at least two independent message 
channels outside the social relationship for the evaluation of a message. This is especially true when
dealing with the Absolute. For a message from God at least all world religions - as soon as they 
have got rid of their apocalyptic matrix - are responsible and not only one. This world ecumenism is
in the process of forming, but is currently defamed by ultra-orthodox and fundamentalist religious 
groups, among other things, by the assertion that an antichrist has appeared. The nature of the 
disputes has now taken on forms that no longer have anything in common with democratically 
guaranteed religious freedom. 

Transmitter (Dual - Transmitter; Universal - Transmitter)
Transmitters are of technical nature and bridge the separated spaces between transmitter and 
receiver with images and signs. They do not get tired and are usually available to an army of 
transmitters and receivers without interruption. With transmitters, the problem of authenticity of the 
sender (e.g., computer responding to a human), the danger of co-reception, and manipulation arises. 
The social relationship must have a sufficient level of trust for effective anticipation to occur 
between transmitter and receiver. Transmitters change the psyche of the sender and receiver. 
Example: The smartphone appears and changes reality. In the course of its development so far, it 
continuously offers new forms of communication (Twitter, Facebook). But it is already being used 
to monitor objects or even people. It will soon be equipped with a random generator that will play 
specific background sounds. These have the sole purpose of concealing the sender's true location 
from the receiver.

Level of trust
Marriage, kinship, friendship, business relationships, corporation, employment relationships, etc. 
exist through a level of trust that is superior to the general relational relationships. They can be 
either variably equal or variably hierarchical.
The level of trust is predominantly a psychological variable and is continuously varied through the 
individual decisions of the sender and receiver. There may be an economic link between sender and 
receiver (e.g., employment relationship), but this does not change the psychological link. The 
sender and recipient are often unclear about the range and its change at this level, or even deceive 
each other (good face to bad face).
(Example: Mrs. Merkel was to be elected Chancellor in 2005. According to Article 65 of the Basic 
Law, she determines the policy guidelines. In the run-up to the coalition negotiations, there were 
strong warnings against making use of this authority to set policy guidelines (Stoiber and 
Müntefering). 



Message and information maintenance (social context).
Despite the variability at the trust level, in most cases the sender and receiver portray their 
connection externally as ideal. If messages or information repeatedly fail to meet the recipient's 
expectations in terms of quantity and/or quality, the social relationship enters a crisis.
Example: A spouse finds out that he does not know where his partner has been in the last 18 hours. 
He receives answers to questions that he cannot make sense of.

Reaction
A message or information that hits a receiver causes a physical/psychological reaction in him. The reaction 
of the receiver reveals the general meaning of the information.

Sender
The sender is at least one individual. He holds information ready, which he wants to transmit in the form of 
messages - or as information itself - to at least one receiver. There is always a surplus of information at the 
sender. The information surplus is the greater, the more the sender acts from the position of a hierarchical or 
metaphysical system (classified information, trade secret, secret report, secret science etc.).
Whether a receiver is ready, about it the transmitter cannot be always sure, if the receiver dwells in another 
place and they are not connected with a dual - transmitter. Not every information is intended for every 
receiver (selection of information). Several transmitters are able to affect one receiver with the same message
- not at the same time but one after the other. Selective information is hardly punishable, difficult to grasp, 
but very effective.

Recipient
The recipient is at least one individual. He is only able to take in a message or information at his time. He 
checks the informal content of the message for the content that is useful to him (fake news). The receiver can
react to it materially or emotionally. "I love you," is a message that lifts the recipient's sense of well-being. 
The repetition of this small phrase (redundancy) can even increase the value of this message. Empty phrases 
are messages without significant content are initially ignored by a sensitive recipient (trash).

Individual
The individual is the bearer of conscience, but is not born with it. In the course of its development, it 
acquires a (complex) set of values (morals) bound to culture with its own (personal) weighting, with which it
acts outwardly. This acting is pre-democratic or autonomous. The individual is liable for violations of the 
social rules, statutes or the laws only alone. Or in the reverse conclusion: no liability, then also no 
conscience. But also: no morality, no conscience. 
The individual can, by his own weighting in connection with the social orientation, find himself in one of 
three structural forms of conscience. 1. in principles of a complex order of values including their 
contradictions. (Both as well as; Either - Or) 2. in principles of a linear value order without contradictions 
(Either - Or). The principles (or also categories) are always preceded by a rationale.   3. in principles of the 
absolute:  The absolute requires no justification (axiomatic). 
The autonomous conscience can only gain its autonomy from a complex order of values. As a rule, however, 
this presupposes a democratic society with an appropriate and necessary infrastructure in which, as a first 
prerequisite, both sexes have de facto equal rights and which is capable of holding free elections. In this 
context, this means in fact that if the basic rules of equality and self-determination are violated, there must 
also be sufficient punishment.
The individual can change its preferred structural form through pressure from outside (e.g. group dynamic 
pressure, catastrophes or as a hostage). Example: it is in the exceptional situation of a ship sinking with 
insufficient rescue possibilities. 



Suggestion: mentally act out situations once as captain and once as passenger (woman, man, child). Then 
establish rules and justify them.

A military helicopter appears in the given situation and wants to rescue a high-ranking scientist who is 
important for mankind, together with his family. What do conscience and knowledge have in common? Is the
statement correct: "Without knowledge no conscience"? Does the principle of "hope" exist? Or does the 
principle, no exception to the rule, apply here?      

Group
The group, in the sense defined here, is neither sender nor receiver. It is, however, an organized collection of 
individuals with a mental space of democratic or hierarchical structures available to individuals for the 
pursuit of their own (self-interested) and/or common interests (goals). The group determines a mentally open
or fixed statute. To distinguish from the group, is a random collection of individuals who have no statutory 
commitment.

Highly problematic are groups with ostensibly democratic, but internally hierarchical structures that serve, 
even if often unconsciously, metaphysical goals. In these groups, the statutes serve only as a figurehead. 
(Example: statutes for the election of a party executive committee and its chairmanship not published). Such 
groups are usually recognizable by their expressions of love for a leader (e.g., crying of those lower in rank). 
This love develops into an end in itself. Statutory tasks and problem processing therefore take place within 
the group only above a certain threshold. Often there is only a reductionist value system (e.g. limited canon 
of values). Some groups therefore react only under catastrophic conditions. The sentence applies: The greater
the catastrophe, the better the opportunity for profiling. This maxim is often reinforced in cases where the 
group members are existentially (e.g., economically) linked to each other or where something like this is in 
prospect (lobbying, sects, factions).

Nevertheless, there exists an uncrossable mental boundary between the individual and the group. Thus, to 
this day, no one has seriously attempted to equip vehicles of normal road traffic with two or three equal 
drivers in the hope of making road traffic safer.

Community
The term community is clearly distinguished from the term group. It does not have a fixed constitution. In a 
community, values and morals take the place of statutes. It is the place where the individual establishes an 
important identity and it surrounds the individual with the feeling of being secure or at home. Marriage, 
family and partnership are the basic forms of community, then associations, syndicates, fraternities.

Question 
A question is always asked by the receiver. On the factual level of a relationship, it is initially neither a 
message nor information. 
However, it is information if the sender determines that the question could not be asked from - or even solely
from - his sender information.

Answer 
An answer is always given by the sender. On the factual level of a relationship, it is either news or 
information. 

Dialog and dictation
A dialogue is created by an ongoing exchange of roles between sender and receiver. Sender is receiver and 
vice versa. Automatic systems are not or not sufficiently capable of dialog, they fail in a complex question 
and answer chain. The chess game is not a dialogue because there are only answers. 



The dictation is issued by the sender. There is no role reversal because no questions are asked. Automatic 
systems are predestined for dictation. They can also play chess with each other.

The Absolute and the Nothing
The absolute is the opposite pole of the nothing. Both do not allow meaningful questions on their contents. It 
is therefore not questionable. Questions and answers consequently get caught in tautologies. The absolute or 
the nothing consists at best of a metaphysical assertion. Therefore, because question and answer cannot 
escape from the tautology, the absolute or the nothing has the property to stay in the background. It can thus 
remain unrecognized and become the "secret knowledge" of the sender or a group of senders.  (Metaphysics)

Remark: On June 29, 2002, 7 female Catholics were ordained as priests by an archbishop in Passau.
The leadership of the Catholic Church claims that this is so insignificant as if nothing had 
happened. The problem of the official church: it really cannot justify why women are not allowed to 
assume the priesthood.

Categorical Rejection (or: Rejection of the Categorical)
The "categorical rejection" comes as a winged word. But the sender means something else, namely: the 
rejection of the categorical. This is a metaphysical attitude of the sender and is generated by his conception 
about the absolute or by the nothingness. The rejection of the categorical is therefore an indication for the 
existence of the transcendental absolute or the transcendental nothing. The senders of the sentence: "I 
categorically reject that", often do not know themselves what they are talking about. They know that they 
reject something but they know nothing about the what and why. Wrong principles can be uncovered and 
therefore one cannot reject all principles. Those who throw out the baby with the bathwater must have their 
reasons. The Absolute and the Nothing; Disturbance of the Correlate

Information fields
The information arriving on the time track is assigned by the receiver to information fields which are subject 
to the criteria of the receiver. If information fields are no longer served by the sender, this can lead to a 
review of the social relation from the receiver's side.
Example: E knows from S that S had an interesting relationship with A. The information about A is not 
available from the sender. S inconspicuously posts the information about A to E. Only when E meets S and A
by chance after some time, does E conclude that S withheld certain information from A.

Message
The message contains at least one piece of information and is addressed by the sender to one or more 
recipients. It can contain ideas, images, events, real and unreal. It is intended to or can inform, influence, 
irritate or distract the recipient. 

No simultaneity 
There is no message (information) that occurs at exactly the same time as another message (information). 
The importance of this proposition lies especially with related information and related events. There is a time
line.
(Task that especially a scriptwriter must master: You don't want to attend a party. It is important but not as 
important as another event you care about. You have plenty of time to come up with an excuse. Find one that
will not be easily proven to you as an excuse).

Timeline (action or message, calendar, place and time).
Incoming messages or information are first recorded in the memory with the help of the timeline. The time 



line is a logical instrument. For example, it prevents fallacies in the form that the daughter gave birth to the 
mother. 

Documentation (diary)
Documentation is the written recording (sending and receiving) of messages and their content (information) 
on the time line. The documentation cannot give a 100% picture of the message course. Nevertheless, 
together with human memory, it is the most important tool for evaluating events.  
 
Evaluation
The receiver is always faced with the decision to interpret information or messages as real or unreal and as 
important and unimportant. This is especially true when sender and receiver are in separate spaces.
The receiver reviews the content of the news, converts it into information that is useful to him, and thus 
expands his short-term or long-term information stock. With the takeover, the information is multiplied, 
because the information that the sender has is immaterial and can be limited quantitatively in its spread only 
by the economic power of the sender.

Intention
The sender always pursues an intention with the output of a piece of information or a message. 
The receiver pursues with the assumption of a information (no rejection) into its information stock always an
intention.
The intention to send information and the intention to take over information usually do not originate from the
same motivation of sender or receiver. Example: Sender wants to earn money by selling tickets and therefore
advertises. The receiver wants to get from A to B as cheaply as possible.

Transcendences or structures
T. are appearances, which the individual cannot grasp directly with his senses, but which determine him in 
his behavior. One speaks of structure, if the appearance can be assigned to the real world.

Choice
The sender is always faced with the choice of how much and which messages (information) he reveals from 
his domain. The sender always has the intention to spread only those news (information) which seem useful 
to him or at least cannot harm him. The sender always withholds a part of information. This is also the 
difference between information and news.
The receiver is always faced with the decision to accept information as real or unreal and as important and 
unimportant. The receiver sometimes wants to know which information he does not receive from the sender 
or why he receives just that information.

Truth
Truth is bound to reality and is often seen in the abstract without direct social reference (use of 
surveillance systems; biometric data collection using digital technology). The concept about truth 
thus stripped away can lead to a limited philosophy (truth as a product of chance). The sender often 
uses truth in this infantile or banal form for the installation of a superficial but necessary trust 
relationship, which he needs for his goals (advertising, propaganda, people management, power 
e.g.).(Film on the subject: Betrayal in one's own ranks) https://www.wunschliste.de/spielfilm/verrat-
in-den-eigenen-reihen   
 Even the overwhelming mass of individuals of a society can be unable to see through the reasons 
about the collapse of a monetary system. The truth has a psychological inclination to the audio-
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visual and the opposite, to looking away: "What I don't know doesn't make me hot" and it is always 
directed from the present to the past. The question of a truth, however, is always a question of trust. 
Trust reduces the time that the truth would have needed for its own confirmation. Trust substitutes 
itself for the truth process. The experience of the past is directed towards the future. The 
transformation of truth (experience) into trust is directed to the future and serves the continuance of 
the social relationship. This can be exploited in a perverted way: 
See WDR documentary 2006 "Gambit - New Truths about Seveso" and likewise WDR "The Toxic 
Barrels of Seveso".
In the leading world religions truth belongs to metaphysics. To this metaphysical truth belongs that 
women are subordinated to the man in almost all religions. From this point of view, this truth alone 
cannot represent a value in itself, if it is only derived from metaphysics, it does not contain the 
equality demanded from humanism. The prediction of the future has always been a concern of man, 
but he does not have to get answers for it from metaphysics. Truth always has a context, such as: 
Population problems, trade problems (wars due to overproduction or underproduction), famine and 
pestilence had to be overcome for centuries for a people if they wanted to survive as a whole. 
Threats of overpopulation could also be dealt with in the past by the leadership of a nation sending 
part of the male population on time-consuming pilgrimages. In order for the man to accept these 
hardships, he was given a higher social value upon his return, especially compared to the woman. In
this way, the promise of a higher social position for the man could be generalized within a society 
for centuries, i.e. the man received his socially higher position: The man received his socially higher
position per se.
Today, pilgrimages are made on jumbo flights or on the A380, often exploiting the economic 
powers of women. The man returns from the pilgrimage within a week and lays claim to the 
promised prestige. Thus, his journey has not contributed to the birth control of his people as it once 
did. The centuries-old religion has lost sight of the reason for the regulation. The rule or 
commandment for pilgrimage is only a hollow form now. Overpopulation was also reduced by 
ritual physical interventions on children. The mortality rate is said to have been 30 to 50%. In some 
parts of the world, this has not changed to this day.
 

The specialistic narrowing
Jost Hermand once brought this to the point and called it the dilemma of the specialistic narrowing. 
This goes back to Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, who argued about the true: The true is the whole.
But the whole is only the being completed by its development. It is to be said of the absolute that it 
is essentially result, that it is in the end what it is in truth.
Marx, as it was claimed, wanted to put Hegel from the head to the feet and did not notice that Hegel
with his statement about truth, used a transcendental phrase: The perfected being cannot be a human
being. According to this, no man is able to experience the absolute truth, because he is not the 
whole and cannot become it.
But an important aspect about truth is missing. It is the area of antagonisms. Antagonisms cannot be
solved dialectically. Thesis and antithesis generate something new, antagonisms dissolve into 
nothingness if they lack the force field and be it only the imagination. And this is exactly what 
happens when, for example, money appears on the world stage. Money contains from its 
appearance an irrevocable contradiction. Left to itself, money divides the world into rich and poor. 
Depending on how one conceives money, this happens faster or slower. That is why the real thing 
about money is that it ends up dividing everything. To prevent that, it's not about abolishing money. 



It is rather a matter of organizing a fair distribution among the living. The contrast between rich and
poor cannot be abolished. Only those who have can also give. But does this also have to apply 
beyond death, in that this opposition is inheritable in personal or institutional terms?
Therefore, Hegel's sentence does not only describe the dilemma, it is the dilemma itself, if the 
absolute is transcendent and striven for as a goal or if the specialistic narrowing exists in the 
dialectical world view, because one believes to be able to grasp and explain everything with this 
world view. Marx also succumbed to this specialistic narrowing with his dialectic. 
Truth is the Invention of a Liar - Conversations for Skeptics: Interviews with Bernhard Pörksen, 
Carl-Auer-Systeme Verlag, 2001. 

Reality
Reality is first of all a subjective sensation of the individual and only little bound to the visual. It 
lies exclusively in the world of thoughts, which sender and receiver generate together for 
themselves - but not necessarily with the same motivation. Reality consists - as the word already 
puts into one's mouth - of what works; namely not only of truth but also of belief, hope, love, own 
interests, error and coincidence, doom, concealment, intrigue and lie. It is directed from the past to 
the future. Without thoughts of the future, "reality" cannot be thought. (Film recommendation: Don 
Juan DeMarco) 

Disturbed communication 
Anarchy 
Active destruction of any order by a group (paradox). Means: all forms of disturbed 
communication. Decomposition of the correlate: liberty, equality, fraternity, to take out only liberty. 
Result: an absolute subjective value system.
 
Coding deficiencies
The individual has no or only a small "Public Code" or he cannot create a separation to his dual-
codings. All "problems of the world" - and especially those that should be processed objectively - 
end up in a whirlpool of self-reference and emotions.

Lack of meaning
Messages or information on the level of the public code, which are to fulfill an authentic claim, 
must be based on at least two senses of the human being. As a rule, these are the receiving organs 
eye and ear. This condition can be provided by one - but better by several - people. 

Quantitative and qualitative consciousness 
Quantitative consciousness is a selected consciousness that can be inherent to all forms of groups 
and is often misused in political disputes. Example forced marriage: Here an image comes to the 
fore, which always shows the young woman as the victim of an archaic social coercion. However, 
the fact that many young men also find themselves in the same situation is concealed. Qualitative 
awareness, on the other hand, is characterized by the fact that it takes all cases into account. Even if 
among all these cases there would be only one young man.

Disturbances of the correlate 
Forgetting the bonds of concepts such as unity, justice and freedom. Liberty, equality, fraternity did 



not occur spiritually separately. They are correlates.  Freedom by itself runs the risk of leading to an
absolute subjective, unhistorical value system. The 20th century is full of these figures.
- Setting up of history-less world views (form of realpolitik), for the subjective value capture and 
pleasant sentimentalism in oneself and others.

Example:
The word marriage carries with it a bundle of other terms: marriage, divorce, spouse, 
husband, wife, registry office, spousal splitting, and so on. The word marriage is closely 
related to these terms. They form a correlate.

Denial of the utopian 
 and the real tendencies connected with it. Example: Mathematically it can be predicted when at a roulette 
table - determined only by chance - the color red will fall 10, 100 or 1000 times, or a whole year in a row. 
Only because 1000 times or the whole year in a row has never happened so far, the assertion is wrong that it 
could never happen and also not in the next moment. Related to the spiritual this attitude is to be found in the
absolute rejecting attitude towards utopias, with the damage that tendencies are not considered and 
possibilities - behind which also dangers can hide - are not recognized at all. 
The assertion: "There is no coincidence" is such an irrational rejection, it leaves only the way open to 
metaphysics and religious edification. It ends in the absolute claim that only religion can be responsible for a 
view of the future. The sentence: "There is no coincidence, I am convinced of it", leads by the elimination of 
the rational, directly into the spiritual fundamentalism. 
Denial or lack of understanding of or with correlations; indifference (agnosticism) , denial (passive) or 
elimination of spiritual order by metaphysical circular reasoning, e.g. human dignity presupposes the 
immortality of the soul, because the sacrilegious can only be deterred from his actions by the threat of eternal
damnation; creating chaos, applying linguistic rules and styles in a perverted form (active: a functionary of 
the employers' lobby makes himself the advocate of the employees; advertising and political propaganda 
often apply this deliberately: "stinginess is cool"; "You are Germany" ).
Examples: Receiver does not accept that twins are two people and calls this determination pigeonholing. - 
Daughter gives birth to mother (allegorical). - Child's mouth (joke): the captain drew his saber and shot down
the attacker. - Asking a pair of scissors to cut itself. Caricature: bending the barrel of a gun 90 degrees so that
you can shoot around the corner unnoticed or 180 degrees so that you can commit suicide.
On the mental level, the disturbance of the correlate is often not discovered: In September 2002, an opinion 
poll on the Bundestag election found that 53% of Germans categorically reject war as a solution to political 
conflicts.
The mental short-circuit in this opinion poll - apart from the irrational implementation of the word 
"categorical" and the unanswered question whether peace is an antonym of war - lies particularly in the fact 
that the individual is led to believe, by means of a false correlation, that he or she possesses the power to vote
out a war. This includes the perverse suggestion of many politicians that there is no automatism to war. 
Whatever that may mean, it begs the question of what wars have been prevented with this "wisdom" over the
past 50 years. The individual may be able to flee from a war situation, but in the age of weapons of mass 
destruction, he probably does not even have this option.
The situation is different if the individual rejects the production of weapons and here especially the 
production of weapons of mass destruction under all circumstances. With this rejection, however, the 
individual immediately enters into obligations which would have to follow Kant's categorical imperative: He 
has to ensure with his possibilities that the production is prevented and existing stocks of weapons are 
eliminated (A good task for the individual who assigns himself to pacifism. However, it has not yet come to a
solution since its existence). A politician who has been endowed with power has more far-reaching 
possibilities for this task than the individual who elected him.
 
  



Information blocking
I. is mostly applied in hierarchical systems and determines communication according to established rules. Its 
purpose is to exchange information only within certain circles. The binding of sender and receiver usually 
consists in the fact that they stand among themselves in official relations or the sender is in the position to 
exercise coercion (e.g. secret services; FBI and book purchase in the USA: Break of the block under 
punishment).

Irritations (Interference) 
An irritation is created by at least two pieces of information that contradict each other or seem meaningless. 
It can be caused by joke (art), mistake, forgetting how events came about, inaccuracy or coincidence, but 
also by deception and/or lie of the sender. A piece of information has an exact origin on the time line, it 
cannot appear there therefore before its reason. 
Example: It is claimed by the sender that X appeared with his car at time A at a certain place. Official papers 
such as driving license and registration prove, at the time A X did not yet drive a car and also did not possess 
one, which he could drive. 
This is an error by the sender or a lie by the sender or the conscious or unconscious use of anachronism by 
the sender.
Quite worthless for a trust relationship, like the social relationship, is the rule taken from Roman law: in 
dubio pro reo = in doubt for the accused. The state must adhere to this rule in the name of justice. But this is 
only in the legal process, because when an individual enters its territory (asylum), some states under the rule 
of law do not remember this rule or they produce a visa affair. An individual does not need to get involved in 
this rule in his social relations if he fears to get disadvantages. 

Indignation/Disappointment 
Indignation or disappointment are the results of a communicative process in which mental processing takes 
time. Therefore, they cannot occur abruptly.

Wit and humor, border
Crossing the boundary of joke and humor or fun in relation to an individual or a group (e.g., blond jokes, 
regional jokes): when one does not stop, i.e., when one keeps repeating it, or when one does not resolve it 
and enjoys the penetration. 

Coincidence
Events occurring independently of each other (coincidence) can create a random meaning that was not 
intended. This can lead to irritation, because in the long run there is no connection of meaning.

Successful irritation   

          



                                                      
Faulty Information (Fake News)
Faulty information is only incomplete and differs from information that pretends to be false. False 
pretenses can be spread with the intention of the sender, e.g.: "false pretenses". 

There is a peculiarity in the fact that defect
or error are more difficult to find or prove than something

than something wrong. Lack or error are not present,
but the wrong is visibly present. 

   
Error
Wrong without intention is error. In the Social Relationship, when an irritation occurs, the receiver 
should always investigate first to see if there is not a mistake.

Lie
A person who tells a lie knows the truth. A lie is an intended false answer formulated in language 
and can therefore only be issued by the sender. It is intended by the sender and differs in this from 
untruth, which contains no intention or cannot be proven as intention. The receiver can usually not 
determine this difference immediately and should first determine the existence of untruths. But: In 
contrast to untruth, a lie is always in a hidden context of meaning and therefore rarely occurs alone 
(web of lies). Whether the lie is useful to the sender is a game of time for the receiver to expose it.  
The fact that lies are in principle also used in democratic systems to shape and exercise political 
power is evident in the political currents that refer to Machiavelli. This includes the American 
philosopher Leo Strauss and the theory of the state that emerged from it with representatives of the 
neoconservatives around George W. Bush, such as Micheal Ledeen: "Machiavelli on Modern 
Leadership". (Good summary and critique in : War of the Religions, page 178; Wilhelm Fink Verlag
2006). 

Automatically responding systems do not lie, but often give wrong answers
Ways to lie:  Intentional mixing up of events on the time line. Context separation of related 
information. Swapping facts on the timeline. Destroying documents. Incorrect answers are not 
simply wrong. They are just missing something. Wrong answers do not necessarily have to be 



incorrect. Things can also be mixed up so that either none (confusion) or wrong conclusions are 
drawn. 

Silence
Those who remain silent may or may not know the truth. 

Lies and morals
The unbiased handling of a discovered lie can, if it does not contain an existential threat, become 
more useful for the receiver than confronting the sender with the truth (renouncement of an 
immediate moral claim or direct reflection).
On May 5, 2002 - according to the French press - most French people were faced with the problem 
of electing either a fascist or a crook as president in the presidential election. They chose the crook. 
Considering that every political direction - but especially the extremes - also derives its beliefs from
metaphysics, the vote of the French was clearly against the excess of metaphysics. 

Shielding, Enlightenment, Paralogistics, Social Exclusion
Sender and receiver form a social relationship and are more or less strongly but nevertheless 
constantly connected. A complete interruption of the connection challenges the receiver or sender to
investigate the reason for the interruption. Often the reason for the interruption is to remain hidden.
In order to hinder investigation, the sender makes use of bogus information or shielding up to 
paralogistics (create fallacies, provide bogus sources or bogus logic, pass off a non-reversibility as 
reversible, no-future-information, 100% -probability chain: of 10 assumptions of the sender(!) all 
10 are true afterwards). Social exclusion: Places or persons are no longer accessible for the receiver 
or only with great effort. Shielding and reconnaissance is time-consuming. The effort can lead to 
the dissolution of the social relationship.

Bogus information
Bogus information is given out by the sender to satisfy the receiver or to occupy him senselessly. 
Both prevent the receiver from directing his reception to information that is essential for him.
Leading sham evidence of false reversibility. Example: poorly thought-out money theories (logic: 
the child cannot be born before its parents). 
Bogus information is information that is primarily not truthful, but also information with no 
essential content for the recipient (pulled out of thin air, entertainment, data garbage, propaganda, 
anachronistic entities).
Unprincipled or categorical points of view deliver bogus information non-stop. The receiver does 
not discover that the sender is sending him absolute messages that the sender does not want to or 
cannot change.
Politically, this can be shown by the example of the peace movement, which moved over time from 
a concrete objective (against nuclear armament = categorical pacifism) to an absolute rejection of 
any warlike confrontation (absolute pacifism). Not suspecting or even denying that every apodictic 
position feeds its strength from an absolute subjective value system.

War  
A phenomenon whose causes are to be sought in serious disturbances of the human relations 
(diplomacy) of the quarreling parties (peoples, states, groups) and which is to bring about the 
destruction or subjugation of the (apparent) opponent. The manifestations and causes of wars are 



manifold, so that a representation of the conflict potential - especially if virtual opponents are 
assumed - is hardly possible. This impossibility leads many groups to reification and therefore to 
simplification of these phenomena. Then the word "war" is self-sufficient. The demand: "Stop The 
War" is of this kind. Or one puts the word "war" in this simplified form in an opinion poll. An artist 
may be allowed to do this in the form of an allegory. Whether there is only a conflict or already a 
war is not easy to decide by definition, if the disturbances of relations have already led to human 
sacrifices. Because human lives cannot be relativized, in such cases one can already speak of a war.

Shielding by the sender
Shielding is established by silence or with information that is weak in content. Example: We are not
here today. We are invited. Have to do something tomorrow. We have a visitor. The essence of 
shielding in a social relationship is, if it is not meant to be a joke or a dear secret: the information 
should have been more precise in form, content and at certain points in time at an undisturbed level 
of trust.

Anonymous sender
Sender does not identify himself. The sender's motive can be diverse, e.g. political persecution. So 
from morally required to morally reprehensible. Nevertheless, this is often a disturbed 
communication, because the trust to the receiver can be established with difficulty or not at all.

No-future-information, insufficient redundancy
The sender systematically keeps the receiver in the dark about important intentions. The sender 
presents himself to the receiver only from vague elements of the past. From this, the receiver cannot
form a picture for the common future of this social relationship. Alternatives are not sought and 
presented by the sender or accepted by the receiver. 
Sender and receiver formally maintain the Social Relationship without a real interest in each other. 
The rupture of the relationship, however, would call outsiders to the scene to take a closer look at 
the relationship. But this is not desired.  
Example: The mother of two sisters, who suffers from Alzheimer's disease, was placed in a nursing 
home. Because the sisters had not agreed on visits, it often happened that they met at the mother's 
home, which completely overwhelmed the mother. The sisters live in the immediate neighborhood. 
They do not work and can constantly keep an eye on each other. The younger sister complains 
about the older one that arrangements about visiting the mother with her sister are not possible. But 
the older sister was not interested in agreements either. The younger sister should not have any 
insight into her private time allocation. The (banal) reason: a secret lover.

Bogus reactions of the receiver
In order to feign an intact connection to the sender, the receiver makes use of sham reactions, e.g. 
reinforcements of feedback without substantial interest or false answers. Consequence: the sender 
may respond falsely. 
Example: a person wants to be elected. She agrees with the proposal of some of her group members
and checks her chances within her group in confidential conversations beforehand. Afterwards she 
has to win. In the secret ballot, she fails because she was lied to by some in the confidential 
discussions. Consequence: 1. truth cannot be claimed in this democratic process (secret ballot).  2. 
there are personal areas in which it is permissible to lie, especially if the truth is predominantly used
for the purpose of exploration.



Often, politics also makes use of what is now considered to be the rigorism founded by Kant. For 
Kant - according to the categorical imperative - it was not permissible to lie. In Kant's view, we 
would have to give even the potential murderer honest information about the whereabouts of his 
victim because, according to Kant, lying could not be elevated to a universal law (see Munchausen 
Trilemma). Thus Kant goes beyond the biblical commandment: Thou shalt not bear false witness 
against thy neighbor.         

 Why a General Theory of Money? 

Guiding principle: Mystery and Truth are Antagonisms, missing the One also the other does not exist.

The Website >Limodane.de< announces itself with the general money theory after a longer 
conversion break on a new server again. It lies thereby in the data transfer safety-directed up-to-date
on highest level. From its visitors it does not hold any data. Therefore feedback and comments are 
switched off. Limodane updates her texts where she deems it necessary. During these activities, her 
visitors may occasionally experience minor disruptions in page loading. However, for persistent 
disruptions, the visitor must consider other sources or causes. 

Limodane continues to pursue her goal of bringing about a more complete understanding of 
the process by which money is created: 

Half-knowledge is the gateway to political populism

Ordinary people regularly assume that the money they need for daily living simply exists, without a
more detailed knowledge of how it came into their hands. In order for him to obtain the money, 
some personal effort is required, but what institutional structures must exist in the background for 
its continuous and secure existence is generally unknown to this person. About the value of the 
money he can only passively spread his belief or actively spread some myths, like the one that it has
to multiply on his savings account. This person is in a state of half-knowledge.

This state of half-knowledge is the gateway of any populist politician and his ideologies, who holds 
out the prospect of an unconditional basic income to anyone who asks for it. The question of 
whether this politician should know better allows only one of the following two conclusions, 
namely that his promises are either made in a state of boundless cluelessness like money or that 
there is already an intention to deceive his faithful voters. 

https://wirtschaftslexikon.gabler.de/definition/schwundgeld-45703
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Das_Eine


Belief or knowledge
The essential process, namely how money is created and ultimately the even more important 
process by which this money disappears again, is almost never noticed by most people. This must 
also have struck the rock musicians Jimmy Cauty and Bill Drummond when they burned a million 
pounds of Stirling in a furnace in front of running cameras in a nocturnal action on the Scottish 
island of Jura in 1994. They had also offered a prize to the person who could provide them with a 
conclusive definition of money. It is not known that this prize was ever paid out.
For most people, money is simply there. To them, it is a simple even child's play in its handling, but
an extremely complex medium in its explanation. It would only waste most to their sufficient 
understanding their precious time. The resulting, prevailing condition from it is then only the faith 
and not the necessary general knowledge around the money.
In any case, the lack of economic knowledge is a condition that is particularly prevalent in 
Germany and is not on the curriculum in general education schools. Instead, people fall back on 
invoking the Swabian housewife like a saint.

Properties of money and common pragmatism
As an explanation for their half-knowledge their ordinary pragmatism is sufficient here, which 
describes the characteristics of the money only fleetingly. For everyday needs, this knowledge is 
sufficient. In fact, one essential property is virtually ignored, namely that money by its very nature 
has the property of siphoning off value. Uncontrolled, this property of money divides the world ever
faster into rich and poor. Among its universal property of quickly covering claims or changing 
ownership are other, negative phenomena, such as the following: It concentrates its transfers more 
and more on fewer units and tends to monopolize. As a result, there are more and more places and 
zones in the world that people have to leave because their economic circumstances no longer permit
them to stay there. The permanent wage and labor struggles are related to the monopolistic nature of
money. The results include: Urban and rural exodus, increasing homelessness and, on a larger scale,
migration and flight, dispossession and, in its wake, war and expulsion, genocide. 

No wonder that with this superficial attitude of ordinary pragmatism toward money, even such 
common terms as deflation and inflation are not understood as clear concepts but rather as blows of 
fate. With this pragmatic attitude one becomes the prisoner of the own world view. 
This mental imprisonment is reinforced by a story-telling (narrative) mass-media style of language 
with its own or borrowed word creations from other worlds, such as money creation, bailouts, debt 
brakes or the like. In these narratives, the central banks are supposed to create money out of nothing
and immediately distribute this as helicopter money among the people and ready is the 
Unconditional Basic Income. At any rate, this is how a well-known stock market guro expresses 
himself in one of his books as recently as September 2018. Lest anyone have any doubts, he quickly
added that the major corporation Siemens has also proposed this in this way. If there are problems 
in addition, because there are among other things named and unnamed special economic zones, then
one stretches evenly rescue parachutes and for the borrowing we set the debt brake and the black 
zero and then also the financial concept for all is ready. - At least that's what people believe. - 
Shadow banks, poorly controlled financial service providers like Wirecard with plans for their own 
cryptocurrency and bad banks operate from the non-public and non-controllable background. All in 
all, this results in a diffuse picture that is hard to interpret.

The two levels of the General Theory of Money with its four plus three agencies, on the other hand, 
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can explain the process of money's creation and avoids as much as possible this obfuscating, 
narrative style of language with its one-dimensional thinking. However, in this context, the General 
Theory of Money presupposes openness and transparency, especially in the case of credit security. 
Where this is not given, as for example in the case of speculative securitizations by the international
banking system or the new-emerging unsecured "crypto-currencies", whose issuers seize the safe 
central bank money, which they have previously bad-mouthed because it is supposedly only created
out of nothing, the General Theory of Money also faces an inscrutable doom.
Theories are not about old or new but merely about right or wrong. Moreover, the General Theory 
of Money is intrinsic. It seeks to describe, analytically and in theses, underlying regularities at the 
level of general knowledge that are related to the handling and issuance of money. The old 
contextual relation of the issuer thus undergoes a serious change and eliminates the error in the 
previous system of simply taking money for granted. All the terms associated with it must 
subsequently be adapted to this change. It is a matter of recognizing the beginning and end of a 
monetary process.

However, this theory cannot foresee or accurately classify the effects of natural events, such as 
world-wide pandemics. It can only appeal that a redistribution from rich to poor must take place for 
these unforeseen reasons. It thus calls itself into question. This theory therefore presupposes orderly
social conditions. It is also powerless against deception and fraud.

The image of two levels used here could also have been supplemented or replaced by an image of 
two or more generations. The picture with the generations would represent in itself also better the 
socio-economic downward and dissolution tendencies belonging in a society. No successor 
generation can be a complete image of the previous generation. Consequently, the transfer of ideas 
and practices from generation to generation is not certain. In addition, there is forgetting, what has 
been lost and destroyed, what has not been sufficiently documented, and intentional or unintentional
concealment. Every society has to face these facts of imperfect social conversions, which in 
principle it cannot change. These uncertainties conceal opportunities and also dangers for the 
successors, which they have to face themselves in each case. Bad banks, rescue parachutes and the 
associated action strategies of the central banks to save banks and states are the consequences of 
this generative concealment and forgetting.

Does a Special Theory of Money Also Exist?
One question that arises following the General Theory of Money is whether a Special Theory of 
Money also exists. The answer is yes. It assumes that every currency must be more or less backed 
and that something like fiat money is not possible in the larger scheme of things. Supported by the 
General Theory of Money, the Special Theory of Money starts from the cover change from the gold 
standard to the petrodollar, which was carried out in the USA in the seventies of the last century. 
With this change, the trilemma-like Bretton Woods system of 1944 was abandoned, but not replaced
by a better one. The petrodollar was about maintaining the dollar as the world's reserve currency. 
This position as reserve currency was shaken by the Vietnam War. The U.S. was threatened with a 
loss of control (e.g., the loss of its exercise of sanctions) over world financial flows.

The Collapse of Larger Financial Structures
This Special Monetary Theory with a reserve currency could describe the opacity of this change, 
especially via a simultaneously emerged, privately-organized, unmanageable securitization system, 
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as well as the emerging cryptocurrencies from 2009 on and their serious uneven distribution, up to 
the formation of monopolies. On this level, outside the value creation process, on the one hand, 
profits are generated exclusively through bets - usually linked to insider knowledge - that approach 
or even dwarf those of drug trafficking and are concealed by the same means as corruption, money 
laundering and fictitious transactions (Wirecard). 
On the other side are the losses: The consequences of these non-controlled or non-controllable 
activities are, besides the further growth of these mafia-like, or autocratic, oligarchic structures, the 
undermining or replacement of democratic structures, the collapse of larger financial structures and 
furthermore armed conflicts, wars, poverty and homelessness, worldwide waves of refugees, 
uncontrollable migration movements, which are additionally intensified by climate change with its 
threatening climate catastrophe and the now suddenly appearing pandemics. 

The latter shows us very quickly that established rules of pragmatic economic management lose 
their validity under such conditions and that many national economies can therefore become 
distressed and collapse. One could state briefly: If the world's reserve currency is sick, then 
everything else is too.

This Special Money Theory tears the veil from this leading currency, which tried to protect itself 
behind secrets, disinformation and the general half-knowledge presented here, and describes how 
the USA could cover it with something, which they never possessed in this form and quantity. The 
reason was the vast superiority of their technologies, especially the slant drilling technology, which 
led to the second Gulf War. If, in addition, one follows the sanctions policy of the USA, one can see
the means of pressure with which they defended the cover of their currency up to the present day 
and which reached its temporary climax with their President Donald(1) Trump(2). It also explains 
their strange relationship with Saudi Arabia. 

Despite this, or precisely because of it, the U.S. is pushing a huge mountain of debt in front of it, 
which currently amounts to $22 trillion (as of 2018) and grows by about $1 trillion (as of 2018) 
every year.
On the Arabian Peninsula there is another geological peculiarity. Oil can be extracted here at the 
lowest cost in the world. While in the North Sea the production costs are 45 dollars per barrel, only 
18 dollars are needed on the Arabian Peninsula. Nevertheless, the petro-currency of the U.S., which 
is involved in production on the Arabian Peninsula, has come under pressure. In the short term, it is 
Russian gas reserves that serve the European energy market. The U.S. is therefore nervous and is 
threatening Germany with consequences if it completes the gas pipeline through the Baltic Sea, the 
>Nord Stream 2<. In relation to Iran, U.S. sanctions pressure on Germany has already been built up.
The U.S., on the other hand, imports Russian oil itself - and at near-record levels. The fact that the 
port of Sassnitz on the Baltic Sea, which stores pipes for the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, is now to be 
boycotted following a demand by three Republican U.S. senators, is for the time being the last 
attempt by the U.S. to blackmail Germany.

Germany, the U.S. claims, would thus become too dependent on Russia. Even if it were so, this 
argument does not justify threats of boycotts. It is an attack on the sovereignty of this state. 
Moreover, it is doubtful whether this danger of dependence will exist in the long term, because the 
world is retooling for renewable energies. In fifty years, oil and gas fields will have lost much of 
their value as a result, and that is already the problem with today's petrodollar: There is currently an 
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exorbitant amount of oil being extracted while the price is still right. Due to the permanent drop in 
the price of fossil energies, the dollar is already under powerful pressure.

Last message still in addition; November 2018: In the USA the average life expectancy sinks. Drugs
and a rising suicide rate were given as reasons.

Posting - Fragments
 
                                
 Note: "D" posts from Argentina 

Start of this thread:

 Posted by Digo (2008-05-17 15:55:09):
  D: The "compulsion" to offer services for money is not in the money, but in the fact that the 
service provider needs money and cannot produce it himself. 
 R: The needing and not being able to produce is only for the data integrity of the documentation 
system. 

D: Hmm. With the "data integrity of the documentation system" you can at best explain the "not 
producing it yourself". Whether someone needs money or not is not a property of money.
 R: The point is that the credits are built up and depleted properly, whether this "properly" happens 
by passing around forgery-proof bearer documents or otherwise is not important (it is only a means 
to an end). But let's agree that the performance obligation is in the loan (e.g., even those not 
denominated in money), ... 

D: From my point of view, "money-using" cannot be limited to the repayment of (money-)credits. 
Money repays all payment claims denominated in money, (money) credits are only a subset of 
them.
 R: Only there is no longer the particular obligation of a particular borrower in a particular money 
bill, but (similar to e.g. risk transformation) the properties of all borrowers are mixed and each 
holder then gets a conglomerate. 

D: Regardless of how you make up your model, in practice, service is provided in exchange for 
money because the service provider needs the money (or as Gesell put it, "because it is useful to 
him").
R: If the service providers didn't need money, then you could wave around as many bills as you 



want and you would only get a cold shoulder.

   D: Then describe once with a concrete example, how your "maturity transformation" leads to the 
fact that one can demand achievements with money. 
 R: It is the credits, the reduction of which leads to the flow of benefits, that is a characteristic of 
these. 

D: It seems to me that we have different ideas regarding the meaning of the words "concrete" and 
"example"....
R: The maturity transformation only ensures that the deposits of the non-banks can have different 
maturities than the liabilities of the non-banks, including the possibility that the depositors are not 
given a period of time, how long they must hold the loans at most (holding period) or how long they
must hold the loans at least (maturity). And because the loans (or documents) do not say directly 
what period they actually have, you have to explicitly add this property to the model ... 

D: Your answer falls again into the category "gibberish", because it neither brings a concrete 
example, nor does it answer my question about how.
R: With such constructive criticism, answering is quite a pleasure ... 

D: I believe you, but these answers don't really invite to write a constructive reply...   :-(
And you did not respond to this "constructive criticism" at all:

R: Or formulated from the debtor's point of view: he is obliged from the taken credit to offer a 
service, ... 
 D: Indeed? Where is this "obligation" recorded? At any rate, it is not written on the money 
"documenting" the performance credit. 
R: ... and asks for it everything with which he (expects) can redeem at maturity.  
D: Where does the "due date" come from? In any case, there is no "due date" on the money 
"documenting" the performance loan. 
These questions (from my point of view) aim exactly at the core.

Let us assume a normal exchange of services: A exchanges a service LA for a service LB of B. The 
exchange is normally preceded by a trade, as a result of which both come to an agreement.
This exchange of services can now be extended, e.g.: A delivers LA to B, B delivers LB to C, C 
delivers LC to D, and D delivers LD to A. The joke is that this ring exchange only comes about 
when all parties involved have come to an agreement; thus, a contract (oral or written) exists from 
which, for example, A could force D to perform if necessary. This applies all the more if the entire 
exchange process takes place "delayed".
If you now want to describe the real processes in the economy as an accumulation of such exchange
processes, then you cannot avoid the question where the obligation of "D" to actually deliver to "A"
is recorded.
To give a concrete example - and thus also a concrete example of what I mean by a concrete 
example: An agricultural worker hires himself out to a farmer in spring to help him with the sowing 
for two weeks. A sow has just become pregnant, and it is agreed that the farmhand will receive two 
suckling pigs in three months' time in addition to room and board. So the exchange of services 
contains a delayed component, and when the farmhand comes around again after three months, he 



is actually entitled to the two suckling pigs.

And now the same story with money: 
Assuming a suckling pig had a market value of 50 euros, the farm worker would receive 100 euros 
in addition to room and board. However, this does not entitle him to two suckling pigs! On the 
contrary - if he would come after three months again to the farmer, the farmer could tell calmly 
something of risen costs and require 100 euro for a suckling pig - or even send away the farmhand 
completely.
Now you could object that the farmhand should buy the two suckling pigs somewhere else, but that 
implicitly assumes that another farmer offers suckling pigs. And if that seems too far-fetched to 
you, then I can gladly refer to the strike of the local farmers. For weeks now, they have been buying
and selling only the bare essentials, which has already led to massive slumps in other sectors of the 
economy. The first manufacturers of agricultural machinery have started short-time work, 
slaughterhouses have (temporarily) laid off their staff, the grain port is at a standstill, thousands of 
small suppliers and intermediaries are twiddling their thumbs, and so on.

No matter how much peso the money holder may wave around, no one can force the farmers to sell 
more than they need to cover their current expenses.
Your "obligation to offer a service," so beautifully abstract in theory, is unfortunately no good in 
practice, since it says nothing about the nature and amount of the service in return. The 100 euros 
can be equivalent to two suckling pigs -- or just one head of cabbage.

R: What I want to get at: Money has just no "indefinite remaining term", but because of the by 
definition(!) existing ability to redeem debts by means of money it must have a shortest possible 
term. 

  D: Money does not possess the property "term" at all, neither "shortest possible" nor "indefinite"! 
And only by this it is compatible at all as a debt repayment means with all possible loan repayment 
periods. 
  R: How do you know which term money has or does not have? There's nothing on it like "I'm a 
bill money, I don't have a term" either. 

D: That's right, there's nothing on the bill about a grace period at all -- I'll take that as good evidence
for my statement.   :-)
 R: Besides, it's not so much about what properties things actually have, because I don't assume 
(philosophically speaking) that we can recognize "things in themselves". In this respect, it is also 
sufficient to find a mental description that approximates the object we are looking for (here: 
"money") as well as possible ... 

D: Hmm. What do you mean by "approximate as well as possible"?
If your model collides with reality every now and then, does not close at all, and even you yourself 
stumble over your own premises again and again (sometimes banks "generate" credits, sometimes 
they merely "mediate" them), then this "mental description" does not seem to be very suitable to 
me.

****************************************** 



R: What I want to get at: Money has just no "indefinite remaining term", but because of the by 
definition(!) existing ability to redeem debts by means of money it must have a shortest possible 
term. 
 D: Just "because of the by definition(!) existing ability to redeem debts" money cannot be a credit. 
Because if it would be credit, then it would not redeem other credits, but only redeem, thus "type-
transform".   :-) 

 R: If a repayment recipient had credit assets before and does not receive any benefit in this 
transaction, then he still has credit assets afterwards. 

D: Yes. However, you had spoken of a "by definition(!) existing debt repayment ability by means of
money". If, however, the loans can be repaid only by rendering service, then logically money also 
has no debt repayment ability. 
Perhaps you should write down the premises and conclusions of your model neatly on a piece of 
paper, check them for consistency, and then either learn them by heart or have the piece of paper 
within reach while you write here. Because apparently you continually conflate reality and your 
model, otherwise I can't explain such obvious contradictions.
R: (I think the personal pronoun for Kirchner is "they" by now. Unless I missed something, or you 
mean something else by it ...) 

D: Formally, the "they" would be correct (singular and plural) -- de facto, the Kirchner couple steers
the state like a car: "she" talks, while "he" is at the wheel.
Regards,
Digo

up Previous replies:

    * Re: negative interest rates in today's system.... Reinhard 2008-05-18 22:34:59 (0) b 
IndexCurrentTopicsH
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
 Re(2): Negative interest rates in today's system....

Posted by Digo (2008-05-23 01:56:15):

            R: The need and not make it yourself thing is just for data integrity of the documentation 
system. 

        D: Hmm. With the "data integrity of the documentation system" you can at best explain the 
"do not produce yourself". 

    R: No, also the "need" serves the consistency, the (then no longer) debtor must be able to prove 
that he has performed; ... 

D: You are mixing up two things that have nothing to do with each other.
First, the possession of money is not "proof" that someone has performed. He can also have found 
the money on the street, got it as a gift, won the lottery, begged for it.



And secondly: to what extent is your growling stomach part of the "data integrity"? Because if you 
can't support yourself, then you need money to buy food, for example.
 R: ... the issued money also has to be collected again. 

D: Hmm. Let's put it this way: the central bank needs a mechanism by which it can reduce the 
amount of money in circulation when needed.

  D: Whether someone needs money or not is not a property of money.
    R: But of the credit, of which money is (sometimes) a part. 

D: So vaguely formulated you walk already again in the realms of the "ramblings"...   :-(
R: The money-using is only a property of credits denominated in money.
But since the credits of your model are ultimately performance credits, the money-using is also no 
property of these credits.

        D: From my point of view, "money-using" cannot be restricted to the repayment of 
(money-)loans. Money repays all payment claims denominated in money, (money) credits are only 
a subset of them. 
    R: I consider credits that arise from services but are denominated in money as money credits. 
D:Your sentence somehow "misses" my statement....
R: Payment claims denominated in money are for example also levies, taxes etc.. -- and you will 
hardly be able to define such payments as "credits created by services".

        D: No matter how you build your model, in practice services are rendered against money, 
because the service provider needs the money (or as Gesell put it: "because it is useful to him"). 

    R: And I mean because he is reducing credit liabilities, for which he needs money (or building up
credit assets, for which he needs money). The credit liabilities to be reduced are usually reduced in 
the process because of their maturity. 

D: Well, I'm curious how you make a "credit liability" out of a tax receivable....

        D: If the service providers didn't need any money, you could wave around as many bills as you
want and you would still only get a cold shoulder
    R: The existence of money presupposes that someone owes/"needs" the money; at least in 
reasonably neat credit money systems. 
D: However, it does not follow from the fact that the first money holder is provided with money by 
a bank that other economic agents now "owe" him a service.

R: You should perhaps calculate the starting phase of your model once concretely, because from my view a 
thinking error is here: either the primacy is the achievement credit, then money can appear only as 
consequence of an achievement exchange, or the money is a condition for the achievement exchange, then 
you would have to explain, why the first achievement offerers accept money at all, if straight it does not need
it nevertheless (since they had taken up no money credits).



   D: Then describe once with a concrete example, how your "maturity transformation" leads to the fact that 
one can demand achievements with money. 

   R: It is the credits whose reduction leads to the flow of benefits, that is a characteristic of them. 

    D: It seems to me that we have different ideas concerning the meaning of the words "concrete" and 
"example"...  
     R: No, just talking/writing/reading past each other. By saying that it is a credit property, I meant that it is 
not a maturity transformation property. Say: that the question was already wrong. That's kind of like asking 
how voltage transformation leads to current flow ... 
D: Well, if somebody would have babbled something about "voltage transformation leads to current flow" 
before, such a question about the "how" would be asked quite correctly, because it would make the nonsense 
obvious. As you can see from the context, your statement was (analogously) that behind the power supply 
the maturity transformation is hidden (emphasis mine):

  R: Everyone wants for his achievement naturally other achievements from the other involved ones back. 
There one can let this other already times with its butter pull, if one gets something else for it. And thus the 
hairdresser leaves the achievement of the hair cutting to his customers, in order to receive from these 
customers directly or over several corners other achievements back. 

    D: Except that this expectation that someone else will then "pay back" the service does not constitute a 
claim against "someone else". What you just wrote in SF-105915: "But in the case of government bonds with
ten years remaining to maturity, no one is obligated to exchange them for money. At least not for the next 10 
years. Any money offered for them is purely voluntary." applies a fortiori at the performance level: "But in 
the case of money with an indefinite residual term, no one is obliged to exchange it for performance. Any 
service offered for it is purely voluntary." 

  R: No, that's not right. Behind it there is once again maturity transformation, this is what gives the 
impression in the first place. 

  D: Then describe once with a concrete example, how your "maturity transformation" leads to the fact that 
one can demand achievements with money. If you wanted to point out that the ability to demand services is a
credit property, then you should also write that.

  D: Then describe once with a concrete example how your "maturity transformation" leads to the fact that 
one can demand achievements with money. If you wanted to say that the ability to demand payments is a 
credit property, then you should also write that.

  R: Or formulated from the point of view of the debtor: he is obliged from the taken credit to offer a 
performance, ... 

  D: Indeed? Where is this "obligation" recorded? At any rate, it is not written on the money "documenting" 
the performance credit.

  R: ... and asks for it all, with which he (expects) to be able to repay at maturity. 
        D: Where does the "maturity" come from? On the money "documenting" the performance credit, in any 
case, there is no "due date". 
    R: A loan (in total, i.e. from non-bank to non-bank) leaves behind several documents in the system, 
including those from the bank to the debtor's non-bank. And they are terminated. 
D: Why actually? - The money "documenting" the all-underlying performance credit has no maturity. So 



where does the maturity of the other "documents" come from?  Furthermore, there is still no answer to the 
question where the obligation of the service debtor to deliver a service at some point is recorded.
    R: Besides, what would actually change if there really was a deadline on the money? 
D: I leave that to your head to figure out...   :-)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
        D: Let's assume a normal service exchange: A exchanges a service LA for a service LB of B. The 
exchange is normally preceded by a trade, as a result of which both come to an agreement.

This exchange of services can now be extended, e.g.: A delivers LA to B, B delivers LB to C, C delivers LC 
to D, and D delivers LD to A. The joke is that this ring exchange only comes about when all parties involved 
have come to an agreement; thus, a contract (oral or written) exists from which, for example, A could force 
D to perform if necessary. This applies all the more if the entire exchange process takes place "delayed".
If you now want to describe the real processes in the economy as an accumulation of such exchange 
processes, then you cannot avoid the question where now the obligation of "D" is fixed to actually deliver to 
"A".
    R: The money, which A holds, as well as the liability of D towards a money issuer hold the obligation of 
D. 
 Where on the money is this obligation "documented" (or "held")?
Where does the "liability of D to a money issuer" come from?

    R: However, not merely to deliver to A (unless he is the only money holder), but to all possible money 
holders (of which there are probably considerably more than A). For this, A can also buy from someone else 
than from D. 

This is a superfluous "empty statement".
    R: And this obligation is enforced by the banking system, which can collect its money claims by means of 
the legal system. 

Again, this statement adds nothing to the facts of the case, since you simply assume, without any 
justification, that a "liability" of D to the banking system exists.

        D: [...] And now the same story with money: suppose a suckling pig had a market value of 50 Euros, 
then the farm worker would receive 100 Euros in addition to room and board. A claim on two suckling pigs 
does not arise to him from it, however! On the contrary - if he would come back to the farmer after three 
months, he could tell something about increased costs and demand 100 Euro for a suckling pig - or even 
send the farmhand away completely. 

    R: Prices can change, of course, but it is ideally up to the central bank to decide whether the suppliers of 
goods or the demanders of goods are more likely to get their prices accepted. 

Save yourself the time to write down such "empty statements".
 D: Now you could object that the farmer should buy the two suckling pigs somewhere else, but this 
implicitly assumes that another farmer offers suckling pigs. And if that seems too far-fetched to you, then I 
can gladly refer to the strike of the local farmers. For weeks now, they have been buying and selling only the 
bare essentials, which has already led to massive slumps in other sectors of the economy. The first 
manufacturers of agricultural machinery have started short-time work, slaughterhouses have (temporarily) 
laid off their staff, the grain port is at a standstill, thousands of small suppliers and intermediaries are 
twiddling their thumbs, and so on.
No matter how much peso the money holder wields, no one can force farmers to sell more than they need to 



meet current expenses.

    R: In the model, money exists because someone, including but not limited to farmers have liabilities to the
banking system. 

Is that so? And I thought money existed because it "documents" the exchange of services....

    R: If they don't have them (for some reason), or the loans can't take effect because other lenders are found,
or something, then the farmers don't have to offer anything either. 
So let's hold: if farmers don't need money, then they don't have to offer services.
And now tell me once, how you start your model, if nevertheless at the beginning still nobody had taken up 
credits, thus nobody possesses money commitments, and therefore also nobody must offer achievements 
against money.
       D: Your "obligation to offer a service," which is so beautifully abstract in theory, is unfortunately not 
suitable for practice, since it says nothing about the type and amount of the consideration. The 100 euros can 
be equivalent to two suckling pigs -- or just one head of cabbage.

    R: That has more to do with the price level, if achievement offer is made scarce, also the money supply 
can be made scarce.

D: So-so. How can the supply of services actually be "reduced" in your model? Do "service obligations" 
vanish into thin air?

One of the main pillars of your model is to express services in monetary units, because this is the only way 
to determine the balance of services. But apparently you are not aware of the implications of this approach.

R: The 100 Euro, which the creditor holds in his hands, represent at best a "claim" to a consideration in the 
value of 100 Euro. No more and no less. So, if the farmer offers only one suckling pig instead of the 
expected two for the 100 Euros, then the service offer has not become "scarce" at all -- the farmer actually 
offers a service worth 100 Euros.

D: If your model collides with reality every now and then, does not close at the back and front, and even you
yourself stumble over your own premises again and again (sometimes banks "generate" credits, sometimes 
they merely "mediate" them), then this "mental description" does not seem to me to be very suitable. 

    R: But these are trivialities. 

D: But yes. Who will bother with such annoying "trivialities" like reality ;-)

    R: For example, banks are quite involved in the generation of credit, ... 

D: Of course. The other day in the supermarket one of them helped me to fill the basket and then "mediated" 
at the checkout, so that the credit ("opening of the exchange of services") came about.

    R: ... one can also make corresponding statements about that. 

D: I see. "Can one".
Perhaps you should start then slowly with it. For weeks I have been pointing out to you that your model in its
present state is - let's say - "incomplete".

  R: If a repayment recipient had credit assets before and receives no service in this transaction, then he still 



has credit assets afterwards. 

   D: Yes. However, you had spoken of a "by definition(!) existing debt repayment ability by means of 
money". If, however, the loans can only be repaid by rendering performance, then logically money also has 
no debt repayment capability. 

  R: Hmm.  Well, you still have to be able to pay (even in the model), that is, to use your credit assets 
(especially money) to pay off credit liabilities with it. Making A --> B --> C then A --> C. This is not the 
same as reducing credit quantities ... 

D: If reducing credit liabilities does not reduce credit quantities -- then how do you define "credit 
quantities"?
Regards,
Digo      



A closed or an open system

Ivan writes:

>> But real goods credits cannot be shredded and they have already passed before the money issuer
gets back the money documents, which he, for whatever reason, then shreds. Skillfully, he (Har) has
once again let findings bounce off him. <<

Har replies:

Let me try to explain this from my point of view:
An equivalent exchange of real goods leaves no monetary traces: if an Argentine ship with beef on 
board leaves its port for Germany and at the same time a ship with machinery on board leaves the 
port of Hamburg for Argentina, in so far neither a real goods credit nor a nominal goods credit has 
arisen as long as the two cargoes of goods are regarded as equivalent and exchanged 
simultaneously.

Only a non-equivalence or non-simultaneity would create a real goods credit (whatever that is 
supposed to be here, dear Ivan ), for the compensation of which the same businessmen can agree on 
further real goods deliveries in the form of contracts. Only in this process can nominal goods, to 
which money generally belongs, come into being. Once these deliveries have been made, the 
documents on this settlement are still kept and then shredded when legally the statute of limitations 
has come into effect. This preservation fulfills only the proof over the fact that the former claims 
over the exchange are extinguished.

This exchange of goods is thus seen as a closed system and would be meaningless (tautological) if it
were not open on another level and would lead to profits. Profit is the driving motive of trade and 
markets, and they are generally presumed to run without interference.  

This is exactly what an open, monetary system - like a money system - is needed for, but it 
immediately carries the risk of being disproportionately drawn into the costs of the previous real 
exchange system. Through its anonymization (being accessible to all), this system transforms the 
claim of the original promissory bill into value. The claim of the real commodity credit to delivery 
or performance therefore ceases to exist with money.

What remains is the value of a good or service offered for sale on the market. From now on, a 
trustee merely controls the time-accurate issue and withdrawal of means of value (banknotes). This 
monetary system, which now consists only of nominal goods and perceives the growth processes of 
the real goods economy only from hearsay, knows (in the end or in the last consequence) only the 
game with the two categories profit and loss over value. It is therefore particularly well suited for 
artificially induced volatilities or, in other words, speculation and its reinsurance.

Mathematical growth formulas can therefore not provide serious long-term forecasts in the nominal 
goods sector. Therefore, the monetary system needs agencies (e.g. labor agencies) that create a 
balance (redistribution) in order to keep the social damage caused by a monetary system as small as 
possible.

Let's start to explain this and ask what a monetary system can achieve under the maxim of profit 
and loss. At present we experience that the risk distribution of monetary systems is in bad shape 
(US real estate crisis 2007). Is it related to the fact that this open system no longer allows exchange?
It has turned into a closed system, so to speak?

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rekursion


This is exactly the question I am addressing. And I build up this system from below, from the cell, 
so to speak, with money issuers and trustees. And to be precise: with me, it is the trustee who shreds
and not the money issuer, which makes the difference to the bilateral promissory note system, 
because there, it is the promissory note issuer itself who can
destruction of that own document and should.

What is necessary, then, if I want to transfer a bilateral system (promissory bills) to an anonymous 
(general) system (money)? Surely it must promise advantages in general and this it can only do if I 
am able to keep it open as a system, i.e. in disequilibrium or in steady state. So this disequilibrium 
and not equilibrium is the precondition of any nominal good.

There are seven agencies that are necessary to generate (anonymous) money. When I talk about 
money, these seven agencies are always included in my mind. But it remains important from which 
perspective this money system is viewed. The money issuer and trustee are the generator of the 
money cycle. (A comparison with an electric power grid suggests itself here, where electrons are 
sent out and brought back and their dwell time in the grid depends on the distance traveled and the 
speed of light, and it is the electricity consumer who keeps this (seemingly) endless process going 
(dynamics). Without it, the electron emitter would have to stop working).

If I want to build up all this from the central bank, I run the risk to get stuck in their descriptions, 
which I take for explanations and confuse with (cognitive) knowledge. Above all, I miss the 
question of the necessary and optimal size of a system.

As I have shown, banks are generally (and by origin) not issuers. That they have built themselves 
up to be such through a series of transmission stages and claim for themselves the designation of 
issuer is a phenomenon that needs (cognitive, not pragmatic) explanation. Here it leads to the fact 
that I am often powerfully misunderstood about my interpretation in this matter.

....and that we are on a metaphysical level with the subject of money should also be clear to us:
 
A loan derived from the Latin credere "to believe" and creditum "that which is
entrusted in good faith" (Wikipedia).  



Found Objects 
 

From the 21 theses "The Physicists" by Friedrich Dürrenmatt.

"Physics is too difficult for the physicists."

      consequently:
                            (Economics is too hard for the economists. 
                           - Law is too hard for the lawyers,  etc, ....)
 
"Mankind is not ready for knowledge."
 
"Everything thinkable will (be) thought once."
 
"Once thought, it cannot be taken back." (non-reversible)
 
"A story is not thought through until it has taken its worst possible turn."

 "What concerns everyone can only be solved by everyone."

"Any attempt by an individual to solve for himself what concerns all must fail." 
 
"The worst possible turn is not predictable. It occurs by chance."
 
"The more planned people proceed, the more effectively chance is able to strike them."
 
"Any attempt by an individual to solve for himself what concerns everyone must fail."                       
(see also: the Mackenroth thesis). 

"There are risks that must not be taken, consequently responsibility plays a major role in dealing 
with knowledge."
 
"In paradox, reality appears." 

https://www.spiegel.de/kultur/recherche-zu-project-veritas-us-richter-weist-new-york-times-zur-zerstoerung-vertraulicher-dokumente-an-a-11e43d90-1285-43b5-95f5-8a26ea06f9a4


No Matter
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1                                                               Endnotes 

How to cleverly keep the concept of property out of argumentations 
is shown by Ralf Dahrendorf's "Reflections on the Revolution in Europe". In this 
work, the term "property" is hard to find. In his reflections 
other terms for "property" such as "corporate structure" are used. 
For example, in a rough critique of Karl Marx, Dahrendorf comments on p. 
45 (op. cit.) as follows:

"A kind of class struggle had (perhaps) provided the ammunition for the French 
Revolution; the Industrial Revolution can (probably) be described as the 
described as the inevitable elimination of an older mode of production to make 
way for new forms of technology, corporate structure, and of wage labor."

For Dahrendorf, the who is omitted and not questioned. In contrast, the what
overweight in the room, as if there were nothing else beyond the thing. The 
basic question, which was not asked by Dahrendorf, is thus: "Where does the 
entrepreneur get his property from, and does the wage laborer have so much 
property with which to could become an entrepreneur."  

 
2 The neologism "internal and external inflation" is not yet a common term in the German-speaking world. Most 

people in this country only became aware of what can be understood by "external inflation" in the course of 2022 
when natural gas prices shot up as a result of inadequate storage and subsequent supply stoppages and became 
unaffordable for the average wage earner. The fact that a foreign power had already achieved a monopoly position in
the German energy sector over time and with deliberation had not yet penetrated the consciousness of the economic 
decision-makers. 
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